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ABSTRACT

In the political and cultural relations between archaic Rome 
and Etruria the Etruscans were not the speakers of a 
'dominant language'. Since Rome was not under Etruscan 
domination nor was there any prestige associated with the 
Etruscan language, the conditions under which large scale 
lexical borrowing takes place were absent. A recent survey 
of the whole field is reviewed and its results are found to 
be uncertain or ill-supported; in it the constraints of 
space preclude the detailed treatment of individual words 
which is necessary if the nature of the influence of 
Etruscan on the Latin lexicon is to be fully understood.

This thesis deals with some specific problems in Etrusco- 
Latin interaction and in the Etruscan loanwords in Latin; a 
small number of words is treated in detail. It is 
established that each word is on phonological and 
morphological grounds unlikely to be Indo-European. Concrete 
reasons for suspecting Etruscan origin leads to an 
examination of morphological, phonological and semantic 
factors in the light of the Etruscan lexicon, word-formation 
and phonology. Emphasis is placed on explaining the 
structure of the Etruscan source and the way in which it is 
naturalized in Latin. In some cases the Etruscan source 
word is identified; in others it is shown that an Etruscan 
source is probable. Data from the literary sources and 
archaeology are combined with linguistic and onomastic 
arguments,

The extent of Etrusco-Latin interaction in terms of the 
number of bilingual speakers was small; it is likely that 
the number of Etruscan loanwords in Latin is also small. 
Hence a proposed Etruscan etymology for a Latin word of 
dubious origin must be examined critically. The detailed 
analysis of individual words brings new results.
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LINGUISTIC SYMBOLS

The following improvisations have been made for 
symbols, which the computer programme used cannot

u (consonantal u) is represented by u

£ (consonantal i) is represented by

h (syllabic h) is represented by

1 (syllabic 1) is represented by I

r (syllabic r) is represented by f.
0

Further, it should be noted that:

Accented short vowels appear as h or k etc. 

Accented long vowels appear as 6 or i etc.

1i ngu i s t i c 
reproduce:
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INTRODUCTION

The origin of Latin words is a subject which already 
fascinated Varro and Quintilian, who made a distinction 
between native and foreign words in the Latin vocabulary
(Var.L.5.10 ...verba, quae sunt aut nostra, aut aliena, aut 
obiivia...; Quint.Inst.5.55 verba aut Latina aut peregrina
sunt). The lexicon of Latin, its native terms and its 
loanwords, is one of the most thoroughly studied areas in 
the field of historical linguistics. That our knowledge of 
the Latin language is, however, not complete and that new 
results must still be sought and can be achieved has 
recently been demonstrated by Szemer6nyi 1989. Amongst the 
loanwords in Latin, those of Etruscan origin, as compared to 
those of say Greek, Celtic, and Italic origin, have been 
infrequently and inadequately researched and new studies are 
needed.

1. History of the research

The first attempt at a synthesis of the problem of Etruscan 
loans in Latin was that of Alfred Ernout 1929, who offered 
his work Les £16ments 6trusques du vocabulaire latin, BSL 
30, 1929, 82-124, with reserve as an interim study, cf.
p. 123: "La pr6sente 6tude ne vise pas & 6tre exhaustive, pas 
plus qu'elle ne pretend 6tre arriv6e & une certitude; elle 
tend seulement h orienter les recherches. Prise en soi et 
consid6r6e isol6ment, chacune des hypotheses et des 
tentatives d 'explication ici propos£es pourra paraitre 
faible: mais leur union leur donne quelque force."

His pioneering work led to two major treatments (doctoral
theses) of the same subject (see below), and to numerous 
articles on specific problems. Ernout succeeded in directing 
the attention of scholars to the question of Etruscan
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loanwords in Latin. That his own work must now be considered 
as methodologically unsound (cf. De Simone 1981:95), and 
that his proposals must be rejected or qualified to a 
considerable extent, does not diminish the importance of 
the seminal contribution which he made.

The first to take up Ernout's challenge was Louis Baudoux, 
whose dissertation Mots 6trusques du vocabulaire latin 
was completed in 1943 at the University of Louvain 
(unpublished; the dissertation is referred to by Louis 
Deroy, L'Emprunt Linguistique, Paris 1956). He treats 
systematically: i) words attested as Etruscan by ancient
authors; ii) the Etruscan mediation of Greek words into 
Latin; iii) (his main section) words whose analysis appears 
to reveal an Etruscan character. He concludes that the 
following Latin words are with some certainty Etruscan: 
aplustre, caer imoni a, fala, groma/gruma, histrio, lanista, 
lars, lucumo, maro, orca, persona, servus, spelunca, sporta, 
spurius, triumphus, verna. It is a merit of his work that he 
carefully weighs the evidence for each proposed Etruscan 
etymology, though judgement must sometimes be left open. 
Lat. amo and tofus are in his opinion definitely not 
Etruscan. He brings up to date the work of Ernout, making 
use of the secondary literature (including M. Pallottino, 
Elementi di lingua etrusca, 1936) to have appeared in the 
intervening period. His work is unknown to Breyer (see 
below) and is unacknowledged in the work of modern scholars 
in the field.

The second doctoral dissertation to be based on Ernout 1929 
and intervening work, and the newest major treatment of the 
subject, is that of Gertraud Breyer, whose work warrants a 
somewhat fuller discussion. Her dissertation, Etruski sches 
Sprachgut im Lateinischen, was completed in July 1984 at the 
University of Vienna; its publication is forthcoming. Breyer 
seeks to check and, where necessary, correct Ernout's
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judgements on certain or possible Etruscan elements of the 
Latin vocabulary and, to a lesser extent, morphology. She 
exploits the findings of modern research, mainly that of 
Pfiffig 1969; Rix 1985a was not available to Breyer. To
Ernout's list are added all Latin words which have since
been suspected to be of Etruscan origin.

The information which Breyer presents is extensive. For each 
word discussed she cites the remarks of Ernout 1929, EM, WH
and Alessio's Lexicon Etymologicum. There follows a
presentation of the main arguments given in the secondary 
literature, when this postdates EM and WH. Breyer has, 
therefore, rendered service to anyone interested in Etruscan 
loanwords in Latin by having produced a detailed record of 
scholarly opinion on the subject; the chief merit of the 
work is that of a data base. The thesis is, however, not 
only long <1,113 pages) but also repetitive; the essential 
information could have been given in three quarters of the 
space, without allowing for the fact that much space is 
devoted to words which are patently - and admittedly - not 
Etruscan <cf. infra).

Breyer's aim (p.2) is the "Gewinnung eines gewissen 
Uberblicks tiber Problematik und For schungsstand beziiglich 
etruskischen Sprachgutes im Late inischen". She recognizes 
that in view of the breadth of the material it will only 
rarely be possible to dwell on particular problems or to 
handle a specific topic in the depth necessary in the 
particular context (the fullness of her treatment of 
individual lexical items is largely determined by the extent 
of the secondary literature). Further; "Geschweige denn, da3 
Anspruch auf endgultige Klarung der aufgeworfenen Fragen 
erhoben werden diirfte; das meiste kann nur angedeutet, in 
Frage gestellt oder einer eingehenderen Untersuchung 
empfohlen werden." A necessary limitation of such a survey 
is that it precludes the detailed treatment of individual
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words which is necessary if the nature of the influence of 
Etruscan on the Latin vocabulary is to be fully understood.

The characteristic restraint with which Breyer makes her 
concluding remarks on individual lexemes is frustrating. 
Repeatedly she leaves open to further research the question 
of whether a Latin word is of Etruscan origin or not; the 
available evidence on some words makes this unavoidable but 
often a more decisive judgement could be wished for.

Similarly in her concluding categorization of words she 
frequently fails to make it clear whether a Latin word is, 
in her opinion, of Etruscan origin or mediation. Of the 
c . 540 words she discusses, she concludes (p.7) that around 
30 are very probable or secure Etruscan loans and over 170 
of possible Etruscan influence. The words which she 
separately categorizes under the heading "Etr. Herkunft oder 
Vermittlung sehr wahrscheinlich oder sicher" (p.1040-1041) 
are: arillator, atrium, Bacchanal, balteus, bardus,
cami1lus, capys, carisa, cella, ciconia, fala, favissae, 
histrio, lanius, largus, larua, mantTsa, mundus, napurae, 
nenia, nepeta, palacurna, persi1lum, persona, sacena, 
santerna, satelles, spurius, subulo, trossulT.

There are some errors here; in the above list, for instance, 
Lat. cella has a satisfactory IE etymology and is not of 
Etruscan origin or mediation (see #1.7.). Included in the 
list of words which Breyer rejects as borrowed from or 
influenced by Etruscan are populus and fenestra, the 
Etruscan source for which is demonstrated in the present 
work. Further, it has long been recognized that most of the 
considerable number of words which she lists as 'non- 
Etruscan' (e.g. laus, membrum, sequester, servus), while 
once suggested to be Etruscan loans, are of IE origin; the 
space given over to the discussion of these words obscures 
the stated goal of the work. And words such as miles, for
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which there is neither an IE nor an Etruscan etymology to 
hand, should not be included in a list of 'non-Etruscan' 
Latin words, all the less so since there are reasons for 
entertaining the hypothesis of Etruscan origin in this case; 
rather a separate category of obscure or dubious words is 
requi red.

It would not be profitable to comment on all the words 
discussed by Breyer; indeed it would go against the aims of 
my own work to do so. I intend only, while acknowledging the 
value of her collection, to question some of her results.

Bonfante 1985 gives the following list of certain or 
probable Etruscan words in Latin: atrium, cami 1lus, carisa,
cella, fenestra, Luceres, madulsa, Mamurra, mantTsa, puteus, 
satelles, Suburra, Tiberis, verna; of possible Etruscan 
origin are, in his opinion, camena, Celeres, proceres, 
Ramnes, Takienses, transenna, trossulT.

2. Problems and aims

Anyone researching Etruscan words in Latin must meet the 
same obstacles which faced Ernout, namely the lack of 
attention paid to Etruscan by the Roman grammarians <cf. 
Ernout 1929:82ff.) and the state of the Etruscan and Early 
Latin evidence.

A small number of words are glossed as Etruscan by Roman and 
Greek writers <TLE 801-858; see Torelli 1976), but some of 
these glosses are clearly to be rejected, e.g. Hesychius 
(TLE 820): xdenpa- aX£ Tvppqvoi) since x&npa <capra) is
Latin, one must assume that the word reached the Greeks when 
the profile of the Etruscans in Central Italy was high and 
that by Tvppqvoi Hesychius understands not only the 
Etruscans but the peoples of Central Italy. Lat. capra, 
'she-goat', could conceivably have been confused with Etr.
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capra, a general term for 'vessel ' , cf. Vt 1.77, Vt 1.80 
(capra designates here ossuaria) and Vt 2.12 <capra
designates a patera). Lat. capra: Etr. capra illustrates the 
danger, taken lightly by Breyer, of assuming Etruscan origin 
on the basis of homophony, which can be particularly 
deceptive with short word forms.

"Die Gesamtzahl der verwertbaren etruskischen Texte", to the 
exclusion of those 'texts' defined by Rix, Etruskische 
Texte, I, H7,8, as "Untexte" or "zu fragmentarische Texte", 
is approximately 8,600, of which approximately one tenth are 
of archaic date, but of these only a handful preserve texts 
of any length. In the commonest type of Etruscan 
inscription, the 'grave inscription', the name of the 
deceased, sometimes with the age at death and/ or any 
political office held, is recorded. These inscriptions 
provide a very limited knowledge of the Etruscan lexical 
vocabulary. Hence, the Etruscan material is mainly 
onomastic; appellative vocabulary is largely unknown or of 
disputed meaning. Consequently there are large gaps in our 
knowledge of Etruscan grammar. Moreover Latin inscriptional 
evidence for the early period is meagre. Including the 
Praenestine fibula* , there are fifteen Latin inscriptions 
from the seventh and sixth centuries, of which six or seven 
of the ten earliest come from Rome; for a list see Wallace 
1 9 8 9 : 1 2 8 .

In the face of these difficulties and in view of the 
uncertain results obtained by Breyer, it is clear that the 
only way to make progress in the study of Etruscan loanwords 
in Latin is to research individual lexemes in the fullest 
detail; data from the fields of literature and archaeology 
and art must be combined with those of linguistics and 
onomastics. The assumption of an Etruscan origin for a Latin 
word is worth little when it is not supported by strong 
evidence. A new study of Etruscan loanwords in Latin which
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deals with specific problems without aiming to provide 
another survey of the whole field needs little
justification. In recent years scholars have made 
considerable advances in the interpretation of the longer 
Etruscan texts and in Etruscan phonology and word formation; 
of particular importance is the work of Helmut Rix in the 
last decade (see bibliography). These developments demand 
that the question of Etruscan influence on the Latin 
vocabulary be treated to renewed and careful examination.

I intend, therefore, to concentrate on a small number of 
loanwords, which have the advantage not only of 
demonstrating various areas of contact between early Rome 
and Etruria, but also of exemplifying the existence of 
various types of Etruscan influence on the Latin lexicon, 
namely 'loanwords istricto sensu>' ipopulus, satelles), 
'foreign words' <subulo) and possibly a type of 'loan 
translation' <?? ITctor). The choice of words was made on 
the basis of the availability of a range of linguistic, 
archaeological and literary evidence, not exploited by 
Breyer .

When a given Latin word has no cognate in other IE 
languages, the question arises whether it is a borrowing 
from some other, non-IE language. The possibility of IE 
origin cannot, however, be rejected out of hand, especially 
if there is no apparent reason why the term should have been 
borrowed; it is in theory possible that a PIE word may have 
survived in only one IE language; or an existing cognate may 
not have been identified. But if a given Latin word is on 
phonological and morphological grounds unlikely to be IE, it 
is legitimate to try to identify the source word in a non-IE 
language. For a Latin word of probable non-IE origin a 
possible source of borrowing is Etruscan, the language of 
Rome's neighbours across the Tiber. There may be concrete 
reasons for suspecting Etruscan origin, e.g. a gloss (cf.
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subulo) or the existence in Etruscan of a homophonous, but 
not necessarily related, form (cf. Spurius) or the survey of 
the use of the Latin word in texts, leading to a more 
precise definition of its meaning and associations which may 
suggest an Etruscan provenance <cf. satelles). Such reasons 
prompt an examination of the word in the light of the 
Etruscan lexicon, phonology and word-formation, in the hope 
of identifying the source word or of being able to show that 
an Etruscan source is probable. Since the Etruscan lexicon 
is poorly known and semantic questions will rarely receive 
completely satisfactory answers, it is particularly 
important that a proposed Etruscan etymology for a Latin 
word conforms to the known word-formation rules of Etruscan. 
The proposed borrowing must also be culturally and 
historically plausible.

All the words treated in the present work have at some time, 
chiefly on the basis of literary evidence and in the absence 
of a sound IE etymology, been assumed to be of Etruscan 
origin, but the formation (component parts) and the meaning 
of the Etruscan sources and the course of their transmission 
(and naturalization) into Latin have not been clarified in a 
satisfactory way. Each word is treated differently; as the 
material demands, more or less space is devoted to 
establishing the original meaning, to considering arguments 
for an IE origin and to demonstrating that an Etruscan 
origin is certain or probable. For populus IE origin can be 
assumed only under the hypothesis of a special case of o- 
reduplication in Proto-Latin; since unus testis is nullus 
testis it is legitimate to look for a source word in 
Etruscan. LTctor has a Latin etymology, but it is proposed 
here that it is a type of loan creation from Etruscan. Each 
word has its own particular problems (e.g. the double 
consonant in satelles), which are pointed out and for which 
solutions are offered. The goal of this work then is to
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show that detailed analysis of individual words can bring 
new results.

Chapter I, which begins with some general remarks on 
loanword types and the motivations for borrowing, reviews 
the evidence which can broadly speaking be called 
'linguistic' for language contact between Etruscan- and 
Latin- speakers. It provides some specific background 
material for the main chapters.

3. Preliminary notes on terminology

i. All.dates are B.C., unless otherwise indicated.

ii. The abbreviations arc. and rec. follow the practice of 
modern German and Italian scholars of differentiating 
between Archaic-Etruscan iarchai sch, arcaico) and Neo- 
Etruscan <rezent, recente') texts. It is the phenomenon of 
syncope, observable in texts of the first half of the fifth 
century, which enables this differentiation to be made (see 
Rix 1985a:216 and below, #1.6).

iii. In this work the term 'Sabellic' is used, following the 
practice used by Meiser 1986:1 as a cover term for the 
"samtliche Dialekte des Oskisch-Umbrischen, zu denen auSer 
dem Oskischen, dem Umbrischen und den traditionell 
'sabellisch* genannten 'Zwischendialekten' mit hoher 
Wahrscheinl ichkei t das Slidpikenische und wohl auch die in 
einigen Inschriften des 6 . - 5. vorchristlichen Jahrhunderts 
bezeugte Sprache Kampaniens gehort, die im folgenden als 
'Prasamnitisch' bezeichnet wird". The Sabellic dialects are: 
Umbrian, Oscan, Paelignian, Marrucinian, Vestinian, Marsian, 
Aequian, Sabine, Volscian, South Picene and the language of 
the 'pre - Samnian' inscriptions. The term 'Italic', which 
is sometimes used to refer to the Osco-Umbrian (i.e.
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Sabellic) dialects 
- Faliscan, Venetic

iv. Pertinentive' is the tran 
the term coined by Helmut Rix 
is morphologically a locati 
formation and function of 
1985a:#34.

in this work describes Latino 
Sabellic dialects.

si at ion of Germ. Pertinentiv, 
for a 'case' in Etruscan that 
ve to the genitive; on the 
the 'pertinentive' see Rix

alone, 
and the

Note

The authenticity of the fibula has been much disputed, 
but scholarly opinion is now more inclined to accept it 
and its inscription as genuine; there is no solid proof, 
especially scientific proof, that the fibula is a fake. 
Authenticity cannot be challenged on linguistic or 
epigraphic grounds. See most recently Campanile 1985 
(with bibliography), who cites other authorities in 
favour, and Coleman 1990:#111.2.
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Chapter I: Etrusco-Latin interaction

1. Borrowing

'Borrowing' describes the adoption of linguistic features 
from one language into another; it is the result of 
linguistic contact, i.e. the meeting of two (or more) 
languages in one community. 'Borrowings' are chiefly lexical 
items. When a word (or phrase) is first borrowed and is not 
yet integrated (perhaps intentionally) into the recipient 
language, its foreign origin is clear and it may be 
described as a 'foreign word', cf. Italian music terms and 
phrases such as raison d'etre and quid pro quo used by
educated speakers of English. When the borrowed lexical item 
has been adapted to the phonological and morphological 
patterns of the recipient language it may be described as a 
'loanword', cf. Engl, egg, sky, ugly, loanwords from Norse. 
All 'loanwords' are first 'foreign words'. A 'loan 
translation' (or 'caique') is a type of loan formation in
which the individual elements of a lexical item in the 
source language are replaced by semantically equivalent 
elements in the recipient language, cf. Gr. ovp-n6(6eia -*
Lat. com-passio -+ Germ. Mit-leid, Engl, body-language -»
Germ. Korper-sprache. Idiomatic expressions can also be 
calqued, cf. Fr. il va sans dire -* Engl, it goes without 
saying, Engl . to make the best of something -» Germ, das 
Beste aus etwas machen. Since the meaning of a loan 
translation is not obvious on the basis of native material,
calquing indicates a deeper knowledge of the grammatical
structure of the source language (: the morphological and 
semantic structure of given lexical items) than does simple
lexical borrowing. Lexical borrowing, when it is intense
and/or when the source language is held in particular 
prestige, can lead to a) 'phonological borrowing' and b) 
'morphological borrowing', e.g.: a) the alternation of Ck3
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with Cs3 present in Engl. electric, electricity which 
entered English through borrowings from French, b) the Late 
Latin agent noun suffix -arius > OE. -ere > Engl. -er. The 
use of foreign derivational morphemes with native elements 
produces forms known as 'hybrids'.

The borrowing of lexical items is naturally concentrated in 
areas where contact is intense; it is motivated by need or 
by prestige. The most obvious reason for lexical borrowing 
is the need of a term in the recipient language for a 
previously unknown artefact, technique or concept; the word 
is borrowed with the thing it designates. Borrowings are 
also made when a foreign culture and language are held in 
prestige; 'prestige borrowings' may replace existing native 
words <cf. Engl, beef, pork, veal from Norman French) or 
provide synonyms in the recipient language (cf. Engl, regal, 
royal, sovereign from Norman French beside native kingly>.

Since it is often maintained that Rome was under Etruscan 
domination (cf. infra), borrowing in the context of conquest 
is considered. It is generally observed that the language of 
a conquered people (the 'lower' language) takes in words by 
the hundreds from the language of the conquerors (the 
'dominant' language) and now and again the deeper levels of 
language are affected (phonology, morphology, spelling 
conventions). There are, for instance, vast numbers of 
borrowings from English in the languages of countries 
formerly under British rule. A particular example is the 
influence of Norman French on the English lexicon as a 
result of the Norman Conquest. Within a short time of the 
invasion all the great landowners, bishops and abbots were 
French speakers; the scriptoria were under French control 
(this resulted in the introduction into English of French 
spelling conventions such as qu [k*3 for native cw, cf. OE. 
cwen beside Engl, queen). The languages of public life, of 
the Church, the law and learning, were Latin and French. For
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more than three centuries English ceased to be used for 
official purposes. During this time English borrowed from 
French approximately ten thousand terms of government and' 
law, warfare and religion, as well as terms of general 
cultural import and household terms. These borrowings were 
to a large extent 'prestigious1 or 'redundant'; this shows 
not so much that the Normans had more to offer, rather that 
the native speakers had more reason to borrow; they needed 
to build a common vocabulary with their rulers in order to 
prosper. The rate of borrowing from French was to begin with 
rather modest; this is because borrowing on a significant 
scale requires a good number of bilingual speakers.

Speakers of a 'dominant' language are not always rulers over 
speakers of the 'lower* or borrowing language. This is clear 
from the large scale borrowing from Greek into Latin which 
can be categorized roughly into early pre-literary 
borrowings ibal (i )neum'>, early cultural and popular 
borrowings <architectus, discus, harpago <cf. infra), 
tragoedia), learned borrowings in the Classical period 
<philosophia) and Christian borrowings iangelus, baptisma). 
Large scale borrowing from Greek begins in the third 
century, when Rome becomes an important power in the 
Mediterranean and comes into closer contact with Greek 
culture and literature. The Hellenizing tradition in Latin 
poetry really started with Ennius, who used a Greek metre, 
imitated Greek phrases iSia B ecxc j v dia dearum) and created 
compound adjectives in the style of Homer ialtivolans, 
suavi loquens'). Greek 'prestige' borrowings in Ennius include 
poeta (beside native vates) and poema (beside native 
carmen). By the third century there were Greeks settled in 
the city, including many household slaves, who were 
bilingual and introduced into Latin numerous Greek loanwords 
that became an integral part of lower class speech and are 
reflected in the predominant use of Greek words and 
expressions by Plautus in passages spoken by slaves and low
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characters, e.g. harpago 'a grab-all', an adaptation of Gr. 
dpnayfi- By the late Republic one can speak of 'Graecomania' 
among the intellectual 61ite, cf. Cicero's description 
(Brut.247) of Gaius Memmius: perfectus litteris, sed
Graecis, fastidiosus sane Latinarum. Cicero himself was a 
Graeco-Latin bilingual: Tusc.1.15: scis enim me Graece loqui 
in Latino sermone non plus soiere quam in Graeco Latine. The 
Greeks, on the other hand, borrowed little from Latin, 
although Greece was for a long time under Roman control.

Large scale borrowing occurs then either as the result of 
political domination, when the speakers of the donor or 
dominant language exercise a strong and continuing influence 
and their language is used for official purposes, or as the 
result of prestige associated with the culture, literature 
and language of the speakers of the donor language. In 
studying loanwords it is, therefore, important to know 
something about the political and cultural relations of the 
two communities involved. Where this knowledge is not 
complete, as in the case of the relations between archaic 
Rome and Etruria, the study of loanwords may provide 
important indications of these relations as well as clues to 
language history.

The role of bilingualism has already been mentioned. Contact 
between two languages produces bilingual speakers, i.e. 
individuals who are competent in the use of a second 
language. Bilingualism leads to linguistic interference, in 
the first place in vocabulary (loanwords and loan 
formations) and then in further linguistic levels 
(phonology, morphology, syntax etc.) if contact between the 
languages is extensive.

A number of factors, not least the Etruscan loanwords in 
Latin and the Latin loanwords in Etruscan, indicate the 
existence of Etrusco-Latin bilingual speakers. The questions
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therefore arise: What was the nature and extent of contact 
between Etruscan and Latin speakers? What was the status of 
the Etruscan language at Rome? What linguistic evidence is 
there for contacts between Etruscan and Latin speakers?

2. Historical background

There are two main views about the relationship between Rome 
and Etruria in the early period (VII - VI B.C.). The modern 
theory of A. Alfoldi, Early Rome and the Latins, Ann Arbor 
1965 (also that of H. H. Scullard, The Etruscan Cities and 
Rome, London 1967), is followed by Breyer; Alfdldi argues 
that Rome only became independent at the end of the regal 
period: the rule of the Tarquins is viewed not as the rule 
of individual foreigners, but as that of a foreign power, 
cf. Breyer 1984:3: "Rund eineinhalb Jahrhunderte wahrte die
etruskische Herrschaft iiber Latium; in Rom wurde eine 
etruskische Monarchic instal1iert....Intensive Kontakte 
zwischen Etruskern und den Bewohnern Roms waren die 
unvermeidliche Folge dieser historischen Entwicklung." A 
consequence of this theory is that it can lead one to expect 
a large number of Etruscan borrowings in Latin and to be 
rash in accepting Etruscan origin for individual Latin 
words.

The traditional view of the relations between Early Rome and 
Etruria, now regaining favour on good grounds, is that Rome 
was independent under the Tarquins; she traded with the 
Etruscan cities and was influenced by various aspects of 
Etruscan life, so much so in fact that D.H.1.29.2 can refer 
to Rome as an 'Etruscan city', but was not under Etruscan 
domination, cf. R. M. Ogilvie, CAtP VII.2, 1989, 15-16: "We 
should not think of an 'Etruscan conquest' of Rome but of a 
synoecism which resulted in Etruscan families settling 
permanently in Rome (as at Ardea or Satricum), in Etruscan 
political and religious institutions being adopted and in
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Etruscan art being welcomed for its aesthetic beauty." Since 
I subscribe to this view, my initial outlook is very 
different from Breyer's.

The archaeological and literary evidence cannot be reviewed 
here, but a few salient points may be made. There is no 
evidence for a military invasion and large scale settlement 
of Rome by Etruscans. Etruscan influence on Rome does not 
begin with the arrival of Tarquinius Priscus nor end with 
the expulsion of the second Tarquin. Rather it appears to 
have declined sharply in the second quarter of the fifth 
century; the beginning of this period falls together with 
the defeat of the Etruscans by Aristodemus of Cumae in 474
B.C. We should probably view this as part of "a general 
[economic] recession" in Central Italy in the fifth century 
(see A. Drummond, CAH* VII.2, 1989, 130). The expulsion of
Tarquinius Superbus is not accompanied by an expulsion of 
all Etruscans from Rome; Etruscans continue to play a role 
in the Roman ruling class, as Etruscan names such as Larcius 
and Herminius in the Fasti Consulares of the early Republic 
demonstrate (e.g. Sp. Larcius Rufus, cos. 506 B.C.).

A willingness to admit foreign immigrants into their 
society was a feature of archaic Rome and of other central 
Italian cities. Ampolo 1981 argues that the measure of 
openness in archaic Rome to foreigners and foreign influence 
was probably greater than elsewhere; archaic Rome is for 
Ampolo the "citt& aperta". The current trend is in fact to 
stress inter-city mobility of Etruscans, Italic speakers and 
Greeks in archaic Central Italy; traders and other 
professionals moved from centre to centre as did 
aristocratic band leaders, cf. T. Cornell; J. Matthews, 
Atlas of the Roman World, Oxford 1982, 23-24: "The evidence 
seems to imply a kind of horizontal social mobility, by 
which individuals and groups could move from one community 
to another and expect to be accepted and integrated into the
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social structure even at the highest levels. Thus a simple 
story of how the elder Tarquin made a purely personal 
decision to leave Tarquinia and seek his fortune in Rome is 
another case in which the ancient tradition turns out to be 
more credible than the modern theories that aim to replace 
it." The Tarquins are simply the most famous foreign 
immigrants in archaic Rome. Tarquinius Priscus was allegedly 
the son of a Greek, was brought up in Etruria and became 
king at Rome; he embodies the Graeco-etrusco-Latin cultural 
koinG of archaic Central Italy. Nothing definite can be said 
about the number of Etruscans living in Rome, though 
settlement on a large scale did not take place; individual 
Etruscans - builders and other craftsmen, actors, boxers, 
soothsayers, scribes and aristocrats (with their entourage) 
- moved to Rome, some to stay temporarily, others to settle 
there permanently. In archaic Rome there was a fusion of 
native, Etruscan and Greek elements, but the city was and 
remained Latin.

3. Transmission of the alphabet and numeral system

The Latin alphabet was derived via a southern Etruscan 
alphabet from the West Greek alphabet used by Chalcidian 
colonists at Ischia (settlement founded 800-775 B.C.), Cumae 
and Naples. There may also have been some Phoenician 
influence on the Etruscan alphabet; Phoenician models may 
account for the direction of writing from right to left in 
Etruscan. Just as the Greek alphabet is adapted by the 
authors of the Etruscan alphabet to their own sound system 
(see Rix 1985a), so too the Etruscan alphabet is adapted to 
the exigencies of the Latin sound system. Certain features 
of the Etruscan adaptation explain otherwise apparent 
peculiarities in the Latin alphabet (see Cristofani 1978, 
Radke 1967, Wallace 1989). Four of these features are here 
briefly discussed.
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Since Etruscan does not have a voiced velar stop, gamma is 
used as an allophonic variant of /k/. In seventh century 
inscriptions from Southern and Central Etruria three 
allophonic variants of the phoneme are found; these are 
koppa with the back vowel /u/ <e.g. qutum), kappa with the 
middle vowel /a/ (e.g. karkanas> and gamma with the front
vowels /i,e/ (e.g. fariceka). Wachter 1987:14ff. argues that 
the use of C, K, 9 <>Q) in Etruscan is a purely orthographic 
convention, influenced by the Greek letter names gamma (the 
earliest attested form being y£^ar: c + e/i), kappa ik + a), 
qoppa (<7 (o) / ^ . The preferred letter is C, probably
because e is the most common Etruscan vowel, and is 
generally used in all contexts by the early fifth century 
(in Northern Etruria K is used exclusively till the 
beginning of the third century). The Etruscan re-elaboration 
of gamma is adopted in the Latin alphabet; in Early Latin
inscriptions C has the values /k/ (e.g. feced in the 'duenos 
inscription' for CL. fecit) and /g/ (e.g. recei in the
lapis niger for CL. regT) . The letter G, probably a 
differentiated form of C with a bar added to the lower end, 
is introduced into the Latin alphabet around the middle of 
the third century. After the introduction of G, C is still 
occasionally found for /g/ (e.g. CIL 12 60 (250-200 B.C.)
cratia for gratia beside primogenia in the same inscription) 
and survives in the abbreviations C. (Gaius) and Cn. 
(Gnaeus). The Etruscan use of C, K, Q is also taken over by 
the Romans, extended to the use of Q before /o/ (cf. EL. 
kalatorem for CL. calatorem, EL. qoi for quoi = CL. quT); 
the Roman adoption of this system implies not only 
familiarity with the Etruscan alphabet but also with 
Etruscan writing syllabaries. If the Romans had borrowed the 
alphabet directly from the Greeks C would certainly have
been used for /g/ alone and K for /k/.

In southern Etruria the three-stroke sigma indicates 
postdental /s/; in Caere and Veii a variant four-stroke
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sigma indicates palatal /§/. In Early Latin both signs are 
used for /s/. The three-stroke sigma is soon generalized in 
Latin; the four-stroke sigma is seen, for instance, in the 
'Tita inscription' from Gabii <c. 620-600 B.C.; Wallace
1989;n.1).

A third feature is Latin X /k«/ . In the West Greek alphabet 
X has the value /k*/. In Archaic Etruscan inscriptions from 
Caere and Veii X is used for /s/. Because the value of X is 
the same in Latin and West Greek, it does not necessarily 
follow that X was borrowed secondarily from Greek. The 
authors of the Latin alphabet may have learned from the 
Etruscans both the Etruscan and the Greek values of X and 
have chosen to adopt X for /k*/. Likewise they may have 
learned that C indicates /k/ in Etruscan but /g/ in Greek; 
C is then used in Latin for both values. An indication of 
secondary borrowing is that the borrowed letter is placed at 
the end of the alphabet; since the letters theta, phi and 
psi are not used in the Latin alphabet because they 
represent sounds not existent in the Latin sound system, X 
is already at the end of the Roman alphabet. If Roman X 
comes directly from West Greek, it could be the only Roman 
letter not to have been borrowed via Etruscan.

Greek had until post-Classical times no sound [f] and, 
therefore, no sign to represent it. The Etruscans, it 
appears, when they borrowed their alphabet from the Greeks 
and found there no satisfactory correspondent to the 
voiceless spirant /f/, which formed part of their 
phonological system, had to create a symbol for /f/. In 
archaic times they made use of a digraph FH. e.g. velvheras, 
vhulvenas, vhelmus. The logic behind its creation has been 
attributed to Greek influence since the formation of FH is 
analogous to a procedure of archaic alphabets in Greece 
which realize the tenues aspiratae (p and x with I1H/&H and 
KH/9H. The digraph FH is known from some Greek dialects
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(e.g. Boeot. FhekaSaiioe - Att. 'EkaSfnioi), where it 
represents an unvoiced aspirated labial glide (see Coleman 
1990:5111.2.3). As a digraph for /<p/ IIH is quite rational as 
the Greek aspirate was pronounced as a 'p‘ followed by the 
sound of a 'h'. Campanile 1985:92 finds Etruscan FH 
(literally /uh/> as a digraph for /f/ quite irrational. It 
could, however, be a borrowing from Gr. FH (although the 
value here was different), or have been created in Etruscan 
on the same principle as Mod. Gr. Mil = Cbl. In Etruscan, as 
in Latin, [f] is a labio-dental (< bi-labial) voiceless 
fricative (see below); since F (voiced) and H (voiceless) 
are both fricative (mainly H) and F is bi-labial, combined 
they represent, it could be held, the distinctive features 
of [f]i .

In Venetic inscriptions, which date from the fifth century, 
FH is the regular orthography for /f/, e.g. the personal 
names .a.vhro.i (dat., cf. Lat. Afer>, vhetiana; 
CvJhratere.i. 'fratrl'. It was borrowed from the writing
practices of southern Etruria, together with the use of 
syllabic punctuation, which the Veneti continued to use long 
after it had been abandoned by the Etruscans2 .

The Romans also borrow the digraph FH which is attested in 
two Early Latin inscriptions. One occurrence is on the 'Tita 
Vendia inscription' from Caere (Wallace 1989:fig.3, late 
VII): eco urna titas vendias mamarCcos mJed vheCced], 'ego
urna Titae Vendiae. Mamercus me fecit'. The wine container 
on which this inscription is found is of Latin production 
and of certain Latial source, although its precise 
provenance is unknown. The other (double) occurrence is in 
the reduplicated perfect vhevhaked on the Praenestine fibula 
(675-650 B.C.): manios: med: fhe.fhaked: numasioi, 'Manius
me fecit Numerio'.
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Greek digamma F /u/ has in Latin the phonetic value /f/. 
Latin has a /u/ sound, for which F would surely have been 
used had the Romans adopted the Greek alphabet directly; 
instead they made use of the Greek upsilon - the shape V in 
Latin rather than Y is due to Etruscan influence - for 
vocalic /u/ and consonantal /u/, e.g. Lat. vespera : Gr.
(F)£onepa. The explanation of F for /f/ is found in 
Etruscan: the Romans simplify the digraph by discarding the 
second element and retaining just the first. It is quite 
likely that in the earliest written Latin - as in Greek and 
Etruscan - /u/ was represented by digamma and /u/ by
upsilon. Digamma for /u/ is observed in the 'karkaFaios 
inscription' <525-500 B.C.) from the locality of Acqua
Acetosa Laurentina (see Colonna, in Stibbe 1980:64-65). The 
use of F for /u/ and F(H) for /f/ may have caused some
confusion <cf. Engl, p = Up]/ ph = Cf], which causes no 
confusion for native speakers, but can for foreigners), and 
the simplification of FH >F /f/ will have roughly coincided 
with the practice of representing both /u/ and /u/ with
upsilon; certainly it makes better sense that one sign
represents /u/ and /u/ than /u/ and /f/.

The letters beta, delta and omicron appear in the earliest 
Etruscan model alphabets, but not in the Etruscan 
syllabaries (e.g. Cr 9.1, 675-650 B.C.) nor in any other
Etruscan text nor in later abecedaria3. This has led some
scholars to argue these letters were borrowed secondarily 
into Latin from a Greek model. Others argue that had these 
letters been borrowed secondarily from Greek, they would 
have been added at the end of the alphabet, cf. Roman Y and 
Z , secondarily borrowed from Greek and added to the end of 
the alphabet at about the end of the Republic; Venetic O, 
also borrowed secondarily from Greek and placed at the end 
of the end of the alphabet. The Etruscan alphabet preserves 
(at least in the seventh century) and transmits the letters 
B, D, O (just as san was transmitted from Greek to
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Etruscan, although the sign was not used by the Euboeans) so 
that the Romans are able to make use of the signs never used 
to write Etruscan. The presence of B, D, O in the Archaic 
Etruscan abecedaria suggests that the Etruscans knew their 
Greek values which were learnt mechanically; two pieces of 
evidence indicate that this was the case and support the 
theory that the authors of the Roman alphabet took B, D, O 
from an Etruscan model.

Unlike the names of the letters in Greek, which echo their 
Semitic names, the names of the Latin vowels consist in the 
emission of the vowel itself (a, e, i, o, u) and the names 
of the consonants in the articulation of the consonant 
followed or preceded by a supporting vowel (te, de, em, en). 
The supporting vowel is normally /e/, the most neutral 
Etruscan vowel . The two exceptions are the names for K and 
Q, which are 'ka' and 'qu' and reflect the special Etruscan 
usage of these letters. It is commonly supposed that this 
practice was of Etruscan origin. The Etruscans taught the 
Romans the alphabet as a sequence of letter forms and letter 
names.

The second piece of evidence is the Etruscan (abridged) name 
for the alphabet (see M. Lejeune, Un nom 6trusque de 
l’alphabet. REL 59, 1981, 77-79). This name occurs on the
base of a vase (Pe 9.1, 550-500 B.C.) inscribed with a model 
alphabet; the identified name of the alphabet (abatO) is 
written in a second hand with bigger characters and its 
first letter overlaps the end of the abecedarium. The full 
inscription is: «a e v z h 8 i k 1 m n p £ r 6 t v cp x f ba 
b a t. Lejeune argues that since the Greek and Latin names 
for the alphabet are acrophonic and since Etruscan initially 
had a theoretic alphabet including letters which had no 
phonetic value, the Etruscan name for the alphabet was 
probably also acrophonic and formed from the names of the 
first letters of the alphabet, including those later
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eliminated. The practice of naming consonants outlined above 
may have been abandoned in the case of these 'dead letters', 
which kept their Greek names (0fjra etc.). Hence the name of 
the alphabet in Etruscan may have begun with a + beta, 
assimilated to *a-bat.a-, the first four letters of which are 
inscribed on the Perugia vase. Once adopted, this
designation for the alphabet survived the later elimination
of B, which explains the coexistence of abat beside a model 
alphabet without B. Lejeune's interpretation of abat is not 
certain but is persuasive.

Around the beginning of the seventh century the Etruscans 
tranmitted an alphabet to the Romans which they adapted to 
thefr own language. The transmission of this alphabet with 
the letters in the 'correct' order, the Roman knowledge of 
Etruscan syllabaries and the existence of model alphabets 
and syllabaries suggest that the alphabet was taught to the 
authors of the Roman alphabet in a scribal school or at 
least by scribes, cf. the Hittite borrowing of cuneiform 
writing in the 18-17th centuries through a north Syrian 
scribal school. The Etruscan letter 8 /f/ <cf. below: n.3>
is not borrowed by the Roman alphabet; this indicates that
Etruscan influence on the Roman alphabet stopped sometime 
before 600 B.C.

It is theoretically possible that the Roman alphabet was 
borrowed exclusively from Etruscan. But in view of the 
cultural koin6 of archaic Central Italy it is more likely 
that Roman writing owes something to Greek as well as Roman 
pr at. i ce .

The influence of Etruscan on Latin numera1s is probably two
fold, affecting both the designation through subtraction of 
particular numbers (see Lejeune 1981, cf. J. Wackernagel, 
Altindische Grammatik, Gottingen 1930, III, #196) and the 
cyphers (see Keyser 1988).
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In various IE languages the formation of numerals by means 
of subtraction occurs sporadically, e.g. Gallic 77 namyn tri 
pedwar ugain ' save-3-80' , Gr. 29 dtvSpdtoiv ivdc 8£ovoiv
Tpi&xovra 'to 30 lacking 1 men1 beside £vveaxaieixoat, Skt. 
19 ekaya na vim&ati 'by 1 not 20' beside n£vada£a; such 
subtractive structures are almost always the occasional 
doublets of inherited additive structures. Latin is the only 
IE language in which certain numerals with subtractive 
structures are canonical. These numerals are 18-19 <28-
29, ...98-99): duodevTgintT '2 from 20', undevTgintT '1 from 
20', whose formation is not exactly paralleled in another IE 
language, although prepositional subtractive structures are 
known. The additive structure octodecim <Liv.+) is rare; 
*novemdecim does not exist. In Sanskrit 19 is alternatively 
expressed by the compound ekonavim£ati ieka + una + vimSati) 
'1 less 20'. R. Coleman, in: J. Gvozdanovid <ed.), Indo-
European Numerals, Berlin 1992, 397 argues that the
formation of duodevTgintT "seems to be expanded from 
undevTgintT . .., which may have been an inherited variant, 
if Skt. ekonavimSati ... is older than its attestation 
suggests".

In Etruscan the numerals 17-19, 27-29,...97-99 have
subtractive formations exactly parallel to those of the 
Roman numerals 18-19 etc., e.g.: ci-em-zaQrum- '3 from 20', 
esl-em-zadrum- '2 from 20', Bun-em-zadrum- '1 from 20',
dun-em-cialx- '1 from 30'. The exact parallelism of the 
Latin and Etruscan construction makes independent innovation 
in the two languages unlikely. Assuming then that the 
formation was borrowed from one language into the other, we 
must consider the direction of the borrowing. If the source 
of borrowing is Latin we must assume either with Coleman 
that undevTgintT has an inherited formation without being an 
inherited form or that both undevTgintT and duodevTgintT are 
Latin innovations; the Etruscans then calqued words for 18 
and 19 on the Latin model and extended this model to 17. If,
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on the other hand, the source of borrowing is Etruscan, we 
must assume that the Romans imitated the Etruscan
construction only partly; *tredevTgintT <cf. also
*tredetrTginta) may have been avoided because it is heavily 
alliterative. Either way undevTgintT beside BunemzaBrum- 
provides important evidence for Etrusco-Latin socio- 
linguistic contact. On the evidence of the cyphers, 
however, we may favour a direction of borrowing from 
Etruscan into Latin <cf. infra).

The best account of both ancient and modern theories on the 
origin of the Roman symbols for 1 to 1000 is that of Keyser 
1988. These theories include tally-mark, pictographic and 
acrophonic principles; Keyser demonstrates that each is to a 
greater or lesser degree problematic. One may note here only 
that Keyser (with Rix 1969) rejects the widely accepted 
mixed theory of Theodor Mommsen (1850). Mommsen explains the 
Roman symbols for 1, 5 and 10 as pictographs of the extended 
finger, the five fingers or the one hand, and the two hands; 
the symbols for 50, 100 and 1000 are explained as forms of
the Greek letters for the aspirates which were unused in 
Latin. Keyser (like Rix 1969) follows a line of scholars 
that began with G. R. Carli, Delle antichit& italiche 1, 
Milan 1788, 22, who argue that the Roman symbols are of
Etruscan origin; he disagrees with Rix on the origin of the 
Etruscan symbols for 10, 100 and 1000.

The familiar forms of the Roman symbols are: 1 = 1 (unus) , V 
= 5 (quTnque) , X = 10 (decern), L = 50 (quTnquaginta), C = 
100 (centum), D = 500 (quTngentT), M = 1000 (mTlle, pi.
mTlia). The symbol for 50 has an earlier form 'I' , -1- (see
Gordon 1983:45 and inscription n.12); hence one assumes the 
development in shape ^  > -*- > L. The symbol for 500 was
regularly written with a middle bar (: B* ), the presence of 
which Keyser explains satisfactorily for the first time 
(cf. infra). M was never used by the Romans as a mere
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numeral; rather it was an abbreviation for mllle or mTlia in 
the phrases Mi ilie or -ilia) N< ununi or -wnmum) and M. 
Piassus or -assuum). The symbol for 1000 has a different 
form which shows four variants: a circle divided in half by 
a vertical line (p and a similar form CD ■ a symbol like
an Arabic 8 on its side O O  and a similar form (X) (see
Keyser 1988:530).

The Etruscan symbols are; | = 1 i6u(n)), A = 5 <ma/), X = 10
(^ar-), ^  = 5 0  (muval/), (later or C) = 100 (V),
= 1000 (V). Keyser and Rix agree that the Etruscan symbols 
for 5 and 50 were each the lower half of the symbols for the 
succeeding decade; the symbol for 500 (unattested, unless 
designated by a graffito (Keyser;fig.7;10)), which
Keyser supposes must have been CE7 , was probably created 
on the same principle.

Rix 1969 assumes that the base symbols, that is those for 
10, 100, 1000 etc., are acrophonic (cf. Gr. II for nivre, X
for etc.), but this is impossible to prove or
disprove since we do not know the Etruscan terms for 
'hundred' and 'thousand'; they may or may not have begun 
with the letters theta and phi, to the shape of which the 
symbols for 100 and 1000 bear a certain similarity. The best 
evidence for an acrophonic system is the symbol X for 10 
(see Rix 1969:853-856). The Etruscan word for 10 is /sar/ 
(not *san: so, Keyser 1988:537); the genitive case is
attested twice: LL VIII.1 Qucte. ci&. 6ari&. 'on the 13th of 
August', AT 1.40 (II) aviJs huQzars (for *hu9s-sars) '(at 
the age) of 14 (or 16) years'. Since in archaic 
inscriptions from S. Etruria (Caere, Veii) a sign X is 
found for postdental /s/, one may assume that in S. Etruria 
in archaic times the Etruscan word for 10 was written with 
initial X-. Following the acrophonic principle X could then 
have been used as the symbol for 10. The practice of using X 
for 10 will have been easily established since X ceases to
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be used for /s/; indeed, the use of X for 10 may have led to
the abandonment of the use of X for /s/. X for /s/ may be
explained as the Etruscan temporary utilization of X for 
the 'second element' of West Greek chi /ks/f the combination 
/ks/ being unknown in Etruscan.

Keyser 1988 suggests that the Etruscan cyphers for 10, 100, 
1000 etc. are tally-marks: X for 10 is formed by the
crossing of the single tally-mark | for 1, ^  for 100 by a 
successive crossing of the symbol for 10, or for 1000
by a circling of this symbol. Since exists beside a
for 1000, we may assume that 10 was represented by both X 
and (unattested) -f* ; -f- , we may assume, was avoided in
order to prevent confusion with the letter T, while the 
symbol X, we might suggest, was preferred under the 
influence of X for Sar-.

The main point here is that the Roman symbols are derived 
from Etruscan; they were probably borrowed together with the 
alphabet. The Romans inverted the Etruscan symbols for 5 and 
50 to obtain \/ and ^  ; Keyser 1988:542 suggests that the 
retrograde Etruscan numerals may have been read both 
prograde and inverted: hence Etruscan IA '6 ' becomes Roman 
VI. The Etruscan symbol /(C (which occurs in two Latin 
inscriptions; see Keyser 1988:545) developed a cursive form 
X , later simplified to C. The Etruscan use of C is rare. 

The abbreviation of X  to C was probably made by the 
Romans, probably under the influence of centum. Keyser 
1988:543 explains the Roman symbols for 1000 as variants of 
the original Etruscan symbol <s> or e , which "became CX) 
when written quickly .... The form (X) (attested in Latin as 
O O  ) written cursively would lead naturally to the well- 
attested Latin form O O  . This 'horizontal-8 ' figure can also 
appear in a 'compressed' form 00 which leads naturally to 
the well-attested formal Latin numeral (J) . Although the
development of Etruscan (̂ ) to Latin CD is not obvious at
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first glance, every step is attested in Latin". Latin 0  
later D, for 500 is the right half of

Finally, we may note parallels in the formation of the 
cyphers for non-decades and non-half-decades. The numerals 
4, 8 and 9 and their compounds <14, 18, 19 etc.) in Latin
are formed by addition and subtraction, cf. IV beside IIII, 
IIX beside VIII, IX beside VIIII, XL beside XXXX, XXC beside 
LXXX etc. The same appears to be true for Etruscan, but with 
the addition of 7 and its compounds (cyphers for 7, 8 , 9 are 
not attested), e.g.: XIIIXX '27', IIAX '17', AltX '44', IIII 
'4', XIIXX '28', IIIAXX '28', XIt *59', IIIIAXXX '39'.
Numerals formed by subtraction for '4' and its compounds in 
Etruscan are very rare (and late), which suggests that such 
numerals were influenced by the method used (and presumably 
initiated - under the influence of IX) at Rome. The
formation of numerals by subtraction for 7, 8 and 9 and
their compounds, however, was most likely an Etruscan
creation (see Lejeune 1981). All other numerals in Latin and 
Etruscan are formed by addition (III = III etc.). The
Etruscan origin of the cyphers and the subtractive formation 
of the symbols for 17, 18 and 19 argue in favour of an
Etruscan origin for Lat. undevTgintT and duodevTgintT.

4. Onomastic evidence

The gentilicium system of nomenclature is a phenomenon of 
archaic Central Italy; it was a co-production of Italic 
speakers and Etruscans. The system began in prehistoric
times, probably in the second half of the eighth century, 
emerging from an older system of patronymics (see Rix 1972 
and below, #11.1). In an appendix Rix 1972:758 suggests 
Falerii as the "Entstehungsort des Gentilnamensysterns". The 
rise and spread of the gentilicium system is a social
as well as a linguistic phenomenon, since for the first 
time a man was designated by an individual
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name (or praenomen) and by a family name (or nomen gentile) 
which indicated his membership of a clan (or gens); it 
constitutes important evidence for the Etrusco-Italic koine 
of archaic Central Italy.

Other onomastic evidence for this koine is the frequent 
borrowing of personal names from one language into another 
(see Rix 1972:#3.12). Examples include the praenomina Lat. 
Mamercus, Etr. mamarce/ mamerce from Oscan (: patiepexQ'),
Lat. Aulus from Etruscan (: aule < aviie) and Etr. luvcie- 
from Italic (: *Loukios), numesie- probably from Latin
(: Numerius>.

The rich onomastic material of Etruscan provides a special 
case for the study of the exchange of personal names in 
archaic Central Italy. It is important to note first of all 
that scholars now generally agree that before the arrival of 
the Etruscans (or 'Proto-Etruscans') in Tuscany, sometime in 
the second half of the second millenium, Italic languages 
were spoken there. Etruscan was influenced by the speakers 
of these languages and above all many Italic individual 
names entered Etruscan. These Italic languages were with the 
exception of Faiiscan ousted by Etruscan. Hence some 
individual names of Italic origin in Etruscan may be 
explained as substratum borrowings, others as borrowings 
made from the seventh century onwards; a systematic study of 
these names is needed. Italic gentilicia, on the other hand, 
can have been borrowed only from the late eighth century; 
since individual Italic settlers must have introduced these 
gentilicia into Etruscan, they testify to the occurrence of 
social mobility in archaic Central Italy (cf. supra). 
Archaic Etruscan inscriptions which contain an Etruscanized 
Italic name (i.e. the individual was probably an Italic 
speaker) such as Vs 1.90 (VI/V) mi mamarces kaviates, Ve 2.4 
(late Vll/early VI) mi tite$ latineS may be distinguished
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from those (more numerous) inscriptions which record the 
name of an Etruscan who has a gentilicium of Italic origin.

The presence of (Latinized) Etruscan gentilicia in the Fasti 
Consulares has already been mentioned. The Etruscan 
inscriptions from Rome are discussed in the following 
sect ion.

5. Etruscan inscriptions from Rome

The following Etruscan inscriptions from Rome are known:

La 2.2 (S. Omobono, late Vll/early VI) ?Juqnu$ C?

La 2.3 (S. Omobono, VI) araz silqetenas spurianas

La 2.4 (Campidoglio, 550-500) mi araziia laraniia 

La 2.5 (Palatino, arc.) mi anidC 

La 6.1 (Esquilino, Ill/early II) veJ numnal 

La 6.2 (Esqilino, mid II) pultuce£

La 0.1 (Cloaca Maxima, 550-500) ana

Since it is generally believed that La 2.2 provides the
earliest linguistic evidence for the presence of Etruscans 
in Rome, it is particularly regrettable that a satisfactory 
interpretation of ugnuS, which may not be a complete text, 
is not available. If we have the end of the text, we can 
think of a genitive in -s to a personal name in -nu,
although an Etruscan personal name *uqnu or in *-uqnu is not 
otherwise attested, cf. AS 1.259 zinu (a hapax), Cl 1.1196+ 
a6nu. Steinbauer 1983:217 suggests as possible a connection 
with one of the Latin and Greek mythological names Ocnus/
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"Oxvoc and K6x v o q . Since Latin and Greek -o stems are 
borrowed regularly into Etruscan as -e stems (cf. *Marcos > 
marce, and indeed K&xvoq > kukne in Cl G.3 (V) and Fa G.l 
(500-450); see De Simone 1970:#70), uqnuS could not be a 
Latin or Greek borrowing in Etruscan; instead we would have 
to think of a Latin or Greek inscription (cf. 
Steinbauer:loc. cit.) in Etruscan script.

La 2.3 araz silgetenas spurianas 'Arn0 Silqetena, son of 
Spurie' is inscribed on an ivory lion cub found among votive 
material in the area of S. Omobono. One may consider it as a 
votive offering made in the sanctuary of Fortuna and Mater 
Matuta that was once on the site; the material and form of 
the object suggest to Messineo 1983 that it was a tessera 
hospitalis of a private character (cf. also De Simone 
1987:34). La 2.4 mi araziia laraniia 'I (am the vessel) of 
AranB ?Larana* is an inscription of possession. The most 
notable feature of these two inscriptions is the form of the 
praenomen: nom. araz for ara(n)Q and gen. araziia for
ara(n)Qiia, cf. Rix 1985a:#19: "Von /t'/ aus erklart sich
auch der Ubergang zur Affrikata Ct*] z im Etruskischen von 
Rom ....; aus einer Aspirata Cth] hatte das lokale Latein 
wohl nur ein Ct] gemacht wie bei tus aus gr. 66oq [thuuos]." 
The occurrence of z in place of 9 in these two inscriptions 
from Rome may be interpreted as "ein einheimi sches 
Dia 1ektalmerkma1" (Helmut Rix: personal communication); this 
speaks against the external provenance of the texts. The 
parallel to araziia given by De Simone 1968a; 1987:32 in
arc. larziia is not certain. Larziia, a 
'Vornamengenti1iciurn'4 in Cr 2.68 (550-500) mi hulus

larziia, may demonstrate that the transition from Ct' 3 to 
Cts] also occurred once (or at most: occasionally) in the 
neighbouring city at Caere. But an alternative 
interpretation may be preferred, viz. that larziia is the 
genitive of the praenomen larza, known from inscriptions of 
recent date (As 1.339+), which is a diminutive in -za to
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lard (/lart'tsa/ > /lart«'a/>, cf. nom. arnza, diminutive to 
arnd, beside gen. arnzial. Steinbauer 1983:218 interprets 
laraniia, perhaps correctly, as the genitive of a feminine 
gentilicium; he then supposes that araziia must be the 
genitive of a feminine praenomen, which he reconstructs as 
nom. *ara(n)zai, gen. +ara(n)za±a beside the attested
archaic feminine form Cr 2.45 <600-550) arantaial. The
common genitive form of the archaic masculine praenomen is 
arandia, of which there are eighteen examples from Volsinii; 
a variant aradiia is attested in OA 2.3 (late VII) and OI 
2.1 (VI), cf. AT 2.2 (VII) veleliiaCs for velelias <Cr
2.36+); Ta 7.24 (late VI), Pe 1.639 (rec.), Vs 1.54 (500- 
450) lardiia for common lardia. Araziia may then be
interpreted as the genitive to araz on the model of ara(n)d 
- ara(n)diia. Since laraniia does not end in -s (cf. Vs 1.46 
(VI/V) mi arandia tusmenas), it cannot be a masculine 
gentilicium (so De Simone 1968a) and may be interpreted as 
such only if we suppose that the ending -iia has been 
influenced by that of the praenomen, probably as the result 
of scribal error. If Steinbauer's interpretation of laraniia 
is correct, we may assume that the form is a metronymic, cf. 
Ta 2.5 (early VI) mi larda sarsinaia 'I (am the vessel) of 
Lar0, the son of Sarsinei'.

La 2.5 mi anidC 'I (am the vessel) of A. . . . ' is a fragment
of an inscription of possession; the personal name cannot be 
amended. Colonna, in Stibbe 1980:58, reads the inscription 
as Latin (: "la lettura ... riportata non consente dubbi
sulla sua latinitd"): C JnianiosC ?7.

La 6.1 vel numnal 'Vel , the son of Numnei ' is a potter's 
stamp, of which there are nine other examples of similar 
date (Cm 6.2, AT 6.1+); the vessel was imported from 
Etruria. La 6.2 pul tuce£ 'of Pultuce' is a production mark 
on a vessel imported from northern Etruria (see Steinbauer 
1983:216).
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La 0.1 ana is probably a masculine praenomen <nom.), which 
is attested in other Etruscan inscriptions of archaic date 
(Fa 6.1+) including six vessel incriptions from Caere <Cr 
2.91 + ) in which ana is the full inscription, cf. praen. f. 
gen. anaias in OA 2.58 (400-350).

Since it is not certain that La 2.2 and La 2.5 are Etruscan 
and La 6.1 and La 6.2 are inscriptions on third/second 
century imported wares, the most important evidence is La 
2.3, La 2.4 and La 0.1. La 0.1 is probably best interpreted 
as an inscription on an imported vessel, perhaps from Caere. 
The importance of La 2.3 and La 2.4 is not only cultural 
but also linguistic, since it seems possible to identify in 
z for 8 a peculiarity of Etruscan at Rome.

Some Italian scholars (see Pallottino 1986) argue that this 
epigraphic evidence demonstrates that the area between the 
Palatine and Campidoglio, which corresponds perhaps to the 
area in Rome known as vicus tuscus (Liv.2.14), was the site 
of an Etruscan colony; this argument overstrains the 
epigraphic evidence, and does not find confirmation in the 
archaeological evidence. But La 2.3 and La 2.4 do
demonstrate the presence of Etruscans at Rome; they reflect
the social mobility of archaic Central Italy (cf. supra).

It is worth remembering, however, that outside territory 
settled by Etruscans no city has produced so many Etruscan 
inscriptions as Rome. From Ostia we have the recent
inscription La 2.6 vipi on a vessel probably imported from 
Etruria. From the Tomba Barberini at Praeneste we have a 
silver cup inscribed with the name vetusia (La 2.1, 650-
625); scholars debate whether the inscription is Etruscan
(: gent. f. gen.), in which case the cup may have belonged 
to the Etruscan wife of a Praenestine prince, or Latin 
(: gent. f. nom., later Veturia) (see A. L. Prosdocimi , SE 
47, 1979, 379-385). From Satricum we have La 3.1 (650/early
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VI) mi muClu lari salJe ve7/aj’na£j 'I (am) a gift from Laris 
Velxaina'. The inscribed vessel was probably an offering 
made in the sanctuary of Mater Matuta by a foreigner from 
Caere, cf. Cr 3.10 <late VII/VI) mi mulu larisale 
velxainasi. Epigraphic evidence then, as far as it goes, 
indicates a stronger Etruscan presence in Rome than in other 
cities in Latium.

The earliest Latin inscriptions do not show any features to 
suggest that Latin was not always the 'official language' at 
Rome; nor is there any report to this effect in the literary 
sources. Ampolo 1986:424 argues that the lapis niger <CIL 12 
4, 570-550), our oldest 'official document' from Rome, "ci
da la prova del carattere latino e non etrusco della 
populazione".

6 . Initial stress accent

The accent of Latin was not inherited from PIE, which had a 
free pitch accent. Latin instead has an accent characterized 
by stress. The best evidence is available for Early Latin 
(cf. infra) and for the post-Classical period, for which we 
may refer inter alia to the Appendix Probi (III/IV A.D.) 
oculus, non oclus (we assume oclus < 6culus> , calida, non 
calda (we assume calda < cdlida) and the testimony of 
Pompeius (K. v.127; V A.D.): ilia syllaba quae accentum
habet. plus sonat. The pronunciation caldus was known at the 
time of Cato (Cato Agr. 6.1 in agro crasso et caldo> and of 
Augustus, who reportedly considered the pronunciation 
calidus pedantic (Quint.Inst.1.6 .17), so that we may assume 
that in Classical Latin calidus is a spelling convention 
which conceals the common pronunciation.5

The Early Latin accent is a stress accent fixed on the 
initial syllable of the word. This accent leads to the 
'weakening' of short vowels, that is raising and fronting
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to e in non-initial closed syllables/ to i in non-initial
open syllables, with loss by syncope of certain short
vowels in open syllables before a single consonant or before
-s plus tenuis (see Rix 1967a>. Long vowels are not
affected; diphthongs are affected by a change in the quality
of their first element. Examples are: perfectus <
*p6rf8ctos, perficit < *p6rfdcit beside facio, novitas
< *n6v6tas, adsided < *dds&dedt inceido* (CIL 12 581,26
inceideretis') < *6ncaido, dexter < *d6xiteros <= 8etirep6<;).
The initial stress accent affects early Greek loanwords in* /
Latin; this dates its end to some time in the fourth century 
(thus Leumann 1977: #243). Examples are: paxotvdt > *macina > 
machina, vdpxpoQ > nummus, rd'Aavrov > talentum; these 
borrowings are clearly distinguishable from later
borrowings, which show neither vowel weakening nor syncope,
e.g. cerasus < xepotodQ (the cherry tree was introduced into 
Italy by Lucullus in 76 B.C.).

In Classical Latin the accent fell on the penultimate
syllable if this was heavy and on the antepenultimate if the

spenultimate was light: ducamus, but dticimus. Since at the
time of Plautus the earlier accentuation persisted in words 
with the rhythmical structure u u  ̂  —  (e.g. fdcilius,
mulierem), we may assume that the accentuation described 
with the term 'penultimate law' was a relatively recent 
development; it must have begun in the late fourth or early 
third century. The new system of accentuation was probably 
in part brought about by educated bilingual Romans, who 
modified their pronunciation under Greek influence; the 
Classical Latin accent resembles that of Greek in that it 
cannot stand farther back than the third syllable from the 
end of the word. Greek influence probably reinforced a 
change that was already taking place in Latin. Since in 
words of more than three syllables (except the facilius 
type) an initial stress accent did not have enough force to 
provide a dynamic structure for the whole word, a secondary
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/
accent was needed: c6nfundantur, imperatdri bus, muli 6ri bus.
A development away from a heavy initial stress accent 
probably began in such polysyllabic words, where it was 
weakened under the influence of the secondary accent, which 
then replaced it as the main accent. Polysyllables in 
Classical Latin have an initial stress accent, but it is 
weaker than the stress accent on the (ante)penultimate 
sy1lable.

Allen 1965:83 remarks that "there is little disagreement 
that the prehistoric accent of Latin was a stress accent, 
and that this fell on the first syllable of the word", but 
cf. Szemer6nyi 1990:84: "Der idg. freie Akzent wurde nach
der Mitte des 1. Jahrhunderts v.Chr. von einem an die erste 
Silbe gebundenen dynamischen Akzent abgelost ...In den urn 
500 datierbaren Inschriften ist von diesen Vorgangen (sc. 
vowel weakening and syncope) noch keine Spur". Allen does 
not discuss the earliest Latin inscriptions of the seventh 
and sixth centuries in which there is no trace of vowel 
weakening or syncope. The forms to which Szemerfcnyi alludes 
are: vhetvhaked 'fecit', numasioi 'Numerio' <CIL 12 3, 675-
650), mamarCcos 'Mamercus' (Tita Vendia inscription, 620- 
600; Wallace 1989:fig.3), iouestod 'iusto' (CIL 12 1, 580- 
570), iouesat. ' iurat', sakros 'sacer' (CIL 12 4, 570-550),
kanaios 'Caneius' (CIL 12 474, 550-500; see Colonna in:
Stibbe 1980:66), mamartei 'Mamerti' (lapis Satricanus (see
Stibbe 1980), c.500). Since we cannot assume that vowel
weakening and syncope are concealed in these inscriptions 
by standard spelling, the only reasonable conclusion is that 
there was at this time no vowel weakening or syncope. 
However, since an initial stress accent can exist without 
affecting pronunciation (and thence spelling) it does not 
necessarily follow that Latin did not have an initial stress 
accent at this time.
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The situation is similar in the Sabellic languages, where 
the syncope of short vowels before a single consonant or 
before s plus occlusive occurred as the result of an initial 
stress accent (see Meiser 1986:130-132). The oldest Oscan 
and Umbrian inscriptions (IV/III B.C.) post-date the 
occurrence of syncope, cf. Umb. mersto- < *mefesto- <
*m£desto- to Lat. modestus. In the oldest Sabellic 
inscriptions from the sixth century, however, there is no 
trace of syncope: Pre-Samnite peracis (see Meiser 1986:20, 
c .500 B.C.), SPic. matereih, patereih (Marinetti AP.2).
Hence one may date the beginning of syncope in Oscan and 
Umbrian to the fifth century, but a more precise date is not 
available; the same is probably true for Latin, where there 
are no inscriptions from the fifth and fourth centuries. 
There is no trace of vowel weakening or syncope in Faliscan 
(see Giacomelli 1963:127-128), but the much quoted 
(Latinized!) form cuncaptum (Giacomelli n.138) hardly 
supports an assumption that Faliscan did not have an initial 
stress accent. We may assume then the existence of an 
initial stress accent in Proto-Umbrian and Proto-Oscan, 
perhaps also in Proto-Sabel1ic and Proto-Latin (under the 
assumption that it had not yet led to vowel weakening and 
syncope) and maybe even in Proto-Italic.

The origin of the Latin initial stress accent has been a 
topic of great debate, cf. Leumann 1977:247: "Das Aufkommen 
der neuen Anfangsbetonung, spatestens im 6 ./5. Jhdt., sucht 
man meist durch fremden EinfluB zu motivieren als Adstrat- 
oder Substratwirkung von Sprachen mit erschlossener 
Anfangsbetonung, namlich - mit absteigender
wahrscheinlichkeit - von Etruskisch, Oskisch, Keltisch, 
Germanisch, Mittelmeersprachen." F. Skutsch, Der
lateinische Accent, Glotta 4, 1931, 187-200, already makes a 
powerful case for an initial stress accent in Etruscan as 
the source of the initial stress accent in Latin, Oscan and 
Umbrian. His thesis is more attractive today, when as a
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result of the precise dating and chronological ordering 
of Etruscan texts it has been established that the
initial stress accent of Etruscan caused first phonetic
variation in the quality of internal short vowels in the 
seventh, more so in the sixth, century, and then gave rise 
to a period of syncope (where short vowels in both open and 
closed syllables are lost) that can be dated to the first 
half of the fifth century, more specifically to 480-460 B.C. 
(see Rix 1984:34; 1985a:ii10,11). Since vowel weakening
occurs in Etruscan at an earlier date than in Latin, it is 
appealing to suppose either that Latin borrowed its initial 
stress accent from Etruscan or that vowel weakening and 
syncope first occurred in Latin under Etruscan influence,
although Latin already had an initial stress accent. This
cannot, however, be proven. Nor can the counter position 
that an initial stress accent was a feature of the West 
Indo-European languages (Germanic, Italic and Celtic) and 
that the Etruscans borrowed their accent from the speakers 
of Proto-Latin or Proto-Sabel1ic. Remarkable, however, is 
the occurrence of syncope in Etruscan and Latin at 
approximately the same date. The safest assumption is that 
syncope as the result of an initial stress accent is a koin£ 
phenomenon. Untermann 1968:(see esp. #5) emphasizes the role 
played by the "Wortgrenze in den altitalischen Sprachen". It 
is conceivable that an initial stress accent was used in the 
languages of archaic Central Italy because it coincides with 
the semantic basis of the word and produces a 'boundary' 
between one word and the next; this facilitated 
communication between speakers of the different languages.

7. Italic loanwords in Etruscan

Relatively little work has been done on Latin and Sabellic 
loans in Etruscan; this is due in large measure to the 
chiefly onomastic nature of the Etruscan evidence. The most 
recent work dedicated exclusively to Etrusco-Sabel1ic loans
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is that of Olzscha 1961, cf. also De Simone 1991, Devoto 
1975:28-29, Meiser 1986:8-10.

The earliest Etruscan texts are considerably older than the 
earliest texts in most of the Italic languages; the oldest 
Faliscan inscriptions are about fifty years younger. 
Latin/Sabel1ic loanwords in Archaic Etruscan texts are 
important, therefore, because they testify to a process of 
borrowing between Etruscan and Latin/Sabel1ic at a date for 
which texts in Latin/Sabel1ic either did not exist, are not 
extant or provide no relevant evidence. Further, 
Latin/Sabel1ic loanwords in Archaic Etruscan may indicate 
spheres of contact/contexts of borrowings between 
Latin/Sabel1ic and Etruscan speakers.

The identification of Latin/Sabel1ic loans in Etruscan is 
problematic, not least because our knowledge of the Etruscan 
vocabulary is limited. There are two further difficulties.

Firstly, it is very difficult, and in many cases impossible, 
to demonstrate from which Italic language a loanword in 
Etruscan was borrowed. For geographical reasons borrowings 
are most likely to have been made from Umbrian and Latin 
(Latino-Faliscan) , but a judgement even between Umbrian or 
Latin as the source of a borrowing cannot always be made. A 
prime example here is Etr. vinum <15 attestations in the 
liber linteus)/ vinm <lx> 'wine' which may have been 
borrowed from Latin, Faliscan or Umbrian^. An inherent 
problem is that the Umbrian corpus is small. It is, 
therefore, possible that there are Umbrian loans in Etruscan 
for which the Umbrian form is neither attested nor can be 
reconstructed. There is also a danger of incorrectly 
assigning a borrowing to Latin because a form is not extant 
in the corpora of the other Italic languages (cf. below, for 
example, on Etr. putlum- : Lat. poculum). Conversely, when a 
word is attested in Umbrian but not in Latin, borrowing from
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Umbrian (and not from Latin) is probable. For a work chiefly 
concerned with the influence of Etruscan on Latin the 
importance of determining whether a loanword in Etruscan 
comes from Latin or a Sabellic language <: Umbrian) is that 
contacts between Etruscans and Sabellic speakers do not 
prove the existence of contacts between Etruscans and 
Latins/Romans; rather they count as parallels of central 
Italian cultural exchange.

Secondly, Latin/Sabel1ic origin must not be inferred for an 
Etruscan word on the basis of homophony; there should be 
clear semantic and phonological connections between the 
words in Etruscan and the donor language. This difficulty 
has already been intimated in connection with Etr. capra 
'vessel name' beside Lat. capra 'she-goat'. It is better 
exemplified by Etr. tular "Grenze, Gebiet" beside Umb. 
nom./acc. sg. tuder 'boundary' (discussed in detail by 
Meiser 1986:#70, cf. also Olzscha 1961:488-90). Umb. tuder 
might go back to a form *tuler, which could have been the 
source of Etr. tular 'boundary'. Etr. tul 'stone'(?) is also 
attested, which could be a) a native Etruscan word, to which 
the plural tular '(boundary) stones' > 'boundary' was 
formed, in which case there would be no connection with the 
Umbrian word, or b) a back formation from Etr. tular (< Umb. 
sg. *tuler-, which was interpreted as a plural form).

Under 'loanwords' are to be understood here A) appellatives 
and B) theonyms.

A) Below are listed those Etruscan words for which a 
Sabellic or Latin origin is certain, likely or highly 
plausible. Those Etruscan words which occur in the liber 
linteus and have a corresponding form in the Iguvine Tables 
are marked with a sign (*#), which serves to indicate the 
possible religious context of the borrowing. This is not the 
place to discuss all these loans in detail; a more detailed
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discussion is given of three words because they demonstrate 
the early borrowing of Sabel1ic/Latin words into Etruscan 
(Etr. ais, putlumza, ?spanti'); the reason for discussing 
Etr. cela in some depth will become clear in the chapter on 
SATELLES.

ais (**) 'god1. The PIE word for 'god, divinity', tdeiijos 
(cf. Av. daeva- 'demon', Skt. devdfi, OIr. dia), was known in 
Proto-Italic and developed in Latin to deus (< deos < 
*deijjos), dTvus (modelled on the gen. dTvT < tdeiuj). The 
noun itself is not attested in the Sabellic dialects, but 
derivatives of it are known in Osc. deivinais (= Lat. 
dTvTnTs) and Umb. deueia (= Lat. dTvTnam'). The Sabellic word 
for 'god' is aiso- (see Devoto 1975:29; IEW 16; Meiser 
1986:252-253), cf. Osc. aisusis (dat. or abl. pi.; a scribal 
error for *aisuis according to H. Rix, Oskisch aisusis, MSS 
22, 1967, 67-79, n.13), Marr. aisos pacris (nom. pi.) ' d i i
propitii', Mars, esos (nom. pi.), Pael . aisis (dat. pi.), 
Umb. esunu/esono adj. 'of the gods'/ neut. noun 'sacrifice', 
Volsc. esaristrom 'sacrificium'. The Gallic theonym Aesus is 
a borrowing from Sabellic. The Sabellic forms do not show 
rhotacism of -s-; Steinbauer (forthcoming) is probably 
correct in assuming "da8 im Umbrischen die Lautung des Nom. 
auf andere Kasus derselben Wortes und auf Ableitungen 
iibertragen wurde: Nom. Csg.l *a±sos > *a±ss > *e:s(s)n.

The word is also frequently attested in Etruscan, 
particularly in the liber linteus, where ais- is an 
archaism (cf. #1.8): ais, ai£, eis, aiser (nom. pi.),
eiser, aiseraS (gen. pi.), eiseraS, aisna 'pertaining to a 
god, ritual, sacrifice', eisna, aisvale, aisunal. Other 
attestations are: aisece (Vt 4.2, rec.) aiser (Ru 4.1, late 
VI; Pa 4.1, early V), aiseras (AV 4.1, mid V; TC 37; OA 3.5, 
rec.), aisias (Vs 4.3, VI/V), aisiu (AV 0.22, rec.), 
aisn[-Je (Vc 3.6, mid VI), eiseras (Cl 3.7, rec.), eisnevc 
'a priestly office' (AT 1.1, rec.).
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The Etruscan and Sabellic words are clearly connected. The 
base word must be a borrowing from the one language (or 
language group) into the other; the direction of the
borrowing has been much disputed (see Meiser 1986:252,n .5; 
253,n.2). Much argumentation has rested on three glosses in 
ancient writers; D.C. 56 . 29 .4 rd koindv rd dvopa (i.e. atoap) 
Qedv napdi rofc TvpoqvotQ voet; Hsch. aiaoi . Qeoi vnd
Tvpprjv&v; Suet. Aug. 97 aesar  Etrusca lingua deus. These
glosses, together with the early (VI B.C.) attestation of
the word in Etruscan, suggest an Etruscan origin. The 
Etruscan word would then have been borrowed by the Sabellic 
dialects (but not by Latin) and have replaced the native 
word (cf. Lat. deus').

Since, however, all the Etruscan attestations, with the 
exception of ei snev-c, are from the North and East of 
Etruria, the possibility that the word is of Sabellic origin 
and was borrowed into Etruscan must be considered. Moreover 
it is now clear that Sabellic aiso- has cognate forms in 
other IE languages?: Av. aeSa- 'kraftvoll', Goth, aistan
'sich scheuen, achten', Gr. aXSopax 'scheue, verehre', 
aiS6Q, -oQq 'Ehrfurcht, Scheu, Scham', Horn. ispdq 
' kraf ter flil 11, vital, heilig' (cf. the formulaic phrases 
Horn, iepdv pivoQ and RV. 8.48.7 isir£na...mdnasa), Doric-
Northwest Gr. idepdc, Aeol . Gr. tpoQ, East-Ionic Gr. ipdQ
(with /I/), Myc. i-Je-ro, Skt. isird- 'kraftig, regsam,
frisch, munter'. On the basis of the Indie and Greek forms 
a root *h2 is- 'strong' (> 'divinely strong; manifesting 
divine power, supernatural; holy, sacred') has been 
reconstructed. The -s- of this root is retained in the Indo- 
Iranian and Gothic forms, but is lost intervocalically in 
Greek: *h2 is-eros > *i(h)eros > iepdQ (with
'Hauchumsprung’) (suffix variants may be supposed for
iapoQ (? < *h2 istos) and ipdQ (? < *h2 isros». The Sabellic 
forms are built with the full grade of the root *h2 eis- 
> ais-', the same is true for Gr. aTSopai and Goth, aistan
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(< *h2 eis-d-). The ablaut gradation *h2 i s- / *h2 eis- is 
paralleled by Lat. im-ago / aem-ulus and mis-er / maes-tus. 
It must, therefore, be supposed that both words - tdeiiios 
and aiso- (perhaps originally employed as the epithet of a 
Sabellic god: 'sanctus, holy' -» 'the holy one, god') - were
present in Sabellic (but not Proto-Italic (?); there is no 
trace of aiso- in Fal i sco-Latin) and that for some reason 
aiso- survived at the expense of *deiuos, possibly to avoid 
confusion with the theonym, Umb. dei (voc.), di (acc.) 
'Juppiter' (< *d±e(m), cf. Lat. Iovem) .

Etr. ais 'god' will have been borrowed from Sab. nom. sg. 
*ais(o)s (with syncope of a short vowel before final -s), to 
which the Etruscan plural ending in -r was then added. The 
borrowing will have been made by the sixth century.

alumnad, alumnade (Ta 1.17, 200-150) might be connected with 
Lat. alumnatus, p.p.p. of alumnarT 'nurture, rear 
(children)’, alumnus 'a nursling of the male sex, (foster) 
son or child'; one might suppose that alumnad is a hybrid 
form composed of Lat. alumn- and Etr. -a6. The meaning of 
the Etruscan word is not known.

-c 'and' has been compared with Lat. -que (< PIE t-k^e) 
' a n d ' .  The Etruscan word may have been borrowed from Latin 
(with the prehistoric apocope of -e (see Rix 1985a:#13) and 
the simplification of /Yy/, a sound not native to Etruscan, 
to /k/). The similarity between the forms may be 
coincidental; it is unlikely that the Etruscans did not have 
their own word for 'and'. Indicative of Latin origin, 
however, are the facts that -c like -que is an enclitic and 
that Etruscan shows the sequence -c . . . -c. (cf. Lat. -que 
...-que, 'both ... and'): Cr 5.2 (IV) apac. atic 'paterque 
materque', LL IX.12 hadec. repinec '?', LL X.fl dapnac. 
6$pnzac. 'poculumque poci1lumque'.
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capi-, cape- (**), cf. Umb. kapi, kapif, kapife 'bowl', Lat. 
capis, -idis 'bowl with one handle <esp. used in 
sacrifices)'. One must distinguish between Etr. capi 'take' 
(see Agostiniani 1984) and capi-/cape- '?bowl'f which is 
extracted from loc. sg. capidi (LL XII. 1) and pi. caper-c 
(LL VI.6). Olzscha 1961:482,490 prefers borrowing from Latin 
for the Etruscan noun.

cela, cel at i, cf. Lat. cella 'store or larder (PI. +); 
chamber in a temple (Cic. +); a small room (Mart. + )'. 
Breyer 1984:375-376 considers cella to be of non-IE origin 
because of the lack of a satisfactory explanation for -II- 
and to be of Etruscan origin because the word is a "Terminus 
des Bauwesens": "... und die Etrusker sollten fur eine fur
ihre Bestattungsart so typische architektonische
Erscheinung, die in alteste Zeiten hinaufreicht, kein Wort 
aus ihrer eigenen Sprache gehabt haben? Sie hatten erst 
einen ie. Ausdruck adaptieren miissen? Sie, von denen die 
Romer das Bauen erst lernten? Das Kulturgefal le und die 
Sache sprechen entschiedend gegen eine Zuruckf \ihrung von 
etr. cela auf lat. cella." Bonfante 1985:208 believes that 
an IE etymology is "possible, although very difficult ..., 
because of the II, which is not admitted in Indo-European" 
and that "the meaning of the word, concerning architecture 
and therefore supposing a more advanced stage of culture 
than that of the huts of the Palatine, certainly favors an 
Etruscan origin If we propose that Etr. cela is a
loanword from Lat. cella (or from an unattested Sabellic 
form), we are obliged first to establish the etymology of 
the Latin word.

Lat. cella is traditionally associated with the PIE root 
*kel- 'bergen, verhiillen' (IEW 553) and with Skt. $Ela 
'Hiitte, Haus, Gemach', Gr. xa\\6i 'Hiitte, Scheune, Nest', 
OHG. halla 'Halle' (v. Kluge 198922:288). Reflexes of the 
PIE root may be observed in Latin, both the e-grade *kel-
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<: occulo 'hide from view, conceal' < *ob-kel-o) and the
lengthened grade *kel- (: celo 'hide, conceal' < *&el-o'). In 
ancient Latin etymologies cella is derived from celare: 
Var.L.5.162 ubi quid conditurn esse volebant, a celando 
cellam appellarunt; Paul. Fest.p .66L cella, quod ea celentur, 
quae esse volumus occulta; Don.Ter. Ad.552 et cella et 
cellarium a reponendis celandisque rebus esculentis et 
poculentis dicitur. Donatus' etymology of cella as a 
storeroom for food and drink connects the noun with celare 
in a secondary meaning 'contain, store' <cf. reponere). 
Varro's etymology comes in a section of the "Lingua Latina"
dealing with the names for the rooms in a house. Both he and
Paulus explain cella as the room or place in which those 
things are stored which one wishes to put away for 
concealment (condere)/ keep hidden ioccultare); they connect 
cella with celare 'hide, conceal*, cella appears to have 
meant originally 'hiding-place'. The development in meaning 
to '(small) room, in which items may be concealed or stored' 
and then to 'small room' must have taken place in PIE, if we 
uphold the connection with S&la. (A semantically comparable 
form is OHG./OE. hus (> Germ. Haus/ Engl, house) < tkusom to 
the PIE root *keu- "bedecken, umhiillen" (IEW 951-952), also 
present in Gr. xevdo "verberge", xebQoQ "verborgene Tiefe".)

Maintenance of the connection with $Ela demands an 
explanation of the -11- of cella, which we may explain 
either as < *kela by the littera rule (cf. ITtera > 
littera, Iupiter > Iuppiter; see Sommer-Pfister #84,6), or 
as < *kel-na with the assimilation of -In- to -11-. The 
former account may be favoured since our Sanskrit form may 
also be from *kela (or from *kola by Brugmann' s law); for 
Gr. xakidt we must assume the reduced grade *kl-. If we 
explain celare as a denominative verb, viz. with the 
semantic development '#to make a hiding-place (for)' > 'to 
hide', then the base noun could be *kela, but not *kelna\
the derivation order cella -* celare would be the opposite of
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that supposed by the ancient etymologists. The denominative 
nature of celare is disputed <cf. Steinbauer 1989:142); in 
theory the verb might also be derived from a root noun *kel, 
of which there would be otherwise no trace.

In Etruscan inscriptions we find cela <Vc 0.40 (rec.): cela: 
sal: Qn) and celati with the locative ending -ti <Ta 1.66 
(late IV/early III): vel: aties: velQurus: lemnioa: celati:
cesu); each of the inscriptions was made on a paries 
sepulcri. The first inscription is obscure. The second means 
'in the cela is laid (.cesu') Vel Aties (son of VelOur) the 
lenmi' (on the meaning of cesu see #111.3.); lemnioa is an 
articulated cognomen or adjective); cela- here must 
designate the sepulchral chamber.

Lat. cella and Etr. cela- have then similar meanings. There 
are semantic grounds, therefore, to assume that the two 
words are not fortuitous homonyms, but that one form was 
borrowed from the other. Since Lat. cella has an IE 
etymology, the direction of borrowing must be from Latin 
into Etruscan.

The Etruscan form either represents /kela/ and was borrowed 
from Proto-Lat. *cela, in which case the final vowel of cela 
was long and therefore not apocopated and the internal vowel 
of celati likewise long and therefore not syncopated, or was 
borrowed after the first half of the fifth century, i.e. 
after the operation of syncope, from Lat. cella /kella/, but 
the gemination was as usual not indicated by the Etruscan 
orthography. The second option is favoured by the chronology 
of the attestations.

cletram (**), attested nine times in the liber linteus, is a 
certain borrowing from Umb. acc. sg. kletram (IgT.), a 
sacrificial instrument, probably a litter on which 
sacrificial animals were transported. The Umbrian word has a
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clear IE etymology (see De Simone 1991:134-135; Meiser 
1986:8; Olsen 1988:11.5; Olzscha 1961:482-483); it is an 
instrument noun to the root *kle±- 'bend, incline' (cf. Lat. 
clTno, OHG. hifnen): *kle±-trah2 > *kle±tra > Umb. kletra-, 
cf. Goth, hleipra 'tent', Lat. dimin. clitellae (< +kle±- 
tro-lah2 > 'pack saddle', Mir. clethar 'support'. Given the 
meaning of the root one must think of some kind of sleigh 
that was pulled or dragged at an inclination; Prof. James 
Cathey (: personal communication) suggests that the cletra
may have been similar in structure to the travois of the 
American Indians.

vinum (**) (see above)

lusy-nei (Vs 7.42, rec.) < (with metathesis) Umb, *loxsna 
< +loksna < Ital . *louksna 'raggiante' (> Lat. luna) (see 
Devoto 1975:31-32; Rix 1976a:177).

macstrev-c, macstrna (AT 1.1, rec.; Vc 7.25, IV). Etr. 
macstr- is generally held to be a borrowing from Lat. 
magi ster/magi str-. The attested forms are macstrevc and 
macstrna. macstrev- designates the office or position of 
being macstr-: AT 1.1 ...eisnevc. eprdnevc. macstrevc.
tent— ..., 'having held the eisnev-, the eprQnev- and the 
macstrev-' . The name macstrna occurs in a painting in the 
Francois tomb, where macstrna is shown freeing caile vipinas 
f rom hi s chains.

nefts, nef$t nefis (Ta 1.17, Vs 1.179, Vs 1.180, rec.; each 
form has just one attestation) (? nefts > nef& > (with 
anaptyxis) nefis) '(paternal) grandson'. The Etruscan word 
has been judged by Heurgon 1976 and others to be a borrowing 
from Lat. nepos 'grandson, descendant'; the borrowing might 
then testify to the process of the Romanization of Etruria. 
The -f- of the Etruscan forms, however, points to borrowing 
from Sabellic (prob. Oscan or a dialect of Oscan, not
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Umbrian) *neft-s < *nept-s (for *nepots, on the model of the 
genitive *nept-es); on Proto-Sab. -pt- > -ft-, > Osc. -ft-, 
Umb. -ht-, see Meiser 1986:#39. Etr. papals '(maternal) 
grandson' is a native term.

prumts, prumaBS (Ta 1.17, Vs 1.178, rec.) i prumts > prumaQS 
with anaptyxis ?) '(paternal) great grandson' has been 
considered by Trombetti, Heurgon and others (see Heurgon 
1976) to be a borrowing from Lat. pronepos (> tprunnpts (with 
nasal assimilation) > prumts, prumaQi). However, comparison 
with Etr. nefts suggests that Etr. prumts is also of 
Sabellic (probably Oscan) origin, i.e. < Sab. *pronefts. The 
loss of Sab. -f- is no harder to explain than loss of Lat. 
-p-; the following derivation has been offered by 
Agostiniani 1986:34: Sab. (probably Umb.) *prunefts > Etr.
*prumfts > prumts > prumad$.

putlum-za, a hapax, is attested on an oinochoe from 
Tarquinia: Ta 2.31 (late IV/early III) mnev: putlumza. Etr. 
putlum- corresponds to Lat. pocuJum 'drinking vessel, cup', 
or rather, to an earlier form of the Latin word (see Colonna 
1984:311 and De Simone 1991:135). The Proto-Italic sound 
change -tl- > -kl- is known for all the Italic languages 
with the exception of Venetic (cf. Ven. magetlon, metlon>, 
e.g.: *sa±-tlo- > *saeklom > Lat. saeculum, cf. OBr. hoetl.
Likewise *poh3 -tlo- > *po-tlo- > *poklom > Lat. pocolom > 
poculum, cf. Skt. p&tram 'drinking vessel'. Lat pocolom is 
the form inscribed on Roman vessels of a date similar to 
that of the oinochoe from Tarquinia. The problem is to 
explain the -tl- of the Etruscan form. Two explanations have 
been offered. Before these are reported, it may be noted 
that there is no reason to suppose that -tl- was easier than 
-kl- for Etruscan speakers: the two consonant groups are
attested frequently in Etruscan, both in word-initial 
position and internally (e.g. tlapu, tlesna - vatlui , 
hustle, nevtlane; clan, clapiQi - aclani, mlacli); other
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loanwords in Etruscan show /kl/ for /kl/ of the source word, 
namely detrain < Umb. kletram, eucle < Gr. Etixk1)Q, hercle < 
Gr . 'HpaxkffQ, herclite < Gr . 'Hpaxke iSrjQ.

The first explanation is that of Aldo Prosdocimi <Atti dei 
convegni Li neei 39, 1979, 159-161 ), who argues that a
backformation with -kl- > -tl- must have taken place in 
Etruscan; this explanation has been criticized, rightly, by 
Colonna 1984:316,n .5: "l'ipotesi di una retroformazione -kl- 
> -tl- da imputare all'etrusco £ chiaramente ad hoc e da non 
ritenere". It is quite improbable that the Etruscans knew 
that -tl- > -kl- was a sound development in Proto-Italic and 
consequently created the hypercorrect or archaizing form 
putlum-.

The second and only credible explanation is that the 
Etruscans borrowed putlum- from a form fpotlom, cf. Colonna 
1984:311: "Putlum corrisponde certamente a pocolom di tanti
vasi coevi, ma la conservazione di -tl- denuncia un prestito 
arcaico, certamente anteriore al V sec." Since a cognate of 
Lat. poculum is not attested in any other Italic language, 
borrowing from Proto-Latin seems attractive (but cf. infra), 
but a non-Latin source cannot be ruled out. SPic. puqloh 
'son' (Marinetti AQ.l) dates the development -tl- > -kl- to 
the sixth century (terminus ante quem)8; the Etruscans must, 
it seems, have borrowed putlum- in or before the sixth 
century. The borrowed word in Etruscan will have kept -tl- 
unchanged; it is then a matter of chance that no Etruscan 
attestation for pre - c.300 B.C. is known. Since the
development -tl- > -kl- is Proto-Italic, Etr. putlum- can 
have been borrowed from Proto-Latin (or Proto-Sabel1ic) only 
if we assume that Proto-Latin retained beside regular 
*poclom a relic form *potlom. However, since the sound 
development is not known for Venetic, borrowing from Ven. 
*potlom presents no chronological difficulty. For this 
reason we may give equal, if not more, weight to the
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possibility that the source of putlum- was Venetic; the 
Venetic word may have been borrowed in or after the late 
sixth century by Etruscans in Adria or Spina. Borrowing from 
Proto-Italic *potlom, for which we must assume a date of 
around 1600 B.C., may be rejected, if it is correct that the 
first Etruscan speakers immigrated around 1200 B.C.;
linguists are now inclining towards this view.

Etr. -za is a diminutive suffix (see G. Colonna, SE 49, 
1981, 85-86), found, for instance, in LL X.22 Qapnza 'small 
vase' beside Qapna '(normal sized) vase'. When the suffix is 
added to vessel names inscribed on objects of normal
dimensions the connotation is of endearment, cf. the 
affective use of little in English; such is the case with 
putlumza. Since this hypocoristic usage is archaic (cf.
Colonna, op. cit.,n. 21 : "il vezzeggi at i vo si piti dire
scontato coi nomi di vasi specialmente nel VII secolo", e.g. 
lextumuza, qutumuza, zavenuzai , Etr. putlumza (? <
*putlumuzai might be dated back to the seventh century. On 
its own this would not be a strong argument for the early 
borrowing of Etr. putlum-, but it is consistent with the 
theory of an early (VI or pre - VI B.C.) borrowing.

Lat. poculum is a general term for drinking vessels of all
types and purposes, above all, as literary evidence shows, a 
drinking vessel for water, wine and honey. However, 
"bemerkenswert ist die Herrichtung des menschlichen Schadels 
zu einem poculum fur sakrale und alltagliche Zwecke" (see 
Werner Hilgers, Lateinische GefaSnamen, Dlisseldorf 1969, 74- 
75, 255, 259). Literary and epigraphic evidence show that
the poculum was used as a dedication gift or votive vessel^ 
(e.g. CIL 12 443 FORTUNAI POCOLO-, CIL 12 453 VOLCANI
POCOLOM; Juv. 13.147 tempi i/ pocula...populorum dona) and as 
a sacrificial vessel (e.g. Liv.23.24.12 idque sacrum vas iis 
erat. quo sol 1 emni bus libarent poculumque idem sacerdoti <bus> 
esset ac tempii antistitibus; Sal.Hist.frg.II.86 pocula et
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alias res aureas, diis sacrata instrumental Verg.A.3.354 
aulai medio libabant pocula Bacchi). The context of the 
borrowing may, therefore, have been religious or
sacrificial; putlum- may have been borrowed as an every day 
term for 'drinking vessel', but this is unlikely in view of 
the existence of Qapna, the general term in Etruscan for 
'drinking vessel'.

spanti <*•*> 'plate, dish' is attested five times in 
Etruscan, once as a diminutive spanza < *spanti-za <LL 1.2) 
and four times in inscriptions on plates or shallow dishes 
found at Caere and dated to the beginning of the seventh 
century; each inscription is of the type 'I (am) the plate 
of X' , e.g. Cr 2.2 mi spanti larices 'I (am) the plate of 
Larice', cf. Cr 2.1, 2.3, 2.4. Steinbauer (forthcoming)
holds SantiStS (LL XI.2) to be a scribal error for 
*SpantiSt£ (cf. LL XI . 3 QapneStS to Bapna) . In Umbrian we 
have acc. sg. spanti (IgT. Ilia 34 and IVa 2, cf. II 30a 
spantea, Ilia 33 spant.imafi; the meaning of the Umbrian word 
has been deduced from Etruscan. The direction of the 
borrowing has been disputed (see Steinbauer (forthcoming)); 
the opinio communis is, however, that the Etruscan word was 
borrowed from Umbrian (G. Colonna, SE 36, 1968, 265-267 and
1973-74:144-145; De Simone, Glotta 53, 1975, 172-173 and
1991:133-134; K. Olzscha, Glotta 48, 1971, 263-264); it
would be the earliest attested Sabellic borrowing in 
Etruscan.

An argument in favour of Etruscan origin is the existence of 
the individual name spantu- in Etruscan; it is attested in 
Ta 1.13 (late IV/early III) as the 'Vornamengenti 1 iciurn' or 
cognomen f. nom. spantu-i, m. gen. spantu-s. From spantu- 
one can isolate the verbal base spant- (see below under 
SUBULO), to which spanti may have been formed; a parallel to 
Etr. spant- : spantu- : spanti exists in duB- : duBu- :
duBi, where duB- is a verb 'place, build1, duBu- an
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individual name which one can extract from the gentilicium 
(here a gamonym) Cl 1.1780 (rec.) duQunal and 6udi the well- 
attested noun for 'tomb, grave'. The meaning of spant- is 
unknown.

In the Iguvine Tables spanti(m) is a plate used in 
sacrifice, on which the cut meat is placed. The etymology of 
the word would confirm the original sacral significance of 
the plate, if it is derived, as generally held, from the PIE 
root *spend- (see IEW 989) 'ein Trankopfer darbringen; 
geloben', cf. Gr. crnivScj 'verspreche (Gortyn); bringe ein 
Trankopfer dar, spende', Hitt. Sipand- 'spenden, opfern', 
Lat. spondeo, sponsio, Toch. AB spant- 'trust'.

Umb. spanti can be, however, in origin neither a -Jo- 
derivative to *spHd- (*spi)d-j_o- would become *spand±o- > 
Umb. *spannJ_<o>-) nor a derivative in -t- <+spftd-t.i- > 
spfitsti- > *spfifi- > Umb. tspanfi > <*spafi>) (Gerhard
Meiser: personal communication). Steinbauer (forthcoming)
suggests that "das etr. Wort konnte ais anatolisch plausibel 
mit der idg. Wurzel *spend- verbunden werden: heth.
ispantuzzi 'Ration, GuB' < *spanduti > etr. spanti(?)" ; one 
should note that a spanti is a shallow dish or plate, not a 
vessel for liquids. For this same reason the etymology of 
Helmut Rix (: personal communication) is attractive. Rix
argues that spanti is a -ti- derivative to the nil grade of 
the PIE root *spen- "ziehen, spannen" (IEW 988): *spfi-t.i-
"das Ausgespannte" > Umb. spanti- "plate". Semantic 
parallels are provided in a number of IE languages by words 
for "Eimer" such as Dan. spand and Olce. spann, which are 
formed from the same root (see IEW 989).

Both an IE and an Etruscan etymology are available then for 
Umb./Etr. spanti. A further argument for borrowing from 
Etruscan is that, if spanti were a genuine Umbrian term, one 
would expect borrowing from the acc. sg. into Etruscan (cf.
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cletram and the names for Greek vessels in Etruscan, cf. 
Colonna 1973-74), i.e. Etr. *spantim. One may, however, 
assume that Etr. spanti is a borrowing either from Umb. acc. 
sg. spanti (m), which shows the phenomenon of the weak 
articulation of final -nfl o <cf. IgT. IV 28 acc. sg. afkani 
'musical accompaniment' for *afkanim < *ad-kaniom), or from 
an unattested instrumental singular (so Rix, in the 
discussion of Steinbauer (forthcoming)). On the other hand, 
if the term is in origin Etruscan, one may assume that Etr. 
spanti > Umb. spanti, which is naturalized among the i-stems 
> spantim. The origin of spanti must remain sub iudice.

tut-, tud- (**) ' ?ci ttadino' , cf. Umb. tuta 'state', Osc.
touto, PIE *teuta (see Olzscha 1961:485-488; Devoto 
1975:29). Borrowing from Umbrian is probable; the Oscan form 
preserves the diphthong. The word may have been borrowed as 
a religious or political term: one can compare Etr. cepen
tutin (LL VII.8)/ cepen. tudiu (AV 4.1, mid V) with Osc. 
meddis tuvtiks and Lat. sacerdos publicus.

f anu (Pe 5.2, rec.; Ta 5.6, 175-150), cf. Lat. fanum 'a
piece of consecrated ground; shrine' < *fasnom < *d^hi s-no- 
(see IEW 259: "dhes-, dhds- in religiosen Begriffen", cf.
Gr. *6£<j6q > 6e6q , Horn. dtocparoQ) . The Sabellic forms
(: Umb. acc. pi. fesnaf-e, Osc. acc. sg. fiisnam, fiisnu,
Pael . fesn(am)> are from Proto-Sab. *fesna- (cf. Lat. 
festus’, see Meiser 1986:45) formed with the full grade of 
the root *d*>ehts-. The borrowing is certainly from Latin 
fanum, an o-stem noun (cf. the Sabellic a-stems), which 
shows the loss of preconsonantal -s- with compensatory 
lengthening of the preceding vowel.

fa£e (**) "polta" and its derivative fa§ena (Sp 2.36, mid
IV) 'vessel for faSe' are discussed by Rix (forthcoming
b):$#6.5, 8.3. faSe "sacrificio di pasta" is, according to
Olzscha 1961:483-484, probably a borrowing from Umb. farsio
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(VIb 2) 'spelt-cakes', the -r- of which before -s- was
pronounced weakly, as the spellings fasiu <IIa 12) and fasio 
(VIb 44) indicate. The Umbrian term, cognate with Lat. 
farreum, is a derivative of PIE *b*>ars (see IEW 111), which 
develops > *fars > *farr > Lat. <Lex XII, Cato +)/Osc./Umb. 
far 'husked wheat'. Olzscha's etymology is difficult on two 
counts, one semantic, the other phonetic: 1. the vessel
designated by faiena will have contained wheat grains or a 
wheat porridge, but not cakes; 2. the -e of fa&e renders, 
according to Olzscha, the -Jo- suffix of the Umbrian word, 
whereas we expect Etr. -ie (see under SPURIUS). It seems 
better, therefore, to assume that faSe, if it is of Italic 
origin, is a borrowing from an Italic, probably Umbrian, 
reflex of +b*>ars\ we must then assume i) that faSe is an 
early loanword from Proto-Umb. *fars with the addition of -e 
on the model of Etruscan terms such as male- (see under 
FENESTRA), papalse- 'grandson' (see Rix 1985a:#13) and ii) 
that either -rs- developed to -s- or -$- in Etruscan or 
that r before s was pronounced weakly and not always 
written, cf. Vt 1.78 (rec.) cursnia- beside Pe 1.873 (rec.) 
cusnia, Cr 3.18 (600-575) hirsunaie- beside Cl 1.1396 (rec.) 
hi&unia, Vs 1.52 (VI/V) Banursie- beside Po 2.12 (V) Banusie 
(a diachronic study of all Etruscan forms showing -rs- is 
needed) .

To sum up, there are nine attested Etruscan terms of 
probable or possible (: indicated by a question mark)
Sabellic (: Umbrian) origin (ais, cletram, lusx-nei, nefts, 
prumpts, ?spanti, ?tular, tut-, ?fa§e'>, six of Latin origin 
(?alumna8, ?-c, cela, macstr-, ??putlum-, fanu'), two of 
Sabellic or Latin origin (capi -/cape-, vinum> and one of 
possible Venetic origin (?putlum>. Of these we can assume 
fifth century (terminus post quern) borrowing for ais, 
cletram, spanti, tular, tut-, faSe; -c, putlum-; capi-/cape- 

vinum. The context of the borrowing may have been
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ritualistic for ais, cletram, spanti, ?tut- <or juristic?), 
fa§e; putlum-, fanu; capi-/cape-, vinum.

B) The most important work on Etruscan theonyms of Sabellic 
origin is now that of Rix 1981 (on Etr. uni, menerva, 
neduns) and Rix (forthcoming a)ii , whose results
considerably alter the traditional picture of cult 
exchanges. In the sphere of theonyms, in which no borrowing 
from Etruscan into Latin has been established, Rix 
demonstrates that a good dozen Etruscan theonyms are of 
certain or probable Sabellic (in particular, Umbrian) 
origin. These theonyms are listed and briefly discussed 
below, together with theonyms collected from other sources.
There is evidence also for the borrowing of Latin/Roman
theonyms into Etruscan. The theonyms in -ns constitute
important evidence for the etymology of POPULUS.

ci1ens is attested in Vs 7.39 (175-150) and three times on 
the bronze liver from Piacenza. In the fifth century /i/ > 
/e/ before a following /e/ in Etruscan, e.g. arc. piQe- > 
rec. pede (Rix 1985a:#8); since cilens (not *celens) appears 
to contradict this phonetic rule, there is reason to suppose 
foreign origin. Rix suggests borrowing from Umb. *kilens < 
Proto-Sab. *kel-eno-s. The proposal is made tentatively 
because we have almost no knowledge of the nature of the 
Etruscan divinity, apart from the fact that cilens is a 
female divinity (cf. Rix: "1‘ antefissa perd, che reca il
nome cilens rappresenta una donna."): would we not then
expect Umb. *kTlena? Etruscan knows other forms in cil-t 
namely a gentilicium exemplified by Ar 1.55 (late IV/early 
III) f. kilnei < (?) *kil(e)-na-i and the pi. noun cilva (LL 
X.f2) < (?) *ki1(e/i)~xva (on ~xva see Rix 1985a:#27). Etr. 
cilens could then be a hybrid of Etr. *cile- + 'Italic' -ns 
on the model of neQuns (analysed as nedu-ns), sedlans 
(analysed as sedla-ns); we must assume that the vowel in
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cil- is retained under the influence of the syncopated forms 
kilnei/ci1va.

crap-Sti is attested in the liber linteus; the form is 
probably a locative to the genitive of a nom. crap- and was 
probably borrowed from Umb. Krapuvi, Graboui e, an epithet of 
the gods Jupiter, Mars and Vofionus (see Olzscha 1961:475- 
477), cf. Epirote Mod. Gr. YP&Pos 'oak', Russ. grab 
'hornbeam'.

culSan$-1 (gen.) "dio della porta" is an Etruscan theonym 
formed to Etr. culS- 'gate' (nom. pi. culScva (LL VIII.2), 
gen. sg. culsl (Ta 1.17)) with the suffix -anS of Sabellic 
origin << the PIE possessive suffix *-h3 no-t which is 
discussed briefly in flll.l.). The theonym is attested 
twice, once as the addressant in a fourth or third century 
dedication (Co 3.4) inscribed on a bronze statuette with two 
faces (iconographically related to Roman Ianus) and once in 
Co 4.11 (rec.); there is no linguistic evidence to suggest
that it was or was not created at an earlier date. Another 
bronze statuette (Krauskopf n.6), dated to the beginning of 
the sixth century, depicts a figure with two faces and two 
pairs of arms. It is only a possibility that the figure 
represents Culsans; it could also be "eine Verschmelzung 
zweier Figuren aus dekorativen Griinden" (Krauskopf). Another 
derivative of culs- is culSu (Cl 7.4, rec., stone relief), 
the name of a female demon, who is depicted stepping out of 
the gate to Hades to await the dead. The base noun culs- and 
its derivatives are discussed by Rix 1986; on cul£an$- and 
culSu see Ingrid Krauskopf, LIMC 111,1, 306-308;
308-309. Etr. cul$an$- is then a hybrid form of culi 
(Etr.) and -an£ (♦- Sab.); it might also be a caique of Lat. 
Ianus.

veive$ (gen., LL), vetisi (gen., bronze liver of Piacenza): 
these Etruscan theonyms are to be compared with Lat. Veiovis
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Vedius "il dio dei infer!". Rix's (forthcoming a) 
argumentation on the borrowing of these theonyms, which are 
compounds of an element ve with pejorative function and the 
name of Jove, is extremely complicated. It is sufficient 
here to repeat his conclusion, namely that Etr. ve/ve- is a 
borrowing from Latin, quite possibly via the 
locative/ablative form *Veiove (this is the Latin form by 
the fourth century B O  < Proto-Italic *Ve-d±om; borrowing 
from a Sabellic dialect can be ruled out since -d±- would 
not then have been assimilated to -I i-), while Etr. vetis- 
is a borrowing from Umb. *VedTs (borrowing from Lat. 
*Vedij_es is unlikely: "ess& presupporrebbe perd che -(i)j_e- 
fosse finito in etrusco in -J-, ci6 che £ non troppo 
probabile"). Etr. veiveS deserves special mention because it 
is of Latin (and not Sabellic) origin; the date of the 
prototype of the liber linteus and Latin phonetic rules 
combine to date the borrowing to the fifth century.

vely-, an abbreviated form on the bronze liver of Piacenza, 
is otherwise unatt.est.ed, and the possible borrowing of this 
theonym from Lat. Voleanus (cf. Ved. ulkd, Ossetic W'argon) 
or from a corresponding (but unattested) Sabellic form 
cannot be confirmed. If the theonym is connected with the 
personal name vei/anai (Cr 3.11, late VH/early VI), this 
would speak for seventh century borrowing (terminus ante 
quern).

vesuna (Vs S.15,late IV/early III) is a certain borrowing 
from a Sabellic language, probably Umbrian, where the dat. 
sg. vesune /uesdne/ is attested five times (IgT. IV); vesune 
is also attested twice in Marsian (Ve. 223. 228b). Meiser
1986:255-256 has a new etymology for the Sabellic theonym 
which accounts for the retention of intervocalic -s- (< 
—ss—): Proto-Sab. *uetsdna- < *uetso-h3 n-ah2 - 'Herrin des
Jungviehs1 (cf. Skt. vatsd- 'calf') (see also Olzscha 
1961:479-480).
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klaninS-I (gen., Ar 4.1, V) is probably a river god (of the 
river Clanis) and a borrowing from Sab. (prob. Umb.) 
*KlanTn<o)s, cf. TiberTnus - Tiber is. A terminus ante quern 
for the date of borrowing is, therefore, the fifth century.

mae (bronze liver of Piacenza) is, according to Van der Meer 
1987:#9.4, "most probably the Etruscan form of Maius, a male 
god worshipped at Tusculum in Latium", cf. Macr.1.12.17 sunt 
qui bunc mensem ad nostros fastos a tusculanis transisse 
commemorent, a pud quos nunc quoque vocatur deus Maius, qui 
est Iuppiter, a magni tudine scilicet ac maiestate dictus.

mant.rn$-l (gen., Co 3.7, rec.; for *mantrans) < Sab.
*Mantrans "signore della *mantra" (for +mantra 'pensiero', 
cf. Ved. mantra- 'formula sacra, inno, consiglio'). The 
etymology is uncertain, not least because it assumes that 
Etr. mantrns is a scribal error for *mantrans, the a of 
which could not have been syncopated.

menerva, menarva, menrva is a borrowing from Umbrian, Latin 
or Faliscan. The Proto-Italic form is *menesua "dotata di 
intel1igenza" (> Lat. Menerva > Minerva). The Etruscan
theonym is attested seventy three times (see Rix, 
Etruskische Texte, I, 141-142); the oldest known forms are 
from the fifth century (e.g. Ve 3.45 (arc.) menarvCas', OI
S.2 (early V) menerva).

neduns (> nedunus) < Umb. *Nehtuns < Sab. *Neptun(o)s
"padrone delle umidit&", cf. Lat. Neptunus. The earliest 
Etruscan attestations are nedunus (with anaptyxis, Vc G.3, 
V/IV) and neduns (AT S.4, 350-300); phonological
considerations and the occurrence of the name in the liber 
linteus indicate that the theonym was borrowed by the fifth 
century.
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6an£-l (Co 3.8, rec.; Pe 3.3; 11 I/I I) < Umb. sansi(e), an
epithet, as attested in the Iguvine Tables, of the gods 
Fisus, Fisovius, Juppiter and Vesticius, and a theonym in 
its own right (lib 10). Umb. sansi(e) is related to Lat. 
Sancus, Sancire; it shows the palatalization of /k/ before a 
vowel (cf. Meiser 1986:#67, e.g. Umb. Sihitu < Proto-Sab. 
*kTnxto- < *kink-to-, cf. Lat. cinctus). Since the Etruscan 
form is san§- (and not **sanc->, the possibility of 
borrowing from Latin is eliminated. See Olzscha 1961:477- 
478.

satre, satrs (attested in the liber linteus and on the
bronze liver of Piacenza) may be a borrowing from Lat.
Saturnus (a 'Sabine' god according to Var.L.5.74) or from a 
corresponding (but) unattested Sabellic form of the name 
(see Van der Meer 1987: #9.25); the terminus ante quern for 
the date of borrowing is the fifth century.

sedlans, probably < Sab. *Situlan(o)s "signore delle 
situle". The theonym is attested five times in Etruscan; the
oldest known occurrence is Ta G.3 (mid V) oeQlanS. The
etymology offered by Rix is semantically attractive since 
"dem griechischen Hephaistos und dem lateinischen Volcanus 
entspricht in Etrurien Sethlans. Das geht aus Spiegeln 
hervor, auf denen Sethlans die Rolle des Hephaistos spielt" 
(Simon 1985:163) .

selvans (attested eleven times) < *silvans (Pa 4.1 (early
V) silnanz is a scribal error for *silvans'> < Umb. 
*Silvan(o)s, cf. Lat. Silvanus "signore del bosco". At 
least one of the epithets of the Etruscan divinity, 
sanxuneta, also comes from the Sabellic world: Vs 4.8
(III/II) selvans sanxuneta cvera (see G. Colonna, Selvans 
Sanxuneta, SE 34,1966,165-172; Van der Meer 1987:65-66). Two 
recent attestations come from Umbria: Um 3.2 selvanCs1J
(Carpegna) and Um 4.3 selva(ns) (Todi); this is consistent
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with an Umbrian origin for the Etruscan theonym. The 
earliest attestations of the theonym are Etruscan: silnanz
(cf. supra), selvansel <OA 4.1, 475-450).

tecvm, tecum is attested in the liber linteus and on the 
bronze liver of Piacenza. The Etruscan theonym is explained 
as a borrowing from Umb. tikam- (IgT. dat. sg. tikamne iuvie 
'Dicamnus Iovius'); the phonological changes Umb. -i- >
Etr. -e- and Umb. -am- > Etr. -um/vm are unproblematic (see 
Van der Meer 1987: #9.5). The occurrence of the theonym in 
the liber linteus suggests that the borrowing was made by 
the fifth century.

tiiur§ (gen. pi.), tiu, tiv 'moon, month'. The archaic 
dedication Cl 4.1 mi tiiur§ kaduniia£ul and the presence of 
tivs (gen. sg. ) on the bronze liver of Piacenza show that 
the moon was worshipped as a deity in Etruria. The 
inscription Cl 4.1 is inscribed on a bronze moon, now in the 
Vatican (Van der Meer 1978:fig. 66)12. There seems to be a 
connection between the Latin theonym Diana << *diu_ij_ana) 
'lady of the moon' and Etr. tiu /tij_u/, but the Etruscan 
theonym cannot have been borrowed directly from *diiiij_a 
'moon', which would have yielded Etr. **tivia. The solution 
offered by Rix is that Etr. ti±u- (also written tiu) was 
borrowed from the Lat. nom. +dIj_o (<*diiiij_o) 'la (dea) 
raggiante', which forms a pair with the theonym Diana, cf. 
Iund - * IunI.

tluscv, tlusc (attested on the bronze liver of Piacenza) may 
be an abbreviated form of a plural *tluscva. If Etr. tlus- 
is an abbreviated form of Lat. tellus (see Bonfante 1988 
on abbreviated spellings), then the *tluscva could have been 
gods of the Earth (cf. Tellurus, Tellumo) (see Van der Meer 
1987:#9 .11).
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uni (twenty+ attestations) < Proto-Lat. or Proto-Sab. *±unT 
<cf. Iunius) parallel to *±uno <> Lat. Iuno). The earliest
attestations come from Pyrgi: Cr 4.2 (late Vl/early V)
uniiaQi, Cr 4.3 (late Vl/early V) uJneial, uneialxias, Cr 
4.4 (early V) unialastr?s, Cr 4.5 (early V) unias. The 
formation of the individual name unei8a§ (Cl 2.5 (mid VI) r 
Fe 2.1 (late Vll/early VI)) to the theonym shows that it was 
borrowed by the sixth century.

uai1 'day, sun' (attested on the bronze liver of Piacenza)
<Sab. (almost certainly Umb.) *ozel < *ausel 'sun', cf. Lat. 
aurora 'dawn, sunrise'. The Etruscan theonym is first known 
from two mirrors of the fourth century, on which uuil/u&il 
is represented with a kind of nimbus encircling his head (AT
S. 4) or with a radiant crown (Vc S. 21). The theonym was,
however, certainly borrowed by the seventh century; a 
personal name based on the theonym is attested from the 
mid seventh century: mini udile muluvanice (Cr 3.1).

fufluns (< ? Umb. *foflons) is discussed in detail below in 
the chapter on POPULUS. The earliest attestations of fufluns 
are from the early fifth century.

To sum up, eleven known Etruscan theonyms are of probable or 
possible (: ?) Sabellic (: Umbrian) origin (crap-, vetis-,
vesuna, klaning-, neduns, dand-, seQlans, selvans, ?tecvm, 
uoi 1, ?fufluns'>, four are of Latin origin (veive-, ?mae, 
tiu, Ulus-) and five of Sabellic or Latin origin (?vei/-, 
?mantrn£l, menerva, ?satre, uni). Etrusco-Sabel1ic hybrids 
are culSani- and possibly cilens; cilens might also be a 
Sabellic loan.

Since, as Rix points out, there are about a dozen known 
theonyms in Etruscan of certain or probable native origin 
(while the source of ledams, mario, tinia and turms is 
problematic), the number of Etruscan cult divinities of
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Sabellic origin is very high, much higher than the number of 
divinities of Greek origin (three: aplu, aritimi, hercle>
and too high, in Rix's view, to be the result only of 
cultural contact, although this will presumably have been 
the source in some cases. The high number of Sabellic 
theonyms is rather "il documento di una relazione sostrato 
sabel1ico : superstrato etrusco di cui alcuni fonte greche e 
latine parlano"i2. The date of the supposed borrowing of 
most of the Sabellic theonyms is the fifth century (terminus 
ante quern), and the seventh century (terminus ante quern) in 
the case of uail. Since only 'termini ante quern' can be 
established for the existence of the Sabellic theonyms in 
Etruscan, it is not possible to determine which individual 
theonyms were present in Proto-Etruscan; at best one can 
argue that the fact that each of the theonyms with the 
exception of 6an6- occurs in Archaic Etruscan texts is 
consistent with the theory of a Sabellic substratum in 
Etruscan.

By contrast only four Etruscan theonyms are of (possible) 
Latin origin. The 'terminus ante quern' for the existence of 
veive- and tiu in Etruscan is the fifth century; for mae it 
is the first century. Van der Meer 1987:147 suggests that 
mae as well as satre (which is of Italic , but not 
necessarily Latin origin) and vetis- (which is of Sabellic 
origin) may "testify to the process of Romanisation in the 
Etruscan religion". There is no reason to suppose a Latin 
substratum for Etruscan.

On the evidence of appellatives and theonyms presented here 
the linguistic influence of the Latins/Romans on the 
Etruscans, particularly when compared to that of Sabellic 
speakers, appears to have been small (theonyms are 
admittedly a specialized group of names from which it is 
difficult to extrapolate to 'linguistic influence* in 
general). There is no evidence here for the borrowing of
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theonyms from Etruscan into Latin. What evidence there is
demonstrates then the existence of contacts between
Etruscan- and Latin-speakers from the fifth century, but it 
warns that any Latin word of dubious origin, for which the 
suggestion of Etruscan origin is advanced, must be 
thoroughly examined from all aspects, semantic, 
morphological, phonological and cultural.

8. Etruscan literature?

If there were original works of literature in Etruscan
(drama, epic poetry, historical prose etc.) they have 
completely disappeared. From the fact that no Etruscan
literature has survived one cannot conclude that none 
existed, but Heurgon 1964:247 goes well beyond the evidence 
when he supposes the existence "of a long line of [Etruscan] 
poets whose names we shall never know but whose productions 
were reflected in the decorations on funerary urns, whose 
verses echoed in the memory of workmen, whose tragic style 
finally imposed itself on Etruscan historiography and gave 
it its peculiar form."

Greek and Roman sources contain short, but consistent and 
probably reliable references to only one type of Etruscan 
writing, namely sacred books of the di sciplina etrusca 
called in Latin libri haruspicini, libri fulgurales and 
Jibri rituales; translations of these books into Latin were 
reportedly made in the first century B.C.(see Simon 
1985:136-139). It is probably not mere coincidence that the 
content of four of the five longest Etruscan texts is 
ritual. These texts are: i) a calendar of rituals contained 
in a uniquely preserved linen book known as the liber 
linteus (LL). The original text contained about 600 lines 
and 2800 words, of which approximately half have survived. 
The text is formulated in prescriptions. The date of the 
liber linteus is discussed by Rix 1985c:35-36. The text
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which we have dates from the first century. The language 
contains a number of archaisms such as ais (beside eis> 
which are relics of a version of the ritual calendar written 
in the time when ais represented the pronunciation /ais/. 
Since the diphthong /ai/ became /ei/ at the beginning of the 
fourth century, we may conclude that the ritual calendar 
existed in oral, if not written, form in the fifth century 
and that "la storia redazionale del testo conservato nel 
liber linteus comincia dunque almeno nel quarto secolo 
avanti Cristo". ii) a shorter fifth century ritual calendar 
on a clay tablet from Capua known as the tabula capuana 
(TC). There are about 60 lines of text, of which half are 
poorly preserved, iii) ritual prescriptions (c. 75 words)
from the mid-fifth century contained on a lead plate from 
Magliano (AV 4.1). iv) forty theonyms engraved on a bronze 
model of a sheep's liver found near Piacenza (Pa 4.2). The 
bronze liver, which is dated to c.100 B.C., was used by a 
haruspex. The formulation in prescriptions of the first 
three of these texts suggests that the libri haruspicini, 
fulgurales and rituales were not what we would call literary 
works but rather prescriptions for the execution of rituals 
and the interpretation of entrails and omens. Another piece 
of evidence for the existence of a liber haruspicinus is a 
phrase from the elogium of the priest Lar Pulena (Ta 1.17; 
200-150). The elogium comes from a sarcophagus lid; it is 
inscribed on the representation of a partly unrolled volumen 
held in the hands of a reclining figure. The relevant phrase 
is ancn. z//. neQorac. acasce, "der diese Schrift liber die 
(Opfer-)Leber verfertigte" (trl . Rix 1986:20,22). Torelli 
1976 argues persuasively that the books of the disciplina 
etrusca were the original source of the genuine Etruscan 
glosses.

Cornell 1976 argues for the existence of three types of 
written source material, dating from an early period, which 
could have been used by an historian of Etruria writing in
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later republican times or in the first century A.D. These
are the private archives of aristocratic families, a list of 
magistrates at Tarquinia and maybe also at Caere, and 
records of religiously significant events, perhaps in the 
form of a priestly chronicle similar to the Roman annales 
maximi. In addition the historian could have drawn on an 
oral tradition of popular stories. But there is no evidence 
for history writing in Etruscan. Historians now generally 
agree that when the emperor Claudius refers to auctores
Tusci he means scholars such as Verrius Flaccus and A. 
Caecina, who, like Claudius himself, wrote in Latin on
Etruscan matters, cf. A. Drummond, CAH* VII.2, 1989, 16:
"The existence of early Etruscan historical accounts is 
speculative and the use of Etruscan material by Roman
sources seems in general to have been late and occasional". 
Similarly the tragoediae Tuscae of Volnius <Var.L.5.55> were 
almost certainly written in Latin in the later Republic but 
took as their theme early Etruria or relations between early 
Rome and Etruria. Volnius <cf. Etr. gent. veina), like 
Caecina (cf. Etr. gent. arc. caicna-, rec. ceicna>, may have 
had an Etruscan background which influenced his choice of 
theme.

9. Parallel expressions

The 'bi1inguistic method' is a process of interpretation 
which seeks to determine the significance of Etruscan texts, 
the vocabulary and structure of which are relatively poorly 
understood, on the basis of texts in Greek, Latin and other 
Italic languages. This method, better called the method of 
'parallel texts' or the "metodo del confronto storico- 
culturale" (De Simone 1985:29), presupposes that the 
cultural koin£ of archaic Central Italy produced in the 
various languages expressions which are 'parallel', i.e. 
semantically equivalent but not necessarily formally 
equivalent <cf. Fr. eut lieu : It. ebbe luogo : Engl, took
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place). Recent research by Agostiniani 1981; 1984 and Rix
1985b demonstrates the existence in the languages of archaic 
Central Italy of two such 'parallel' expressions. The model 
or source of the expression in each case appears to be 
Greek.

The first Greek expression is xakoq xako (see Agostiniani 
1981). It was a Greek custom (numerous attestations are 
known from the seventh century onwards) to include in 
inscriptions on cups, vases and other vessels an adjective 
to designate a positive quality of the vessel, e.g. norfipiov 
- eijTTorov (cup of Nestor, LSAG plate 47, n.l). The adjective 
usually employed was xakdq 'beautiful'. In two fifth century 
inscriptions on vessels from Opountian Lokris and Thisbe 
xakdQ qualifies not only the vessel but also the possessor 
of the vessel; the rhetorical figure employed is ' I am the 
beautiful vessel of the beautiful X' (see Agostiniani 
1981:99). The same or similar rhetorical figure is attested 
once in Faliscan, once in Early Latin and in eight Etruscan 
inscriptions from the seventh and sixth centuries.

The Faliscan inscription is eco quton euotenosio titias 
duenom duenas 'ego poculum Evoteni; Titiae bonum bonae' 
(Giacomelli n.2, Civita Castellana, 675-650), in which 
duenom qualifies quton 'drinking vessel' and duenas 
qualifies the name of the woman to whom the vessel was 
probably given as a present by Evotenus. quton is a 
borrowing from Etr. qutum/n (cf. Cr 2.18 (675-650): mi qutum 
karkanas), itself a borrowing from Gr. koBcov.

A similar (or modified) rhetorical figure occurs in Latin in 
the so-called 'duenos inscription' (CIL 12 4, 600-575):
duenos med feced en manom einom duenoi ne med malos tatod. 
The inscription is in continual script; the final word 
division, long thought to be malo(s) statod with sanddhi, is 
from Rix 1985b, who demonstrates that tatod is an
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imperative derived from PIE *teh2 -J_e-tot 'steal!'. Rix 
translates the line thus: "ein 'Guter' machte mich (/ lieS
mich machen) zu einem guten .?. fur einen 'Guten'; nicht 
soli mich (ihm) ein 'Schlechter' stehlen'^/. Duenoi <dat. 
sg.) designates the recipient of the vessel and duenos <nom. 
sg.) the maker of the vessel or the person who had it made.

EL.- Fal. duenos probably meant 'beautiful', cf. CL. beJlus 
(diminutive, with depreciatory value) 'pretty' < *duen-los 
(see Agostiniani 1981:101-103). Since xaXdQ = duenos = 
beautiful, the Greek ixaXoQ xaXo) and Faliscan iduenom 
duenas) expressions are in structural and semantic 
agreement; with these the Latin expression duenos duenoi is 
in semantic agreement and structurally related.

The eight Etruscan inscriptions in which the rhetorical 
figure occurs have been collected by Agostiniani 1981, who 
demonstrates the correspondence between Etr. mlax mlakasis, 
Fal. duenom duenas and Gr. xaXoQ xaXo, e.g. Cr 2.36 mi 
velelias Qina mlax rnlakas 'I (am) the beautiful vessel of 
the beautiful Velelia'. Two of the eight inscriptions show a 
variant polyptoton, in which the recipient rather than the 
owner of the vessel is designated as 'beautiful', e.g. OA
3.1 mi mulu aveClesi mllax mlakasi 'I (am) a beautiful gift
for beautiful Avele'. In two further inscriptions mlax/c 
qualifies mulu (Cr 3.19 (600-550) mi mulu C-7-J mlac ...; OA
3.2 (650-625) mi mulu lari(le)zili m l a x *n two more
inscriptions mlax/kas describes the owner of the vessel (Cr 
2.115 (V) mi: arnd(al>: ves (:> traces: mlaxas; Fa 2.3 (650-
625) mlakaS: iela: a£ka mi eleivana). All twelve
inscriptions are "iscrizioni parlanti" (cf. infra). Eleven 
are inscriptions of possession or gift; one (Cr 6.2 mini 
zinace arand arunzina mlaxu mlacasi) is a production 
inscr ipt ion.
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In demonstrating the parallelism of Fal. duenom duenas and 
Etr. mlax mlakas to the Greek model Agostiniani 1981:109 
argues that "tutte e tre le sequenze pertengono alia stessa 
koin£ formulare". It seems possible to argue further that 
the rhetorical figure reached Faliscan and Latin through the 
mediation of Etruscan.

A rhetorical figure of the type mlax mlakasi, where mlax
qualifies the vessel and mlakasi the recipient of the 
vessel, occurs only in Etruscan; it is a variation on the 
figure mlax mlakas, based on Greek xaXoQ xaXo. A further 
variation or modification is the use of the polyptoton in an 
inscription of production. A further extension of the type 
in Etruscan appears to have been the designation not only 
of the vessel and its recipient as 'beautiful' but also the 
manufacturer or the one who commissioned the manufacture; a 
polyptoton mlax mlax mlakasi is not attested but may be
assumed on the basis of azaru azaru azaruaS in Ve 6.1 <650- 
625)16. Hence the evidence suggests that an Etruscan 
expression could have been the model for the the figure
duenos duenoi in the 'duenos inscription'.

The earliest known inscriptions for the individual languages 
of ancient Central Italy are, with the exception of Umbrian, 
"iscrizioni parlanti" (see Agostiniani 1982:esp. 269ff.),
which mark themselves out as a (large) subclass of all
inscriptions on objects by a stylistic device, whereby the 
object itself speaks. The diffusion in ancient Italy of the 
stylistic model of "iscrizioni parlanti" is, as Agostiniani 
demonstrates, one aspect of the diffusion of writing. The 
Etruscans learn from the Greeks the alphabet, writing and 
the device of "iscrizioni parlanti", which becomes a local 
tradition in Etruria; similarly the Romans learn from the 
Etruscans the alphabet and the device of "iscrizioni 
parlanti". The diffusion of the rhetorical figure xaXoQ xaXo 
from Greek into Etruscan and from Etruscan into Latin and
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Faliscan is then part of the phenomenon of "iscrizioni
parlanti" in the cultural koind of archaic Central Italy.

The second Greek expression is a "Diebstahlverbotformel". 
The prohibition to steal in the last phrase of the 'duenos
inscription' (see above) may be compared with similar
formulae in Greek inscriptions from Cumae and Gela: ... hds
S' dev pe xXiepoei, QvcpXdQ £oroei <IG XIV 865, Cumae, 675-650 
B.C.); ... (j£ dtyec (IP p.41, Gela, early V B.C.). Rix
1985b; 208 writes: "Cumae war die Stadt, von der aus in
archaischer Zeit griechische Kultur und Zivilisation nach 
Mi ttelitalien ausstrahlte; im Zusammenhang damit mag auch 
die 'Diebstahlverbotformel' nach Rom gekommen sein, wo wir 
sie etwa ein Jahrhundert nach dem cumanischen Beleg in 
leicht veranderter Form in der Duenos-Inschrift antreffen". 
For Rix the historical plausibility of the interpretation of 
the last phrase of the 'duenos inscription' as a 
"Diebstahlverbotformel" is increased by the existence of a 
similar phrase in Etruscan. The Etruscan phrase eiminipicapi 
(or similar) is attested six times as vase graffiti dating 
from the second half of the seventh century to the first 
half of the fifth century. The phrase has been analysed by 
Agostiniani 1984 as a negation ei, the personal pronoun mini 
'me' (refering to the vase) plus an enclitic -pi, the 
function of which is unknown, and a verb capi 'take!' (or 
similar): ei minipi capi 'don't take me!' = ’don't steal
me'. The evidence for the diffusion xaXoq xaXo > mlax mlakas 
> duenom duenas makes it possible that the use of a theft 
prohibition formula in Latin was also adopted from Greek via 
Etruscan.

The success of the 'bi1inguistic method' in the 
interpretation of ritual formulae in the liber linteus on 
the basis of better understood formulae in the Iguvine 
Tables (see Rix (forthcoming b), cf. Etr. un nunden, Umb. 
tiom subocau, Lat. te precor> suggests the existence of a
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common form of ritual in the cultural unity of archaic 
Central Italy.

10. Summary

In the second section of this chapter the occurrence of 
inter-city social mobility and the existence of a cultural 
koin£ in archaic Central Italy have been indicated. The 
'linguistic' phenomena discussed are not only consistent 
with historical and archaeological evidence for social 
mobility and a cultural koin€ but constitute important 
evidence for their existence.

In comparison with the extent of Greek influence on the 
Latin lexicon the influence of Etruscan is small, even by 
the generous standards adopted by Breyer <cf. above on Lat. 
cel la and see CONCLUSION). There appear to be two main
reasons for this. Firstly, Rome was not under Etruscan rule 
and Etruscan was never an official language at Rome. 
Secondly, there is no evidence to suggest that the Etruscan 
language was held in prestige; and it is fair to assume 
that it was not, especially given the lack of evidence for a 
creative literature in Etruscan.

Since there is no indication that language provided a 
serious barrier to communication in archaic Central Italy, 
it is a fair inference that a number of individuals,
including craftsmen, traders and envoys, demonstrated 
'functional' bilingualism, i.e. they could communicate 
adequately in the second langage on a restricted set of 
activities with a limited vocabulary and grasp of 
grammatical rules. Especially in view of the composite
nature of the Roman population, one must assume that
Etruscan immigrants in Rome had to learn Latin quickly; 
Etrusco-Latin bilingualism in their families may have lasted 
only two generations. Even scholars who believe in the
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Etruscan domination of Rome must assume that the effects of 
this rule in terms of Etrusco-Latin bilingualism were minor, 
cf. Helen Homeyer, Observations on Bilingualism and Language 
Shift in Italy, Word 13, 1957, 435: "In the sixth century,
while the Etruscans ruled Rome, part of the Roman nobility 
became bilingual for the cultural and political prestige 
which they derived fom this. Latin-Etruscan biligualism, 
documented by the exchange of personal names, survived the 
downfall of the Royal House and was preserved until the 
beginning of the fourth century (Livy 9,36,3; Cicero, De 
divinatione 1,92). But the mass of the population was not 
affected by this transitory bilingualism."

The transmission of the alphabet, the numeral system and the 
art of writing (as well as the caiques undevTgintT and 
duodevTgintT and the hybrids cul$an£- and perhaps fufluns) 
speaks in favour of the existence of some Etrusco-Latin 
bilinguals, including perhaps aristocratic priests, who were 
more than just competent in the second language, but the 
number of individuals involved was certainly small.

Another factor to be considered is that Etruscan, a non-IE 
language, is genetically unrelated to Latin. Breyer assumes 
that this makes borrowing a priori difficult and, therefore, 
that borrowing under these conditions attests to close 
contact between Etruscan and Latin speakers, cf. Breyer 
1984:8: "Entlehnung ganzer Worter oder Entlehnung von
Worte1ementen, uberhaupt Entlehnung jedweden Sprachgutes 
wird umso schwieriger, je verschiedenartiger zwei Sprachen 
sind. Und dieser erschwerende Umstand liegt in unserem Falle 
vor: Das indo-europaische Lateinische tritt in Kontakt mit 
dem nicht indo-europaische Etruskischen. Wenn die 
Unverstand 1ichkeit einer Sprache auBer auf einem im Grunde 
vollig fremden Wortschatz auch noch auf einer andersartigen 
Sprachstruktur, auf einer fremden Morphologie und Syntax 
beruht, wenn der Zugang zu ihr dermaBen erschwert ist, wird
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nur bei wirklich engsten sprachlichen und kulturellen 
Kontakten - im besonderen bei Vorliegen eines Kulturgefalles 
- die Ubernahme von Wortern Oder gar Wortelementen ein 
MinimalmaB liberschrei ten. " The genealogical and structural 
difference of two languages is not an obstacle to the 
acquisition of the other language as a second language (many 
Hungarians, for instance, speak excellent German) nor to the 
processes of word borrowing (cf. Semitic borrowings in 
Greek; see Emilia Masson, Recherches sur les plus anciens 
emprunts s6mitiques en Grec, Paris 1967). It is difficult to 
establish what restrictions to word borrowing, if any, were 
the result of the genealogical difference between Etruscan 
and Latin, but the existence of some restrictions cannot be 
excluded. Finally, it is interesting to note that for 
Quintilian (Inst.1.5.55) Etruscan is no more a foreign 
language than is Sabine or Praenestine, borrowings from 
which he regards as native, while foreign are Gallic, 
Carthaginian, Spanish and Greek words in Latin.

Notes
1. I hope on another occasion to argue that /f/ developed

from /B/ in Etruscan and that the digraph FH was created 
to represent the distinctive features of /B/.

2. There is no instance of FH in an inscription from 
Northern Etruria with the exception of Vt 3.1 (625-600) 
on a vessel that was produced and inscribed at Caere.

3. The occurence of o (: frontac) in the late first century
bilingual Urn 1.7 from the Ager Gallicus is attributed to
local influence.
The occurrence of b (: mazbavanaiah) in AT 0.1 (late
VII) may be explained if it stands for /f/. The 
Etruscans replace the digraph FH /f/ (cf. infra in text) 
with the symbol 8, which is found as a new letter (final 
position) in the model alphabets of the sixth century. 
No extant model alphabet from the seventh century 
contains this symbol. The earliest extant use of 8 is in 
Vn 1.1 (VII) feluske§. The origin of 8 is obscure. Two
suggestions have been made, but the poverty of
inscriptiona1 evidence does not permit a definitive 
solution: 1. 8 represents a local Etruscan development
of the symbol Q  for /h/ and the second element of the
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earlier digraph (Lejeune 1966, Radke 1967:408, Penney 
1988:723). 2. The symbol was borrowed from the Sabine
region. In the three inscriptions on a late seventh 
century flask from Poggio Sommavilla <Ve. 362; new 
reading by Cristofani 1977a) - they are the oldest
extant Sabellic inscriptions - the sign 8 /f/ occurs 
four times:

a ) aletneipoh ’°eh 1 2ik* f 1 Seufias
b) skerf24s
c) h 26edusefs2

These are the symbols 15, 18, 24 and 32 in Cristofani
1977a. Numbers 15 and in particular 24 are clear 
examples of rounded 8; 18 is incomplete at the top as it 
runs into the rim of the vase - the left hand side of 
the letter is more straight than round; 32 stato
risolto con una barra verticale" - it looks like a B but 
cannot be because the direction of this letter would 
then be contrary to the others in the same word [The 
suggestion of Marinetti 1983:168 that n.32 should be 
read as a ' h ' (so Vetter) cannot be right: "per
quest'ultima 6 anche possible che l'obiettivo finale 
della correzione fosse h e non f: pare infatti di vedere 
un tratto verticale che inquadra il segno". The 
inscriptions contain three other letters recognized as 
'h' by Marinetti (in Cristofani letters n.10,12,26), 
none of which have a horizontal through the middle]. 
That the sign is close in form to a beta - Cristofani 
compares n. 32 to two betas which would have had the 
value /f/ on two Oscan inscriptions of the sixth/fifth 
centuries from tombs in the necropolis of Nuceria - may 
be indicative of its origin. Cristofani himself argues 
that the sign 8 was a local creation, to which the 
creation of t /f/ in Faliscan can be compared, probably 
modelled on B. But it is hard to see what would have 
influenced Sabellic speakers, who had the sound CbD in 
their language, to employ the sign B for the voiceless 
fricative. A more logical adaptation would be the use of 
B Cb] (voiced stop) to indicate also the voiced 
fricative [01; the one sign B would then have been used 
for the voiced stop and for the voiced fricative until 
orthographic development took place to distinguish 8, 
the voiced fricative, from the voiced stop. If Sabine 
created 8 for [0] (and used it also for the voiceless 
fricative), this implies that there were voiced 
fricatives at least in some positions in Sabine in the 
seventh century, and suggests that there may have been 
voiced fricatives also in Etruscan, which borrowed the 
sign - soon after its creation in Sabine - as a more 
convenient means of indicating the sound till then 
represented by the digraph FH.
A third alternative is also possible: 8 was based on the 
letter beta, but this development took place in 
Etruscan. The Etruscans could have made use of the
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symbol B O  6) for a sound in their own language. There 
would be a good reason for using beta, the sound of 
which was known to the Etruscans, for a different sound, 
if this sound (in Archaic Etruscan) was the voiced 
fricative /&/. If Etruscan created 8 for the voiced 
fricative, this implies the existence of voiced 
fricatives not only in Etruscan but also (at least in 
some positions) in Sabine (in the late seventh century) 
and the other Sabellic dialects.
There is no conclusive evidence to determine whether 8 
was an innovation of the Sabine or the Etruscan 
alphabet. Since the Sabine inscription is dated to the 
late seventh century and the earliest occurrence of 8 in 
Etruscan to the seventh century and both dates are 
approximate, there is no chronological argument (based 
on attestations) for Sabine or Etruscan origin. Notably 
no Etruscan model alphabet contains both the symbols B 
and 8\ B is found in model alphabets of the seventh 
century, 8 in those dating from the sixth century. This 
suggests that 8 may be based on B.

4. The term 'Vornamengenti 1 icium' describes the use of a 
praenomen as a gentilicium (see Rix 1963:342ff. and 
1972:737-739). An example of a 'Vornamengenti1iciurn' is 
tite in Vt 1.154 (550-525) mi avileS tite-...; in Vs
1.170 (rec.) tite: ecnate:... the praenomen tite is
attested.

5. The nature of the Classical Latin accent (stress or 
pitch?) is disputed, but the arguments need not be 
discussed here since I am chiefly concerned with the 
early period, for which the opinio communis assumes a 
stress accent: arguments for a stress accent are: 1.
syncope in the syllable immediately following the accent 
in Plautine forms, e.g. audacter < auddciter, 2. 'iambic 
shortening', e.g. ego > &g&, ama > &m£, 3. the
'penultimate law' (cf. infra) is based on syllabic and 
not vocal ic, quantity: reiictus is accented in the same
way as relatus because it makes no difference whether 
the heaviness of a syllable results from a long vowel or 
from a consonantal closure (which cannot carry 
variations of pitch), 4. the coincidence between ictus 
and accent in the last two feet of the Latin hexameter 
and the fact that the frequency of such coincidence
significantly increases from Ennius to Vergil. See Allen 
1965:83-88; Leumann 1977:235-254; Meiser 1986:32-33; Rix 
1967a; Sommer-Pfister 1977:72-92; E. H. Sturtevant, The 
Pronunciation of Greek and Latin, Groningen 19682, 177-
189; Szemer6nyi 1990:75-85.

6. Meiser 1986:9. On the PIE word for wine see Robert
Beekes, On Indo-European 'wine', MSS 48, 1987, 21-26.
Since there was a PIE word for 'wine', the words for 
'wine' in Sabellic need not be attributed to borrowing 
from Latin, as has been thought; the word was equally
available for borrowing in all the Italic languages.
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Olzscha 1961:490-491 considers that the Etruscan word is 
of Latin origin, but this cannot be stated with 
certainty. Archaeological evidence (seed samples) has 
revealed the earliest known appearance of the cultivated 
vine in central Italy at Gran Carro in southern Etruria 
(see Spivey and Stoddart 1990:66); this suggests a 
terminus ante quern of the eighth century BC. for the 
borrowing into Etruscan of the word for 'wine'.

7. The forms recorded here have been taken from Meiser 
1986:253, IEW 16 and Manfred Mayrhofer, Etymologisches 
Worterbuch des A1tindoarischen I. Band, Lieferung 3, 
Heidelberg 1988, 199. J.T. Hooker, 'IEPOS in Early 
Greek' (Innsbrucker Beitrdge zur Sprachwissenschaft, 
Vortrage und kleinere Schriften 22), Innsbruck 1980, 
argues that since in Homer there are about twenty cases 
where IEPOZ does not possess a religious significance 
('holy, sacred') and does not always mean 'strong', it 
is better "to think of an original meaning which in 
different contexts can express the concept of 'strong' 
or the concept of 'sacred'".

8. Later attested Italic forms are Osc. pukeleC J (nr.
Colle Vernone, Pocc. 20), puklum, puklui (Capua, Ve. 6); 
Pael. iouiois puclois (Sulmona, Ve. 202); Mars. CiJouies 
pucleCsJ (Luco, Ve. 224) (the Pael. and Mars,
expressions, both dat. pi., 'Ioviis pueris' are caiques 
of Gr. A\6axovpo\'>. These forms go back to a PIE 
*putl6s, cf. Av. puQro, Skt. putrAh, OPers. puga. The 
word survives in Latin in the diminutive putillus 'very 
young; tiny'.

9. Theun-Mathias Schmidt, Die Beiden 'Pocola' in der 
Berliner Etruskerausstellung, in: Die Welt der Etrusker 
(for reference see Rix 1990), 265-270 (see esp. 266-267) 
records pocula with Old Latin dedication inscriptions to 
the following deities: Aequitas, Aesculapius, Bellona, 
Cerus, Concordia, Cura, For tuna, Iuno, Laverna, Lucrius, 
Minerva, Sal us, Saturnus, Venus, Vesta, Vulcanus.

10. See Meiser 1986:#78 : 'Aus 1 autnasalierung' . On the same 
phenomenon in Early Latin iviro for virum etc.) see 
Sommer-Pfister 1977:fl70,3; in the course of the second 
century BC a consistent writing of final -m was 
introduced in Latin, cf. S.C. de Bacch. senatum, 
exdeicendum etc.

11. De Simone 1991 criticizes in principal Rix's 
reconstruction of Italic theonyms, but offers no 
alternative etymologies for the Etruscan theonyms; the 
smallness of the Sabellic corpus should be emphasized. 
On the Etruscan theonyms listed below see also Van der 
Meer 1987, Erika Simon, 'Etruskische Kultgottheiten' in 
Cristofani 1985b:152-167, and Olzscha 1961:475-481. All 
etymologies of Etruscan theonyms given in the following 
pages are Rix's, unless otherwise indicated.

12. Van der Meer 1987:133 suggests that "Kathuniia might 
refer to the rising moon". All attestations of the 
Etruscan theonym/noun are collected by Van der Meer
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(p.135). Of particular interest are the recent 
inscriptions Cl 1.133-135 from the Tomba del Tassinaia: 
tiuza (Cl 1.133); tiuza: tius: vetusal: clan ... (Cl
1.134); tiuza tius: vetusal clan ... (Cl 1.135). The
emblem of the family is a shield with a moon. Van der 
Meer refers to M. Pallottino, Un ideogramma araldico 
etrusco, AC 4,1952,245-247 (non vidi).

13. cf. Van der Meer 1987:147 on the ' Ital ization' of the 
Etruscan pantheon. Some of his conclusions are 
untenable, such as his position on Etr. hercle (a
borrowing from Greek via Italic (sic!)), but he gives 
the same impression of strong Sabellic influence on the 
Etruscan pantheon; in his view "about half of the 28 
Liver gods appear to be of Italic origin".

14. EL. manos ‘good’ (Var.L.6.4 bonum antiqui dicebant 
nianum) does not survive in the Classical language, 
except perhaps in the adverb mane 'early in the day' 
(cf. Fr. de bonne heure); P. Considine, The Indo-
European Origin of Greek MENIS 'Wrath', TPS 1985,
157ff., argues that manus may well have had religious 
associations: '(religiously) good'. The best
interpretation offered up to now for einom is that of 
Rix 1985b:197;n .20 , viz. that it is a -no- formation to 
the full grade root +hi ei- 'go' with the general meaning 
"Gang"; the phrase en manom einom could then mean "zum 
Wohlergehen" or "zu einem guten Fortgang", designating 
the vessel as 'good' in the sense of 'well-made', 
'lasting' or similar, or, following Considine's 
interpretation of manos, as 'for a religious purpose'.

15. The phonetic and morphological problems raised by 
Agostiniani 1981, viz. gen. mlaka-s beside base form 
mlax with final consonant, and the correspondence k : x 
in these forms, are, according to Rix 1985b:n.22, "nicht 
unlosbar". Certainly mlax beside mlaka-s is 
unproblematic, if one assumes mlax < *mlaxa with the 
prehistoric apocope of final -a; for parallels see Rix 
1985a:$13, e.g. sg. papals < *papalse beside pi. 
papalse-r.

16. The close of the Formello vase inscription (Ve 6.1) is: 
velQur zinace azaruazaruazaruaS. The first two words 
mean 'VelBur produced (me)' or 'Vel0ur had (me) 
produced'; azaruazaruazaruai presumably designates the 
vase and in some way further qualifies its production. 
The following word divisions, suggested by Dieter 
Steinbauer, have been adopted in the new edition of 
Etruscan texts by Helmut Rix: azaru azaru azarua§. Etr. 
azaru < *azarua appears to be a base form (nom.-acc. 
sg.) and azaruai a genitive singular in -s. The only 
way to explain the triple expression appears to be to 
interpret azaru as an adjective 'x', whereby in one 
occurrence azaru is a nominative singular qualifying the 
subject veldur, in the other an accusative singular 
qualifying the vase, the understood object of the 
sentence, while azarua$ qualifies the recipient of the
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vase: 'x Vel0ur produced x (me) of an x (man)'. As a
genitive azaruaS is clumsy. The more probable sense is 
'for an x (man)', for which one must assume either that 
the genitive azaruaS is used for the dative (cf. Rix 
1985a:#32) or stands for the expected pert. (with 
dative function) *azaruasi (cf. Cr 6.2). The meaning is 
therefore: 'x Vel0ur produced x (me) for an x (man)',
'x' probably describes a positive quality. The 
possibility that azaru azaru is a dittography cannot be 
completely discounted; azaru azarua§ could then be 
compared either to mlaxu mlacasi in Cr 6.2 or to duenos 
duenoi.
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Chapter II: Lat. SPURIUS

In this chapter it is argued that only the personal name
Spuriusi , and not the adjective spurius, was borrowed from 
Etruscan. The Latin, Oscan and Etruscan onomastic evidence 
is first presented. In the absence of an IE etymology for
Spurius, the option of Etruscan origin is explored and found 
satisfactory.

1. Onomastic evidence

Spurius is one of the oldest known Roman praenomina, cf. Sp. 
Cassius Vecellinus cos. 502 B.C., Sp. Lucretius Tricipitinus
cos. 509 B.C. It is common amongst patrician gentes at the
beginning of the Republic and also amongst plebeian gentes
in the fifth century. The praenomen is known for 6.2% of
officials before 300 B.C. and is as such the seventh
commonest praenomen after Lucius (19.6%), Marcus (15.4%), 
Gaius (14.7%), Publius (10.1%), Quintus (7.1%) and Titus 
(6.4%). Later the name is rare: only 0.1% of known officials 
in the years 100-31 B.C. are called Spurius. The latest 
datable occurrence of the name is in CIL VI 209: Sp.
Censorius Iustus, a soldier from Noricum in A.D. 150. The 
distribution of the praenomen is discussed by Salomies:52- 
54,155, to whom I owe the statistical figures given above. 
The evidence collected by Salomies includes Greek 
inscriptions of the second and first centuries from Greek 
cities, chiefly Delos, with which the Romans and Samnites
(negot i atores) are known to have traded. It is not always 
possible to know if ZndpiOQ in a particular inscription 
designates a Roman or an Oscan-speaker, but it is safe to 
assume that Romans (or Roman citizens) are referred to in a 
number of inscriptions, amongst which there are certain 
examples: I. Delos 1687 Zndpioc ZrepxtvioQ Znopiov 'PcopatoQ, 
2593 ZndpiOQ 'PopafoQ (see Fraser and Matthews 1987:410).
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In Latin inscriptions the praenomen is known only in 
abbreviated form with the exception of the full genitive 
in the filiation Spuri . f , where Spuri is the genitive of 
the praenomen of the father. The earliest known and only 
republican example is CIL I 1034 (Rome) Pol la . Caecilia . 
Spuri f; later attestations are known from Rome (see CIL 
VI, 7, p. 5393) and from Aesernia (CIL IX 2696). That the 
praenomen is a -±o- stem (Spurius, not **Spurus'> is clear 
from the nom. pi. Spuri i in Lib. praen. 6 Spurii patre 
incerto geniti quasi onop&Sqv, from the Greek form ZndpiOQ 
and from the occasional full spelling Spurius in Roman 
authors (e.g. Cic .Rep. 1 . 18: Spurium Mummium); the form is
further assured by the use of Spurius as a cognomen, by the 
gent. SpurTlius and by the Oscan evidence (cf. infra).

The Greek form ZndpiOQ (not **Zn6pioO for Lat. Spurius 
deserves comment. The occurrence of Gr. o for Lat. d in 
Latin words (personal names and common nouns) in Greek 
inscriptions and literature is accounted for by the fact 
that in historical Latin d was an open sound (Sommer-Pfister 
1977:  #59,  cf. KaXndpvioQ for Calpurnius'i . ZndpiOQ is then 
the expected Greek form for Lat. Spurius, cf. Theodor 
Eckinger, Die Orthographie lateinischer Worter in 
griechischen Inschriften, Mlinchen 1893, 64: "... so finden
wir, dass o (sc. for Lat. d) immer die friihere, bisweilen 
die herrschende (IJdnXioQ) oder gar (wie bei vdpox , ZndpioO 
die einzig gebrauchliche Form representiert, dass die 
Schreibart ov allerdings erst vom Beginn unsrer Aera an 
aufkommt, ...".

The original abbreviation for Spurius was S; it is seen in 
older inscriptions including the Senatus Consultum de 
Bacchanal i bus (CIL 12 581, 186 BC): S. Postumius L. f, cf.
also CIL I 91 S. Casios: 201 L. Postumius S. f.\ 375 ( =
Crawford, RRC 335 (9, 10a); ?96 B.C.) A . A(?l)binus. S. f.
The use of SP. for Spurius "ist anscheinend erst im letzten
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vorchrist1ichen Jhdt. aufgekommen und dann von den 
Historikern auch auf die alteren TrSger dieses Namens 
angewendet worden" (Reichmuth 1956:18); Salomies 1987:50 
dates the "Durchsetzung" of the abbreviation Sp. to the 
Sullan era at the latest. Reichmuth's assumption that the 
original use of S. for Spurius, but SER. for Servius and 
SEX. for Sextus, shows Spurius to be the oldest of these 
three praenomina is unacceptable. All three names were 
probably existent when the use of abbreviations was 
introduced, probably in the mid-sixth century in the census 
allegedly carried out under the king Servius Tullius <cf. 
Rix, review of Salomies, BZN 26, 1991, 89, and Rix
(forthcoming c>). The reason for S. vs. SER., SEX. must be 
sought elsewhere, probably in the frequency overall of the 
name or in its frequency in a higher stratum of society: of 
the three names Spurius has the most attestations amongst 
the greater number of patrician gentes at the beginning of 
the Republic, cf. Salomies 1987:48 (for Servius), 50 (for
Sextus'), 52 (for Spurius), 155. The replacement of S. by Sp. 
is accounted for by the fact that the praenomen Spurius was 
already rare in the late Republic: "Diese Seltenheit kann
sehr wohl dazu geflihrt haben, dass man die Abkiirzung S. ais 
undeutlich empfand; es gab ja zwei andere Pranomina, Sextus 
und Servius, die beide mit einem s begannen, von denen 
zumindest Sextus in dieser Zeit mehr verbreitet war ais 
Spurius. Wenn man Sp. anstelle von S. schrieb, konnte es 
keine Verwechslung zwischen den drei Pranomina geben. Und 
iiberhaupt auf die allgemeine Tendenz hinzuweisen, Namen 
usw. , die mit zwei Konsonanten beginnen, mit diesen zwei 
Konsonanten abzuktirzen" (Salomies 1987:149).

As a genti1icium Spurius (see Schulze 1900:95) is attested 
in one inscription from Ostia (CIL XIV 420 L. Spurius. 
Thiophanes/ L. Spurius. Fortunatus) and in four from the 
Campanian towns of Herculaneum (CIL X 1457 M. Spurius. M. 
f) , Nola (CIL X 1329 A. Spurius. Antiochus) and Pompei (CIL
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X 879 M. Spurius. Mesor; 8058, 33 M . Spuri/ Sarnini); to
these can be added a recently (1954) discovered inscription 
found on the site of ancient Capua (ILLRP 712: N. Spurius D. 
f.). The gentilicium is also attested nine times in 
inscriptions from the city of Rome (CIL VI 26710 f f . ; they 
are listed together on p. 5393 of CIL VI,7: C. Spurio C. f., 
C. Spurio Fyrmo, L. Spurio L. 1. Heracli, L. Spurio L. 1. 
Pi cent i no, L. Spurio Maximo, M. Spurio Secundo, A. Spurius, 
L. Spurius L. 1. Communis, L. Spurius Severian). None of 
these inscriptions is earlier than the end of the first 
century. The only (certain) republican attestation of the 
gentilicium is CIL I 1245 M. Spurius M. f (Herculaneum). 
There may be one more republican attestation, namely in the 
coin legend A. Spuri (Crawford, RRC, n. 230; 139 B.C.); the
abbreviated form Spuri may stand for Spurius or for Spurinna 
or SpuriJius.

The occurrence of Spurius and of the other eight praenomina 
in -jus (Appius, Caius/Gavius, Lucius, Manius, Numerius, 
Publius, Servius, Tiberius> also as gentilicia is discussed 
by Reichmuth 1956:98), who describes the date of the 
gentilicia (end Republic and later) as a "Zeit, in der das 
Geftihl fur das romische Namensystem schon arg zerriittet war: 
man kann hier also nicht mit Sicherheit entscheiden, ob es 
s i ch hiebei wirklich urn Gentilableitungen handelt oder ob 
einfach ein Praenomen die Stelle eines Gentiliciums 
einnimmt. Ich neige eher dazu, das zweite anzunehmen, ....". 
At no point does Reichmuth suggest Oscan origin for the 
gentilicium Spurius (see below), whereas Salomies 1987:160- 
161 considers that it is "ziemlich sicher osk. Ursprungs, 
also: identisch mit dem osk. spuriis". He refers to CIL 12
1625 from Herculaneum and CIL 12 1162 from Vigna S. Cesario 
("wo offenbar viele Zuwanderer aus Kampanien bestattet 
wurden"). The Oscan evidence is discussed below.
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Other gentilicia belonging to the praenomen Spurius are 
Spurenius, Spurennius, Spurilius, Spurillius* (f. 
Spuri11ia>, Spurina and Spurinna (f. Spurinnia) (see Schulze 
1900:94-95). Spurenius and Spurennius are attested in the 
same inscription from Moesia Inferior CIL III 12437: L.
Spurenius Herculanus ... L. Spurennio Rufo. The gentilicium 
Spurilius is known from the following inscriptions from 
Rome: CIL VI 26706 L. Spurilius Hypnus, 26707 C. Spurilio
Soteri (cf. Spurilia Deutera in the same inscription), 33651 
C. Spuri1ius C. 1. Hermaiscus. From Tarquinia we have CIL XI 
3487 L. Spurilius. L. f., and from Ameria CIL XI 4455 C. 
Spurilio Albano, 4527 C. Spurilius Secundus. From f. 
Spuri Ilia in CIL XIV 1608 (Ostia) Spuri Ilia Murtis we can 
reconstruct the gentilicium m. Spuri11ius*. Spurina is known 
from CIL III 15105 (Thignica) Lucilius Spurina Marcianus 
Rusticus; Spurinna from CIL VI (Rome) 26708 L. Spurinna, 
31150 Aelius Spurinna and CIL XI 1847 Q. Spurinnae. Q. f.\ 
f. Spurinnia from CIL XI 3488, 3489 (Tarquinia) and CIL IV
7290, 26709 (Rome). On the formation of these gentilicia see 
be low.

The introduction of the gens system of nomenclature brought 
about a reduction in the number of praenomina, some of which 
are later found as cognomina. On the model of these 
praenomina-cognomina other individual names still in use as 
praenomina were employed in Imperial times as cognomina 
(Reichmuth 1956:101). This practice accounts for the five 
attestations of Spurius as a cognomen; these are CIL IV 1397 
(Pompei); CIL VI 32326,14 (Rome); IX 2696 (Aesernia), 4139 
(Aequiculi); XI 5662 (Nocera). As CIL IX 2696 C. Afinio. 
Spuri.f / Spurio shows, Spurius was still in use as a 
praenomen. The cognomina Spurianus (CIL XI 2042, freedman, 
Perugia; EE VIII 322, Pompei) and Spurinus (Q . Petillius 
Spurinus, cos. 176, RE 19, 1150) are also attested. The
morphostructure of Spurius and the related gentilicia and 
cognomina requires analysis.
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First the Oscan evidence. Oscan is the only other Italic
language, in which the personal name is preserved. The 
gentilicium is attested three times: nom. sJpuriis (Ve. 17, 
cf. SE 45, 1977, 327; Pompei), gen. spuriiels (Ve. 25;
Pompei), gen. spuriieis (Ve. 131; Surrentum). The praenomen 
is attested in abbreviated form in Ve. 84 (Capua):
sp(urieis); the full form can be reconstructed from our 
knowledge of the gens system of archaic Central Italy.

This system replaces a system of patronymics, attested in 
other IE languages. In other words, the Latin and Oscan 
gentilicia are in origin patronymic adjectives formed from 
an individual name (-» praenomen) by means of the suffix 
-jo-, cf. Horn. (AVotQ) TeXapcovxoc,, OInd. PaurukutsyAs (see 
Rix 1972). Hence to a praenomen Marcus there corresponds a 
gentilicium Marcius.

The pair Marcus-Marc i us demonstrates that a gentilicium 
in —jo— is formed to a praenomen in -o-. To a praenomen in 
-jo-, therefore, one expects a gentilicium in -iio-. In
Oscan indeed praenomina in -is (< -jos with syncope of 6 
before final -s) correspond to gentilicia in -iis, -iis
(< - ii o s ), e.g.:

iuvkis (Ve. 4) - ltivkiis* (dat. luvkiiui, We. 1)
st.at.is (Ve. 221) - statiis (Ve. 178)
rp£0ic (Ve. 191) - trebiis (Ve. 15)

From the Oscan gentilicium spuriis one can, therefore, 
reconstruct the Oscan individual name *spuris (< *spurjos) , 
which corresponds to the Roman praenomen Spurius, cf. 
Endpioc in the inscriptions from Delos (see above).

In Latino-Faliscan the opposition between -jo- and -iio- was 
eliminated. As a result a Roman praenomen in -j_o- was 
pronounced just as an Oscan gentilicium to a praenomen in 
-jo-, e.g. Proto-Lat. praen. abl . *Loukjod > *Loukijod to
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Proto-Osc. gent, abl . *Loukijod, cf. also Lat. medius, 
pronounced medijus, < *med*>jos to Skt. mddhyas. Hence Lat. 
Statius (pronounced statijus}, a borrowing from Oscan, 
stands for both the Oscan individual name Statis and the 
gentilicium Statiis. The Latinization of Oscan names gives, 
therefore, the false impression that an individual name 
<Statius) has been used as a gentilicium iStatius). On the 
model of pairs such as Statius - Statius Roman praenomina 
in -jos of non-Oscan origin were in Imperial times used as 
genti1icia.

Next to the inherited patronymic suffix -Jo- the Latino- 
Faliscans created a new patronymic suffix -elio-, whose use 
was restricted to the formation of patronymics (-* 
gentilicia) to praenominal stems in -j_o-, e.g. ManTlius << 
*Mani(o)-elio-s) to Manius, ServTlius to Servius, Fal. 
VoltTlio (Ve. 324f.) to VoJtio (Ve. 324b.) (see Rix 
1972:§3.213). Gentilicia in -elio- are also attested for 
praenominal stems in -J_o- of Oscan origin, so that triplets 
of the following kind could exist, where genti1icium<i> is a 
Latinized Oscan formation and genti1icium<2> a Latin 
formation :

Where triplets of this type exist, in which the 
genti1icium< 1 > is formally identical to a praenomen in -jo-, 
it is possible that the genti 1 icium< 1 > was borrowed from 
Oscan (or another Sabellic dialect). The possibility arises, 
therefore, that, since Latin knows the triplet Spurius - 
Spurius - Spurilius (with Spuri11ius* by the litter a rule) 
and Oscan attests Spuris* - Spuriis, the Roman 
genti1icium( 1 > is a borrowing from Oscan. Since a good 
proportion of the known occurrences of the gentilicium 
Spurius come from Samnite territory, the most likely

Praenomen 
Statius

Genti1i cium< 1 > 
Statius

Gent i1i c ium<2 > 
StatTl ius
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interpretation is that Spurius is the Latinization of Osc. 
spuriis (cf. Salomies above), which is later also found in 
some cases in place of SpurTlius.

The existence of the triplet Spurius - Spurius - SpurTlius 
says, however, nothing about the origin of the praenomen. 
For Oscan origin of the praenomen appears to speak the fact 
that a large number of Roman praenomina in -ius are 
borrowings from Oscan, including Appius, Decius, Mai us, 
Marius, Minius, Paceius, Statius, Trebius, Vibius (see 
Lejeune 1976, Rix 1972, Salomies 1987:21-24, 101, 75, 76-78, 
79, 83-84, 90-91, 94, 96-97), but of these only Appius was
common in Rome before the Roman expansion of c .300 onwards,
e.g. Ap. Vi 11ius, tr. pi. 449 (Liv.3.54.13). The remaining 
praenomina are later Latinizations of Sabellic praenomina, 
cf., for instance, Marius Statilius, a Lucanian in the 
battle of Cannae (Liv.22.42.4); Marius Blossius, praetor 
Campanus in 216 B.C. (Liv.23.7.8). Since Spurius is one of 
the oldest Roman praenomina (cf. supra), the possibility of 
Oscan origin is then small. Native Roman praenomina in -ius 
are Gaius, Lucius, Manius, Numerius, Servius, Tiberius and 
probably Publius.

Finally, the possibility must be mentioned that the Oscan 
praenomen Spuris* could be a borrowing from the Roman 
praenomen.

It remains to consider the gentilicia Spurina, Spurinna, 
Spurenius, Spurennius and the cognomina Spurianus, Spurinus. 
The cognomina are Latin formations. Cognomina in -inus are 
patronymic possessive adjectives, e.g. Sextinus 'son of 
Sextus' ; "ebenso", writes Reichmuth 1956:73, "wird bei 
Spurinus < *Spur i-inus der erste Trager der Sohn eines 
Spurius gewesen sein". Spurianus is an 'adoptive cognomen'; 
it is a derivative in -ano- of the gentilicium Spurius, cf. 
Aemilianus to Aemilius (a concrete example - taken from
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Kajanto 1965:139 - is (?. Fabius Maximus Aemilianus, consul 
in 145 B.C. f the son of L. Aemi 1 i anus Pauli us and adopted 
son of Fabius Maximus); Spurianus is much younger than and 
its formation has nothing to do with that of the Archaic 
Etruscan (pre-syncopated) gentilicium spuri&na <cf. infra). 
In order to understand the gentilicia, for which Schulze 
1900:262-263 assumes Etruscan origin, it is appropriate to 
consider now the Etruscan onomastic evidence; analysis of 
the Roman gentilicia is offered below.

The individual name/ praenomen S/spurie is attested in a 
number of Archaic Etruscan inscriptions from the seventh and 
sixth or fifth centuries; the attested forms are nom. spurie 
(Cr 3.9, Vs 1.47), gen. spuries (Vs 1.73, 1.83, 1.122, Vt
1.55), pert, spurieisi (Cr 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8). The
pertinentive form is unexpected: just as hulxniesi is the
pert, to the gen. hulxnies and ceisiniesi the pert, to the
gen. ceisinies, so to a gen. spuries we expect a pert. 
■*-spuriesi, not spurieisi. Since the attested form occurs in 
four identical vase inscriptions and is reconstructed for a 
fifth, all from Caere and dated to 625-600 B.C. (mi 
spurieisi teiQurnasi aliqu), we may assume that spurieisi is 
a spelling mistake repeated four times.

spuria-, a phonetic variant of spurie-, is attested in
Archaic Etruscan in the diminutive form spuriaza. Attested 
forms are nom. spuriaza (Cl 3.1, Cr 3.15), gen. spuri iazas 
(Ta 1.1) and spuriaCzJes ... spuCrJ iazeC-?- (in a 
fragmentary section of Cr 4.3). A consequence of the initial 
stress accent of Archaic Etruscan was variation in the 
quality of internal short vowels (e.g. avile besides avale; 
see Rix 1985a:#ll>. This variation may be invoked to explain 
spuria-; since the form occurs only where an a follows (cf. 
below spur i ana) we may also assume some role played by 
vocalic assimilation: *sptirieza > *spurioza > spuriaza, i.e.
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b (the pre-syncope murmur vowel) is realized as a on 
account of the following -za.

spurie is not attested as a praenomen in Neo-Etruscan, where 
there are, however, three known occurrences of 
'Vornamengenti1icia': nom. spuri <Pe 1.399, 1.400), gen.
spurie£ (Pe 1.401).

Forms of the genti1icium attested in Archaic Etruscan are 
spurienas (Vs 1.7, VI/V) and the phonetic variant spuriana < 
*spuriBna < spuriena- <Ta 5.1, 550-525). spurinas, attested 
partly in the transitional period between Archaic- and Neo- 
Etruscan (AT 2.20, AV 2.10, OA 2.26, Vc 2.30 - all late VI/ 
early V; Cl 2.22, 6.2, Cr 2.116 - all V), reflects the later 
pronunciation. In Neo-Etruscan there are a further 17 
attestations of masc. spurina, fern, spurinei, of which some 
are gentilicia in cognominal function, e.g. the metronymic 
aneinal: spurinal from Pe 1.408. spurina- derives from
spuriena- with syllabic /i/ from consonantal / W  through 
samprasarana CRix 1985a:$# 9, 10). The vowels i and u which
develop from the semi-vowels as the result of samprasarana 
are not syncopated; syncope has already had an effect in the 
samprasarana. One cannot conclude, therefore, from the non
syncope of the internal vowel in spurina that this vowel is
long. The Latin material, however, demands that we assume 
spurina for Etruscan (cf. infra).

One inscription deserves special mention. This is the sixth 
century inscription La 2.3 araz siIqetenas spurianas, 'Arnth 
Silqetena, son of Spurie', on an ivory lion cub found in
Rome (cf. supra, #1.5. ). The inscription attests knowledge 
of Etruscan in Archaic Rome. Although the language is 
Etruscan, this does not necessarily indicate an Etruscan 
origin for the name. It is possible that the Latin 
adjectival patronymic *Spur i eli os was imitated by the
Etruscan adjectival patronymic spuriana.
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The Roman gentilicia in -na can only be explained as 
borrowings from Etruscan: spurTna > SpurTna and Spurinna
(by the littera rule). Spurenius (with Spurennius by the 
littera rule), which cannot be explained as a direct 
borrowing from Etruscan, must rather come via Sabellic 
(probably Umbrian), which has the patronymic suffix -eno- 
(-enno-y t cf. Alfenus, PTcenus (see H. Rix, Picentes - 
Picenum, BZN 2, 1950/51, 237-247; Rix 1972:#3.241; Lejeune
1976:84); the addition of the Italic -jo- suffix 
(functionally equivalent to the Etruscan
possessive/patronymic suffix -na) clarifies these forms as 
Italic gentilicia, cf. Etr. hermena- > Lat. Herminius. The 
fact that the Roman gentilicia in -na are borrowed from 
Etruscan does not indicate that the praenomen Spurius was 
also borrowed from Etruscan, since gentilicia can be derived 
from praenomina of foreign origin. The possibility of 
Etruscan origin may of course be explored.

Against borrowing from Etruscan speak the facts that the 
formation of individual names by means of the suffix -jo- is 
an Italic phenomenon (so Prosdocimi, SE 48, 1980, 242 n.12;
cf. Appius, Lucius, Servius etc.) and that there are 
individual names in -ie in Archaic Etruscan of Italic 
origin, e.g. numesiesi (Ta 3.1, early VII).

It was as a patronymic suffix that -jo- was first introduced 
into Etruscan, probably in "fertigen Gentilnamen" such as 
latinie- 'Latinius' (Rix 1972:esp. 728ff.); it yields -ie in 
Etruscan because names such as Latinius were learned in the 
vocative form. The suffix became productive in Etruscan, 
forming patronymics to native Etruscan individual names. 
Native Etruscan individual names in -ie are also known in 
Archaic Etruscan. The use of the suffix in Etruscan is 
discussed in detail below (with examples). The theoretical 
possibilities for a connection between Lat. Spurius and Etr. 
spurie are: i) spurie < Spurius, ii) spurie > Spurius, iii)
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(unlikely) spurie and Spurius are both native forms, 
unconnected with each other.

The praenomen is attested in Latin, Oscan and Etruscan; the 
number of attestations in each language is not sufficient to
provide a statistical argument on the source of the name.
The origin of Lat. Spurius must be determined through 
etymological argument.

2. The etymology of Lat. spurius and spurium

Those who hold that Etr. spurie is of Italic, or 
specifically Latin, origin are obliged to explain Spurius 
in terms of the Latin lexicon and word formation rules. It
is not sufficient to assume that the Roman praenomen is
based on spurius 'bastard, son of an unknown father', which 
is not attested in Latin before the second century A.D. and 
is itself of dubious origin, cf. Hans Gundel (Der kleine 
Pauly, vol. 5, 331) on Spurius: "Rom. Praenomen (abgeklirzt
Sp. , haufig und ohne die urspr. anzunehmende zurucksetzende 
Einstufung des unehel. Kindes) und Genti1icium."

Ancient etymologies (rejected by Plutarch, cf. infra) 
connect spurius with the Greek adverb anop&Sqv 
' scattered1y ' , which is related to onopti 'sowing (of seed; 
children); seed; offspring1, aneipco 'sow; engender, beget; 
scatter, strew' (< PIE *(s)p<*>>er- 'sow, strew'; IEW 993): 
Gaius, Inst.1.64 unde solent spurii filii appellari vel a 
Graece voce quasi onop&Snv concepti vel quasi sine patre 
filii; (cf. Lib. praen. 6 Spurii patre incerto geniti quasi 
onopdiSnv'i; Mod . dig. 1 . 5 . 23 vulgo concepti dicuntur qui patrem 
demonstrare non possunt, vel qui possunt quidem, sed eum 
habent., quern habere non licet, qui et. spurii appellant.ur 
napa rfiv onop&v: Is id . Orig. 9 . 5 . 23 sq. Nothus dicitur, qui de 
patre nobili et de matre ignobili gignitur, sicut. ex 
concubina. Est. autem hoc nomen Graecum et in Latinitate
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deficit. Huic. contrarius spurius, qui de matre nobili et 
patre ignobili nascitur. Item spurius patre incerto, matre 
vidua, velut tantum spurii filius; quia muliebrem naturam 
veteres spurium vocabant; velut dnd Crobl ondpov, hoc est 
seminis ; non patris nomine. Eosdem et Favonios appellabant, 
quia quaedam animalia Favonio spiritu hausto concipere 
exi stimantur. Unde et hi, qui non sunt de legitimo 
matr imonio, matrem potius quam patrem sequuntur. Latine 
autem spurii quasi extra puritatem, id est quasi inmundi. 
Other ancient notices are PIut.quaest.Rom.288E-F Sid ri rodq 
dndropaQ 'onopiovQ' viodq xaXoboiv; ot) ydp, &>C "EXXpvec
vopigovoi xa\ X iyovoiv oi fifjropeq £v rate SixotiQ, 
ovpcpopifrob rxvoQ xai xoxvob onipparoc yzydvaoiv, AAA’ fonv 
6 ZndpioQ tdbv npebrov dvopdrov, <Sq 6 X££toq xai 6 AixipoQ xai 
6 rdxoQ. rd Si: np&ra r&v dvopdrcov otix dXoypacpoboiv dXX ' fj 
5x ' £vdc ypdpparoQ, d)c rdv Tirov xai rdv Aovxiov xai rdv 
Mdpxov, f} Sxa Svoiv, d>Q rdv Ti0£piov xai rdv Tvatov, f} 8 id 
rpx&v, (hq rdv Z££rov xai rdv Zepotiiov. £onv o&v xai d 
Zndpxoc, r&v Sxd Svofv ypa<pop£ vcjv, rob ,o' xai rob 'n'. 
ypdepovox S£ Sid rovrov xai rode dndropaQ 'oive ndrpe ' ofov 
dvev narpdQ, r<$ p£v 'a' rd ’oive' r<$> 8£ 'n' rd 'ndrpe'
oqpax vovreQ. roCr ’ ofiv rffv nXdvqv inoiqoe, rd Sid r&v abr&v 
ypappdrcov rd 'oive ndrpe' xai rdv Zndpiov ypdtpeoQai, Xexriov 
Se xai rdv frepov Xdyov, £on S ’ drontirepOQ• rovq ydp 
Za&ivovQ (paox rd rfjQ yuva'ixdc aiSofov dvopdZexv ondpxov, 
efd'ofov icpv&piZovraQ otirco npooayopeve xv rdv £x yvvaxxdQ 
dydpov xai dveyyvov yeyevpptvov', Paul . Fest. p . 182L nothum 
Graeci natum ex uxore non legitima vocant, qui apud nos 
spurio patre natus dicitur, quod Ser. Tullius qui Romae 
regnavit natus est ex concubina Spuri Tulli Tiburtis, nisi 
forte malumus credere Oclisia Corniculana captiva eum 
susceptum matre serviente\ Is id.diff.1.506 spurius ... patre 
incerto, matre vidua genitus, quasi ... spurii filius. quia 
muliebrem naturam antiqui spurium vocabant.
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Modern scholars, most recently Bonfante 1985:205, connect 
spurius ('als verstoBen, verschmaht'; see WH 11,581) with 
sperno, -ere, sprevi 'dissociate, separate (from); reject 
with scorn, spurn*. These ancient <: anopdfSrjv') and modern <: 
spernere) etymologies are rejected by WH, who prefer the 
explanation of Wilhelm Kubitschek (Spurius, spurii filius, 
sine patre filius und spurius, WSt. 47, 1929) that the
adjective spurius first arises due to a misunderstanding of 
abbreviation s(ine> p(atre) as the siglum for the praenomen 
Spurius. EM refer to the Etruscan name Spurinna and consider 
spurius to be "peut-fetre mot d' origine 6trusque, apparent^
& spurcus"; the etymology of spurcus 'dirty, filthy',
attested since Cato, is uncertain.

Kubitschek's explanation (also that of Plutarch, cf. supra) 
is attractive and deserves to be presented in more detail.
Since I have not been able to see WSt. 47, I quote the
summary of M. Leumann (Glotta 20, 1932, 284): "spurius
behandelt, mit evidenter Richtigkeit wie mir scheint, 
Kubitschek, WSt. XLVII 130-143. Eine ganze Reihe Namen auf 
einer neugefundenen Inschrift mit Namenlisten in voller Form 
haben fur Vatersnamen und Tribus die Zeichen s p f col: das 
ist aufzulosen in s(ine) p(atre) f(ilius) (tribu) CoKlina>; 
s p f wurde aber schon zu Anfang der Kaiserzeit, da es ja 
immer parallel stand mit M.f., C.f. usw. , in Sp(urii) 
f(ilius) aufgelost und brachte damit. den alten, an sich 
keinen Makel bedeutenden Vornamen Spurius zum Verschwinden. 
Das Adjektiv spurius 'unehelich geboren' des 2. Jh.s n. 
Chr. ist erst in Anlehnung an das Pranomen aus dieser 
Umdeutung von s p f entstanden Cvielleicht liber eine 
Umgestaltung spurius filius fur Spurii filius; denn am 
Bedeutungsinhalt des Sp. f. als 'unehelich' bestand fur die 
Zeitgenossen kein ZweifelD; es ist also als Adjektiv nicht 
zu etymologisieren."
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Kubitschek's explanation is persuasive not least because it 
accounts for the late (attested) date (II A.D.) of Lat. 
spurius. A terminus post quem for a misunderstanding of Sp.
f. as the equivalent of s p f is the first century B.C., 
when Sp. was first used as an abbreviation for Spurius 
instead of earlier S. Corroboration for Kubitschek's dating 
of the emergence of adjective spurius seems to come from 
Quintilian's report on the Roman borrowing of Gr. v68o q , 

cf. Verg.A.9.697 Antiphates ... Thebana de matre nothum 
Sarpedonis. Quintilian <: 3.6.97 nothum, qui non sit
legitimus, Graeci vocant: Latinum rei nomen, ut Cato quoque 
in oratione quadam testatus est, non habemus, ideoque utimur 
peregrino) does not appear to know the term spurius, which 
indicates that the term entered the Latin lexicon after the 
end of the first century A.D. or was a very recent addition 
to it. Kubitschek's theory is based on the report of 
Plutarch (cf. supra), who states clearly that the starting 
point for an etymology of spurius is the praenomen Spurius, 
the abbreviation for which was also used for the expression 
sine patre.

Salomies 1987:51-52, 54-55 follows the explanation of
Kubitschek, but raises the date of the misunderstanding of 
Spurius (-+ spurius) as sine patre to the first century. He 
bases his argument on the facts that a) Plutarch, and 
probably his source Varro, knew the Latin adjective, and b) 
in five late Republican inscriptions SP. F clearly 
designates "ein uneheliches Kind". We must now reconsider 
the significance of Quintilian's report. Since the meanings 
of nothus (child of a prostitute) and spurius (child of an 
unmarried woman) are similar but distinct, we can interpret 
the Quintilian passage strictly, i.e. Latin did not have its 
own word for 'child of a prostitute'; Quintilian may then 
have known the term spurius.
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The advantage of Salomies' chronology, which is certainly 
correct, is that it accounts for the decline of the 
praenomen Spurius in the late Republic, cf. p. 55: "Wenn nun 
schon in spatrepublikanischer Zeit die Spurii mit den spurii 
verwechselt werden konnten, so ist es leicht verstand 1ich, 
dass der Vorname Spurius schon im 1. Jhr. v. Chr. fast 
ausser Gebrauch gekommen war."

We must turn now to the etymology of Spurius. If Spurius is 
judged to be a native Italic praenomen, it must be 
analysable as a substantive formed with the suffix -jo- to a 
base word spur-: this base word may be a verbal root (cf.
Lat. piuvius, genius, socius) or a nominal stem (cf. Lat. 
patrius, regius) (Leumann 1977:#273ff. ). In Latin there is 
no verb in spur- except spurcare, a derivative of spurcus. 
The only other substantive in spur- is spurium, a name for 
the pudenda muliebra (Isid. Orig. 9.5.24), which, according to 
Plutarch (cf. supra), were designated by ondpiov (= rd rf)q 
yvvaixdQ aiSofov) among the Sabines. Pisani (see 1982:193) 
thinks it probable that spurius and spurium are "due 
parole completamente diverse, di cui la seconda tratta da 
etimologi a spiegare la prima e solo per questo giunta a 
nostra conoscenza". He connects spurium (Plut.: andpiov)
with Gr. aneipo and holds it to mean originally "luogo della 
semina"; it constitutes, in his view, "una delle tante 
isoglosse greco-oscoumbre". The assumption of a Graeco-Osco- 
Umbrian isogloss cannot, however, be accepted since the sole 
occurrence of andpiov in Greek is that in Plutarch. Rather, 
Gr. andpiov must be a transliteration of a term used in 
Italy, which Plutarch ascribes to Sabine. Since Gr. o can 
represent Lat. 0 (cf. ZndpiOQ for Spurius> but also 6 (cf. 
ndoropoQ for Postumus, Eckinger op. cit., 67), the source of 
andpiov may have been /spur i urn/ or /sporium/. The advantage 
of a form *sporium (rather than spurium) is that it can be 
analysed in terms of IE word formation rules, viz. as a -J_o- 
formation to the o-grade of a root *sper- 'sow', cf. solium
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(< *sodj_o-> to sedere and spolium 'abgezogene oder abgelegte 
Tierhaut; dem Feinde abgenommene Rtistung, Beute' to 
*(s )p< *> > el- 'spalten, abspalten, abspl i ttern , abrei Ben ' < IEW 
985). If we assume that the source of Gr. andpiov was 
*sporiurn, we must be able to explain the attested Latin form 
spurium; the development -6- > -0- is not known before -r- 
in Latin (see Sommer-Pfister 1977:85-86). There are two 
known occurrences of spurium, in Apuleius (born c. A.D. 123) 
Apol.35 (ad res venerias sumpta de mari spuria) and in Isid. 
(A.D. VII, cf. supra). Since the date of andpiov (in 
Plutarch: lived c. A.D. 50-120) is earlier than the
attestations of spurium and not much later than the 
emergence of spurius, it is possible that spurium arises 
from a contamination of *sporium and spurius. An alternative 
explanation is that Lat. spurium is of Sabellic origin (cf. 
Plutarch: Sabine). This assumption is possible because d is 
sometimes attested before -r in Umbrian, where the Latin 
cognate has 6, i.e. -or- is raised to -ur-; a good example, 
before single -r, is IgT. Vila, 52 acc. sg. furo 'forum', 
cf. also IgT. VI, 2 acc. sg. curnaco 'crow' (Lat. cornixi 
(see Meiser 1986:116). The name Spurius, forms of which are 
recorded in Classical Latin, cannot be explained as < 
**Sporios; there is no tangible base word for Lat. Spurius.

It is legitimate, therefore, to explore further the 
possibility of Etruscan origin. This has recently been 
suggested by Pisani 1982, according to whom "presso gl i 
Etruschi spureni spurena Spurinna aveva due valori: di
aggettivo 'appartenente alia citt&', e di nome proprio. II 
secondo valore ha servito da modello per il praenomen romano 
Spurius; il primo ha fornito 1' appellativo spurius, il 
quale dapprima avr& semplicamente indicato 'appartenente 
alia citta' ma poi si £ spec i al i zzato a designare quei 
bambini che, nati da una ragazza-madre senza che se ne 
conoscesse il padre, erano considerati come figli della 
comuni t.̂ " (note: spurena is not an attested Etruscan form
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and spureni, given in ThLE, is now read as spurem <Ta 
1.17)). He argues that Etr. spureni/spurana 'cittadino', a 
derivative of Etr. s/&pur 'citta' and *'1 ' equi valente in 
grafia indigena del nome proprio Spurinna", is remodelled in 
Latin to Spurius/spurius. While there are sufficient 
arguments to believe that Lat. Spurius is of Etruscan 
origin, it cannot be accepted that spurius is also of 
Etruscan origin; the implication that the adjective is as 
old as the individual name is clearly contradicted by the 
chronology of the attestations, as shown above. Pisani does 
not discuss the Etruscan onomastic evidence in any detail 
nor mention the existence of the Etruscan individual name 
spurie; he makes no distinction between onomastic forms 
Cspuriena, spurina etc.) and the adjective spurana 
(discussed below); and there is no discussion of the 
formation and the relation to one another of the noun 
spura*, the adjective spurana and the name spurie. These 
forms are now discussed.

3. The Etruscan suffix -ie

I begin with the individual name spurie and a fuller 
presentation of the uses made in Etruscan of the Italic -jo- 
suffix. The suffix was introduced into Etruscan in 
gentilicia and individual names of Italic origin, e.g.:

Etruscan gentilicia in -ie (gen. -ies)_____ from Ital ic
gentilicia in -io-

aciie Cm 2.86 (inc.) cf. Osc. AKKllS, Lat.
y4cci us

apuniie, Ve 3.5 (early VI) cf. Pael. apunies (Ve.
apunie Ta 1.203 (inc.) 215s)
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clavtie, Cr 1.158 <IV>
clavtieda (< Cr 1.157 (IV) 
*clavties-oa)

cf. Lat. Claudius

latinies Vs 1.62 (VI/V) 
Vs 1.81 (VI/V)

'Latinius'

petrunie 

flaviies

Vs 1 . 138 (rec. ) cf. Lat. Petronius

Cm 2.61 (500-450) cf. Lat. Flavius

Etruscan individual names/praenomina in -ie (gen. -ies) of 
Italic or igin

a t. i i es Ta 2.27 (arc. ) cf. Lat. Attius

kavies, 
kavCi esJ 
cavies

Vs 1.159 (VI/V)
Vs 1 .99 (550-500) 
Cr 2.74 (late VI)

cf. Lat. Gavius, Osc. 
CGaJavfeis, Fal. cauio 
(Vetter p.405)

vipies Cr 2.76 (late VI/V) cf. Lat. Vibius, Osc
vibis (Vetter p.445)

vuvzies 
1uvcies

Vs 1.164 (rec. ) 
Cr 2.139 (rec. )

cf. Lat. Lucius/ Umb 
Vuvgis < *Louk±os

dihvar ies Cr 2.7 (700-650) cf. Lat. Tiberius

nai e Cm 2.72 (V) cf. Lat. Gnaeus. Etr. 
naie is prob. fr. Umb. 
where gn- > n- (Meiser
p. 161)

ner i e Cr 2.5 (700-675) cf. AT 1.81 rec. gent, 
f. nerinai. Etr. nerie
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is from a Sab. name 
(see Vetter 370-1, 415- 
6) derived from *h2 ner 
'man ' < > Gr . dvtjp).

numisiies, Cm 2.8 (550-500) cf. Lat. Numerius
numesiesi Ta 3.1 (early VII)

up( )siies, 
upsiie

Cm 2.18 (550-500) cf. Lat. Opsius, Osc.
Cm 2.63 (500-450) dat. UPSIIUI

The suffix -ie is productive in Etruscan at four levels. 
These are discussed below. For categories 1. and 2. one may 
note that, according to Rix 1972:728ff., the patronymic (-* 
gentilicial) suffix -i(e) is known for about ten per cent of 
cases in Etruscan, though it is rare in Archaic Etruscan.

1. The suffix is added to Etruscan gentilicia in -na. The 
development arc. -na + -ie > rec. -nie, gen. -nies (with the 
syncope of a) appears to have taken place. This (working) 
hypothesis is based on the facts that the ending -naie is 
known only for Archaic Etruscan and that Neo-Etruscan knows 
only the ending -nie (cf., in addition to the examples given 
below, rec. cazianies, ceis inies, cuclnies, cuprnies, 
velarnies, husunie$ , laucinie, saturinies, senmies, 
tamsnies, fufInies). The evidence is difficult to assess 
because to none of the known archaic forms in -naie (i.e. 
aruzinaie, vhlakunaie, C-?-hJermenaie, hirsunaiesi , 
luscinaies, n)uzinaie, palenaies) is there an attested 
recent form. That the ending -naie is composed of -na plus 
-ie is indicated by the existence of the archaic variants 
hJermena i e - hJermena-, n)uzinaie - nuzina-, palenaie- - 
*palena-. It does not necessarily follow, however, that from 
rec. cadrnie and arc. f. caQarnaial we may reconstruct a 
form arc. *cadarnaie, from rec. hulxnie- and arc. hulxena- a
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form arc. *hulxenaie, from rec. nevrnie- and arc. neverna- a 
form arc. *nevernaie, or from rec. tusnutnie and arc. 
tuSnutina- a form arc. *tusnutinaie.

Indeed there are two objections to the assumption of a 
phonetic development arc. -naie > rec. -nie. The first is 
that syncope of a with retention of j_, although not totally 
unparalleled, is not a regular development: the archaic
genitive ending of feminine gentilicia -na-i-al <: 
cadarnaial, culnaial, teidurnaial) > rec. -nal demonstrates 
the usual loss of -±- between vowels. Arc. cipaies (Cr 2.62, 
VI) > rec. cipies, cipieEs (Cr 1.116, 1.117) and rec.
tutnial (Cl 1.1185) beside the common form rec. tutnal, both 
from arc. *tutna-i-al, serve as parallels for -naie > -nie, 
where we would, however, have to assume the role of some 
other factor, perhaps the wish to retain the Italic 'feel' 
of the ending.

A more serious objection is the existence of -nie already in 
Archaic Etruscan, cf. below zeriniieEs, 8arnie£, 
red i eni i es, ufilnieS, ursumunieS, so that it is possible to 
assume that rec. -nie is in all known cases the continuation 
of arc.-nie (i.e. we would posit arc. *hulxenie > rec. 
hulxnie- etc. ) .

Since arc. -nie contains the -n- of the Etruscan -na suffix 
plus the suffix -ie of Italic origin, it seems best to 
interpret arc. -nie as a contamination of -na and -ie, 
perhaps under the influence of gentilicia in -nie of Italic 
origin where -n- belongs to the stem (cf. above apun-iie, 
latin-ie, petrun-ie). Forms in -naie then show the initial 
stage of the contamination. The development -naie ■+ -nie 
took place then in Archaic Etruscan and was not phonetic.

Since -na is functionally equivalent to -ie, -na+-ie is 
strictly tautological, cf. Herminius. The original
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motivation for the combination (and subsequent 
contamination) of the suffixes, that is of the addition of 
-ie to -na, may have been to underline or clarify the Italic 
origin of gentilicia formed to an Italic base <cf. 
vipinies, fuf Inies'); -naie <-* -nie) then became a variant on 
-na but added an 'Italic flavour'. A supplementary motive is 
conceivable, namely analogy to the stem of the archaic 
feminine gentilicial suffix -naia-.

Some examples of Etruscan gentilicia in -naie, -nie, 
including all archaic attestations, are given below:

aznie Ta 1.227 (III/II) to the praen. rec. az

aninies Cr 2.139 (rec.) to the praen. rec. ani,
cf. gent. rec. aninas 
(e.g. Pe 1 . 921 )

aruzinaie OA 0.1 (VII)

cadrnies Cs 2.8 (early III) cf. gent. f. gen.
cadarnaial (Cr 4.2;

carpunies Cm 2.60 (500-450)

carxvanies Cm 2.36 (500-450)

late Vl/early V)

varm e Ta 7.30 (500-450) cf. rec. varnas/$, 
varna, e.g. Pe 1.1013

vestarcnies Ta 1.6 (rec.) cf. vestrcnaS (cognom 
funct.) in Pe 1.25 
(rec. )

vhlakunaie Vt 3.1 (625-600)
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vipinies Vs 1.231 (rec.) cf. Lat. Vibius

zerini ieCs-?-] Ta 2.7 (late VI)

harenies Vs 4.63-65 (late IV/ 
early III)

C-?-hJermenaie Ve 3.9 (VI) cf. hermenas (Pa 3.1; 
500-450), C-?-hJ^rmenas 
(Vs 1 . 152; VI/V BC)

hirsunaie^i Cr 3.18 (600-575)

hulxn i es i 
hulxnies

Ta 5.2 (350-325), 
AT 5.2 (rec.)

cf. hulxenas (Vs 1.28 
VI/V), hulxnas (Vs 
2.35; V)

huuinie, 
huoinies

Cm 2.59 (500-450) 
Cm 2.58 (500-450)

Qarnie£ Vt 1 .85 (late VI)

1eceniies Ad 2.1 (late VI/ 
early V)

cf. rec. iecnies in Vs 
1.301, 2.48

leinies, 
leinies

Vs 1 . 178 (IV/III) 
Vs 1.180 (IV/III)

1uscinaies Cr 2.69 (550-500)

muranies, 
murani(e)s

Oh 2.68 (inc.) cf. *muranat which can
OA 2.50 (V/early IV) be reconstructed from

mura (Vc 1.27, 1.28, Cr 
1 .1 2 0 )
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nevrnies Vs 1.149 (rec. ) cf. nevernas (Vs 1.101; 
VI/V BC)

n)uzinaie

numclani es 

palena i es

pacnies

parnies

rec iieneies 
reciieniies

tetnies

tunies

tusnutnie

udlnie£ 

ursumunieS

2. The suffi 
praenomi na.

Ve 3.2 (625-600)

Cm 2.39 (500-450)

Vs 1.36 (VI/V)

Vs 1 .282 (rec. )

OA 2.57 (450-400)

Ta 7.21 (late VI)
Ta 7.18 (late VI)

Vs 1.260 (IV/III)

Vs 1.232 (rec. )

Cl 0.8, 0.9 (rec.) cf. tuSnutinas Vt 1.57
(600-550)

Vt 1.162 (arc. )

AS 1.507 (arc . )

x Is used to form gentilicia to native Etruscan 
This category is difficult to assess since,

cf. nuzinas in Cr 2.43 
(early VI), f. nuzinaia 
in Cr 2.1 (700-675)

cf. rec. gent. nom. f. 
palnei < *palena-i

cf. rec. gent. nom. f. 
pacnei (Pe 1.1132) < 
*pacna-i

cf. rec. gent. nom. 
parna (Cl 1.564)
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where the praenomen is not attested, it is not always 
possible to distinguish a gentilicium in -ie from a 
praenomen in -ie in gentilicial function: Q/tveQelies, which 
is attested as a gentilicium, could be the gentilicium of an 
unattested praenomen *d/tvedel or it could be a 
'Vornamengenti1icium'; the same uncertainty exists for other 
gentilicia including rec. peiseties. ledaies in the late 
sixth century inscription Ve 3.44 Cipini mulvanice laris
ledaies) appears at first to be a gentilicium to a praenomen 
*leda, which one can reconstruct from the gent. f. rec. 
ledanei (Ta 3.9, Cl 1.1914) < arc. *leda-na-i. Vs 1.142
(VI/V) mi ledaes vircenas, which shows the praenomen ledaes 
[let'aj_es], proves, however, that ledaies is a 
'Vornamengenti1icium' . (Hence we must assume for Etruscan a 
native praenomen *leda and an Italicized praenomen ledaie*). 
Other difficult cases are one member names, particularly 
hapaxes, where it is unclear whether the form is attested as 
an individual name/praenomen, as in the case of Vc 2.16 (VI) 
mi larus (cf. Vc 2.15 (VI) mi larus lanades), or as a
gentilicium, as in the cases of Vc 2.7 (late VII) mi 
epunianas and Vc 2.24 (late VI-450) CapunJies. mi (cf.
supra, Ve 3.5 . . .mamarce apuniie...). Hence venelies in Vc
2.10 (600-550) m(i> venelies could stand for venelus, the
genitive to the praenomen arc. venel, i.e. it demonstrates 
the existence of a variant praenominal form venelie- beside 
venel, or could be the genitive of a gentilicium venelie- 
formed to the praenomen venel. Similarly, zarmaies (Vc 2.26; 
VI-450) could be the genitive of an individual name zarmaie- 
or the genitive of the gentilicium formed to a praenomen 
*zarma. Of the two examples given below only tataies is 
certain. It cannot be excluded that the praenomen tita, 
which resembles Lat. Titus, Fal . tito(s), is a variant to 
Etr. tite of Italic origin; one can conceive of borrowing 
from an unattested Fal. *tita or of formation under the 
influence of Faliscan masculine praenomina in -a, e.g. 
praen. nom. m. iuna, volta (Giacomelli 1963:195, 233).
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tataies Cm 2.48 (500-450) to the praen. tata£ (Sp
2.36; c. 350), cf. gent. 
tatanas (Vs 1.29; VI/V)

titaie Cm 2.74 (V) to the praen. titas (Urn
2.1; VI), titasi (AH 
3.4; 325-300) , rec. 
tita (AS 1.387, Cl 
1.714)

3. Native Etruscan individual names/praenomina in -ie are 
known from archaic times. Since in at least two instances, 
namely sertur (Vs 1.149; rec.) beside CseJrturie (Vs 1.202; 
rec.) and *leQa beside leQaie* (cf. supra), a praenomen in 
-ie is a variant (Italicization?) to a praenomen not in -ie, 
the possibility exists that individual praenomina in -ie are 
enlarged forms of unattested praenomina. (A third example 
could be rec. aulieS in Cl 1.2169 larQi: punpui : aulieS:, if 
this form is a filiation, i.e. the genitive to a praenomen 
aulie- and a variant on the usual form aules (nom. aule); 
aulie§ could also be a gamonym and hence a gentilicium, in 
which case it belongs in category 2..) A parallel for such 
enlargements may be seen in Faliscan, which knows the 
praenominal pairs nom. marco - marcio, volta - voltio (see 
Giacomelli 1963:203, 233); it cannot be proved, however,
whether or not the type sertur - CseJrturie was influenced 
by the type marco - marcio. It is unlikely that all known 
praenomina in -ie are Italicized variant forms since we 
would expect the base forms (i.e. praen. **veld(e),
#*6anirs(e) etc.) to be attested for a majority of cases. 
The following list of examples of individual
names/praenomina, which serve as parallels for spur-ie, 
include two cognomina, viz. hupie and hutie. hutie is an 
interesting case; it is attested in Cl 1.2413 ilQ : tetina : 
hutie : latiniali and as an articulated gamonym in Cl 1.934, 
1.935 imarcnei hutie&a; larQi : marcnei : hutie&a; on
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cognomina instead of gentilicia in gamonyms see Rix 
1985a:#56). If hutie is composed of Etr. hut 'six' and
-ie, then it may be compared to the Roman praenomen Sextus.

veldies Cr 2.15 (675-650)
(Vornamengenti1icium)

cf. gent, veldie-nas 
(Vs 1.4; VI/V)

hupie Cl 1.1921 (rec.)

hutie, 
hutie&a < 
#hut ies-aa

Cl 1.2413 (rec.) Etr. hud/hut =6; cf
Cl 1.934, 1.935 (rec.) Lat. Sextus?

Qamries Vs 1.171 (IV/III)
(f i1i at i on)

beside filiation 
Qamres Ct'amr'esI (Vs 
1.115: IV/III) of the 
same family

Qanirsiie, 
danirsiie

Ve 3.30 (VI)
Ta 7.2 (550-525)

cf. gent, danarsienas 
(Vs 1.13; VI/V)

1avoies Fs 1.8 (arc . )

lauxus ies Vs 1.81 (VI/V)

maclaie Cr 1.67 (mid IV)
('Vornamengent i1i c i urn'?)

The name must have 
been formed recently 
since a is not 
syncopated.

ninieS praen 
nini e^ patr.

OB 2.7 (arc.)
Fs 1 . 1 (525-500)

staudurie- Vc 0.21 (arc. ) extracted from the 
gent, stauduriena
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ouQie- Vs 1.57,1.95 (VI/V) extracted from the
gent, auQienas

4. A fourth small category of Etruscan forms ending in 
-ie are common nouns. Forms attested in the liber linteus 
are QarQie (a scribal error according to Rix (forthcoming 
b):#7.2), cf. dartei) and scuxie; on the tabula capuana 
anpilie, Qirie, lunacrie, pacusnaoie, racvani es, saiuzie, 
savlasie and saxiie are attested. The forms anpilie (< 
*anpi1iei < *anpi1ia-i) "im Mai" and saiuzie (< *saiuziei < 
*saiuzia-i> "am Ort saiuzia" have been identified as 
locatives (see Rix 1985c; 1990). This warns against the
assumption that the other forms, the meanings of which are 
unknown, are base forms in -ie.

The assumption of formation in -ie is, however, likely to be 
correct in the case of saxiie, which we cannot derive from a 
locative **saxiia-i, since there is no morphological 
explanation available for a native Etruscan base form 
**saxiici with double -ii-. The sequence -iie(-), also seen 
in aciie, apuniie, flaviies, atiies, numisiies, upsiie, 
Qanirsiie and spuriiazas (!), may be an attempt to represent 
an Italic sound unknown in Etruscan itself, i.e. it is an 
orthographic convention, saxiie may be analysed as a) base 
form sax + He, b) base form saxi +ie, c) < loc. *sax + iie 
-i, or d) < loc. *saxi + ie -i; there is no analysis 
available which does not assume that saxiie was formed with 
the suffix -(i)ie.

The following forms in -ie are known from short 
inscriptions:

cl udincie, a hapax, occurs in the vase inscription Cr 3.25 
(rec.) nuna . larQi . marcei . curieas : 2cludincie. The 
construction, with the base form nuna 'gift(?)' followed by 
a personal name (feminine) in the nominative, is unclear.
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cludincie cannot be a cognomen; we would expect f. 
**cluQincia. It could be a vase name in agreement with nuna; 
other interpretations cannot be excluded.

1autneterie from Ar 1.52 (rec.) lard avaini clau(ce) 
lautneterie is probably an epithet composed of lautn 
'family' (cf. lautni 'freedman1, lautniQa 'freedwoman') and 
eteri, which is to be connected with etera *cliens(?)'. The 
usual form, attested twelve times, is rec. lautneteri, 
normally written as lautn eteri. lautneteri e beside 
lautneteri may be compared to the gentilicia rec. titie 
beside rec. titi, where titie represents the older form. The 
conclusion that lautneterie is a compound of lautn + eter 
-ie is apparent; it is also possible that lautneterie 
(hypercorrect. form?) has been formed to 1 autneteri on the 
mod el of titie beside titi.

t rutveci e occurs on the basis stelae OA 3.5 (rec.) tite: 
aipnas: turce: aiseras: QuflQicla: trutvecie. The elements
of the sentence are the subject tite aipnas (praenomen + 
gentilicium), the preterite verb turce 'dedicated, gave', 
aiseras Qufldicla, the gen. of aiser QuflQica* 'gods 
(assigned) to (the divinity) 8.' iaiseras duflQicla is a 
'genetivus dedicatorius', see Rix 1985a:H 32, 34.) and the 
hapax trutvecie of unknown meaning. Britta Schulze-Thuiin 
(forthcoming) in a new study of word order in sentences with 
a preterite active verb interprets trutvec i e as a direct 
object. A (single) parallel for the word order of OA 3.5 is 
seen in that of Vc 3.10 vipia aloinas turce veruenas cana, 
"V. A. weihte V. das Bild (?)", viz. S - V - O (indirect) - 
O (direct). Following the word order rules established by 
Schulze-Thulin another interpretation is possible, namely 
that trutvecie is a nominal adverb (temporal or locative), 
cf. #5: "Das dem Verb folgende Satzglied muB eine
adverbielle Angabe (sc. aus einer Nominalgruppe bestehend) 
sein, wenn der Satz weder ein Pronomen noch einen
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Gleichsetzungsnominativ enthalt und das nachgestel1te
Satzglied kein Personenname im obliquen Kasus ist". This 
rule is based on the evidence of nineteen examples of the 
word order S - V - Adv (temp.) and two examples of S - V - 
Adv (loc.)', the order S - Adv (temp.) - V is attested five 
times and the order S - Adv (loc.) - V twice. For a sentence 
containing the elements subject, verb, indirect object and 
nominal adverb, of which there is no recognized example, we 
would expect, since Etruscan is "in der Regel" an S - O - V
language and since nominal adverbs are normally placed after
the verb, the word order S - O - V - Adv, not S - V - O -
Adv. Hence from our present knowledge of Etruscan word 
order it is more likely that trutvecie is a direct object 
than an adverb, but this interpretation is not certain.

If trutvecie designates the object inscribed, the meanings 
'stele', or, less specifically, 'monumentum' come into
questions. Other known forms in trut- are trutnvt in the 
late first century bilingual Urn 1.7 (.CL. CAJFATIUS. L. F.
STE. HARUSPECXJ FULGURIA TOR cafates. lr. lr. netavis. 
trutnvt. frontac), trutnuQ in the inscription Ta 1.174 <350- 
II) iapries. ar. vd. trutnuQ), trud, trutu-m and pi .trutur 
in the liber linteus. Rix 1986:30 analyses trutnvt/trutnuQ 
as a nomen agentis with the meaning "Beobachter" . In the 
bilingual Etr. trutnvt. frontac corresponds to Lat. 
fulguriator, 'one who interprets omens given by lightning'; 
Lat. haruspex, 'soothsayer; one who foretells events from 
the inspection of the entrails of victims', is represented 
in the Etruscan text by netovis (also known from Cl 1.1036 
(rec.) nae cicu peQnal netdvig). The phrase ancn. zix 
neQorac. acasce from Ta 1.17 has been interpreted by Rix 
1986:20,22 as "der diese Schrift liber die (Opf er- )Leber 
verfertigte". nedorac may be analysed as neQo-ra-ac, that is 
as a noun nedo 'liver', a suffix -ra 'belonging to; 
pertaining to' (used from archaic times as a patronymic 
suffix, e.g. velxra; see Rix 1972:#3.254) and the suffix
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-ax/c. Since orthographic variation of t and 6 is known in 
Etruscan (e.g. puts - puds, clutra§ - cluQraS'), neda- may be 
equated with neto- and netavis interpreted as an Etruscan 
augural title ('1iver-diviner ' ) composed of neto- 'liver' 
and -vis of unknown meaning. Since the meaning of netavis 
approaches that of Lat. haruspex, we may have confidence in 
an interpretation of trutnvt. frontac as 'observer of 
lightning, 1ightning-diviner' (? poss. connection with Gr .
dpovrff 'thunder'). The meaning of -vecie (trutvecie) is
unknown; since the base word trut- connects trutvecie with 
trutnvt, trutvec ie too may have a sacral or augural
connotation, but a specific interpretation cannot be offered 
at the present time.

ecisie occurs in an early seventh century vase inscription 
Cr 2.7 mi dihvaries ecisie. Steinbauer (forthcoming) holds 
ecisie to be equivalent to the Roman gentilicium Egerius (< 
*Egesios) and the inscription to mean, therefore, 'I (am the 
vase) of dihvarie ecisie'. This interpretation involves the 
assumption that ecisie is a scribal error for the expected 
genitive *ecisies; the omission of final -s is not 
paralleled in any other 'mi' inscription from Caere, but 
cannot be excluded in this case. The alternative 
interpretation is to take ecisie as a noun (nominative) in
agreement with mi 'I'. Possession inscriptions of the type
'I (am) the vessel of X', where X is a personal name in the
genitive, are common, e.g. Cr 2.20 mi karkanas dahvna, 'I am
the drinking vessel of Karkana': there is a strong
possibility that ecisie designates a vessel. Agostiniani 
1982:190 is correct to be cautious, when he notes "non vi e 
invece motivo, sulla base di quest' unica testimonianza, di 
ritenere ecisie il nome tecnico del vaso stesso". Other
vessel names are also hapaxes in Etruscan (see Colonna 1973- 
74 on aska and ulpaia, cf. below on stasiar, malehvra, 
taiape); the fact that ecisie is a hapax makes difficult but 
not impossible the assumption that ecisie is a common noun,
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viz. that it designates the object (a vase), on which it is 
inscribed. In every other inscription of the type 'I (am) 
the x of X', where the meaning of x is known, x designates 
the object inscribed; it may be a vessel (numerous examples; 
see Colonna 1973-74, Agostiniani 1982), a tomb (e.g. Vs 1.98 
mi uoeles apenas audi, 'I (am) the tomb of Uaele Apena'), a 
monumentum (e.g. Vt 1.57 mi velduru£ kana tu&nutinas, 'I 
(am) the monumentum (= cippus) of VelBur TuSnutina') or a 
mirror (e.g. Urn 2.3 mi malena lardia puruhenas, 'I (am) the 
mirror of LarBia Puruhena'). In two other 'iscrizioni 
parlanti' of the type 'I (am) the x of X' x is also a hapax, 
whose meaning cannot be tested by the combinatory method; 
these inscriptions are: velelias mi staslar (v) (Fa 2.5;
loom weight); mi metias malehvra (IP 146; anforetta 
d'impasto). As with ecisie, the likelihood is that staslar 
and malehvra designate the object inscribed.

This means that a noun in -ie, probably a vase name, is 
known for Etruscan: ecisie. One can add that, since gift
inscriptions are constructed in Archaic Etruscan with the 
pertinentive (e.g. Cr 3.12 mi hirumesi mulu, 'I (am) a gift 
from Hirume1), it is unlikely that ecisie could mean 'gift, 
present1, peroie (Pe 3.1), a common noun in -ie, is probably 
also a vessel name; the form is discussed below in 
#V.3.

One further piece of evidence may be mentioned, namely the 
form kardazie in a late sixth century inscription on an 
ivory tessera hospitalis found in Carthage: mi puinel
kardazie : els (p[ Jna (Af 3.1). There is difficulty in
translating the inscription, not only because the reading is 
in part uncertain, but also because after the personal 
pronoun mi 'I' one normally expects a name in the genitive 
case. puinel kardazie can only be interpreted as a 
nominative, puinel as a praenomen which is otherwise not 
attested, to which we may compare arc. venel, and the
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gentilicium kardazie as an ethnic 'Carthaginian', strictly 
'(the one) belonging to Carthage'. Inscriptions of the type 
mi mamerce asklaie (Cm 2.9, 550-500, Capua), 'I (am) Mamerce 
Asklaie', where the attribute to mi is a personal name in 
the nominative, are known from Campania; mi puinel kardazie, 
'I (am) Puinel from Carthage', may be identified with this 
type.

The importance of the forms cludincie, lautneterie and 
trutvecie lies in the fact that they are probably base forms 
in -ie. The importance of ecisie and perdie goes beyond 
this, because we know a number of Etruscan instrument 
(especially vessel) names, with the formation of which it is 
possible to compare the terms in -ie. These instrument names 
are formed to nominal bases by the addition of a possessive 
suffix, -na or -ra, e.g.: ca-na 'monumentum, uf)pa' , cap-ra
'vessel', zave-na 'vessel1, daf-na '(drinking) vessel', di-
na 'vessel for water' (this interpretation for dina, up till
now thought to be a borrowing from Gr. SfvoQ, is from Dieter 
Steinbauer; see Rix (forthcoming b):$8.3), male-na 'mirror', 
oudi-na 'belonging to the tomb or grave, grave gift', fa£e- 
na 'bowl for porridge' (on faSena cf. supra; on the other 
terms see the glossary in Pfiffig 1969 and for the vessel 
names Colonna 1973-74), cf. ais-na 'belonging to a god, 
sacrifice'. From the use of -ie in Etruscan to form 
gentilicia to native Etruscan praenomina on the model of 
Etruscan gentilicia in -ie of Italic origin we can infer 
that in -ie the Etruscans recognized an element, with which 
gentilicia could be formed to praenomina, but not that they 
knew what -ie meant; they might conceivably, for instance, 
have thought that -ie meant ‘child; son, daughter', cf. the
Icelandic patronymics, e.g. Einar Hardarson 'Einar, the son
of Hordur', Gudrun J6nsd6ttir 'Gudrun, the daughter of J6n' . 
Since, however, the element -ie is used to form the ethnic 
kardazie and common nouns, we may assume that the Etruscans 
recognized in -ie the semantic equivalent of the native
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suffix -na. Hence it is possible to assume that the native 
Etruscan praenomina in -ie are in origin possessive 
adjectives to a nominal base; from spurie we can isolate a 
noun spur-.

4. Etruscan appellatives in *spur-

It is now time to consider the Etruscan appellative 
vocabulary in spur-. A nom. - acc. sg. spura* is 
reconstructed as the basis of the adjective spura-na and of 
the following attested forms of the noun: loc. spure- < 
*spura-i, gen. spural < *spura-la, abl . spures < *spurass < 
*spura-si-s (see Rix:1985a). The evidence is:

1. A phrase which forms a frequent conclusion to prayer in 
the liber linteus: Sacnicleri cilQl Spureri medlumeric enaS, 
'for the fraternity of the cilQ ( = arx?>, for the spura* and 
for the medium of ?' (for the interpretation of Sacnica as 
'fraternity' see Rix (forthcoming b)). Spureri is loc. 
Spure- plus the postposition ri 'for'.

2. tular Spural 'boundary of the spura*', which occurs on 
four cippi of recent date from Faesulae; on two cippi the 
phrase is abbreviated: Fs 8.2 tular Spural..., Fs 8.3 tular. 
Spural..., Fs 8.4 tular. Sp. . . . , Fs 8.5 tular. Spu. .. .

3. The abbreviation sp which appears on bronze weights and 
as an official stamp on tiles, designating both weights and 
tiles as the property of the spura* (Cristofani in: 
Cristofani 1985b:121>.

4. The "iscrizioni parlanti" Cl 2.27 (III; pithos) mi Spural 
'I (am the pithos) of the spura*; I belong to the spura*'; 
Urn 2.9 (rec: cassis aen.) mi spural 'I (am the cassis) of 
the spura*; 1 belong to the spura*'.
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5. The adjective spurana which is found 3 times in
combination with mar(u)nux/c in cursus honorum :

AT 1.171 (300-250) ... marunux: spurana: cepen: tenu...
Vs 1.179 (IV/III) ...marnux spurana: eprdnevc: tenve: ...
Ta 1.88 (II) ... marunuc: Spurana. ci tenu ...

marunux spurana, to take the form of AT 1.171, is the object
of tenu 'having held'; marunux designates the office of the 
maru. marunux spurana ... tenu = 'having held the office of 
the maru of the spura*'. Functionally equivalent is Ta 1.196 
(early III) ...spural. marvas. . . 'having been maru of the 
spura*', and AT 1.108 (rec.) ... spuredi...marunuxva ... 
tenu 'having held the office of maru in the spura*'. The
adjective spurana also occurs in AS 2.10 (rec.; bronze vase) 
mi. Spurana . talape, 'I (am) a talape (= vessel name?) 
belonging to the spura*' .

6. The locatives spuredi (see above) and spure- in Ta 1.17 
(200-150) ...tarxnald. spurem. lucairce. ... ’(he) was 
lucumo in Tarquinia in the spura*'; spurem is a new reading 
by Rix-Kouba (cf. supra).

It has long been recognized that spura* forms part of the 
Etruscan politico-institutiona1 vocabulary3t but only 
recently have the experts come to agree on a meaning 
'community, civitas'*. Earlier views that spura* was 
equivalent to Latin populus or urbs may be rejected since 
Rix:1984b recognized in Etr. rasna the equivalent of populus 
and Colonna:1966 in Etr. medium a territorial designation 
equivalent to urbs. Comparison with Sabellic (specifically 
Umbrian) terminology, in which touta designates the 
community and ocar its religious centre, suggests that cild, 
whose sacral character is indicated by Sacnicleri 
(Sacnicleri cildl, 'for the fraternity of the c.ild,y>, is 
equivalent to Umb. ocar, Lat. arx, and that spura* may be
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equivalent to Umb. touta. The meaning 'community' fits in 
each of the six usages identified above. For (2) <tular
Spural) one can add that in the alternative phrase tular 
ra£nal (Co 8.1 (II), cippus) 'boundary of the people', too
the human element is seen. For (3) (the abbreviation sp) it
is appropriate to quote Cristofani (loc. cit.): "sp
erscheint sowohl auf Bronzegewichten als auch als 
offizieller Stempel auf Ziegeln, so wie es griechische 
Stempel mit der Bezeichnung demosion 'offentlich' gibt". sp 
( 3 )  and mi Spural (4) designate the objects so inscribed as 
community property. The phrase from Ta 1.17 (6) is better
translated '(he) was lucumo amongst the community of 
Tarquini a ' .

5. The etymology of Etr. spurie

Since spurie is attested in Archaic Etruscan (i.e. before 
the operation of syncope in the fifth century) it is out of 
the question that spurie derives phonetically from **spura- 
ie '*one belonging to the community'. We now have, 
therefore, two nouns to consider: spur- (the base of spurie) 
and spura* 'community'. One may assume that spur- and spura* 
are related and that the longer formed is derived from the
shorter. A suffix *-a is not known in Etruscan, but there is
good evidence for a possessive suffix -ra (see above). Hence 
it is possible that spura* derives from spur- with the 
addition of the suffix -ra: *spur-ra > spura* with the
blending of -rr- > -r- or the single spelling of a double
consonant, cf. gent. velQura < *velQur-ra to the praenomen 
veldur. As a substantive in -ra, spura* may be compared with 
cap-ra, ma1ehv-ra and neda-ra- .

On the assumption that spura* derives from spur-, it is 
possible to say that spurie does not mean '(the one)
belonging to the community/spura*' nor indeed '(the one)
belonging to the popuius or urbs'. spurie is rather ’(the
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one) belonging to the s p u r . The precise meaning of spur- 
is unknown; the idea that spurie designates one member of 
the community is attractive but undemonstrable.

It is also conceivable that the name spurie was created by 
Italic speakers living in Etruria from an Etruscan base word 
and an Italic suffix. In this case one might assume that 
spurie 'one belonging to the community' derives from 
*spur(a)-ie on the model of *marc(o)-j_o, where the stem 
vowel is deleted <cf. Leumann 1977;#253b); spurie could have 
been the name for the first child of the foreign family born 
in Etruria.

The suggestion of Pisani and of previous scholars that 
spurie has the developed or specialized meaning 'son of an 
unknown father* may be rejected, not least because Lat. 
spurius is first attested in the second century A.D. <cf. 
supra). The Archaic Etruscan evidence shows that spurie was 
not used as an individual name to designate the son of an 
unknown father: Cr 3.9 (late VII) mini Spurie utas
muluvanice, 'Spurie, the son of Uta, presented me (a vase) 
as a gift'. The Etruscan name cannot have been borrowed into 
Latin with any connotation of 'bastard'.

The conviction that the Latin name is of Etruscan origin 
depends on the fact that an etymology is available for the 
name only in Etruscan; the name was created in Etruria by 
Etruscans or perhaps by Italic speakers. It cannot be 
assumed that Spurius is in origin a Roman praenomen because 
there is no Latin explanation available for a base noun 
*spur and because we cannot assume that Etr. spura- was 
borrowed into Latin. It remains theoretically possible that 
the name entered Latin via Oscan, but given the evidence of 
the gentilicia in -na, -n(i)us iSpurinna etc.) and of 
spurianas (La 2.3) this is unlikely; rather, the Oscan name 
was of Latin or independent Etruscan origin. The opinio
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communis attributes certain Etruscan origin to only one 
Latin praenomen, namely AuJus; to this with greater 
confidence than before we can now add Spurius.

Notes
1. The discussion in this chapter of Spurius and related 

onomastic forms draws on Reichmuth 1956, Rix 1972 and 
Salomies 1987. Reference is also made to Wilhelm Schulze 
1900.

2. Pfiffig 1969:287 suggests that el$ in the stele
inscription Vt 1.76 (550-450) mi el$ a-C J-rna£
re/u means 'Stele'. Agostiniani 1982:120, 191 is dubious 
of this interpretation, not only because the sequence 
el$ is a hapax, but also because the morphosyntax of the 
sentence is not transparent: after mi eli 'I (am) the
stele (sic)' one expects a name in the genitive, 
whereas the cognomen re/u shows that the lacuna bore a 
name in the nominative. Af 3. 1 (= NRIE 1042, Carthage,
VI B.C.) mi puinel kardazie ! els (p[ Jna may also
show the sequence els, if the new reading by Rix is 
correct. Since Af 3.1 is inscribed on an ivory tessera 
hospi tali s, this invalidates the suggestion that el$ 
means 'Stele'. It is interesting to note that an animal 
is depicted on each of the inscribed objects, on the
stele a horse (cf. Agostiniani 1982:120: "Stele a ferro 
di cavallo") and on the tessera hospital is a wild pig 
(cf. Buffa, NRIE 1042 (p. 292): "E probabi lmente un
amuleto. Da una parte vi 6 disegnato un cinghiale, dall'
altra vi & la scritta, ..."); at the present time at
least this does not aid an interpretation of el$/s.

3. See Baudoux 1943:181-184 and Breyer 1984:491-494; cf. 
also Giovanni Alessio, Osservazioni sui riflessi latini 
e sabini dell' etr. spur- 'citt&‘, Atti del Convegno di 
Studi sulla Cittd Etrusca e Italica Preromano, Bologna 
1970, 361-363, who suggests that Etr. s/Spur- =
pr)Tpdnok\Q in order to provide an explanation for
spurium, and Pisani 1981,1982. Baudoux, following 
Muller, Ernout, Kretschmer and Vetter, understands Etr. 
spur as "ville, cit6, 6tat" and interprets spurius as 
"enfant sans p6re connu, enfant public". For Breyer 
"Zugehorigkeit dieser EN zu etr. *£pura ‘Stadt* scheint 
gesichert, Zusammenhang mit lat. spurius liegt auf der 
Hand."

4. See Cristofani 1985b, Rix 1985a and 1986.
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Chapter III: Lat. SUBULO

Lat. subiilo ' f lute-player' is attested in two glosses: the
vowel quantities are ascertained from Ennius: Var.L.7.35
apud Ennium: 'subulo quondam marinas propter astabat
p l a g a s s u b u l o  dictus, quod ita dicunt tibicines Tusci: 
quodcirca radices eius in Etruria, non Latio quaerundae; 
Fest.. p . 402L subulo Tusce tibicen dicitur. itaque Ennius 
(Sat. 65): ‘ subtilo quon/dam m&rTnas/propter adstCrJa/bat.
pl£gas' . Otherwise the noun is attested as the cognomen of 
P. Decius Subulo Illvir <Liv.43.17 . 1). In this chapter it 
is demonstrated subiilo cannot be an IE term, as Bonfante 
1985 maintains, but is, as generally believed, an Etruscan 
loanword in Latin. The structure of the Etruscan source is 
analysed and its passage into Latin described.

1. The possibility of Indo-European origin

Lat. subCilo belongs to a group of masculine nouns in 
-<i)o, -(i)onis, most recently researched by Gaide 1988. The 
Latin suffix was inherited directly or indirectly 
(loanwords) from the PIE suffix *-h3 en-, *-h3 on- (> Gr.
- c o y / -  ovos, - o)v/-«vos), the original function of which was 
"peut-fctre de former des adjectifs d£substantivaux a valeur 
possessive accompagnant des substantifs portant le s6me 
«animd»"i ,cf . :

Av. pudra 'son, child' pudran- 'who has a son, father'
Skt. paksa 'wing' paksin- 'having wings, bird'
PIE *gt> om- 'earth, land' EL. *h&mo <> hdmdi , acc. hemonem,

homonem 'earthling, man', cf.
Osc. nom. pi. humuns.

Latin forms in -id, -ionis are the result of an ancient 
contamination of forms in -on- and in -io-.
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The PIE suffix is widely attested in the IE languages
(Sanskrit, Avestan, Greek, Germanic, Balto-Slavic, Gallic); 
it demonstrates a variety of functions, which are broadly 
described by Gaide as those which produce "d£riv£s
possessifs" (e.g. pudran-, Athenian month names such as 
Aijvaiov 'month of the Afjvaia', Greek and Gallic toponyms 
such as MapaQcbv (: p&padov) and Cularo "ville de 
concombres"^, Greek nouns "dGsignant un local" such as Horn. 
Xot\ xecov 'forge') and those which produce (secondary) 
"d6riv6s caractSr i sants" (e.g. Gr. xivrpcov "esclave qui
m6rite le x£vrpov", Goth, heimo 'cricket (insect)' which 
characterizes the heim 'house', Lat. curio "curion; celui 
qui preside a la curia").

The suffix -o, -onis in Latin normally carries a value of 
characterization, but can also be augmentative (e.g. sacco 
'money-bags, plutocrat') or have a diminutive value (e.g. 
senecio 'an old man').

It is not necessary to discuss in detail the Latin "d£riv£s 
caracterisants", since Lat. subulo is most obviously to be 
associated with a sub-group of "noms de metiers", but it is 
worthwhile listing the main categories and exemplifying them 
bri efly :

1. "noms de metiers" - see below.

2. "noms de fonctions" (desubstantiva1), e.g. epulo 'one who 
organizes the epulum (Iovis)' .

3. Appellatives (used as nicknames and in Comedy) and 
personal names (Roman cognomina) (deadjectival,
denominative, deverbative) based on a characteristic
personal quality or (usually) a characteristic bodily 
feature; their use is often pejorative. The difference 
should be noted between strictly 'possessive' denominativa
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and 'individualizing' deadjectiva. Examples are: edd
'glutton' to esse 'eat', Naso 'Big-nose' (Roman cognomen) to 
nasus 'nose', morio, 'buffoon* to morus-a-um 'foolish'.

The pejorative significance of these names in Latin depends 
upon Greek influence exercised through the genres of Comedy, 
farce and mime; no IE language except Latin and Greek knows 
this pejorative significance. Some of the Latin names are 
Greek caiques (e.g. Keqi&Xmv - Capitol or direct borrowings 
from Greek (e.g. ’Ay&B<*>v - Agat.hd'), but for the most part
the Latin names are "sobriquets imagines spontanfement" (cf. 
Fr. Grossetete, Engl. Harliss 'ear-less', Longbones 'long- 
legs'), although naturally based on the Greek type (see 
Gaide 1988:125, Lazzeroni 1963 and Reichmuth 1956:69-71).

4. Theonyms, formed with the substantivizing suffix 
variant *-h3 n-, which when added to a short vowel stem 
yields -Vn-, e.g. Bellona, Diana, Neptunus, Pomona, cf. 
Skt . IndranI 'wife of Indrah' and Lat. dominus < *dom-fi3 no- 
'he who has a dwelling/house'.

5. Instrument nouns (deverbativa, e.g. plso 'mortar' to 
pT(n)sere 'grind'.

6. Animal names, e.g.: crabrd 'hornet.' < *crasro < PIE 
♦KFsro" , cf. Lith. §ir$ud (for *Sir$ru6i, OHG. hornuz;

O
miis id, muss id 'cat' to mus; subulo 'yearling deer, pricket.' 
to subula.

Latin has very few "noms de metiers" in -<i)o, -(i)dnis\ the 
smallness of this group is to some extent concealed in 
Gaide's treatment by the fact that she tends to discuss 
these nouns together with those nouns which indicate "un 
metier ou une fonction" (see, however, p. 277: "au cours de
la latinit£ ce type a 6t6 d'une productivity r£duite; ce 
sont. les suffixes -tor et surtout. -arius qui (sur base
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substant. i vale) ont produit les noms des innombrables metiers 
dont Rome s'est enrichie"). The following "noms de metiers" 
of Latin formation (denominative or deverbative) are known 
(those of obscure/dubious origin are discussed briefly 
below):

Denomi nat i va
asel1 io (Ennodius, v. rare) 'vil Snier' to asinus 'ass, 
donkey'
1ibe 11io (Var., rare) 'dealer in books' to liber 'book' (on 
these two words see Gaide 1988:110, #1.2)
1 inteo (PI.-*-) 'weaver of, or dealer in, linen' to linteum 
' 1 i nen'
rnul i o (P1.+) 'mul e-dr i ver ' to niulus 'mule' 
pel 1io (P1+.) 'tanner' to pellis 'skin, hide' 
res t. i o (P1+.) 'dealer in rope' to restis 'rope'

Deverbat i va
accendo (Tert., hapax) 'one charged with rousing gladiators 
to combat' to accendere 'kindle, set on fire; rouse the 
f ee1ings, incite'
pol(1)io (Tarr.+, v. rare) 'soldier charged with polishing 
arms' to polTre 'polish'
scrTbo (Greg., v. rare) 'officer charged with enrolling 
soldiers' to scrTbere 'draw, write; register, enrol'

If Lat. subulo were of IE origin it would, therefore, be 
analysable in one of the following ways:

i ) as a Latin formation in -o, -onis, formed to a nominal
base, which is the object of the activity considered. In 
this case one would expect to find a noun *subul us/*s£ibul a 
'flute' attested in Latin. Lat. subulo is in fact totally 
lacking in derivatives and compounds. It is semantically 
unrelated to other Latin nouns in subul-/stibul-; these are:
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subulcus-i 'swineherd' isus + *bulcus, cf. bubulcus 'one who 
drives or tends cattle, ploughman')
subul a-ae 'shoemaker's awl' <suo + bula < -*d*> la
instrumental suffix)
subulo-onis 'stag at the stage when it has unbranched,
straight, pointed horns' isubula + possessive o)

ii) as a Latin formation in -o, -onis to a verbal base. This
theoretical possibility can be rejected on two counts. The
first objection is chronological: the known deverbal "noms
des metiers" in -o, -onis are late, Imperial formations,
while subulo is attested as early as Ennius. Secondly, if 
subulo were a deverbativum, this would presuppose the 
existence not only of a verb *subulare/*subulere 'play the 
flute', but also of a corresponding noun for 'flute'; there 
is no evidence for the existence of either form.

iii) as a loanword from an IE language, cf. Lat. tocullio,
which, like subulo, is an isolated form in Latin, but is to
be explained as a borrowing from Gr. troxuXXiov or
*Toxu\Xi(dv (to rdxoc); lat.ro < Gr. *X dtrpcov] arrabo < Gr. 
dppotP 6>v, itself a borrowing from Semitic, cf. Hebrew
'erabon; slpo < Gr. oicpcov. This theoretical possibility is 
ruled out since there is no form corresponding to subulo in 
any IE language.

iv) as a hybrid formation, cf. Lat. aulio 'flute player' < 
avX + id (C.G.L. II 26,36: auliones ; avXqrat) . Lat. subulo 
cannot be a Greco-Latin hybrid since a term of similar form 
for 'flute player' exists neither in Greek nor in any other 
IE language. Monteil 1970:177 suggests that subulo ("dont. le 
radical serait 6trusque") could be an Etrusco-Latin hybrid; 
this suggestion must be taken seriously.

That Lat. subulo cannot be analysed as IE suggests that it
is a loanword from a non-IE language.
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The (guarded) suggestion of Breyer (following Bertoldi; see 
Breyer 1984:496-498, cf. Gaide 1988:214,222) "daB etr. 
*sup(e)lu bzw. der zugrunde liegende Wortkern *sup(e)- auf 
lat. slbil- zuriickgeht" should be rejected once and for all; 
Breyer herself goes on to comment: " ...doch scheint die
Zuriickf lihrung von lat. subu!5 auf etr. Suplu aus 
kulturhistorischen Grunden die einzig vertretbare 
Ent1ehnrichtung darzustellen." Indeed any connection with 
sTbil- (sTbilus, sTbilare) is phonologically impossible and 
semantically most unlikely. The derivation Etr. suplu < Lat. 
subulo in Fleischhauer 1964:26 must be a simple mistake. 
More disturbing, especially as it was made so recently, is 
the objection of Bonfante 1985:203, who rejects the 
possibility that Lat. subulo is an Etruscan loanword on the 
grounds that it contains a voiced stop (he holds Tiberius 
and Suburra, however, to be of probable Etruscan origin!): 
"We must discard, first of all, all words that have a voiced 
stop (g, d, b): Etruscan had only voiceless stops (k, t,
p)". But Lat. -b- can in fact be readily derived from Etr. 
-p- in terms of either of two theories. Common to both is 
the view that the difference between the sound values of 
some Semitic and Greek letters invalidates the assumption 
that., since the Etruscans got their alphabet from the Greeks 
and Gr. n = /p/, Etr. p must also = /p/ (cf. Rix 1976:178; 
Sampson 1985:100).

The first theory, chiefly that of Devine 1974, is that 
Etr. -t.-, -c-, -p- tended to voice in contact with liquids
and nasals (cf. Lat. Pergomsna for Etr. percumsna etc.). 
Hence Etr. -p- > Lat. -b- in subulo would have occurred in 
the environment of -i-. The second theory, that of Rix 
1985a: #18, is that the Etruscan phonemes /t, k, p/ were 
pronounced as voiceless fortes at the beginning of a word 
and as voiceless lenes medially: "Stimmlose Lenes sind aber 
von den stimmlosen Fortes Ct, k, pi und von den stimmhaften 
Lenes Cd, g, b] des Lateinischen phonetisch gleich weit
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entfernt; die lateinische Transkription mit b, d, g ist also 
durchaus angemessen".

A further objection of Bonfante 1985:207 is that no Latin 
noun in -o, -onis need be Etruscan: "Nor do I see clearly
why the Latin words in -o, -onis (ludiones has ad!) should 
be Etruscan. The suffix -o, -5nis (habeo C s i c ! 3, etc., Naso) 
is very frequent in Greek (Strabon; Platon) and in 
Germanic." This objection is met below in a discussion of -u 
in Etruscan.

2. The Etruscan evidence

The assumption that subulo is in fact of Etruscan origin, on 
which scholarly opinion is almost unanimous, is based on:

a) the testimonies of Festus and Varro, given above. Lat. 
subulo is simply the rendering of the Etruscan word for 
'player on the double pipes'. The word is Latinized, but not 
fully absorbed into Latin, which has its own words for the 
'double pipe' (tibia) and the 'double pipe player' 
< tTbTcen).

b) the frequent depiction in Etruscan art (wall paintings, 
vases, bronzes, mirrors) of the double flute player, e.g. in 
the Tomb of Inscriptions (Tarquinia, 540-530 B.C.) and the 
Cardarelli tomb (Tarquinia, 520 B.C.)3. Hence it is natural 
to assume that there was a word in Etruscan for 'player of 
the double pipes'. The simple or single flute is also well 
represented in Etruscan art and the possibility that 
'subuld' in Etruscan was a general term for 'flute player' 
should be left open; the Romans may have learnt the Etruscan 
word from or about subulones who played the double flute.

c) the Etruscan personal name suplu/Suplu, which is attested 
as a family name but which must have been an old cognomen
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(see below). There are fourteen known attestations of the 
name, of which two are of archaic date. Thirteen of these 
names are recorded in ThLE:

1. AV 2.5 (VI/V)
mi lareceS Supelnat* dafna

2. Ru 2.7 (arc.) 
mi suplus

3. Vs 1.181 (IV/III)
suplu (the complete text, which is fragmentary before and 
after suplu, is not given)

4. Vt 1.145 (III)
mi. ma laris Suplu

5. Cl 1.86 (225-200)
danxvil: Suplini: Iar6iali6a: caeS dentinates: puia

6. Po 4.4 (II)
316. c. Is. velSu / 16 c / 16. Suplu 
4 ad. Suplu. Is. hasmuni

7. Vt 1 .108 (rec . ) 
lart: ensni: Suplnal

8. AS 1.502 (rec . )
* vel: suplni

9. Cl 1.2382 (rec . ) 
arnza: SupluniaS

10.C.1 1 .2383 (rec. ) 
arnza: SupluniaS
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11.Ru 2.25 (rec.) 
mi: larza: suplus

12.Cl 1.1967 (rec.)
mastrCeJ SupluCSJ lauCtniJ arCndalJ

The formation of Supelnas, f. Suplini (with anaptyxis), 
suplni, Suplnal is etymologically related to that of 
Suplu/suplu (both are family names), but is morphologically 
different. The formation is that of an individual name (on 
which, see below) + patronymic suffix -na; it is a genuine 
gentilicium. On the ending -u in Etruscan see below.

A fourteenth attestation, also of recent date, occurs in a
recently discovered inscription (Cl 1.2384); ad: Suplu:
lautni: vel&iS. a(rn>6 Suplu is a freedman (iautni) of a
vel&i, who adopted his slave name Suplu as his new 
gentilicium, cf. Cl 1.2511 ad. ticpile, a descendant of an 
earlier slave ticpile (= Gr. AicpiXoQ')* .

To these fourteen attestations should now be added TLE 447, 
an examination of which was prompted by Van der Meer ' s 
(1987:101) supposition that Etr. suvlu in this inscription 
equals Lat. subulo. The inscription is found on a small 
bronze statuette of a woman (prov. Montalcino, c. 150 B.C.), 
read as follows by Maggiani (REE 49, 40):

da: cencnei / dupldaS 
1. cazni- / SuvluSi zana menaxe

Maggiani provides a good photograph of the inscription, from 
which it seems clear that da ....dupldaS was inscribed by a
different hand than 1. . . .menaxe (i.e. there are two
inscriptions), and that SuvluSi (a hapax in Etruscan texts) 
should be reread as SupluSi; this proposal has been fully
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accepted by Helmut Rix (: personal communication). These two 
inscriptions are to be interpreted as follows :

i) Dedication (first line): '0a(nia) Cencnei (dedicated 
this) to duplda (a female demon of the underworld)'

ii) Production inscription (second line): cazni- (- = one
unidentifiable letter) can only be read as caznis (as in the 
reading given by Rix: AS 6.1); zana here designates the
statue; SupluSi is a locative to the genitive of Suplifi ; 
menaxe is the preterite passive form to men- 'produce' (: 
active ending -ce). The translation of the inscription 
depends on the interpretation of caznis, which could be 
ablative or genitive. The form could be an ablative since 
ablative and genitive have the same form when an /i/ 
precedes the genitive ending -s (i.e. when the stem is in 
-i), cf. Vc- 1.92 abl . tetnis < *t.etni s (i >s; in this case the 
translation of the inscription would be: 'the statue was
produced by L. Cazni in the (workshop) of Suplu'. The use of 
a cognomen (Suplu) as an individual name is precedented, cf. 
Fa 2.1 + 6.2 (c. 650): mi qutun lemausnaS ranazu zinace, 'I 
am the quton of Lemausna. Ranazu produced (me)'. 
Alternatively caznis could be a genitive dependent on 
1 ( arda1e). . .SupluSi, cf. Pe 3.3 (III/II) auleSi: me teliS:
ve: ve&ial: clenSi; in this case the translation would be: 
'the statue was produced in the (workshop) of L. Cazni 
Suplu'. If this second interpretation is correct, and it is 
favoured by the date of the inscription, then Suplu is 
attested here as a cognomen.

3. The Etruscan source of subuld

In the absence of an IE etymology for subulo, and in the 
light of the evidence of the glosses and Etruscan 
onomastics, subuld is one of the surest Etruscan loanwords 
in Latin. This conviction underlies the following discussion
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of the function of the ending -u in Etruscan and the 
morphology of the Etruscan source of the Latin word.

Firstly, however, one phonological problem should be 
mentioned, namely the difference in quantity between Etr. ti 
<stiplu) and Lat. u isubulo). Since there is no Latin 
precedent for **stibulo > subulo <cf. *mtikslos (Gr. pvx^6s) > 
mulus with compensatory vocalic lengthening for the loss of 
two consonants), Lat. subulo presupposes an Etruscan form 
in #sup~. In Neo-Etruscan there are no phonemic or even 
phonetic oppositions of vowel quantity. However, in archaic 
times vowels in the initial syllable were longer: the long u 
vowel of subulo shows the Latin word to be a pre-fifth 
century borrowing from Etruscan^.

In Etruscan -u is the ending of A) verbal nouns and B) the 
oldest type of cognomen. A) and B), which are closely 
connected, are discussed below:

A) Verbal nouns (see Rix 1985a:##13,53; Pfiffig 1969:#134). 
Verbal nouns are formed in Etruscan by the addition of -u (<
*-iia ?) to the verbal root (e.g. tur-, ces- etc.), the
preterite stem (e.g. alic-, zinac-> or a verbal abstract 
(e.g. zilaxnu). From intransitive verbs are formed verbal 
nouns (nomina agentis) of an active significance (a); from 
transitive verbs are formed passive participles (which can 
produce substantives), present (b) and past (c), and active
participles (d), which yield nomina agentis. These four
types are exemplified below:

a) zil- 'direct, preside'
zilu 'he who directs or presides'?
zilax 'presidency, magistracy'
zilaxnu 'he who has occupied the presidency, president'
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Jup- 'die'
lupu 'he who dies, is dead, dead man's

mar- '?'
maru 'an official'

b) mul- 'to present'
mulu '(the thing) being presented, a present'

tur- 'give'
turu '(the thing) being given, gift'
cf. turuce 'gave as a gift'

c) a I- 'give'
alice 'gave'
aliqu '(the thing) given, gift'

zinace 'produced, manufactured' 
zinaku '(the thing) produced'

*cerixe 'was constructed'
cerixu '(the thing) constructed, construction' 
cf. cerixunce 'built as a construction'

ces- 'lay' (or 'lie' ?)
cesu '(the thing) laid' (or 'lying' ?)9 

cf. ilucu "il rituale da compiere"
(tr. Rix 1985c:24; the finite verb is not attested)

d) tenu (= tenQasi 'geleitet. habend' 

zic- 'wr i te '
zicu 'the one writing, writer'
(Cl 1.320, zicu = Scribonius)
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ac- 'make'
acil 'thing made, opus'
#acil- 'make'
acilu 'the one making, maker; potter'

B) Cognomina (see Rix 1963:esp. 153ff.)
Cognomina in -u are the most important and the oldest type 
of Etruscan cognomina, with attestations from the sixth 
century onwards, e.g. arc. mutu, clevsu. Their use as 
gentilicia influenced the formation of gentilicia in -u, 
attestations of which are all recent; the formation of these 
gentilicia by the addition of -u to praenomina/individual 
names (e.g. veldur-u, vel-u, Qucer-u, Sertur-iO is
comparable to the typical formation of gentilicia (the old 
patronymics) in -na (praenomen + -na, e.g. veldur-na).

The cognomina on the other hand are based on appellatives 
(verbal nouns - nomina agentis, discussed above): "Ein
semasiologisch geeignetes Appellativum wurde als 
individue 11es Bezeichnung, also als Individua1 cognomen einer 
Person verwendet; der zunachst personlich gemeinte Beiname 
wurde dann vererbt. und damit zum Fami 1 iencognomen mit. der 
schon oft erwahnten Moglichkeit einer Weiterentwicklung zum 
Gentile"io. Rix gives an as example Etr. ma6u, which 
appears as an appellative in Pe 8.4 (rec.), but is elsewhere 
attested onomastically (three times as a cognomen and once 
as a gentilicium), cf. also Etr. adnu, an appellative in Pe 
1.1213 - lard SelvaSl adnu 'Lar0 the '?' of (the god)
Selvans' - and a personal name in Cl 1.1750. Nomina agentis 
are admirably suited for use as cognomina and it is as such 
that Etr. suplu is to be explained; "In dieser Umgebung kann 
schlieSlich auch die alte, von Schulze bestrittene Gleichung 
von Suplu und dem aus dem Etruskischen entlehnten lat.
subulo ' Flotenspi e 1 er ' G1 aubwtird igke i t beanspruchen ; das nur 
als Gentile belegte Cbut see now above on TLE 4473 Suplu
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miiSte dann altes Cognomen sein" (Rix 1963:190, cf. De Simone
1987:38).

On the evidence of the formation of Etruscan nouns in -u the 
base of the nomen agentis <> cognomen) suplu is to be 
explained as 1), 2), 3), 4) or 5):

intransitive verb
1) *supl- 'perform'

suplu 'he who performs, musician', specialized as
'flute-player '

_ )<2) *supel- 'perform' (cf. Supelnas)
*supelu 'flute-player' (supra vide)
(> suplu, i.e. 1) < 2))

transitive verb 
3) *supl- 

suplu
'play (an instrument)'
'player, musician', specialized as 
1 flute-player'

4) *supel- 
*supelu

'play (an instrument)' (cf. Supelnas) 
' flute-player' (supra vide)

(> suplu, i.e. 3) < 4))

5) *sup- 
*supi1

*supi1u

'play (an instrument.)'
'thing played, instrument', specialized as 
'flute' (cf. ac-, aciH 
' flute-player'

(> sup hr, 5) > 2),4) ?, see below)
(Since *supilu is a nomen agentis, one must assume the 
existence of a denominative verb *supil- formed from the 
nomen actionis (-» nomen rei actae) *supil 'playing'/ 
?'blowing' (-» concrete meaning 'instrument, flute'), so 
that *supilu is the 'player, blower; f1ute-p1ayer ' ) .
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A Latin form *subld (< Etr. suplu, options 1) and 3) above) 
would develop through the regular anaptyxis of a vowel 
between b and 1 to subuld, cf. tabula < tabola <CIL I 
583.15) < *tabla itableis, CIL 12 585.46). Since, however,
Supelnas is our earliest attested form, options 2), 4) or 5) 
are more likely. Etr. suplu retains then the vocalic length 
of the initial syllable (which carries the initial stress 
accent), not known in Neo-Etruscan, but which also shows in 
the syncope of e < suplu < tsupelu') the effects of the 
initial stress accent (cf. supra, #1.6.). Hence borrowing 
from Etr. suplu would be chronologically restricted to a 
time (c. 500-450 B.C.) postdating the height of Etruscan
cultural influence on Rome; for these reasons it is safer to 
reject options 1) and 3). Options 2), 4) and 5) should be 
explored; the evidence and therefore the arguments here are 
onomast i c .

Etr. Supelnas is, as stated above, a true gentilicium, 
formed from an individual name by the addition of the 
patronymic/possessive suffix -na, cf. acrienas (gen., AT 
2.6, VI) < aerie + -na (the individual name aeries (gen.) is 
attested in Vs 1.138 (rec.) eae: petrunie: aeries 'C. P. son 
of A.').

There are two categories of individual names: old individual 
name (-» praenomen) and cognomen. An old individual name may 
after the introduction of the gens system of nomenclature 
and the consequent reduction in the number of praenomina be 
found as a cognomen, cf. Lat. Tullus (praenomen: Tullus
Hosti1ius, the third king of Rome; gentilicium: M. Tullius 
Cicero; cognomen: L. Volcacius Tullus, consul 66 B.C.).
Hence a nomen agentis which is attested as a cognomen (e.g. 
TLE 447: SupluSi*.) or as a cognomen in the function of a
gentilicium may earlier have existed as an old individual 
name, which was as such a base for a gentilicium. After the 
introduction of the gens system, the individual name itself
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could have been used as a gentilicium
(1Vornamengenti1icium'); the cognomen itself could also 
have become a gentilicium.

The possibility exists, therefore, that from the gentilicium 
Supelnas one can isolate an old individual name *supelu 
(which may have meant 'flute-player'): *supelti + -na >
supelna-. Since AV 2.5 is dated to VI/V B.C. the loss of -tf- 
cannot easily be ascribed to the historic syncope of short 
vowels in non-initial syllables of the first half of the 
fifth century; indeed the retention of -e- in $upelna$ 
speaks against this and favours a sixth century date for the 
i nscr i pt i on.

The prehistoric loss of /e/ in the third syllable of a word 
between a post-vocalic liquid and /n/ (of the suffix -na) is 
known (see Rix 1985a:#13), e.g.:

ucrelnCasJ < uaele* (gen. uaeles) + -na
Vs 1 .74 (VI/V)

rumilnas < *rumile (‘Romulus') + -na
Vs 1.35 (VI)

rutelna <
Vs 1 .45 (VI )

rutile + -na

haCpJirnas < *hapire (> rec. hapre) + -na
Vs 1.68 (VI)

Examples of the retention of /e/ after a non-liquid are 
acrie-nas (AT 2.6, VI), vinuce-nas (Vs 1.126, arc.),
hJerme-nas (Vs 1.152, arc.), larece-nas (Vs 1.51, VI), 
t.arxvet.e-nas (Vs 1.3, VI).
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On the model of prehistoric uaele + -na > uoelna- etc. one 
could assume that supelna- derived from an old individual 
name *supele (which has nothing to do with suplu) + -na. 
Since neither an old individual name nor a praenomen nor a 
cognomen *supele is at any date attested, such an assumption 
would have no historical support.

More probable is that supelna- derives from *supelti + -na 
with the prehistoric loss of /u/ between post-vocalic /l/ 
and /n/. The loss of /u/ under these conditions is not 
otherwise attested, but this is not particularly troubling 
since a) the retention of /u/ under these conditions is 
likewise not attested and b) less than one tenth of Etruscan 
texts are archaic. Moreover the hypothesis that supelna- 
derives from *supelu-na is supported by the attested forms 
rec. suplu etc., for which one can assume the loss of /e/ in 
the fifth century : suplu < supelu. If the reading of the
archaic inscription Ru 2.7 - suplus - is correct, this would 
confirm the existence of an individual name suplu in Archaic 
Etruscan. This name could be an abbreviated form for 
*supelu, cf. vlus (Cl 1.1998, 1.2583) for velus (see
Bonf ante 1988 ) .

A third but unlikely possibility should also be mentioned, 
namely that Supelna- derives from an individual name *supel 
(cf. venel) + -na. *supel is not attested, cf. on *supele 
above. Hence of the three theoretically possible 
morphological explanations of the form §upelna§ -

Supelna- < *supelu-na
or *supele-na
or ^supel-na

- the first is the most probable.
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On the basis of Supelna's the archaic appellative (-> 
individual name) *supelu can be reconstructed, which is the 
probable source of Lat. subulo. In this case it is not 
necessary to hypothesize an Etruscan form *sup<o>lu nor to 
assume that an Etr. suplu yielded Lat. subuld through 
anaptyxis. Instead:

Etr. *supelu > Lat. *subelo > subulo

Here -21- develops regularly to -HI- in open medial 
syllable, cf. Siculus = ZixekdQ etc. The adaptation of 
*subelo to Latin morphology will have introduced the 
Etruscan word into Latin as an -o, -onis noun (it is certain 
that *hemo, hemonis was known to pre-fifth century Rome). It 
is possible that the Romans knew not only Etr. *supelu but 
also supelna- (cf. velQuru - velQurna); this may have 
facilitated adaptation in -o, -onis'* . It is not necessary 
to assume with Monteil that the Latin word is a hybrid.

Further analysis of the form *supelu is possible, viz. that 
it is derived from or is a variant form of a *supilu, the 
morphology of which was explained above. A fifth century 
development /i/ > /e/ (conditions: /a/ or /e/ in the 
following syllable; no /z/ precedes) has been recognized for 
Etruscan (Rix 1985a: #9), e.g. arc. ita > rec. eta, arc. 
piQe- > rec. peQe; /i/ remains for instance in avil, cicu,
zilad. Etr. rutelna (VI) < *rut.elena < rutile (Ta 6.1, VII) 
-na suggests either a) that /i/ > /e/ occurred also in pre
fifth century Etruscan or b) that rutile had a variant 
unattested form *rut.ele. Even if a) were true, the 
development could not simply be invoked ad hoc in a case 
where the following vowel is /u/; *supilu > *supelu could 
only be assumed upon the analogy of a form such as pi . 
*supiler > *supeler. Option b), i.e. that *rutele existed 
next to rutile and *supelu next to *supilu, is the simpler 
and more satisfactory account. The instability of i/e is
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further demonstrated by udile <Cr 3.1, mid VII), gen. u&iles 
<Cr 2.64, VI) next to gen. uoeles (Vs 1.98, 1.108, VI/V).

Since a variant form may only have existed in the 
gentilicium and not in the nomen agentis (cf. acilu, never 
x+acelui - i.e. *supilu-na > *supilna, *supelna - a further 
possibility arises, viz. that the Latin word is a direct 
borrowing from Etr. *supilu: Etr. *sunilu > Lat.
*subilo/*subelo > *subulo (see above on -&1- > -til-, also 
Sommer-Pfister 1977:#55, and compare Lat. monumentum next to 
EL. mon imen t umi.

The account given here of the Etruscan origin of Lat. subuld 
is satisfactory at the morphological and phonological 
levels, and is the most attractive account available. It 
falls short of certainty only at the semantic level since it 
is strictly impossible to demonstrate that Etr. *supl- meant 
'play' or 'perform' or that Etr. *sup- meant 'play1.

That Lat. subuld is an Etruscan loanword must now be in very 
little doubt. It is one of the two earliest attested (Enn.) 
"noms de metiers" in -d, -onis (the other is agasoi and must 
have formed part of the vocabulary of Rome from at least the 
end of the sixth century. The same is almost certainly true 
for Lat. lucumo (see below). Lat. subuld is to all intents 
and purposes attested only once in Latin, namely in the line 
from Ennius' Saturae preserved by Varro and Paul. Fest. It 
cannot have been a well-known word and certainly never came 
to be used as a synonym of tibicen. Although the Etruscan 
word is adapted to Latin phonology and morphology, it was 
probably always regarded as a foreign term; it should 
strictly be classed as a foreign word rather than as a 
1oanword.

(It should perhaps remain open to question whether such 
Latin words of Etruscan origin have not influenced the
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formation of the four earliest attested <P1.) Latin "noms 
de metiers" in -o, -onis; this could in part explain why
the type is not productive. Alternatively the lack of 
productivity of the suffix for "noms de metiers" is perhaps 
due to the pejorative significance of the majority of the 
Latin formations in -o, -onis, Moreover one would expect 
words for 'mule-driver' etc. to have existed in sixth 
century Rome and their existence (alongside *hemo"> may have 
influenced the adaptation of the Etruscan word.)

4. Some other Latin terms in -o, -onis

Breyer 1984 supposes Etruscan origin or influence for 
another seventeen Latin terms in -o, -onis. These nouns 
cannot be discussed in detail here, but a few notes may be 
made. The unreliability of Breyer's results is indicated by 
her assumption of Etruscan origin or mediation for the 
native Latin terms ago (Breyer 1984:300, cf. Gaide 1988:144- 
5), bucco (Breyer 362-3, cf. Gaide 122-3), fulJo (Breyer 
398, cf. Gaide 208, Rix 1963:191 ), 1inteo (Breyer , cf.
Gaide 109-110), posti1io (Breyer 897). Breyer's proposal 
(33"-8> that Lat. agaso is connected with Etr. ac- 'make' is 
semantically dubious. Moreover one cannot easily accept 
agaso as an Etruscan loanword because Etruscan did not have 
long vowels in non-initial syllables (except in loanwords 
such as prumade < Gr. IJpopoiQevQ') . Intervocalic -s- indicates 
foreign origin, but the source language remains sub iudice 
(cf. Gaide 219). The best etymology for Lat. hel1uo (Breyer 
410, Gaide 139) still appears to be that of Paul . Fest.. p . 88L 
(heluo dictus CestJ inmoderate bona sua consumens, ab 
eluendo; cui aspiratur, ut aviditas magis exprobretur; fit 
enim vox inci t. i at i or) . From the verb eluo we would expect a 
derivative *eluo, -onis or, by the iittera rule, *elluo, 
-onis. We might consider whether *elluo has not been 
reshaped to helluo to make it 'sound' Greek (? perhaps with 
contamination with (h)elleborosus (< Gr . £\\£fopor + osus)
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'in need of hellebore, insane'). Sub iudice remain the 
etymologies of caupo (Breyer 83-6; 249-50, Gaide 217-8),
cocio (Breyer 647, Gaide 221), dpilid (Breyer 317-8, Gaide 
210-11), mu to (Breyer 449-52, Gaide 253) and tolenno (Breyer 
526, Gaide 252). For vespilid neither Breyer 335-6 nor Gaide 
217 refer to Calvert Watkins, A Latin-Hittite Etymology, Lg 
45, 1969, 235-242, who argues that the Latin term is cognate 
with Hitt. waSpaS 'clothes'. Lat. hi sirio need not be 
considered here, if, starting from Etr. hister (attested 
only in Latin; perhaps the plural of *histe')f the Romans 
created this form on the model of ludio, cf. Liv.7.2.6 
vernaculis artificibus, quia ister Tusco verbo ludio
voc.abatur, nomen histrionibus inditum, V.Max.2.4.4 quia
1udius apud eos (sc. the Etruscans) hister appellatur, 
scaenico nomen histrionis inditum es£i2. Lat. 1ucumo is by 
common assent the Latinization of an Etruscan personal name, 
which was originally a title meaning 'king' (see Breyer 699- 
701); the use of lucumu as a cognomen in Neo-Etruscan (see 
AH 1.11) may be compared to the use of Rex (i.e. rex 
sacrorum) as a Roman cognomen (cf. below under SATELLESi. 
The official title maru used by the Etruscans and the
Umbrians, and attested as the cognomen of the poet Vergil 
(: Mard), was, despite Olzscha 1961:484-5, in origin an
Etruscan title, which in Umbrian replaced the native title 
uhtar (see W. Borgeaud, Fasti Umbrici, Ottawa 1982, 43-44,
cf. E. Campanile; C. Letta, Studi sulle magistrature
indigene e municipale in area italica, Pisa 1979, 86: "in
una fase piti antica gl i Umbri subiscono l'influsso etrusco, 
riflesso nel1'assunzione dei marones"); indicative of 
Etruscan origin is also the occurrence of the title in 
Lemnian (: mara$-m, see Rix 1968:222, Agostiniani 1986:25). 
Lat. m. lend is usually explained as a secondary formation 
to f. lena (see WH), which may be a borrowing from Gr. Xqviq 
(perhaps reshaped to lena to avoid confusion with the adj. 
lenisi. For Gaide 220 the etymology of lend is "complet^ment. 
inconnue", whereas Breyer 423-4 prefers an Etruscan origin
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on the basis of the recent cognomen f. lenui (Cl 1.1923). 
From lenui one can reconstruct m. *lenu\ *lenu, in origin a 
nomen agentis of unknown meaning, as the source of Lat. lend 
is arguable only if we assume that the borrowing was early 
(cf. above on the long vowel in the initial syllable of 
subulo). The Romans probably knew another Etruscan nomen 
agentis in -u, namely q)ersu, of which a derivative survives 
in Lat. persona; only if the Romans knew *perso (< Etr. 
cpersu) can one explain the o of persona. The origin of (persu 
is disputed (see De Simone 1970:293-98, Rix 1976:182, 
Szemer6nyi 1975:954-57)13. Hence lucumo, probably *perso and 
perhaps lend are parallels for the borrowing of subulo from 
an Etruscan nomen agentis in -u.

Notes
1. Gaide 1988:208; see also 17-35; cf. Leumann 1977:#322. 

Karl Hoffmann (Ein grundsprachliches Possessivsuffix, 
MSS 6, 1955, 35-40), who recognized the possessive
value of this suffix, left open the 'Farbe' of the 
laryngeal, i.e. -Hen-, -Hon-, -Hn-. Gaide considers 
its reconstruction as scarcely possible and refers 
only to the theory of J. Haudy (La derivation en indo- 
europeen, IG 8, 1981, 3-11), in which -Hi e/on-
represents the instrumental singular ending in -H\ 
plus the "suffixe d 'appartenance" *-e/on-, with which 
she is rightly not satisfied (: "Cette th£orie,
difficile, n'est. pas n£cessaire .... II ne semble pas 
que J. Haudry ait traite des noms de lieux ou des 
autres series motiv£es"). It can, however, be 
demonstrated that the laryngeal of the suffix was h3 . 
Eric Hamp (Palaic l)a-a-ap-na-aS 'river', MSS 30, 1972, 
35-37) in consideration of forms in Indo-Iranian, 
Baltic, Hittite, Celtic and Italic, reconstructs a 
simplex form *Ha ap- 'running water' and a derivative 
in -Hon-, *Haap-Hon- '(that) having running water; 
river'. The Celtic forms - OIr. aub (< *abo), acc. sg. 
abinn, Wei. afon, Corn, and Breton avon - are of most 
interest since their underlying stem must be *abon-, 
the -b- of which is to be analysed as a phonetic 
product of *-pH-, cf. Lat. amnis which could be 
derived from *abnis. Hamp, who refers to the parallel 
provided by PIE *peh3 , does not himself assign a 
colour to the laryngeal, but since ' T + ti3 D' the 
PIE possessive suffix must have been -h3 on-, -hjen-,
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-h3 n-, cf. *pi-ph3 -e-t.i > late PIE *piboti > Skt. 
pibati, Lat. bibit (see Mayrhofer 1986:143-144). Hence 
*h2 ep-h3 on- > *ti2 ap-h3 on- > *h2 abon- > abinn, 
(Stratford-upon-)Avon etc.

2. Vendryes, MSL 13r 1905-6, esp. 387-389.
3. See Thuillier 1985:123; M. Moretti, Nuovi Monumenti

95ff. <n. 809). There are numerous examples in
Thuillier 1985.

4. For parallels see Rix 1963:353. arnza: §uplunia§ (Cl
1.2382, 1.2383) 'Arnza, (son) of Suplunia' too is
probably not free born, but the son of a slave.

5. See Rix 1985a: #4. A parallel to §uplu£i is the 
production stamp AT 6.2, 6.3 serturiesi "(hergestel1t) 
in der (Werkstatt) des Serturie".

6. See Rix 1985a: §f 8,9 on the quantity of the Etruscan 
vowel. For the conditions under which short vowels in 
Latin are lengthened see Sommer-Pfister 1977: #83.

7. On zilu, of which there is just one attestation (Stele 
Ducat.i 137, Bologna, 450-420 B.C.), see Rix 1984a. The 
rarity of zilu, formed directly to the verbal base, 
and translated by Rix as "quello che dirige o 
presiede", is probably to be explained by the fact 
that, the man died in office.

8. The suggest, ion of A. W. F. Holleman (Li verpool
Classical Monthly 12.1, Jan. 1987, 12) that Lat. lupus 
'wolf1 is to be connected with Etruscan lupu 'dead' is 
untenable: "The phenomenon Ci.e. Ennius' use of lupus
femina for the she-wolf] becomes much less puzzling if 
indeed lupus was a derivative from, or rather the 
Latinization of, Etr. lupu, for this word too, in the 
funerary inscriptions, is used both for women and for 
men". The connection lacks a semantic motivation. In 
an earlier article (Lupus, Lupercalia, lupa, Latomus
44, 1985, 609-614) Holleman argues unpersuasive1y that 
the festival of the Lupercalia, which may have been of 
Etruscan origin and in which the luperci dressed in 
wolf skins and represented dead ancestors, provides 
sufficient evidence for the Etruscan origin of Lat.
lupus. The Latin word has a perfectly good IE 
etymology, and Holleman's theory should be 
categorically rejected; he presents it also in AC 55, 
1986, 324-27 (non vidi).

9. Pfiffig 1976 (cf. Pfiffig 1969:fl34) considers ces- to
be intransitive ("liegen") and cesu (on the basis of 
the alternation between lupu "verschieden" and lupuce 
"verschied") to have the function of a finite verb. 
Hence he translates for instance Ta 1.205 lard: 
velxas: Bui: cesu as "Larth Velchas hier liegt". This 
conveys the sense of the inscription, but its basic 
meaning need not involve an intransitive verb
(: 'Larth Velchas (is the one) lying here'). Instead
the basic meaning can be rendered by a transitive verb 
(: 'Larth Velchas (is the one) having been laid
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here'); that ces- is transitive is favoured by 
comparison with the Roman burial formula hie situs.

10. Rix 1963:192. It is also possible that some cognomina 
in -u may have been deadjectival, e.g. cicu = 
'crassus' (?), cf. crespe = 'crispus' (see Rix 
1963:190).

11. Borrowing from fsupelna itself, for which a somewhat 
ad hoc phonological explanation might be offered 
- *supelna > Lat. *subeln- > *stibuln- (cf. *p£reelsus 
> perculsus) > tsubulon- (with adaptation to Latin 
morphology) - must be rejected for semanto- 
morphological reasons: an Etruscan gentilicium and -na 
noun cannot develop into a Latin common -n stem noun.

12. cf. Gaide 1988:223, who argues that histrio is an 
Etrusco-Latin hybrid. Szemer6nyi 1975 argues that Lat. 
hister - histrio - histricus are borrowed via Etruscan 
from Gr. fcrr op - icropiov - icrop ix6q ; his theory 
(which cannot be reported here in detail) implies a 
theatrical or pre-threatrical use of the Greek terms 
of which there is no trace in historical Greek. 
Serious objections to Szemer£nyi's theory are i) the 
assumption that Gr. -Top > Etr. -ter, not otherwise 
attested, is highly questionable, ii) the adj. 
histricus used by Pl.Roen.4 (imperator histricus)-, 44 
(pro imperio histrieo) is probably a pun on histrio, 
but a derivative of Histria or Histri (cf. Gal 1 icus, 
Purlieus) with military overtones.

13. Two attestations of (persu are known (Ta 7.4, 7.11;
550-500), both beside paintings of masked men in the 
Tomba degl i Auguri. It is generally held that (persu 
'masked performer' is a borrowing from Gr. npdoonov 
'mask'; one must assume i) that the final sequence 
-7rov is removed (cf. Etipona > evru) , perhaps because 
the Etruscans interpreted it as a postposition (Helmut 
Rix: personal communication; see Rix 1985a:#35 on the 
Etruscan postposition -pi), and ii) the development 
npdoo- > *prosu- > *persu. Szemer6nyi assumes that 
persona is borrowed via Etruscan from npdoonov, but 
rejects that either form is connected with Etr. (persu. 
He assumes n pdcronov > *persopna > persona, but 
provides arguments for neither Gr. -1rov > Etr.
-pna nor Etr. /-opna/ > Lat. -ona. There is no reason 
to suppose that the Etruscans would analyse npdoonov 
as np6oon-ov and then replace -ov with the possessive 
suffix -na, cf. Gr. A f/xvQov > Etr. *lexutum > lextum-. 
The alternative option is to assume that Etr. (persu 
'performer, (specialized as) masked performer' is a 
native term, from which *(persuna 'that which belongs 
to a masked performer, mask* was derived by the 
addition of -na. S. Underhill Wisseman, The 
Archaeological Evidence for the Etruscan Games, Diss., 
Bryn Mawr 1981, 285-290, discusses masked performers
in Etruscan art.
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Chapter IV: Lat. POPULUS

This chapter presents the case for the Etruscan origin of 
Lat. populus. In an introductory section the primary 
significance of the Latin word is considered; it is 
concluded that this was probably 'army' and not 'people'. It 
is important to establish the original meaning of populus, 
not only because semantic as well as morphological and 
phonological factors play a role in assessing the 
possibilities of IE or Etruscan origin, but also because if 
populus 'people' is, in the words of Momigliano (JRS 1963) 
"of Etruscan origin, this would indicate a considerable 
influence of Etruscan political notions in Rome". Since the 
evidence for an original meaning 'army' is persuasive but 
not absolutely conclusive, in subsequent sections of the 
chapter an original meaning 'army' is regarded as very 
likely but the possibility of an original meaning 'people' 
is left open. A second main section deals with the earliest 
attestations of populus and publicus; the earliest known 
form of the noun in popl-, which is confirmed by onomastic 
evidence, forms the base of subsequent discussion; the 
theory, which has been rejected recently, that publicus 
arose from contamination with *pubicos is reaffirmed. In a 
third section the possibility of an IE origin, viz. that 
populus is a reduplicated noun, is considered and found 
unsatisfactory on semantic, phonological and morphological 
grounds. Finally, the Etruscan evidence is considered; 
previous reconstructions of an Etr. *puple or *puplu on the 
basis of onomastic evidence are rejected, but the source of 
Lat. populus is tentatively identified in a new etymology of 
the toponym pupluna.
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1. The original meaning of populus

Some of the few occurrences of Lat. populus in Old Latin 
texts indicate a meaning 'army' for the noun, but this could 
be a survival of the original or a secondary meaning of 
poplo-. The most frequently cited evidence is pilumnoe 
poploe ( = CL. pilumni populi, with -oe > -oi > -7) from the 
Carmen Saliare (Paul. Fest.p .224L), a ritual hymn sung by the 
Salii, priests in the service of the war god Mars or 
Quirinus, who performed ritual dances in war dress: 
pilumnoe poploe in carmine saliari Romani, velut pilis uti 
assueti: vel quia pracipue pell ant hostis. One can also cite 
a line from Ennius' tragedy Achilles', when Agamemnon wishes 
to address those under his command, he calls on the herald 
to quieten them: exsurge, praeco; fac populo audientiam,
'Up, herald; get me a hearing with the troops' (tr. 
Warmington 1 9 6 7 : 2 1 9 ) .  The usual meaning of populus in Old 
Latin texts is 'people', e.g. Ennius, in his poem to Scipio 
Africanus, tells how after Scipio's victory at Zama in 202 

B.C. the Roman people offer him rewards and wish to set up 
monuments in his honour: quant am statuam faciet populus
Romanus/ quantam columnam quae res tuas gestas loquatur?, 
'How great a statue, how great a pillar, will the Roman 
people make, such as will tell of your great deeds?' (tr. 
Warmington 1 9 6 7 : 3 9 9 ) .

Other factors, however, suggest that the original meaning of 
p o p u l u s  was 'army'. We may begin with the question of what 
word for 'people', if any, was replaced by populus.

The PIE word *tejjtah2 ' (Menge), Volk' , formed to the root 
*t.eu- 'swell', is confined largely to the Western branches
of IE (Italic, Celtic and Germanic), where it is widely
attested, e.g. Osc. touto 'civitas', Marr. toutai, S.Pic.
tout.a, tutas, Umb. tota-m, Ven. teuta; OIr. tuat.h 'tribe,
people, country', Wei. tud 'people, country'; OHG. diot.
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'people', OE. peod. It is also attested in Pers. toda 
'mass, mob' and in the Baltic languages: Latv. t&uta
'people', OLith. tautA 'people', OPruss. tauto 'land'. The 
word is noticeably missing from Greek, which attests, 
however, the derivative TevrapiSao (Horn. II.2.843); Latin 
preserves the form but not the meaning in totus 'all, whole' 
(see Szemer6nyi 1962), cf. also Lat. tumere, turgere. 
Noticeable also is the fact that a word for 'people' formed 
to the PIE root *pel- 'fill; full' survives only in Latin 
<plebes), Greek inkffQoQ) and Germanic, which is the only 
language group to attest both nouns for 'people' (< *teu- 
and *pei-). Germanic preserves *teirtah2 initially for
'people' (OHG. diot, Goth. piudas 'nation', Germ. 
Deut.sch( 1 and)) and employs *pl-go- for 'army' (see below). 
From this we can infer that *teutah2 and *ple-dh-/ *pl -go- 
were very similar in meaning, that the individual IE
languages as a rule continued only one of the two forms and
used only one word for 'mass, people'.

In Latin this one word was plebes (5th declension; the 
younger form plebs (consonant stem) is attested since 
Hemina) 'multitude, people', which underwent a restriction 
in meaning to the exclusion of the patricians only after the 
rise of the patrician class, either in the late monarchy, or 
more likely, in the early Republic, when the distinction 
between a plebeian and a patrician class became strong. Lat. 
populus existed at least in the sixth century, if not 
earlier, i.e. at a date when plebes was the general term for 
'people' and when another term would have been superfluous; 
for this reason populus, irrespective of whether it is of IE 
or non-IE origin, is more likely to have originally meant 
'army' than 'people'.

Under a probably late fourth or early third century re
organization traditionally ascribed to Servius Tullius the 
adult male citizenry (= the army) was divided into five
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(infantry) classes on a timocratic basis, i.e. the five
classes were graded according to wealth and the capacity,
therefore, of individual citizens to purchase more or less 
elaborate arms (see CAhP VII.2, 1989, 103-4 (A. Momigliano); 
163-168 (A. Drummond)). From our knowledge of the voting
order in the comitia centuriata in the later Republic we 
know that the first classis was made up of 70 centuriae, the 
second to fifth classes together of 100 centuriae; in 
addition there were 18 centuriae of equites, who voted 
first, four of musicians and craftsmen and one of 
proletar i i/ capite censi. The five classes had, therefore, 
almost all the voting units. Since even in the later 
Republic the first class was referred to as the classis and 
the other classes as infra classem, there is good reason to 
believe that the 'Servian organization' is a re-elaboration 
of an earlier, pre-republican system, in which there was a 
distinction only between classis (the hoplite infantry) and 
infra classem (auxiliary, light-armed troops); the cavalry 
were the richest individuals (a set number) of the classis. 
The classis, that is the 'hoplite' classis, in early Rome 
was quite possibly introduced in the late sixth century, 
perhaps by Servius Tullius (see D.W. Rathbone, The census
qualifications of the assidui and the prima classis,
forthcoming in a memorial volume for P.W. De Neeve).

Historians on the whole agree that populus was the original 
classis of assidui, viz. those with the wealth
qualifications to arm themselves, who in return had major 
voting rights in the then crucial assembly the comitia
centuriata; this is what in Greek terms we would call a 
'hoplite democracy'. The existence of the term populus 
beside classis may be explained only if the terms are not 
synonymous; an account of the populus which stresses that it 
was comprised of the equites, the classis (the richer
assidui = the hoplites) and the poorer assidui (= the light
infantry) may be preferred (see Rathbone:op.cit.). Lat.
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plebes, on the other hand, meant the whole citizen body, 
even when first patricians and later senators pretended to 
be above it, cf. Gr. SfpioQ 'the (whole) citizen body', which 
the upper classes also often used to mean 'the (lower class) 
people'. After the attempt by the patricians to define 
themselves as an 61ite, plebes acquired a new 'popular' 
meaning, as, for instance, in tribuni plebis (when opposed 
to patricli), but still, in sense, meant 'the whole people'. 
Hence from the start populus meant both '(hoplite) army 
members' and '(hoplite) assembly members', so that the 
'shift' in meaning to 'people' (as in SPQR) in the sense of 
the politically active citizen-body is not surprising; it 
had probably taken place by the end of the fourth/ early 
third century, i.e. following the Struggle of the Orders and 
the expansion of the Roman army to include poorer citizens 
as armed men.

By the time of Plautus and Ennius populus is used to mean 
'people, nation', that is the state in its legislative and 
judicial power (cf. Serv.A .1.148: et quidem 'populum' tot am
clvitatem, 'vulgum' vero plebem significari putant), and as 
a general term 'populace, multitude'. It is, however, found 
as a distinct term from plebes in the formula populus 
plebesve; the populus - plebes contrast is earlier than the 
patricii - plebes distinction. Views on the original meaning 
of the phrase populus plebesve differ. Momigliano (p. 104)
represents those who believe that the phrase separates the 
notion of 'army' (.populus) from that of 'citizen body'
(plebes) and "may go back to a time at which few, if any,
plebeians managed to enter the classis", i.e. he makes the
equation plebes = infra classem, for which there is no
direct evidence. Drummond (p. 166) represents another line
of thought, when he argues that the pairing may "be a later 
pleonasm deriving from the use of 'populus' and 'plebs' for 
the centuriate and plebeian assemblies respectively." 
Contextual evidence suggests in fact that populus plebesve
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is shorthand for 'voters of the comitia centuriata' and 
'voters of the plebeian assembly'f cf. Cic.Balb.33 quod 
populus plebesue sanxit, Cic. Fam. 8.8.5 ; we may assume that 
the formula is of early date since it contains the form 
plebes rather than plebs.

The dictator in the Republic, appointed when serious wars 
arose (but also to deal with political and civil crises), 
was in earlier times called magister populi (cf. 
Cic.Rep.1.40.63 , Fin.3.22.75, Leg. 3.3.9; Liv.2.18,5;
Var.L.5.82), cf. Drummond (p.191): "the office was
specifically military in purpose". Since he appointed a 
deputy called the magister equitum to control the cavalry, 
the magister populi must have been in charge of the 
infantry. The title magister populi was invented, probably 
after the 'hoplite' reform, when the infantry was the key 
section of the army. The title does not confirm that 
populus originally meant 'infantry army', for, strictly 
speaking, the equites were part of the populus and under the 
command of the magister populi, although they were in 
practice commanded by his subordinate; populus meant 'the 
(whole) army'. One may only speculate whether the magister 
populi was originally the vicarius of the king or a title of 
the king himself.

Robert Palmer 1970:217 cautiously suggests that, if there is 
any truth in the emperor Claudius' identification of Servius 
Tullius with the Etruscan hero Macstarna (ILS 212), then 
Servius Tullius himself once held the title of magister 
populi either at some troubled period during the reign of 
Tarquinius Priscus (when the king was absent from Rome, 
aged, or injured, cf. D.H.3.65.6, who relates that 
Tarquinius Priscus put Servius Tullius at the head of the 
Latins and other allies against the Sabines) or just before 
his own kingship (when Tarquinius Priscus was dead and 
Servius Tullius held office as magister populi shortly
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before being chosen as king). Most scholars accept that 
macstrna was the Etruscan equivalent for magister, probably 
as in magister populi (see Cristofani 1985b:126, Pallottino 
1979:7; cf. the office macstrev- (see #1.7.)), but it is not 
clear whether the Etruscan tradition has 'forgotten* the 
hero's identity and retained his title or whether there was 
a man called Macstrna after the title (cf. the Roman 
cognomina obtained from the names of the higher magistrates 
such as Aedilis, Censor (see Kajanto 1965:316-17)).

In confirmation of the primary (known) significance 'army' 
for populus consideration may now be given to: Lat.
popular!, -are (de-)\ Umb. poplo--, popl i fugia\ Juno 
Populon(i)a; Poplicola; words for 'army/people' in other IE 
1anguages.

Various scholars have used the verb (de)popula- 'devastate, 
lay waste' to argue that the original meaning of populus was 
i) 'people' or ii) 'army' (cf. WH II,339f.). The most common 
argument for i) is that if populus = 'people' then an 
apparently satisfactory explanation of depopula- as 'de
people, de-populate' (cf. Germ. entvolkerni' presents 
itself. EM suggest that popula- might be a back formation 
to depopula-. A.J. Pfiffig suggests (see Breyer 1984:300) 
that popular! means "zum Volkseigentum machen". The 
argument for ii) is expressed by De Simone 1981:100, who 
argues that popula- is a denominative verb with the meaning 
"«agire come una armata» (> «devastare»)", for which he 
finds a parallel in Germ, verheeren from Heer.

It is not uncommon for the same word to be used for 'people' 
and 'army', where the 'army' is simply the 'people at arms': 
these words, known in a number of languages, are discussed 
below. A consideration, however, of the nature of 
denominative verbs and the relationship between popula-
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and depopula- seems to assure an original meaning ’army' for 
Lat. populus.

Denominative verbs, that is to say verbs built on a noun 
base, can be categorized into two main groups, namely essiva 
and factitiva (see Steinbauer 1989:esp. 154ff.). To a base
noun x, the essivum is of the nature 'to be an x, to behave 
as an x' and the factitivum of the nature 'to make an x'. 
The following denominative verbs exemplify the distinction:

Ess i va

i udex

medicus

mi 1 es

judge

doctor

soldier

minister servant

iudicare

medicare

mi 1itare

ministrare

philosophus philosopher philosophar1

F a c t i t i v a

to be a judge, behave 
as a judge, judge, 
to be a doctor, heal, 
care .
to be a soldier, 
serve as a soldier, 
to be a servant, 
attend, wait on. 
to be a philosopher, 
phi losophize, study 
ph i1osophy.

don urn

fabula

1 ocus 
laus

osculum

gift donare

conversa- fabulare 
tion, talk

joke
praise

kiss

iocari 
laudare

osculare

to make a gift,
present, endow, 
to make a 
conversation, 
converse.
to make a joke, joke, 
to make a
commendat i on, 
commend, praise.

-arl to make a kiss, kiss.
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Before the meaning of (de>popula- can be tested against the 
semantic structure of denominative verbs, the primacy of the 
forms popula- and depopula- must be considered.

The earliest attested form is popula- in Naevius (lived 
c.270-201 B.C.) apud Non.90.24: transit Melitam Romanus
insulam integram/ urit populatur vastat, rem hostium 
concinnat. There are two other pre-classical attested uses 
of the verb. The first is in a fragment of the play Chryses 
by Pacuvius (220-130 B.C.) apud Non.39.31: atque ut.
promeruit. pater mihi patriam populavit/ meam, 'and, as is 
well deserved, my father laid my country waste' (tr. 
Warmington 1967); Nonius had clearly misunderstood the text 
because he cites it in support of the meaning 'populi amorem 
conciliare' for popula-. The second other pre-classical use 
is in a fragment of the play Astyanax by Accius (170-C.85 
B.C.) apud Non. 471. 11: qui nostra per vim patria populavit.
bona (on the destruction of Troy), 'who ravaged our 
ancestral heritage by violence' (tr. Warmington).

There are two pre-classical uses of depopula-. The first is 
in a fragment of the play Ambracia by Ennius (239-169 B.C.) 
apud Non.471. 11: agros audaces depopulant. servi dominorum
domi, 'the naughty slaves lay waste (at home) their masters' 
fields' (tr. Warmington); the reading of domi is uncertain. 
The second occurs in a fragment of the comedy Ascotus by 
Caecilius (d.186 BC) apud Non. 471.11: iamdudum depopulat.
macellum, 'he has long been pillaging the butchers' shops' 
(tr. Warmington 1967).

Both verbs are regularly attested from Cicero onwards, but 
popula- is the commoner form; neither is attested in Terence 
or Plautus. Although popula- is the earliest attested form, 
there is no strong chronological argument (based on the 
date (and number) of attestations) available on the primacy 
of popula- over depopula-, since the earliest attestation of
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depopula- comes just a few decades later and because there 
are only five known pre-classical uses altogether. Only one 
pre-classical attestation of derivatives of either verb is 
known : depopulator 'one who sacks or plunders' at
Caeci1.com.191 . Both depopulator and depopulatio, 'the 
action of ravaging a country, a plundering expedition', are 
less commonly attested than the corresponding derivatives in 
popula-. There is no form in de- corresponding to 
populabilis (Ov.), 'that can be ravaged or laid waste'.

The prefix de- combines with verbs or substantives, adding 
one of the following senses: a) privation (only with
substantives), b) motion down or away from, c) reversal of a 
process or d) thoroughness or completeness, e.g.: a)
deart.uare 'dismember', decollare 'behead'; b) defluere 'flow 
down', decubare 'get down (from a bed)'; c) descrescere 
'grow small in size, decrease', dediscere 'unlearn, forget'; 
d) deamare 'love utterly', deoscularT 'kiss warmly', 
defat.Tgare 'tire out, exhaust'.

Category a), to which Mignot. and EM would assign depopula- 
('de-people'), has just a small number of (denominative) 
verbs. Two of these, both late formations, have abstract or 
at least non-concrete meanings: devenustare (Gel.) 'mar the 
beauty of', devirginare (Petr.) 'deprive of virginity'. The 
meanings of the remaining verbs, all except one attested in 
classical authors (or pre-classical: deacinare> are
concrete; the verbs describe the physical removal of an 
object from another object, to which it intrinsically 
belongs: deaeinare (Cato) 'de-pip' (grape or other berry),
dearmare (Liv.) 'de-arm, deprive of arms', deartuare (PI.), 
decollare (Sen.), defloccare (PI.) 'de-wool, rub the nap (of 
cloth)', desquamare (PI.) 'de-scale'. A verb to be added to 
this list is despoliare (PI.) 'de-arm, despoil', formed to 
spolium 'skin, hide; (usu. pi.) arms, equipment'. Lat. 
despoliare deserves special mention because spoliare, which
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has the same meaning, is a back-formation to this verb; this 
is clear from the fact that spoliare cannot be analysed as 
an essive or factitive denominative of the types described 
above. EM cite despoliare, spoliare as a model for the 
possible back-formation of populare/-arT from depopulare/ 
-arT 'de-people'. The occurrence of a back-formation here 
is, however, unlikely because there is no one 'object' to 
which 'populus' intrinsically belongs and from which it 
could be removed; attested patientes with the verb depopula- 
include public forests, fields, provinces and countries. 
Moreover popula-, unlike spoliare, can be explained as a 
denominative verb, to which depopula- is a secondary 
f ormat. i on .

Under the assumption that popula- is the primary of the two 
verbs, four options can be offered for its base meaning, 
only one of which can be correct: ess i vum 1. ' be an army',
2. 'be a people'; f ac t i t i vum 3. 'make an army', 4. 'make a 
people'. Lat. popula- is nowhere attested in a context in 
which it might possibly mean 'be a people, exist', 'make an 
army, conscript' or 'make a people, populate'. Since the 
meaning of popula- clearly develops to 'plunder, devastate, 
lay waste', the only plausible option is 'be an army', for 
it is in the nature of things that an army attacks and in so 
doing destroys.

In our earliest attestation of popula- from Naevius, the 
Roman who crosses over - in 256 B.C. - to the unimpaired 
island of Malta is Marcus Atilius Regulus. Naevius' use of 
urit populatur vastat in asyndeton to describe Regulus' 
destruction of the island shows that 'devastate, lay waste' 
is the secondary or generalized meaning of popula-. vastat 
'he destroys' sums up the preceding two verbs which describe 
the way in which Regulus destroys the island and (some of) 
its inhabitants, namely by fire (urit) and by slaughter 
(populatur). The semantic progression involved is 'be an
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army, behave as an army' > 'kill; destroy, plunder'. 
Pfiffig's suggestion < popula- = 'make something the 
property of the people') matches none of the four options 
given above. A semantic progression from 'make something the 
property of the people' to 'devastate' is not very probable. 
There is no literary source to support his suggestion. 
Moreover, the concept 'make public property, place at the 
disposal of the community; appropriate to the state, 
confiscate' is expressed in Latin by derivation from the 
possessive adjective publicus: publicare, cf. Cic.Rep.2.33
silvas maritimas omnis publicavit quas ceperat.

The formation of the verb depopula- is to be explained as 
the combination of the prefix de- with the verb popula-. As 
such it must belong to one of the categories b), c) or d> 
exemplified above for verbs in de-. Lat. depopula- does not 
fulfil the semantic conditions of b) (motion down) or c) 
(reversal); it is to be assigned to category d). To this 
category there belongs a number of 'fighting verbs'; the 
prefix de- intensifies the action: debellare 'fight out,
fight to a finish', decertare 'fight out an issue, fight to 
a finish', deproeliarT 'fight, fiercelydepugnare 'fight, 
out an issue (either in war or in a quarrel)'. Lat. 
depopula-, formed to popula- with its meaning already 
developed to 'devastate', must, therefore, mean 'devastate 
utterly'.

The sole parallel to Lat. populus in another IE language is 
Umb. pdplo, earlier pdplu. Attested forms are: acc.
pup 1 urn, puplu, pupluper (IgT. Ib), acc. poplom, poplo, 
gen. popler, dat./loc. pople, abl . poplu, popluper (IgT. 
Vla.b, Vila). The Umbrians learnt to write around 500 B.C., 
borrowing their alphabet from the Etruscans. IgT. I-Va are 
written in a modified Etruscan (i.e. plus r and f) or 
'national' alphabet, IgT. Vb-VII in the Latin alphabet (i.e. 
an alphabet containing the letter o). Umbrian had the sounds
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/6, 5; ti, u / but initially only the letter u to express
these sounds. In IgT. I-Var therefore, u can represent any 
one of the four sounds /6, o; 0, u/. Hence esuna (national 
alphabet) and esona (Latin alphabet) both represent /esona/; 
likewise puplum (national alphabet) and poplom (Latin 
alphabet) both represent /poplom/. Umb. pupl- is not 
necessarily more closely related to Etr. pupl- than is Lat. 
pop!-. The length of the root vowel must be short since long 
o develops to u in Umbrian (see Meiser 1986:49ff.).

The attestations of Umb. pupl-/ popl- occur in two sections 
of the Iguvine Tables which describe the lustratio or 
purification of the popl- (lb 10-45; VIb 48 - Vila 54); it 
is clear from the context that popl- here means 'army*. 
During the purification ceremony the adfertor pronounces 
banishment against any enemies (Tadinate, Tuscan, Narcan or 
Iapudic) who may happen to be present and makes imprecations
against these enemies of Iguvium to the 'Mars triad' $erfe
martie, prestota ierfia $erfer martier and tursa serfia
Serfer martier. The favour of these same gods is implored 
for the 'popl- of the state of Iguvium and for the state of 
Iguvium' in a prayer in which the young men under arms and 
those not under arms are mentioned (hostatir anhost.at.ir'>', 
the formula pople totar iiouinar tote iiouine occurs 
frequently, especially in IgT. Vila. The adfertor gives the 
command arnianu kateramu (lb 19-20)/ arsmahomo cater ahamo
(VIb 56); this is a double imperative meaning 'order 
yourselves in ranks', literally 'arrange yourselves in order 
and get into squadrons' (cf. Meiser 1986:$f56,4, 65,1, 65,5; 
85). This military command provides the conclusive evidence 
that Umb. popl- means 'army1; it is supported by the 
imprecations against enemies addressed to gods of war which 
form part of the lustratio (cf. supra). In the formula 
'pople totar iiouinar tote iiouine' pople, a "concetto 
omogeneo", describes a section of the state of Iguvium; it 
is the view of Prosdocimi 1978:44 that this section is the
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"parte della cittadinanza atta alle armi", an ancient 
meaning shared by Umb. poplo- and Lat. populus (see also 
Penney 1988:736 for the same view).

A derivative of Umb. pupl- is the adjective pupfiges (gen.), 
which is an epithet of the god Pomonus. Meiser 1986:215 
analyses the adjective as *popf iko- < poplo- "Heerbahn" + 
suffix -iko-, so that *Poemons Popfiss = 'Poemonus des 
Heerbahns'; the characterization of a god of vegetation by 
this epithet may seem striking, but, as Meiser notes, Roman 
Mars also played a role "im Kult des romischen Bauern".

The pdpl I fuzi a (n. pi.) was a festival held at Rome, 
probably on 5 July, in memory, it is reported, of the 
flight of the people upon Romulus' death (see D.H.2.56.5;
Plu . C a m .  33f . , Rom. 29, cf. Ov . Fast. 2 . 491 ff ) . A different 
version of the origin of the poplifugia is given by Plut.
R o m u l u s : shortly after the sack of Rome by the Gauls when
Rome was still weak, an expedition was launched against the 
city by many of the Latins. At night when the Latins,
stationed not far from Rome, were sleeping, the Romans came 
in arms and mastered their enemy. The poplifugia celebrates 
this victory. Plutarch gives a second version of these
events in C a m .  34; it is the version said by Plutarch to be 
adopted by most writers: Camillus and his men surround the
Latins, who have barricaded their camp on all sides with a
great wooden palisade. Shortly after daybreak the Romans 
fire fiery darts along the trenches which quickly set the 
wood alight. The Latins are thus forced out, in fact put to 
flight, and defeated. Varro's account in L.6.18 is a
mixture of the two main accounts, viz. the flight of the
people on the death of Romulus and the defeat of the Latins. 
Macr.3.2.14 explains poplifugia as the celebration of the
routing of the Roman populus by the Etruscans (!): cum ...
p o p u l u s  a Tuscis in fugam versus sit - unde Popl i fug i a

v o c a n t u r .
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Robert Palmer 1970:230 imagines what the ceremony of the 
poplifugia would have consisted of: "On 5 July the Roman
infantry <populus) marched out and made ritual feints 
against ancestral enemies whom they ritually put to flight. 
Unlike the feast of the Regifugium, the Poplifugia is plural 
and must be construed as more than just one feint. A 
poplifugium is not the flight of the Roman people but a 
routing by the Roman infantry." Better put, the poplifugia 
(a compound containing the genitive popli) must celebrate 
the routing of the Latin army. The nature of this festival 
is unknown. The point here must be that in inventing 
etymologies for this ancient festival name some later Roman 
antiquarians assumed populus must be given its archaic sense 
of 'army'.

Pop(u)Ion(i)a is a cult title of Juno, which is explained 
by Rix (forthcoming a) as a derivative of poplo- 'army': 
poplo- + -ti3 no- > Pop(u)lona (cf. infra). This is consistent 
with the view that Juno Populona was Juno in her capacity as 
mistress of the army, cf. Robert Palmer 1970:4: "If we
devote more attention to Juno's role in diplomacy and 
statecraft in the following pages we are merely attempting 
to restore a balance and to order the priority of functions. 
For Juno's cult by women has been so amply treated that we 
have lost sight of the lady in the war chariot brandishing a 
spear and holding a shield."

The cult of Juno Populona is old. Mention of Juno Populona 
in the Ius Papirianum (apud Macr.3.10.5-7) dates her cult to 
the regal period. That the epithet Populona should be based 
on poplo- 'army' is, therefore, chronologically plausible. 
Confirmation for the etymology 'mistress of the army' comes 
from a section of the prayer to Juno devised by Martianus 
Cape 11a (2.149): Poplonam plebes, Cur H i m  debent memorare /
bellant.es. The translation given by Palmer is: "peoples
ought to call on the warriors Curitis and Populona"; I would
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prefer to take be 11 antes with plebes because plebes should 
be the whole civil population but bellant.es restricts it to 
the section in the army: 'peoples at war ought to call on
Populona (and) Curitis'. One may wonder whether curitim 
could not be curi<a>t.im 'by curiae'. Robert Palmer 1970:50 
notes also that in the war against Mezentius and Turnus, 
Aeneas is joined by his Etruscan allies (Verg.A.10.172-173): 
sescentos illi dederat Populonia mater/ expertos belli 
iuvenes; he believes that the mater Populonia must be
reminiscent of Juno Populona, as well as alluding to (play 
on words) the Etruscan town.

The compound Poplicola is a rare cognomen given to two 
members of the Valerii family - Publius Valerius Poplicol a 
(father and son) - in the first years of the Republic. 
Versnel (in Stibbe 1980:129) suggests the meaning
"Volksbauer" (cf. Kajanto 1965:256: "people's friend") but
in view of their many military pursuits, for which the 
Valerii Poplicolae received their fame, 'Heersbauer' (i.e. 
'Pfleger des Heeres ‘ ) is more appropriate. The elder
Poplicola is said to have triumphed over Tarquinius, the 
Veientani and the Sabines, and to have fought against 
Porsenna: his son is said to have fought in the battle at
Lake Regillus. The etymology offered for the cognomen by 
V.Max.4.1.1 is at least consistent with an original meaning 
'army' for populus: P. Valerius, qui populi maiestatem
uenerando Poplicolae nomen adsecutus est; it is, however, a 
popular etymology.

Words for 'army1 in the IE languages (see Buck 1919, 
1949:#20.15; IEW 615-616) are either: a) directly inherited
from PIE *koro-s, *kor±o-s 'Krieg, Kriegsheer' (the root is 
directly connected to *kar- 'revile'), e.g. Goth, harjis 
'Heer', Latv. kar'S 'Krieg. Heer', Lith. k8ras 'Kreig', 
OPers. kara- 'Kreigsvolk, Heer, Volk', Gr . xoipavor 
1 Heer s f lihrer , Konig, Heer', Mir. cuire ’Schar, Menge 1 , OHG.
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heri 'Heer, Menge' , or b) based on notions such as: i)
1 armed (force >1, e.g. med. Lat. armata 'armed force' > Fr. 
arm6e, Sp. / Port, armada 'fleet'; ii) ' enemy1 , e.g. Lat. 
hostis 'stranger' > 'enemy' > med. Lat. 'military service, 
army', which survives in Rom. oaste, cf. Olt. oste, OFr. ost 
(Buck 1949: "Although the direct transition 'hostile army'
to 'army' in general is, of course, possible, the more 
likely development was through use in such phrases as 
convenire in hostem, exire in hostem, etc., where in hostem 
meant orig. 'against the enemy' but was easily construed 
'into military service' and consequently 'into the army'"); 
iii) ' exped i t. i on ' , e.g. OE. fierd 'expedition > army'; iv) 
'camp', e.g. Byz. Gr . cpocro&Tov 'camp' > 'army', Hitt, tuzzi 
(a derivative of *t.euta'> 'camp; army', cf. late Lat. 
fossatum 'ditch, moat.', the OSp. ifonsado) and OPort.
(fossado) continuants of which also mean 'army' (one must 
reckon with a semantic progression 'Wallgraben' > 'Lager 
(mit Wallgraben), Kastell' > 'Heer' - Strunk 1964:78); Dutch 
l e g e r  'army' < 'lying place, military camp' (cf. Germ. 
l i e g e n  'lie', l e g e n  'lay', Lager, Engl. lair).

It is against this background of words for 'army' directly 
inherited from PIE or secondarily formed in the IE langages 
and the semantic progressions involved that. Lat. exercitus 
and p o p u l u s  should be considered.

Lat.. exercitus 'army' belongs clearly to the second group. 
It is based on the notion 'training' (: exercere 'to
practise, exercise'); the semantic, progression involved is: 
'training' (esp. 'military training') > 'body of trained 
men, army'. The first attestation of exercitus 'army' is in 
Naevius: Marcus Valerius consul partem exerciti/ in
expedi tionem ducit. The meaning 'training' is still seen in 
Plautus (e.g. Rud. 296: pro exercitu gymnast ico et.

p a l a e s t r i c o  hoc habemus'); this shows that the semantic 
development 'training' > 'army' took place in, or, since
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original and derived meanings can co-exist for a long time, 
before the third century. In preceding centuries the Latin 
word for 'army' can then have been populus.

Lat. populus 'army' can in theory: i) be directly inherited
from PIE; ii) be a Latin formation to an inherited PIE root;
iii) have the developed meaning of a word (whether inherited
from IE, a Latin formation to an IE root or a loanword) for 
'enemy', 'camp' etc.; iv) be borrowed from an IE or non-IE 
word for 'army'.

Buck 1919:9 judges the military application of terms for 
'people' ('the people' > 'the people (in arms)' > 'the
army1: "a specialization inherent in the situation of a time
of war") as in general "the natural and reasonable
assumption, unless there is specific evidence to the
contrary". The securest example which he cites is the
Germanic group of words represented by Engl, folk, which
derive from the same root as Lat. plebes, viz. PIE *pel- 
' fill'. Derivation from this root together with the
prevailing meaning 'people' indicate 'crowd, people' as the 
original meaning and the meaning 'army' attested in a 
number of the Germanic languages as secondary: PIE *pl-go-, 
OE. folc 'Schar, Heer, Volk', OHG. folc 'Haufe, Kriegshaufe, 
Volk'. To this can be added Hebrew's;?? ‘people, army'. 
Another example (from Buck 1949) might be Gr . arpardr 'army,
host' (which is also attested as 'crowd, people', e.g.
Pindar P. 2.87; 11.7-8)/ Gr. OTparidx 'army' gen. 'host,
company, band'.

It is generally held that the Greek nouns belong to the PIE 
root #ster/stf- 'ausbreiten, ausstreuen': OTpardQ = OInd.
st.ft.6- 'spread out, extended' (cf. Lat. sternere, p.p.p 
stratus. Engl, street). This suggests that the development 
of orpardQ to 'army' was through 'crowd, people'. The 
possibility of a development through 'camp, encamped army'
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might also be left open, cf., for instance, Horn. II. 16.73, 
where contextually orpazds = 'camp': vCv Si ozpoezdv
dtfAcpx p&xovrcxi, " ' jetzt aber kampfen sie um das Lager'
 DaB hier offenbar wirklich das 'Feldlager' gemeint ist,
geht auch aus dem sonstigen horn. Gebrauch von dtpzpipdtxecrOax 
hervor" (Strunk 1964:87). Strunk himself, however, argues 
persuasively that ozpazdc is in origin a -to- formation to 
the zero grade of PIE *ster- 'niederstrecken, tiberwinden' <> 
OInd. stt-; stfta- ' niedergestreckt' ), while Gr . ozpozdQ-ff- 
6v 'spread, laid' is derived from PIE *sterh3 - 'hinstreuen, 
ausbreiten' <> OInd. stf-\ stlrn& 'ausgebreitet' ) . The 
semantic progression will have been : '*niederstreckbar' >
' *Fe i ndesheer' > 'Heer' > 'Volk' (103: "Fur den jiingeren
Teil der Wortgeschichte ist aus der vergleichenden 
Etymologie heraus lediglich damit zu rechnen, daB axpaxbs 
zunachst, die Menge der Krieger bezeichnet hat und die 
ge 1 egent 1 i c-he nachhomer i sc.he Sinngebung 'Volk' erst daraus 
vera 1lgemeinert worden ist").

Buck 1919 also allows that "any word for 'army' may be used 
figuratively to denote 'a great number'" (e.g. the 
transferred use of exercitus 'army' as 'multitude, host'). 
Buck 1949 makes the same point but with a shift in emphasis: 
"Several of these words (for 'army') are used secondarily 
for 'people, crowd'". To the examples noted above (OPers. 
kara-, MIr. cuire, OHG. herii are to be added: Lat. host is 
'army' > OFr. ost > Engl, host.', Germ. Schar 'a division of 
the army, company of soldiers' > gen. 'crowd, throng'; and, 
most likely, Gr. ozpazdQ.

Another example may be Gr. Xcx<F)6q . In the Iliad the word 
(usu. pi.) means ' (foot)soldiers'; in the Odyssey it almost 
always means 'men, people', the sense in which the word is 
used by later writers, where Aaoi refers to the 'civil 
population', 'the people assembled' and 'the multitude'. 
Juret. 1940 assumes that the term originally designated "les
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hommes de guerre, sens qui domine chez Hom6re ... et qui 
explique les autres nuances' and later 'la masse des 
inhabitants d'une region ...". He is followed by other 
scholars, notably Alfred Heubeck (Gedanken zu Griech. \ cx6 q , 

Studi linguistici in onore di V. Pisani, Brescia 1969, II, 
535-544), whose argument is based on a need to explain the 
concurrence of XadQ and Sfĵ oc in Mycenaean times. One might 
immediately object that the meaning 'soldiers' prevails in 
the Iliad precisely because it is a poem about peoples at 
war and that 'people' might perfectly well be the original 
meaning.

A derivative of XadQ is attested in Myc. ra-wa-ke-ta 
(lawagetas), 'leader of the XadQ, commander'. Military 
attributions for the ra-wa-ke-ta have been supposed on the 
basis of a meaning 'army' for XadQ, a meaning which cannot 
be independently established; on the Mycenaean form compare, 
for instance, Lejeune 1969 <: "peut-6tre chef militaire")
and Chantraine (: "probabl ement. un chef militaire").
Certainly ra-wa-ke-ta indicates the holder of an important 
position in the state and is to be differentiated from wa- 
na-ka, 'sovereign, king'. Both titles were borrowed at a 
pre-Homeric date into Phrygian, where they are attested in a 
dedication to the ruler Midas (text M-Ola in C. Brixhe; M. 
Lejeune, Corpus des inscriptions pa 16o-phrygiennes, I. 
Texte, Paris 1984): midai lavagtaei vanaktei (dat.), 'to
Midas, 1. and v.'. Since it is a Phrygian protocol to list 
titles in ascending order, one may assume that the rank of 
ra-wa-ke-ta was high but second to that of wa-na-ka-, a 
significance 'leader of the army' would be consistent with 
this but is not proved by the Phrygio-Mycenaean evidence. 
Support for the meaning 'leader of the army' comes from a 
Hittite form related with XadQ, viz. the directive lahha, 
'ins Feld, in den Krieg' (see E. Neu, Der Anitta-Text, 
Wiesbaden 1974, 60). There is, however, no conclusive
evidence available.
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To sum up, a consideration of the historical Latin and 
Umbrian evidence makes attractive the idea that Lat. poplo- 
underwent a progression in meaning from 'army' to 'people', 
a semantic progression for which there are typological 
parallels to hand in other IE languages. There are 
convincing arguments that the original meaning of Lat. 
poplo- was 'army'; the possibility cannot be ruled out 
completely that poplo- originally meant 'people' and was 
employed in the sense of 'folk army' and then 'hoplite army' 
until replaced by exercitus 'trained, professional army'.

2. The earliest attestaions of populus and publicus

The earliest forms of Lat. populus and its derivative 
publicus are now considered. The earliest epigraphic 
attestations of populus, which go back to 260 B.C. (CIL 12 
25. the Column a Rostrata) , are in popl- and mean 'people'. 
The antiquity of the word is demonstrated by the title 
magister populi, which dates back to the regal period, the 
cognomen Poplicol a, the form poploe in the Carmen Saliare 
and the ceremony of the poplifugia, which dates back at
least to the 390s B.C. Popli col a , poploe and popli fugi a also 
show forms in popl-. The first epigraphic attestation of a 
form in popul- is from 123/122 B.C. (CIL 12 583, the lex
Acilia repetundarum). That the form in popul- was known from 
c. 200 B.C. is clear from the plays of Plautus, in which 
popul- is the frequent form, but in which popl- is also
attested (e.g. Men.451: poplom, Cas.536: popli, Ps.126:
poplo). POPLO (CIL 12 725; Sullan era) is clearly an archaic 
form preserved in the official language.

The earliest epigraphic attestations of populus and publicus 
are tabulated below in chronological order :
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populus publicus/publice

260 B.C. poplom CIL 12 25
189 B.C. poplus CIL 12 614
186 B.C. in poplicod CIL 12 581
179 B.C? poplo CIL 12 40
159 B.C. poplicae CIL 12 586
132 B.C. poplico/pop 1icas CIL 12 638
123/2 B.C. rorvL

populove
publico,poblice is CIL 12 583

117 B.C. poplici 
poplicum 
inpoplicum <x3) 
poplico 
publ.

CIL 12 584

113/2 B.C. popul(o) 
popolum

roruco
poplice (x2) 
inpopli co

CIL 12 582

Ill B.C. populo <x6) 
populum 
populi (x4) 
populei

publi cus, um 
publiceis (x2) 
publico 
publice (x3) 
publica <x2) 
publicano 
puoblicum

CIL 12 585

11 I/I I 
(after 268 B.C. )

poblicai CIL 12 397

II? poublicom CIL 12 402
II? poublic CIL 12 403
7 poblice CIL 12 1526
7 de. peg. pob. CIL 12 1690
I poplo CIL 12 725

This evidence may be interpreted as follows:
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poplos* > populus

CIL 12 25 poplom and the Plautine forms in popul- beside
popl- show that poplos had developed to populus by the end 
of the third century; in the archaizing language of official 
inscriptions the development was resisted for about a 
century. No absolute date can be given for the development, 
since, given the archaizing nature of inscriptions, the 
spelling popl- of 260 B.C. might also have represented a 
pronunciation /popol/ or /popul/. The anaptyxis of 6 (> tf> 
before velar 1 is regular (see Sommer-Pfister 1977:#87), 
e.g. poclom > pocolom (CIL 12 439) > poculum, saeclum >
saeculum; hence, popl- > popol- > populus. The one known 
form in popol- ipopolum, CIL 12 582, lex Bantina') could
possibly be an archaizing form and attest the intermediate 
stage *popolos, but this is unlikely because popul(o) occurs 
in the same inscription; popolum should most likely be 
attributed to scribal error, or possibly to scribal 
variation in the spelling of the anaptyctic vowel.

That the attestations in popl- might be the product of 
syncope, as suggested for instance by Baudoux 1943:143 (i.e. 
poplus < +popelos, popolos* (or populus) (for *popelos 
>*popolos > populus, cf. *porcelos (cf. Lith. parSdlis) > 
*porcolos > porculus) (see Sommer-Pfister 1977:113)), can be 
rejected; epigraphic and literary evidence shows that the 
form popl- is old and predates popul- (a development 
*popelos > popolos* > poplos* > popolos*■ > populus cannot be 
countenanced).

pdplicos* > publicus

The development of EL. pdplicos* > CL. publicus is by
general consensus attributed to the influence of pubes, 'the 
adult male population' (e.g. Liv.1.16.2: pubes Roman a), cf. 
EM: "publicus, qui pourrait 6tre une contamination de
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*pubicus (non attests, cf. clvicus) et de poplicus". 
Benveniste 1955 proposes that *pubice "les adultes en corps" 
combines with poplice "tout le peuple en corps" to form 
publice "au nom <ou aux frais) de l’Etat":

pdp(u)lus : poplice
> publice

pubes : *pubice

The earliest epigraphic attestation in poplicod (CIL 12 581,
S.C. de Bacchanal i bus') has a general meaning 'in public' 
(which contrasts with in preivatod 'in private' in the same 
inscription), also found in PI.St.64, Rud.572. That poplice 
and *pubice will have had roughly the same meaning of 
'amongst the people, publicly' will have brought about their 
contami nat i on.

De Simone (in St.ibbe 1980:91, n.92) disagrees on the grounds 
that the contamination of poplicos* and *pubicos would 
presuppose that poplicos* originally denoted "ci6 che e 
proprio all'insieme dei cittadini, ipotesi chiaramente 
insostenibile". But the objection is not cogent. As a 
derivative of poplo-, poplicos* will have originally meant 
’pertaining to the army, military', a meaning which was 
lost, when the meaning of poplo- developed from 'army' to 
'people'; the adjective poplicos* 'pertaining to the people' 
subsequently underwent contamination with *pubi cos. Since 
the Roman name of the state, res pubiica, is likely to have
existed from the beginning of the Republic, it can be
confidently assumed that the adjective poplicos* dates back 
to at least the late sixth century. At this date it will
have meant 'pertaining to the army'. Since one of the
earliest attested meaning (Enn., PI.) and probably the 
original meaning of res is 'property, wealth' (cf. Av. 
raevant 'rich', OInd. rai- 'property, wealth'), res pubiica 
designated originally 'property of the army', later
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'property of the people; state'; the semantic progression 
may have involved a stage, in which res meant 'condition, 
state' (cf. res secundae), i.e. res pubiica = 'condition of 
the people, constitution, republic (as opposed to monarchy), 
state', cf. Pl.Poen.524 praesertim in re populi placida 
atque interfeetis hostibus.

De Simone argues that the development pdpl- > publ-, which 
he dates to the second century, is independent of 
contamination with *pub- and has an intermediary stage 
poubl-, cf. puoblicum (presumably for poublicum), poublicom, 
poublic and the cognomen Poublilia (CIL 42; c. 200-150), 
Poulilio (= Poublilio ?) (CIL 572; III/II). The proposed 
development pdpl- > poubl- > publ- cannot be accepted 
because a short vowel cannot develop to a diphthong, poubl- 
cannot be an older form of publ-, but is only a reverse 
spelling (cf. Loucios > Lucius')', poubl- with diphthong [ou3 
either did not exist or was a stage in the blending of popl- 
and pub-.

Wachter 1987:384ff. follows De Simone "der den Ubergang 
popl- > publ- mit Recht als zu jung fur diese 
i s t. i tut ional i st i sche Erklarung halt". Wachter's main 
argument against the proposed contamination is that it is 
insufficient to explain the numerous (sic!) spellings "mit 
modernem b neben altem o, die man kaum alle wird als halb 
archaisierend erklaren wollen". He proposes the phonetic 
development: pdpl- > poPl- > po»01- > publ- ("Aus Popl-
wurde durch Stimmhaftwerdung und Sonant i sierung Pof>l-, wobei 
das b teils besser (wie in Italienisch), teils weniger gut 
horbar war (wie in Spanischen), und endlich durch eine Art 
Pseudo- Diphthongierung die form Po«£i-, wobei wegen der 
labialen Einrahmung kurze o noch geschlossener als sonst 
gewesen sein dtirfte"). This proposal is completely ad hoc 
and must be rejected. Only six forms in pobl- are known
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altogether (incl. the abbreviation pob. in CIL 12 1690; for 
a list see Wachter n.884); one must assume that they are the 
result of uncertainty as to pronunciation or scribal error, 
or are indeed false archaisms.

Contamination with #pub- is the only valid explanation for 
publicus. That this contamination actually took place in two 
stages is suggested by four metrically guaranteed Plautine 
forms in pupl-: Rud. 572, St.614 puplicum, A/er.986 puplicu,
Trin. 1057 pupl ids, cf. Ci c . Leg. 3 . 3 . 6 : AES. ARGENTUM
AURUMVE. PUPLICE. SIGNANTO. Hence one may assume the 
overall development:

pdplicos#
> pupli cos# > publicus

#pubicos

The exact progression of the development is not clear. Lat.. 
pdplic- may have been directly modified to puplic-# and then
to public- under the influence of #pubic-; pdplic- may have
been directly modified to puplic-# under the influence of 
*pubic.-, which in turn acquires 1 from puplic.-#. Certainly 
it cannot be assumed that #pubic- is directly modified under 
the influence of pdplic- because it would not then be 
possible to explain the forms in pupl-. It is also possible 
that the forms pobl- and poubl- arose from the
contamination of pdpl- and pub-, or that they constitute 
orthographic attempts to represent a stage in the
development of pdpl- to publ-.

We must add a note here on the Latin onomastic evidence. The 
praen. Publius is "zu alien Zeiten ziemlich verbreitet; von 
alien mannlichen Romern hiessen gewohnlich ca. 10 %
Publius" (Salomies 1987:46); in inscriptions of Imperial 
date the name is attested as a gentilicium and as a 
cognomen <ib.:162.165, cf. above on SPURIUS). The most
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important attestation comes from the lapis Satr i canus, 
which is dated to shortly before c. 500 B.C.: popliosio
(valesiosio'i. This form demonstrates that the earliest 
form of the praenomen was Poplios, as is confirmed by Fal. 
popli(o), poplia (Giacomelli 1963:212-13) and Gr. IldnXioQ, 
later IlovnXxoc, IIovflXxoQ (Salomies 1987:45; Fraser and
Matthews 1987:382). Onomastic evidence confirms, therefore, 
the antiquity of the nominal form popl-. One may add that 
the praenomen is not attested in the Sabellic languages.
PUPLECE in three Umbrian grave tile inscriptions from Todi 
<MA PUPLECE < Ve. 232b), CA PUPLE2CE MA FEL <Ve. 232c),
TUPLEIA PLJ2PLECE <Ve. 232d)> is a borrowing from Lat.
Publicius (Umb. fel for Lat. fil(ius) also shows Latin
influence). Indeed it is questionable whether the 
inscriptions are in fact Umbrian (see Meiser 1986:3, 4-5).

We may assume that the phonetic development pdpl- > publ
ic the personal name followed that of the adjective (or
adverb) pdplicos* > publicus. CIL 12 1526 (POPLILIO next to
POBLICE) and CIL 12 834 iPOPLICIO next to POPULI and
PUBLICE) show the development in the personal name to be
later than in the adjective/ adverb. The origin of the 
praen. Publius is discussed below.

3. The possibility of Indo-European origin

The following section deals with the possibility of IE 
origin for Lat. populus, which is upheld by a number of
scholars, cf. Andr6 1978:54: "L' existence du redoublement
est unanimement. admise, bien que les etymologies different". 
Typical is the argument of Juret 1940, who, in accordance 
with the view that populus originally meant 'army', sees a 
connection between Lat. populus and Gr. ndXepoQ 'combat, 
war'; he sees the concept of war which he defines for 
ndXepoc (: "la guerre avait essentiellement pour but une
razzia") paralleled in Lat. popularT, both words being, in
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his view, derived from the same root *pol-, reduplicated in 
the case of popularT < *po-pol- or < *po-pl- or < *po-pe1-. 
This argument is invalid. In the IE languages the present 
has j- reduplication <: Si Sopi, dinoS iSpdtaxo, bibo, gigno,
sTdo < *s i-zd-o, sisto) and the aorist and perfect e- 
redupl ication <: ki-koxna, ce-cin-T, pe-pul-T'). In some
Latin verbs this e- is assimilated to the vowel of the root, 
e.g. EL. cecurrT > CL. cucurrJ, EL. memordi > CL. momordl. 
This cannot have occurred, however, in the case of popularT 
since Latin verbs which are reduplicated in the present have 
non-reduplicated perfect forms igigno - genui), whilst those 
which are reduplicated in the perfect have non-reduplicated 
present forms ido - dedT'i; no verb shows reduplication in 
both the present and perfect. In any case Lat. popula- is a 
denominative verb and the question of reduplication must be 
directed at the base noun populus. The EL. forms poploe and 
popliosio demonstrate that the consonant group -pi- is old 
(not the result of syncope) and to some extent obviate this 
question of reduplication.

The main argument offered, however, in favour of an IE 
origin for Lat. populus is. as Rix 1984b:n.7 puts it, that 
"il tipo morfologico a redup1icazione Ke-KR-o 6 abbastanza 
frequente nelle lingue indoeuropee". A reduplicated noun of 
this type is PIE *fc>*e-b*r-o (to the root *b*>er-, 'cut', cf. 
Lat. ferJre) > Lat. fiber, OHG. bibar. Rix supports an IE
origin for Lat. populus, which was, in his view, inherited 
from PIE or borrowed from another IE language, but allows 
that "1'etymon non pud essere definito con sicurezza".

Before considering the two PIE roots with which Lat. populus 
is commonly connected, it will be useful to record a few 
general points on nominal reduplication in the IE languages; 
the best treatment here is Tischler 1976 (see also Andr6 
1978. Leumann 1977:381-382 and W. Euler, Indoiranisch- 
Griechische Gemeinsamkeiten der Nominalbildung und deren
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Indogermanische Grundlagen, Innsbruck 1979, 68-70). Leaving 
aside pet names, there are two formal or morphological types 
of nominal reduplication, each showing two semantic 
categories. The two formal types are ful 1 reduplication, 
which involves doubling of the whole root, and part i a 1 
redupli cat ion, where the root is only partially 'doubled'. 
The semantic motivation for the reduplication is the 
strengthening of the concept expressed by the base word: one 
can differentiate between i terative and intens i ve 
formations. Under iterativa Tischler differentiates between 
directly onomatopoeic forms, mostly animal names, which 
imitate the repeated sound, the song or cry, of the 
animal (e.g. Germ. Wau-wau 'dog', Lat. upupa 'hoopoe', 01nd. 
kiki- 'peacock', cf. also Gr. Pdpfiorpo c 'one who says barbar, 
foreigner', OInd. g&rgarah 'whirlpool') and, less 
productive, indirectly onomatopoeic forms, in which "nicht 
Scha11eindrucke, sondern von anderen Sinnesorganen 
wahrgenommene Ereignisse durch Lautwiederholungen 
dargestellt. werden" (e.g. OInd. rerihA- 'leckend'). 
Intensiva are forms, in which the feature or action of the 
base word is increased or intensified; intensiva, especially 
with partial reduplication, do not constitute a distinct 
type in the IE languages (e.g. Gr. ninXoQ 'any woven cloth' 
< *pe-pl-o- to the root *pel- 'cover', OInd. mahamaha- 'very 
powerful'). While in verbal formation, reduplication often 
lost its original semantic significance and became a 
mechanical means of formation, the same is not true for 
nominal formation; in this case nouns of a plural, dual or 
collective meaning such as Gr. SfSvpoi 'twins' are formed, 
and the type is infrequent (cf. Tischler: "... die nominale
Redup1ikation (als vom Affekt befreites Bildungsmittel) 
list] dem Indogerman i schen ... von Haus aus fremd"). There 
are a number of reduplicated nouns in Latin, where the 
motivation for reduplication is not clear, e.g. furfur 
'husks of grain'.
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Since Lat. populus does not show full reduplication and 
does not have an apparent plural or dual meaning, the 
possibility must be taken into consideration that it is a 
partially reduplicated form and is iterative or intensive; 
this possibility must be tested against the PIE roots with 
which populus has been connected. These are *pel- and 
*k*el-.

i) *pel-, *ple- 'pour, fill; full'; the derivatives, 
referring to abundance and multitude, include Lat. 
(com-)pleo, plenus, plerus, plebes <> plebs), Umb. plener, 
Horn. itX s To q , Gr. nXl)do), nXrjdoQ. The similarity in meaning 
of Gr. nXfjdoQ 'a great number, multitude, esp. of people; 
people; the commons' and Lat. plebes 'the general body of 
citizens', both from PIE *ple-dh~, suggests that the PIE 
word too is likely to have referred to the 'fullness or mass 
of people'. Assuming this to be true, there is no obvious 
motivation for creating another noun for 'people' to the 
same root. The formation of a noun 'army' to a root *pel- 
'fill' lacks semantic motivation; the formation is not 
paralleled in any other IE language.

There is, moreover, a phonological objection to the 
hypothesis of a reduplicated *pe-pl-o- > Lat. poplo-: PIE £ 
= Lat. £ (*bh£ro > f&ro etc.). The environment, of the change 
of £ > 6 i*pep- > pop-) fulfils none of the conditions known 
for this change in Latin (see Sommer-Pfister 1977:#53,2) and 
could only be assigned to ad hoc assimilation. The same 
argument applies to the Umbrian form. It also applies to 
other PIE roots *pel-: *pel- 'stoBend oder schlagend in
Bewegung setzen, treiben', cf. Lat. pello < *pel-no\ *pel- 
'fold', cf. Lat. duplex; *pel- 'verdecken, verhiillen', cf. 
Lat. pell is.

Partial reduplication with o-vowel is a known type, but this 
is a "Sonderfall der slavischen Sprachen und des
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Litauischen" (Gerhard Meiser: personal communication), cf.
Bulg. GdStp, Lith. bSbras, Pol. bdbr 'beaver' (for a survey 
of the Slavic forms see F. Slawskiego (ed.>, Slownik
Praslowianski, Tom I, 1974, 290f.). Tischler 1976:24
comments that "vereinzelt und wohl sekundar sind Falle (sc. 
of partial reduplication) mit Reduplikationsvokal o". He 
cites three forms (: "alle wohl urspriinglich mit
Redupl i kat i onsvokal e" ) ; these are: Gr . xoaxvkpder xa to
axvkXw, Lat. poples (see below), Russ. pdpelt, which is
secondary to p£pel*. Proto-Lat. *po-pl-o- (> poplo-) may be 
reconstructed only if it is assumed that the vowel of
reduplication is secondary.

Two forms deserve individual attention; these are Gr. 
ndXepoc 'war, combat' (cf. Frisk, II 574f.; IEW 801) and
Lat. populus 'poplar' (cf. WH, II 340), both derivatives of 
PIE *pel- 'schtitteln -♦ zum Zittern bringen -» er schr ecken' . 
The older form is populus, which shows the primary meaning 
of the root ('schtitteln' ) and full reduplication: *pol-pol-
o- 'that. which swings and swings' > *popolo- (with
compensatory lengthening) > Lat. popolo-, cf. OCS. topol’b 
(see Arumaa 1976:#167), which shows the dissimilation of p-p 
to t - p  and the dissimi1 atory loss of - 1 -  before -p- without 
compensatory lengthening. Gr. ndXepoQ is related to tte:X 
'swing, shake, cause to quiver or tremble' (the internal 
vowel -e- in both forms must be the reflex of hi, which
disappears without trace in Latin); it is a -mo- formation 
to the o-grade of the root *pel-, in origin probably a nomen 
aetionis with the meaning 'swinging (of a weapon)' (cf. 
Frisk: "urspr. vom Schwingen der Lanze"). The existence of
full reduplication in Lat. populus constitutes an argument 
against the assumption that Lat. populus is also in origin a 
reduplicated noun to *pel-. Gr. ndXepoQ permits the
reconstruction of a nomen agentis *pol6s 'the one who swings 
(a weapon)', for which one could assume a reduplicated 
(collective?) form +pe-pl-o-s '?army'. Since one cannot
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easily assume a variant *po-pl-o-s for Proto-Latin, the -o- 
of popl- (> populus> remains the obstacle to the assumption 
of IE origin.

ii) *k»el- 'move, turn; circle', cf. Gr. ntko p a i . Lat. 
populus (< *k* e-k*l-o~) has been judged to be a derivative 
of *k*el- with the meaning 'circle of people' (see Andr6 
1978:54 for bibliography). Since, however, a) PIE *k» 6- > 
Lat. qud- > c6- (e.g. *pek*o > *quequo > coquo, #k*elo >

cold, Proto-Ital. *k*el(h)o-h 3 no-s > *k*elonos > colonus 
(see Rix 1989b:235>) and b) PIE *-k» 1 - would give Lat. -kl- 
( — cl — ) since the labial element of +k» is lost in Latin 
before all consonants (e.g. *sok*j_os > socius) , the expected 
development of the proposed form into Latin would be: +k*e-
kw1—o — > Lat. *coclo~.

PIE *k* gives Sab. p in all positions (e.g. *k*is (cf. Hitt. 
kuis) > Osc . pis (Lat. quis); *k*et.juor- > Umb. petur 'four'; 
Osc. PUMPERIAIS, derived from *pompe 'five' < Sab. #k*onkve
< Proto-Ital. *k'*enk*e < PIE *penk*e). The Latin form could 
then only be explained as a borrowing from Sabellic, 
probably from Umbrian, cf. the dialect word Lat. lupus
< : Gr . Xvxoc, PIE *u_Ik»os) :

PIE *k» e-kvl-o-
> Proto-Sab. #k»o-k*l-o-
> Umb. *po-plo-
> Lat. po-plo-

This etymology is not subject to the same phonological 
objection encountered by PIE *pe-pl-o- > Lat. poplo- since 
Proto-Sab. e appears as o between labio-velars. It is, 
however, unsatisfactory on two counts. Firstly, Lat. 
populus, whether it originally meant 'army' or 'people', as 
a borrowing from PIE #k*e-k*l-o would be semantically 
unparalleled amongst realizations of the PIE word in other
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IE languages, which Tischler 1976:8 describes as an 
iterativum (indirectly onomatopoeic): OInd. cakr£-,
'Wagenrad, Scheibe, Kreis', Av. daxra- 'Rad', Gr. xtixkoQ 
'Kreis', Gr. pi. xtxkoi/xuxXa 'Rader', OE. hweol, Engl. 
wheel, Toch. A kukal, B kokale 'Wagen'. This would mean then 
that the word for 'wheel, circle' had developed in Umbrian 
to 'army'. Secondly, Lat. populus has a cognate form in only 
one other IE language, namely Umbrian. If Lat. populus is 
regarded as a borrowing from Umbrian, this would mean that 
the word under discussion is directly attested in only one 
IE language, which makes an IE origin very uncertain.

It is interesting to note that Eric Hamp CAJPh 75, 1954,
186-89) derives Lat. poples ‘the knee joint, the knee' via 
Osco-Umbrian from PIE *k*e-k*1-o-. The semantic progression 
involved, namely 'that which turns' > 'knee joint', is 
partially paralleled by the realization of the PIE word in 
Lith. kSklas and Latv. kokls, 'that which turns' > 'neck', 
where it also designates a part of the body. (Interesting 
too is the fact that the Li th./Latv./Lat.. words for 'wheel' 
are cognate: ratas, rats, rota). If Hamp's etymology, which
is attractive but not certain (why -es, -itis, and not -os, 
-T ?), is correct, it. would constitute another objection to 
the assumption that PIE #k*e-kwl-o- > Lat. poplo-, since the 
PIE word survives in poples. Gordon Messing's suggestion 
(in: Studies presented to Joshua Whatmough, 'S-Gravenhage
1957,  173-78) of borrowing from Umb. fpoplets < O-U.
*poplehts < PIE *po-plekts- 'the bender, that which is bent.' 
(cf. Lat. pleeto, Gr . nXixo)) is unlikely; there is no 
cognate or semantic parallel available. Messing's idea, 
however, that poples was borrowed from Umbrian as a 
technical term of battle - the back of the knee was a 
sensitive point, not covered by defensive armour, where a 
wound could put a warrior out of action - might, however, 
provide a clue to the origin of the word: it suggests a
connection with Lat. populus 'army', i.e. it is possible
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that the origin of Lat. poples, which has no secure 
etymology, is the same as that of Lat. populus.

Another argument put forward in favour of an IE origin (as 
opposed to an Etruscan origin) for Lat. populus, and one 
which leads on to a discussion of the Etruscan evidence, is
that since the socio-political terminology of Etruscan is
well known (cf. above on Etr. spura-, medium, cild') there
can be no place in Etruscan for a *puple/*puplu 'people'.

Etr. rasna, of which there are nine recent attestations, has 
been generally interpreted as 'Etruscan' following the 
report of Dion. Hal. 1.30 that Rasenna was the name of an 
Etruscan leader from whom the Etruscans derived their name, 
while the Romans called them ’Erpovcrxox or Tovoxoi from the 
country they once inhabited. Rix 1984b argues that "da un 
significato 'etrusco' risultano problemi grammaticali o 
interpretativi piu o meno gravi per tutti i testi nei quali 
occorre 1'et.r. rasna"; he interprets rasna as the 
equivalent of Lat. populus 'people'. The most important 
piece of evidence is Vs 1.179 (IV/III) ... mexlum: rasneas 
3clevsinsl C:J zilaxnye, cf. Ta 7.59 (350-325) ...zilad: 
amce: mexl• rasnal...; Ta 1.184 (III) ...zilad C. mex-•J
rasnas...

Following the traditional interpretation of rasna, mexl- 
rasneas clevsinsl would be 'nominis etrusci Clusini/del la 
lega etrusca chiusina' (cf. Cristofani 1985b;129—130, who 
interprets zilad mexl rasnal as 'praetor nominis Tusci'), 
which makes no sense since the Etruscan 'lega' was not 
limited to the people of Chiusi. If, as Rix argues, mex- 
rasneas = res populi = res pubiica, the translation of Vs 
1.179 would be 'rei-autem populi Clusinae praeturam egit', 
which poses no semantic difficulty. The parallel expressions 
on cippi tular Spural 'boundaries of the community'/ tular 
ra£nal 'boundaries of the people' recommends the equation
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rasna = populus, which excludes an Etruscan origin for 
Lat. populus 'people'.

Rix attempts further to weaken the case for the Etruscan 
origin of Lat. populus 'army' by accounting for the 
distinction made by Dion. Hal. on the assumption that that 
Gr. Tvpoqvoi, Umb. Turskum (nomen) and Lat. TuscT are 
transformations of the original Etruscan name while rasna, 
like populus, originally designated that part of the 
population of Etruria which had political responsibility,
i.e. that part which also furnished the military. It is in 
111 /11 BC, when the right of citizenship was conceded even 
to the nevioTax , that the word serves to designate "tutta la 
popolazione libera del 1'Etruriae". The original meaning of 
both res pubiica (popl- : CIL I 586.8) and mex- rasnal will 
have been, according to Rix, "patrimonio delle milizie"; the 
semantic progression from "patrimonio delle milizie" to 
"stato" presupposes "un cambio politico rispetto alia 
facoltd di disporre sul patrimonio militare. E ovvio cercare 
questo cambio nel passaggio dalla monarchio alio stato 
republicano, verificatosi, in date diverse tanto a Roma 
quanto nelle singole citta-stato de11'Etruria. Ma a questo 
punto il glottologo deve lasciare il campo agli storici" (p. 
467) .

The equivalence of Etr. mex to Lat. res and Etr. rasna to 
Lat. populus 'people' is convincingly demonstrated, but it 
is difficult to assume that rasna/ mex- rasnal had the same 
progression of meaning as the corresponding terms in Latin. 
The date of the semantic shift from 'army' to 'people' 
proposed for rasna, which is surprisingly late, as well as 
the occurrence of the semantic shift itself, could only be 
confirmed if the meaning of rasna in the liber linteus (LL 
XI. f5: rasna. hi lari, which is of recent date but goes back
to a probable fifth century model, could be shown to be 
'army'. Comparison between rasna.hilar; Cl 8.5 tular: hilar:
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and Fs 8.3 tular. ipural. hil, together with the 
occurrence of hamepediS at LL XI. f4 and hamcpes at LL XI . f6, 
suggests rather that the discourse here could be about 
common land or ager publicus (see Pfiffig 1969:272).

One might suggest that perhaps zilad mexl rasnal, which is 
equivalent to Lat. praetor rei publicae, is perhaps a caique 
on the Latin formula; Etr. mex- rasnal (two substantives, 
nom. + gen.) could have been based on Lat. res populi. This 
would account for the the fact that mex rasnal occurs only 
in combination with zilad.

If populus is of Etruscan origin, then only the meaning 
'army' and not 'people' comes into question for the Etruscan 
source. If indeed Lat. populus comes from Etruscan and from 
the very first meant 'army' (which is the more probable 
interpretation), the Etruscan source was almost certainly a 
military word, very probably 'army'.

4. The Etruscan evidence

The possibility that populus is of Etruscan origin may now 
beconsidered in detail. Populus is frequently used by Livius 
and other writers for the twelve confederate cities of 
Etruria, e.g. Liv.1.8.3; 4.23.5; 9.37.12; D .S.14.113;
FI or . Epi t.. 1 . 12 . 1 7 . This usage would hardly of itself suggest 
an Etruscan origin for populus, but if on other grounds it 
should seem probable that populus is Etruscan, then the 
preference for the word in writing of Etruria would slightly 
increase rather than lessen the probability.

Pallottino (Etruscologia, 1984?, 489-490) argues for Etr.
#puple (> Lat. populus) on the basis of a correspondence of 
root seen in other nouns and personal/divine/mythological 
names: "e possibile dall'esame dei nomi propri ricostruire
radic-i etrusche non testimoniate in appe 11 ativi " . On the
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analogy of such pairings as the appellatives avil, clan, 
zix> desan, mlac, <ju8i, spur- beside praen. avile, cogn. 
claniu, cogn. zicu, theon. Qesan, mythological figure 
mlacux, gent. ouQiena-, praen. spurie, Pallottino 
reconstructs from the personal names pupli, puplie, 
puplina, fufle, the theonym fufluns and the toponym 
pupluna, fufluna an appellative *puple.

The relationship between an appellative and a personal name 
is normally that the appellative is primary and used to 
describe a person. The attestations of the Etruscan personal 
name in pupl- are partly gentilicia, derived with the
suffix -na from the individual name. If one wishes to 
reconstruct an appellative from a gentilicium, one must 
demonstrate the passage from the gentilicium via the 
individual name to the appellativum and thereby make clear 
the motive for the use of the appellativum as an individual 
name. Pallottino makes no attempt to demonstrate this. The 
three types of proper name employed by Pallottino for the 
reconstruction of an Etr. *puple are discussed below.

First a similar argument must be mentioned. Devoto 1932 
suggests that Lat. populus is derived from Etr. *puple,
which is found in puplie, pupluna and fufluns: *puple
means, in his view, "crescere" and fufl- is related to
pupl-. Comparison is made between the names hercule fufluns 
vesuna svutaf inscribed on an Etruscan mirror (Van der Meer 
1987: fig. 21), and Umb. vesune puemunes pupfig.es 'to Vesona 
of Pomonus Poplicus' (IgT. IV 3-4, cf. IV 10,12,25-26). 
Devoto supposes that by analogy with Pomona matura (cf. 
Pomonus Poplicus) poplicus, which he renders as popdicus, 
means 'mature' , an apt epithet for a god of fruits and
agriculture, and that as Umb. tuder developed from Etr. 
tular (sic! - see #1.7.) so Umb. popdicus developed from 
Etr. pupl-, which means, therefore (i.e. following his first 
supposition) 'crescere'.
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Devoto's argument is that as there is an obvious 
correspondence between Umb. vesune and Etr. vesuna (see 
#1.7.: the Etruscan theonym is borrowed from Umbrian), there 
is also a correspondence between Umb. popdicus and Etr. 
fufluns. Popdicus goes back to an Etruscan pupl-, which, 
Devoto 1932:248 believes, is the alternative form of fufl-, 
as exemplified by attestations of the toponym 
pupluna/fuf1una: "Pupfiko risalirebbe dunque a un PUPL-
etrusco: un nucleo PUPL sarebbe alia base del compagno umbro 
di Vesona, come un nucleo FUFL st& alia base del compagno 
della Vesona etrusca. E lecito vedere in questo l’alternanza 
etrusca PUPL-FUFL, 1’ alternanza stessa che abbiamo visto nel 
toponimo". Devoto's theory is invalid since a connection 
between pupl- and fufl- cannot be demonstrated (see below). 
Furthermore, the generally held development in Umbrian of 1' 
> d > r on the basis of which Devoto translates 
pupfiQes/pupfike as popdicus - popdicus is not attested in 
Umbrian - has been disproved by Meiser 1986:206ff.,esp. 214- 
216; Meiser argues that, since only intervocalic -d- > -f- 
and since the i' of *popliko- was never intervocalic, 
*popliko- developed directly to *pupf iko-\ there was no 
intermediate stage **popdiko-. One may add that the 
connection which Devoto makes between Etr. pupl- and the 
designation popdicus for the god of vegetation is his single 
argument for the meaning 'crescere', which is not suggested 
by puplie or pupluna to which he also refers.

In the reconstruction of an Etr. *puple Pallottino and 
Devoto employ three (onomastic) sources of evidence:

In Etruscan texts there are 23 attested persona 1 names with 
the base pdpi-; all except two (as indicated) are of recent 
date. The praenomen puplie-s (gen.) is attested in one 
inscription of archaic date: Vs 1.29 (VI/V). In recent
inscriptions pupli (< puplie-) is attested three times as a 
praenomen (Cl 1.2079, 1.2080, 1.2344) and three times as a
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'Vornamengenti1icium' (Cl 1.750, 1.2177, 1.2178). The
abbreviated form pup is attested in the bilingual 
inscription Pe 1.313, where it renders the Latin
abbreviation P. for the praenomen Publius; pup velimna = P. 
VOLVMNIVS. The 'Vornamengenti1iciurn' pupili^ in Cl 1.2296 
shows anaptyxis. The praenomen is attested as a cognomen in 
Cl 1.2179 pupCliSJ. In Archaic Etruscan there is one 
attestation of the genti1icium: OB 3.1 (VI) pupliana, which 
we may interpret as a phonetic variant of *pupliena 
(: *pupliena > *puplidna > pupliana) on the model of
spuriana - spuriena- (see #11.1.). Attestations of recent 
date are puplina (Cl 1.430, 1.431, 1.432, 1.433, 1.2109),
puplinal (Cl 1.894, 1.907, 1.2456), puplinas (AT 1.23,
1.24), pupline for puplinei* (Cl 1.2180), puplnal (Pe 
1.1163); puplnal without -i- is curious (cf. infra).

Since the formation of individual names with the suffix -J_o- 
is an Italic phenomenon (e.g. Lat. Gaius, Osc. stat is; see 
#11.1.), Etr. puplie- is generally considered to be of 
Italic, specifically Latin, origin (see Rix 1956:158, 
196 3:345,349ff.; Steinbauer 1983:222-223). Additional 
arguments brought forward are that the archaic attestation 
puplies comes from a cemetery at Orvieto, where many
inscriptions bear names of Italic origin (: Vs 1.29 mi
puplies tatanas 'I (am the tomb) of Puplie Tatana'; one
notes that the gentilicium is native, formed to the 
praenomen tata-i and that the use of the name for freedmen 
is consistent with foreign (i.e. Latin) origin (: Cl 1.2079 
pupli petinate(s) lautni 'Pupli, freedman of Petinate', Cl 
1.2080 pupli: petinateS: lautni; the same freedman is
intended in these inscriptions so that pupli is found in 
effect just once for a freedman). Etr. puplie- as a 
borrowing from EL. Poplio- poses no problems; indeed it 
finds a number of parallels among Etruscan praenomina in 
-ie of Italic origin, cf. above on Etr. cavies, vipies etc.
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Other scholars prefer Etruscan origin for the Roman 
praenomen, cf. De Simone 1981:101: Poplios ... e
Spurius sono chiaramente di origine etrusca"; Salomies 
1987:45: "anscheinend etruskisch". Etr. puplie- as the
source of EL. Poplio- with Lat. 6 for Etr. ti (cf. Etr. 
*ptirze-na, gent, to purze- (Vs 1.160) > Lat. Pdrsenna) is
also possible; the borrowing would find a parallel in Etr. 
sptirie > Lat. Sptirius, which demonstrates, however, that we 
might also expect Lat. **Puplio- from Etr. puplie-. As a 
native individual name in -ie puplie- would find a number 
of parallels in Etruscan, cf. above on Etr. Qamrie-, maclaie 
etc.

The possibility cannot be ruled out that puplie- was 
formed to Etr. pupl- in Etruria either by native speakers or
by Italic immigrants. An Italic origin must, however, be
preferred, not least because the name is poorly attested in
Archaic Etruscan. The form puplnal without -i- may provide 
an argument consistent with Italic origin. The absense of 
-i- is curious because it cannot be the result of syncope, 
cf. above on arc. spuriena- > rec. spurina. The pair rec.
puplinal - puplnal finds a parallel in the gentilicia rec.
apinal - apnas, which also shows the 'loss' of -J-;
attested forms are Vs 1.41 (VI/V) apinas, which we must
attribute to the transitional period between Archaic- and
Neo-Etruscan, AS 1.316 (rec.) apinal (metronymic), Cl 1.1244 
(rec.) apinal (metronymic), Cl 1.1245 (rec.) apini, Ta 1.83
(II) apnas. From the gentilicium rec. apina- it is possible 
to reconstruct arc. *apiena-, whose phonetic variant 
apiana- is attested in Fs 1.4 (arc.) mi avileS apianag; from 
*apiena- we may extract the praenomen #apie, which may be an 
Italic borrowing (cf. Lat. Appius). From the gentilicium 
arc. apenas (Vs 1.98, 1.120) we may extract a praenomen ape- 
, which may be taken as an Etruscanized form of *apie on 
the model of native praenomina in -e such as avile; there is
also a praenomen vipe (e.g. in Vs 1.233) beside vipie-,
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which is of Italic origin (see p.108). Rec. apina- is from 
arc. *apiena; rec. apna- from arc. apena-. Hence puplnal (? 
< *puplena-) may indicate the existence of a praenomen 
*puple, which may be interpreted as the Etruscanized form 
of puplie-, in which case we must assume that 
puplie- is of Italic origin. It is also possible that 
Etruscanization first took place in the gentilicium, i.e. 
*pup1ena- was formed on the model of *av i1ena, apena-, 
velena- etc.; a praenomen *puple may perhaps have been 
avoided if this was homophonous with an Etruscan 
appellative. Further study of pairs of the type apina- - 
a p n a -  is a desideratum.

If puplie- is of Latin origin, this does not make it less 
likely that Lat. pdplo- 'army' was borrowed from Etruscan. 
We may assume that the praenomen Lat. *Poplios/ Etr. puplie 
was in origin a substantive with the meaning 'belonging to 
an army, fighter, warrior'.

There are 19 attestations of the Etruscan the on yin fufluns in 
inscriptions (on mirrors, vessels of various types (cups, 
drinking horns, vases), bullae and the bronze liver of 
Piacenza) dating from the early fifth century. These are:
Vc 4.1 (early V) fuflun(s)1 pa/ies velcldi; Vc 4.2 (early V) 
fuflunsul pa/ies velclBi; Vc 4.3 (early V) fuflunsl 
pay(ies)-, La S.l (475-450) esia artamefsJ fu(fl u)nus 
menarva; Vc S. 12 (late V) semi a fufl un£ apulu-, Vc 4.4 (V)
[fuf1uns1 pJaxies; Cl S.9 (350-325) semla fufluns areaBa

sime; 01 S.24 (IV) helenaia fuf1uns ariCadaJ; Vs S.21 (300- 
250) aminB eiasun fufluns arada c a stur; Vs S.15 (late 
IV/early III) svutaqp vesuna fufl uns h(e)rcle; Cl S. 13 (III) 
laran fuflunCsJ CaeBJlans m a r i a; Um 4.1 (III) fuflunz\ Urn 
4.2 (III) fuflunz; Pa 4.2 (rec.) fufluns(1) , fuflu(n)sCl);

Pe 7.2 (rec.) apulu fuflun$; Ve 4.3 (rec.) mi fuCflunslJ; OB 
7.1 (IV/III; fake?) fuflunS apulu; OB 7.2 (rec.; fake?) 
apulu fufl u n s. To these attestations we may add the tile
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inscription Vs 6.4 (late III/ II) Calv: fuflunzl, where
fuflunzl appears to have the function of a gentilicium after 
the abbreviation av for the praenomen aule.

The etymology of Etr. fufluns has recently been discussed by 
Meiser 1986:215-216 and by Rix:op. cit., who argue that it 
is a borrowing from a Sabellic, probably Umbrian, theonym, 
cognate with Lat. flos. One attestation of fufluns comes 
from Praeneste and two from Todi; this suggests some form of 
Etruscan presence in Latium and Umbria and would be 
consistent with the theory that an Italic divinity 
xfofluns/ *fufluns was adopted by the Etruscans or formed 
part of a Sabellic substratum in Etruscan.

For PIE we can reconstruct the verbal root #b*>le- (<
lehi -) together with the o-grade *b*> lo~ (< *b^lohi~) 

"bluhen" (see IEW 122), reflexes of which are to be seen, 
for instance, in Goth, bloma, ON. blom. The enlarged form 
+ bi> lcidh known from several IE languages including Mir. 
blath, is also present in Lat. flos (< *flod^s < *bt'lod*>s 
< *bhlohtd*>-s) and in its derivatives (e.g. floreo) and 
Sabellic cognates (e.g. Osc. dat. sg. fluusai 'Florae'). A 
form *bhel- (without laryngeal) may be reconstructed on the 
basis of Olr. bile, Mir. bilede and a form *bt>ol- on the 
basis of Lat. folium (see Rix (forthcoming a)).

Rix argues that the ending -uns of fufluns is the reflex of 
the Italic suffix -onos/-unos (. -o-h3 n o - , -u-h3 no-) with
which theonyms are built from etyma in final -o-/-u-, cf. 
Bel Iona, Pomona (cf. above, #111.1.). As a theonym borrowed 
from Sabellic, Etr. fufluns finds many parallels (see 
#1.7.); as a theonym in -Vns it finds specific parallels in 
Etr. neduns < Umb. *Nehtuns and Etr. se Ivans < Umb. 
+S i 1 vans. Rix ass ume s a proto form *bho-b*il-o- ' c i o c-he 
fiorisce. germina, cresca; la vegetazione: I altero; X

edera' (to *b*>ol-), which develops > Proto-Sab. *foflo-h 3 no-
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(with -Vh3 no- > -Vno-) > *fof lon(o)s 'signore della
vegetazione, degli alberi, dell' edera' > Umb. *fofluns 
(perhaps with assimilation to *fufluns) > Etr. fufluns 
(the length of the vowel u in Etruscan is clear from the
fact that it is never syncopated). Rix also holds the 
Etruscan individual name rec. fufle to be of Umbrian origin; 
attested forms are the cognomen fufle, with which he 
compares the Latin cognomen Florus, the filiation fuflCe 
and the gentilicia f. fufalnei (with anaptyxis), m. fuflnies 
(references are given below). He argues that "le regole 
morfologiche dell' etrusco non permettono di stabilire una
relazione tra fufluns e fufle".

Meiser 1986:215-216, on the other hand, reconstructs from 
plus the nominal suffix *-d*>lo- a substantive 

*bh lo-dh lo- > *flo-$lo- > (with dissimilation) *fof31o- 
"Bluhort; Garten", from which a theonym ("Herr des Gartens") 
is formed by the addition of the possessive suffix -h3 no- 
(as Rix).

Both etymologies are controversial because they assume the 
reconstruction not only of a theonym, of which there is no 
trace in Sabellic, but also of additional forms, namely an
individual name *Foflo- and a noun *foflo- (cf. Lat. hortus, 
Osc. hurz 'garden'!). Rix's etymology is in addition
problematic because he operates with 'o reduplication', a 
rare phenomenon, of which there is no certain example in the 
Italic languages (see above).

The decisive factor in favour of Sabellic origin is the long 
vowel in fufluns (see Rix 1985a:#9). For this reason one may 
suggest that the theonym is either an Italicized form (i.e. 
*fuflun -> fufluns on the model of neduns; Rix 1981:125 does 
not entirely exclude the possibility that fufluns is derived 
from an Etruscan name in -n, cf. the native theonyms Qesan, 
laran, turan) or a hybrid form (composed of Etr. fufl- +
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Sab. -uns on the model again of neduns, cf. the hybrid cul£- 
an£->. The second alternative may be preferred since a) 
*fuflun is not attested, and b) to a base noun fufl- we may 
derive the individual name fufle on the model of the 
praenomen arc. avile from avil 'year'.

The following attestations of the Etruscan toponym. all coin 
legends, are known; their date, following Rix, Etruskische 
Texte, is IV/III unless otherwise indicated: from Castella
Marittima NU N.15 pupluna; from Populonia NU N.17 CpuplJuna 
(2 + ex), NU N.19 (II) puplCunaJ <2 ex), NU N.21 (rec.) 
pupluCnaJ, NU N.22 pupluna (ca. 100 ex), NU N.26 (rec.) 
puf1[unaJ, NU N.27 (III) CpupJluna, NU N .29 (late IV/III) mi 
puCpluna les (?>] (2 ex), NU N.30 (III) pufluna vetalu (2+ 
ex), NU N.31 (III) fufluna vetalu xa'< from Sovana NU N.16 
(350-250) CpuJplufnaJ, NU N.18 pufp}flunCaJ (2 ex), NU N.20 
pupl ana (4-7 ex), NU N.28 mi: pupluna: les: (2-11 ex)
from Val d' Orcia NU N.23 [pup]lunCaJ, NU N.24 pupCluna], NU 
N.25 CpuJflunCaJ (9 ex).

To sum up, all coins are of recent date, even if precise 
dates have not been agreed upon (see H.H. Scullard, The 
Etruscan Cities and Rome, London 1967, 145; Cristofani
1976:21 1; 1985b: 127). They come for the most part from
Populonia. Attested forms are pupluna (100+ ex), puplana (4- 
7 ex), pufluna (14 ex) and the uni cum fufluna. The reading 
fufluna of NU N.31, now lost, is disputed. It is generally 
agreed that, if the reading is correct, it results from a 
deliberate allusion to the theonym fufluns and does not 
necessarily attest to a relationship between the two names. 
The other forms are discussed below.

Rix (forthcoming a) derives the toponym from its SedQ 
[rrcjwpoQ, a god whose origin is, in his view, Sabellic, 
formed from poplo- 'army'. From poplo- + -h3 no- he derives 
a pair of theonyms: f. Pop(u)lona, which is attested in
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Latin, and m. *Poplonos, which "da presupporre per il
sabellico, maschile come in umbro i teonimi Poemono- e 
V o f i o n o . In Italic *Poplonos + -i±a -* Populonia; in 
Etruscan *puplune (< Sab. *Poplonos) + -na -+ pupluna (the 
long vowel u appears certain, cf. supra on fufluns).

This etymology for pupluna is not convincing, not least 
because the theonym *Poplonos/*puplune is attested in
neither Italic nor Etruscan, nor is there any literary or 
pictorial evidence for the existence of such a god. Indeed 
if there had been a Sabellic deity *Poplon(o)s, one would 
expect the Etruscan borrowing to have been tpupluns (cf. 
neduns, selvans). In theory the base of pupluna could have 
been Lat. Poplona (: in Etruscan *pupluna + -na > pupluna), 
but this is unlikely, not only because of the lack of
literary/ pictorial evidence for the cult of a Poplona in 
Etruria, but also because Poplona is not a deity but the
epithet or title of Juno (note: there is no attestation of
uni from Populonia). A more plausible argument would be that 
Etr. *puplune came from Lat. *Poplonos, cf. Lat. *Marcos > 
Etr. marce. It is, however, more natural to assume that 
the Romans learned the name of the Etruscan city, which has 
a history going back to at least the tenth century, from the 
Etruscans (: pupluna > Populonia) rather than that the two
names had separate formations; in learning the name of the 
Etruscan city the Romans probably made it homophonous with 
the name of their own goddess (this is all the more likely 
if the Romans knew that the same word was at the base of 
both the toponym and the cult title), cf. Battisti 
1959:389,390: "La tradizione onomastica latina 6 seriore di
c i r c a  un secolo rispetto a quella et rusca. . . . 11 punto di 
p a r t e n z a  incontrovertibi1e risiede nel fatto che il nome che 
noi  conosciamo e quello che ci fa trasmesso dall' etrusco 
...". The decisive factor in Rix's etymology is the apparent 
l ong vowel u in pupluna; if we assume that the toponym is in 
o r i g i n  Etruscan, we are obliged to offer an account of the
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long vowel, cf. infra. One may add that even if the Etruscan 
toponym was formed from an Italic theonym, this does not 
exclude the possibility that the base of the Italic theonym 
was an Etruscan loanword.

It is on the basis of puplu- (extracted from pupluna) that 
WH are prepared to consider Etruscan origin for populus. It 
has been suggested that the toponym is a derivative of 
*puplu (: *puplu + na > pupluna), which is interpreted
either as an appellative (see Battisti 1 9 5 9 : 3 9 6 )  or a 
gentilicium (cf. Colonna 1977) .  Colonna argues that, while 
Etruscan toponyms derived from gentilicia are not rare (e.g. 
Saena (cf. OB 2.1 1 ( 4 5 0 - 4 2 5 )  deinaS) , Felsina (cf. AS 1. 185 

(rec.) felsinei), this method of forming toponyms cannot be 
invoked for the oldest Etruscan settlements such as 
Tarquinia and Populonia whose 'foundation' predates the 
introduction of the gens system (: "queste citt& traggono
origine dal sinecismo di villaggi sparsi nel territorio, 
avvenuto agli inizi dell'eta del ferro, ossia agli inizi del 
I X  o al piu tardi nel corso del IX secolo..."). Further, the 
f o r m a t i o n  o f  genti licia in -u is a phenomenon of Neo- 
E t r u s c a n .  The suggestion that pupluna derives from a 
g e n t i l i c i u m  in -u may then be rejected on pragmatic (: 
s o cio l inguistic) grounds. Similarly the suggestion that it 
d e r i v e s  f r om an appellative *puplu, which one would have to 
analyse as a nomen agent is in -u to a verbal base #pupl- 
(ef. z i c - ,  zlcu), must be rejected on phonological grounds, 
since the ending -u shows a short vowel, so that we would 
expect the occurrence of at least some syncopated forms 
*puplna, even if we allowed that the spelling of the 
remaining forms was archaizing, cf. rec. cupuna: /urunai (Cl 
1 . 5 3 9 ) ,  cupna: xurna1 (Cl 1 . 5 4 0 ) .

P u p l u n a  is commonly thought of as "die unter den Auspizien 
des Fufluns stehende Stadt" (WH, c.f., for example, M. 
C r i s t o f a n i ,  L I M C  1 1 1 , 1 ,  531:  " I I  nome di Fufluns e connesso
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con l'etrusco *puple dal quale derivano nomi personali e il 
toponimo di Populonia <Pupluna/Pufluna/Fufluna)"; M. Grant, 
A Dictionary of Classical Place Names, 1986, 518: "Fufluns,
the Etruscan deity after which the place (sc. Populonia) was 
called"), even though, as has long been recognized, the 
coins of Populonia which bear the legend 'pupluna' do not 
represent fufluns (cf. Battisti 1959:389, 401) and there is 
nothing to suggest that the cult of fufluns was specific to 
Populonia, or even practised there; moreover, as the coins 
of Populonia show, the 'Stadtgott' there was oeQlans (cf. 
Simon 1985:163: "....was durch die Eisenindustrie in jener
Gegend zu erklaren ist. Die Vorderseite zeigt seinen 
bartigen Kopf mit der Handwerkermiitze, die Rlickseite seine 
Werkzeuge, Hammer und Zange"). It may be noted that the 
(almost) constant orthography of fufl- (theonym) versus 
pupl- (toponym) is a serious objection to an etymological 
connection between them. Indeed the difference in the 
initial letter is alone sufficient to demonstrate the 
diverse origin of the two names; there exists for Etruscan 
no rule by which initial fu- > pu- or initial pu- > fu- (see 
Rix 1989a: 1293-4 and (forthcoming a) on the forms arc. 
pulumxva (Cr 4.4, 4.5; = Punic hkkb-m) 'stars' and rec.
fulumxva (Pe 8.4) of obscure meaning). Following in the 
steps of Devoto 1932, whose methods and results he accepts, 
De Simone 1981:100 has again brought *poplo- (which he 
considers an Etruscan loanword) into connection with Etr. 
fufluns. It is important to make clear, therefore, that in 
the etymology of fufluns no argument can be found for either 
the IE or Etruscan origin of Lat. populus.

The connection has rested heavily on the (now invalidated) 
phonetic rule p > ph > f, which appears in the standard 
works on the Etruscan language. The rule is formulated by De 
Simone 1970:179: "Zu beachten ist auch, daB die
Verbindungen pr, pi, pn (wohl iiber ph) zu fr, fl, fn 
we i t er entwi c-ke 11. werden konnen" . For pr > fr he cites Hafure
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beside Hapre and Sefrials beside Sepre; for pi > fl the 
pairs Quf(u)16a : duplda, Fufle : Fup(le), Fufluna
Pupluna\ for pn > fn dafna beside Qapna. He considers pufl- 
as the "Zwischenstufe" between pupl- and fufl- in order to 
make sense of the attestations of the toponym, i.e. pupluna 
> pufl(una) > fufluna.

A collection and chronological ordering of the attestations 
of dafna and Qefarie, which cover a period of approximately 
600 years, demonstrates the flaw in the supposed development 
p > ph > f, namely that the development is not from stop 
(through aspirated stop) to fricative but, conversely, from 
fricative to stop in the environment of n, lt and r. To 
these attestations are added those of the individual name 
fufle and the gentilicium derived from it; since Cl 1.1807 
a6: herine: vipinal: fufle: and Cl 1.1808 ar: herine(:>
vi(:)pinal: fup(le) record the same man (note: ad - ar - 
arnd), we may be sure that fup is an abbreviation for the 
cognomen fuple*.

dafna
davhna Cr 2.5 (700-675)
dah( v )n a Cr 2.6 (700-650)
dahvna Cr 2.20 (675-650)
dahvna Cr 2.29 (VII)
dafna Cr 2.51 (mid VI)
dafna Vs 2.7 (VI)
dafna AV 2.5 (VI-V)
6 apna Co 3.1 (V-IV)
dafna Cl 2.26 (IV)
6 apna Po 2.21 (350-250)
tafina Fa 2.14 (IV-III)
dapna Vc 2.42 (III)
dapicuni4x), dapintaiS
dapintaS Po 4.4 (II)
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Qapna, Bapnac, BapneStS
dapnzac (2x) LL X.22, X.fl, XI.3

Befarie
Qihvaries 
Qefariei 
Qefarie 
CBJefrinai 
Qefri 
Befri&a 
BefriS 
Bepri 
Beprie 
Beprina 
Be(p)rina1 
Beprina6a 
Beprinei 
Bepr ini£ 
Bepriu 
Beprina1

Cr 2.7 (700-650)
Cr 4.4 (c.500)
Cr 4.5 <c.500>
Ta 7.60 (350-325)
Pe 1.306 (175-150)
Pe 1.307 (150-125)
Pe 1.1220 (rec . )
Pe 1.1086 (rec. ) , 1.1147 (rec.) 
Cl 1.1840 (rec . )
Cl 1.490 (rec.)
Cl 1.37 (rec . )
Cl 1 . 2100 (rec. )
Cl 1.40 (rec..), 1.1841 (rec.)
Cl 1. 2620 (rec . )
Pe 1 . 1000 ( r e c  . )

Cl 1 .39 (rec. )

fuf J e
fufainei 
fuf 1 e 
fuf1Lels 
fufini es 
fup(J e)

AH 1.48 (IV-250) 
Cl 1 . 1807 (rec. ) 
Pe 1.1161 (rec . ) 
AH 1.41 (rec.)
Cl 1.1808 (rec . )

De Simone 1970 explains the fact that Bafna and Bahvna 
occur in Archaic Etruscan and Bapna only in Neo-Etruscan 
thus: "Es ist deshalb moglich, da6 Bapna - etwa wie Sispe
und Partinipe - als umgekehrte Schreibung, die wohl den 
Wandel pn > fn zur Voraussetung hat, zu verstehen ist. Gegen 
diese Annahme spricht. aber die Form Tafina (Narce), die wohl 
dissimi1atorisch zu erklaren ist: Bapna > *8aphna > *Taphna
> Taf(i)na. vgl . im Griechischen Falle wie flcoaqiopoQ,
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AvreocpopoQ" . Colonna 1973-74 follows De Simone and refers to 
the attestations of Bapna "forse come un purismo di ritorno" 
conserved only in North Etruria3,

The validity of the development -f- > -p- before the
resonants r, 1, n (rather than -pi- > -fl- etc.) is further 
demonstrated by Greek borrowings in Etruscan in which a 
development -pi- > -phi- > -fl- is not attested, although 
the supposed distributional requirements are fulfilled, e.g. 
aplu, eutvrpa, pemcpetru (see Rix 1976a: 177).

The restriction of the sound change to northern Etruria by 
Steinbauer (1983:221-222; cf. Rix 1985a:$22) is based on the 
fact that the attestations in -pn- etc. (all recent) are all 
from northern Etruria, whereas recent attestations in -fn- 
et.c . are known from both northern and southern Etruria. 
(Steinbauer: "Die Schr i f tspr ache bzw. ein Teil der
Bevolkerung hielten iiber einen langeren Zeitraum am alten 
Standard fest, wodurch Unsieherheit. beim Gebrauch der 
Zeichen >f< und >p< im oben genannten Kontext. entstanden") . 
The paucity of recent attestations from southern Etruria 
should leave open the question of the (geographica 1) 
limitation of the sound change.

To the objections given at the start of this section can now 
be added the implications of the phonetic development -fl- 
> -pl-\ if the two names really were connected we might
justifiably expect the sound change to be mirrored in both. 
The resistance shown by fufInns to the sound change must be 
due to its (partial) Sabellic origin; likewise the sound 
change arc. f- > rec. h- known from a central-northern area 
of Etruria around Chiusi, from where two rec. attestations 
of fufluns are known, is not known for the theonym, cf. arc. 
vhulvena-s > rec. huluna (Rix 1985a:#22); fufluns was always 
felt to be a foreign god. As for the toponym there is 
unfortunately no early attestation to establish the
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relationship between pupluna and pufluna. Since the 
attestations of pufluna come from northern Etruria 
Populonia there can be no question here of the operation of 
the geographically restricted sound change proposed by 
Steinbauer. Rix (forthcoming a) suggests that pufluna was 
the result of a neutralization of f and p before liquids and 
nasals, which took place from the fourth century onwards in 
northern Italy. It is also likely that, like fufluna, 
pufluna attests to contamination of pupluna and fufluns. 
Since the personal name shows the sequence pupl- to be 
archaic, it seems fair to adopt one of these solutions and 
to regard pupluna as the primary form.

If we reject any connection between fufluns and pupluna, we 
are obliged to consider anew the etymology of the toponym; 
the non-syncope of -u- must be explained. A solution can be 
offered.

The Etruscan plural/ collective suffix /va//va develops to 
-cva or to - va under the following conditions (see Rix 
1985a:*27):

-/va > -cva/
spi rants 

s, 6

-/va > -va/
palatals 
e, i , $

The ending is preserved after a liquid or a nasal (e.g. 
fier/va. fulumxva') . Examples for -/va > -va are: zusle-va
(pi. of zusle) < #zusle~xva, hupni-va (pi. of hupni) <
*hupni~xva. Hence from Etr. pupl- one can reconstruct a 
possessive adjective to the plural of *puple '?army': 
*ptiple~xva-na > fptipl (e )-v(a )-na > ptipltina-, one observes 
the syncope of short vowels in medial syllables and the
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development, of consonantal jv > vocalic u, which is not 
syncopated, on the model of muluvene > mulvene- > mulune 
(no **mulne) .

Any difficulty in this etymology lies not in phonology or 
morphology but in semantics, since the meaning of *pHple 
cannot be deduced internally in Etruscan, but must be drawn 
from Lat. *poplos 'army' (or, less probably, 'people').

The form *puplexva is either plural ('armies') or 
collective, in which case it may have meant something like 
'battle' or 'war', cf. sg. fler 'hostia', coll. flerxva 
'ritual ceremony'; pupluna may then have designated the 
site where armies met, or more arguably, where a 
(particular) battle took place, cf. the German place names 
Kriegsdorf, Kriegsheim, Kriegsst.adt.hof.

We know that the site of Popu Ionia was inhabited by two 
villages which amalgamated in the later seventh century, 
increasing the prosperity of the site (see M. Grant, A 
Dictionary of Classical Place Names, 1986, 518). This
invites the reflection at. least that an Etr. *puple may 
originally have meant something like 'village', 'community' 
o r  ' p e o p l e ' .

The most important aspect of the etymology offered here for 
pupluna is the reconstructed base noun *puple, the 
reconstruction of which is not possible from the individual 
name puplie. which is of probable Latin origin, nor from the 
theonym fufluns. An Etr. *puple (nom.-acc. sg.) borrowed 
into Latin would yield a form /poplo/ or /puplo/ (cf. Etr. 
aule > Lat.. *Aulo-f Aulus>.

Breyer concludes her entry on Lat. populus by stating 
that it is "vollig ungewiS" whether the Latin word was 
borrowed from Etruscan or Italic (i.e. Sabellic). There is
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no sound IE etymology for Lat. populus; Sabellic origin can 
be ruled out as a source except possibly as an intermediary 
between Etruscan and Latin. Consideration of the primary 
meaning of Lat. populus and of the structure and possible 
meaning of Etr. pupluna make an Etruscan origin possible. 
Since the etymology cannot be completely satisfactory at the 
semantic level, it is not 'vollig gewiS' that populus is a 
borrowing from Etruscan; the etymology is, however, 
satisfactory at the morphological and phonological levels.

Note s
1. See Pantzerhjelm-Thomas and Skutch 1912:202. Xavier

Mignot, Les verbes d£nominatifs latin, Paris 1969, 
377, also translates the verb as "d6peupler". 
Noticeably there is no discussion of popula- in his 
text, which indicates how problematic a satisfactory 
explanation of popula- is. Steinbauer 1989:24,n.6 does 
not discuss popula- in any detail since the verb does 
not occur in Plautus, but points out that Mignot's 
translation must be incorrect.

2. It is extremely uncommon that a given PIE word is
preserved in the majority of the IE languages. While 
it is theoretically possible that a word may only be 
preserved in one IE language (the structure may be 
indicative of IE origin), it is generally held that a 
word counts as IE if corresponding forms are attested 
in (at least) twro daughter languages (different 
language groups : ideally one satem, one centum
language) and borrowing from one language into the 
other is excluded, e.g. Gr. npdtoov, Lat.. porrum, 
porrus < *pfso- (Steinbauer 1983:69-70).

3. See Colonna 1973-74:136: "La tendenza alia pronunzia
aspirata (vedi tafina, da *Baphna per dissimulazione) 
e spirantica della labiale interna, a contatto con la 
nasale, £ comunque anteriore alia diffusione della 
scrittura, essendo registrato in blocco da tutte le 
iscrizione di eta arcaica, comprese le piu antiche 
(1-5). La scrittura Qapna si afferma soltanta nel IV- 
III secolo (8), forse come un purismo di ritorno, 
spiegabile per un vaso di precipua, anche se 
tutt'altro che esclusiva, uti1izzazione sacrale." cf. 
Colonna 1984:312: his theory that Etr. Bapna is a
borrowing from Lat. *dapna is invalidated.
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Chapter V: Lat. SATELLES

In this and the following chapter the theory is presented 
that both Lat. satel les, a loanword from the regal period, 
and Lat. 1Tctor, a 'semi-calque', probably of early
Republican date, derive from Etr. zatlad. This chapter deals
with Lat. satel les. A survey of the word's use in Latin
texts suggests a foreign, possibly Etruscan, origin for 
satel1es. Since there is no serious IE etymology to be
considered, the possibility that satelles is of Etruscan 
origin is discussed.

1. The use of satelles in Latin texts

Recently we have become increasingly familiar with terms 
such as satellite broadcasting and satellite stations, in 
which Engl, satellite is to be understood as "a man-made 
object placed (or designed to be placed) in orbit around an 
astronomical object (usu. the earth)". Before the twentieth 
century there was only one instance of the use of satellite 
in this sense - W.H.G. Kingston tr. Verne's Begum's Fortune 
xiii. 180 (1880): "A projectile, animated with an initial
speed twenty times superior to the actual speed, being ten 
thousand feet per second, can never fail! This movement, 
combined with terrestrial attraction, destines it to revolve 
perpetually round our globe....Two hundred thousand dollars 
is not too much to have paid for the pleasure of having 
endowed the planetary world with a new star, and the earth 
with a second satellite." The September 1936 edition of the 
science magazine Discovery reports on "the scheme for 
building a metal outpost satellite and propelling it in a 
fixed orbit 600 miles above the earth's surface". This sense 
of satellite derives from the word's use for 'a small or 
secondary planet which revolves around a larger one'. It was 
Kepler who in 1611 first applied Lat. satellites to the
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secondary planets revolving around Jupiter. But the original 
meaning of Engl, satellite is that of "an attendant upon a 
person of importance, forming part of his retinue and 
employed to execute his orders. Often with reproachful 
connotation; implying subserviency or unscrupulousness in 
service". The word is very rare before the 18th century; the 
occurrences include 1548 Hall, Chron., Rich. Ill 52b 
"environed with his satellytes and yomen of the crowne"; 
1656 Blount, Glossogr., "satellite, one retained to guard a 
man's person; a Yeoman of the Guard; a Serjeant, Catchpole, 
one that attacheth"; 1864 Kirk, Chas. Bold. II.IV.iii.384,
"Tyrants, encompassed by their armed satellites." 
(Quotations from OED)

This original meaning of Engl, satellite continues that of 
Lat. satelles, from which it is borrowed. What is notable
about the Latin word is how little variation in meaning it 
exhibits. The OLD defines it thus: 1. one of a bodyguard or
escort to a prince or despot, a henchman, attendant (often 
contempt..); 2. a (usu. violent) partisan, supporter; (w.
gen.) an accomplice (in crime).

The context in which satelles is used is almost invariably 
military (or violent), the tone contemptuous and the 
satellites those of a tyrant-king, of whom the 'oldest' 
example is the Etruscan king from Chiusi, Porsenna, whose
satellites regi i seize Mucius Scaevola after he has made an 
unsuccessful attempt on the life of the king (Liv . 2 . 12 . 8) . 
The earliest extant use in Latin is PI.Mil.73, where 
Pyrgopolynices, a mercenary captain of king Seleucus, 
bombastically calls his own attendants satel1ites as if he 
were king. We also know of the satellites of Alexander, his 
brother Arrhidaeus, Hannibal, king Hieronymus, the tyrant 
king Hiero, the Spartan tyrant Nabis, king Perseus and the
Parthian Pharasmanes, all of whom were foreign;
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A1exander 
Curt.6.7.32

Arrhidaeus 
Curt.10.7.14

Harm i ba1 
Li v .23.12.11

Hi eronymus 
Li v .24.7.7

Liv.24.32.5

L j v . 2 5 . 2 9 . 3

H i e r o
Liv.24.5.4

N a b i s
Liv.32.39.8

Liv.35.35.11

Dymnus is brought into the royal apartment by 
the satel 1ites of Alexander.

et Meleager, thorace sumpto, cap it arma, novi 
regis ( = Arrhidaeus) satelles.

Hi mi Iconi ceter i sque Hannibalis satel1it ibus.

fuga sate 11 i turn (sc. of Hieronymus), ut. 
iac.ent.em videre regem, facta est.

..ne proderent. patriam tyranni (= Hieronymus) 
ante satel1it ibus et turn corrupt oribus
exercitus.

satellites regii (sc. of Hieronymus) 
Hippocrates atque Epicydes.

satellites armat.os (sc. of Hiero).

tyrannurn (= Nabi s) ibi cum omnibus copi is 
opperientem invenerunt. Progressus armatus 
cum satel 1 i t. i bus arma t i s est in medium fere 
interiacentis campi.

satel1ites tyranni (= Nabis) in media fere 
acie consistebant..
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Perseus 
Li v .42.15.7

42.15.10

42.16.2 

42.16.4

42.39.2

42.51 .2

Pharasmanes 
Tac- . Ann .6.35

c f .
PIi n .Pan .23.3

Nep.Pans.3 .2

turba ami cor urn ac satel1iturn <sc. of
Perseus).

ami corum et satel1iturn turba (sc. of
Perseus).

ad corpus regis (= Perseus) primo amici, 
deinde satel1ites ac servi concurrerunt. 
quidam ex satellitibus (sc. of Perseus) 
secuti latronum vestigia, cum usque ad
iugum. . .

magnus comitatus fuit. regius (sc. of Perseus) 
cum amicorum turn satel1iturn turba stipante.

cum purpuratorum et satel 1iturn manu profectus 
Citium est.

Wounded, Pharasmanes is protected by the 
bravest of his guards - forti ssimi s
satel1iturn.

The emperor Trajan is praised because he made 
himself accessible to all and had no party of 
satellites (satel1iturn manu) to attend him.

The contempt with which the general is served 
is centred on his aspirations for a regal 
style of living: apparatu rexio utebatur,
veste Med i ca; satel 1 i tes Med i e t Aegyp t. i i 
sequebantur.
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References of a more general nature also link satellites 
with one tyrant-king, e.g.:

Liv.34.36.4 ...vulgo tamen omnes fama ferebant, vanis, ut
ad ceteram fidem, sic ad secreta tegenda 
satel1iturn reziorum ingeniis.

Liv.34.36.7 mercennarii milites (sc. of Nabis) et pretia 
militiae casura in pace aegre ferebant et 
reditum sibi nullum in civitat.es videbant., 
infensas non tyranni s mas: is quam satel li bus 
e or urn.

Lat. satelles elsewhere designates the 'supporters' or 
'accomplices' (rather than 'bodyguards, henchmen') of 
tyrannical Romans. In Flor. Epit.2.12(4.1.3 ) (II AD) the 
followers/ accomplices of Catiline, who was charged with 
overthrowing the whole State (i.e. he was aiming for power 
comparable to that of the kings), are designated as 
satellites. These accomplices were such men of high family 
as a Curius, a Porcius, a Cethegus etc.: hos onmis
in manissimi facinoris satellites habuit. Catiline's 
inmanissimum facinus is clearly treason, as
Qu i nt . Ins t. 7 . 2 . 54 confirms : pro reo tyrannidis adfect.at.ae; 
ubi sunt, arma? quos cont.raxi satel 1 i tes? (cf. Cic. Cat.. 1.7, 
given below). To the satellites of Catiline can be compared 
those of the tyrannical decemvir Appius in Liv.3.56.2 (mid V 
B.C.), accomplices also of a treacherous act: cum diem Appio 
Vergi n i us dixisset et Appius stipatus patriciis iuveni bus in 
forum descendi sset., redintegrate extemplo est omnibus 
memoria foedi ss imae pot.es ta tis, cum ipsum sa tel 1 i tesque eius 
vidisset. Tacitus also uses satelles to describe the 
followers or guards of Romans, always in a negative, damning 
sense:
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Ann.6.3 an potius discordiam et seditionem a

satellite Seiani quaesitam, qua rudis animos 
nomine honoris ad corrumpendum militae morem 
propel 1eret?

Ann. 12.49 erat. Cappadociae procurator Iulius Paelignus,

ignavia animi et der idiculo corporis iuxta 
despic. iendus, sed Claudio perquam fami 1 iaris, 
cum privatus olim conversatione scurrarum 
iners otium oblectaret. Is Pael ignus auxiliis 
provincialium contractis tamquam

reciperaturus Armeniam, dum socios magis quam 
hostis p r a edatur, abscessu suorum et 
i ncursant i bus bar bar is praesidii egens ad 
Radamistum venit; donisque eius evictus ult.ro 
regium insigne sumere cohortatur sumentique 
adest auctor et s a t e l l e s .

A n n . 1 4 . 5 9  talem eum centurio trucidavit coram Pelagone

S p a d o n e , quern Nero centurioni et m a n i p u l o , 
quasi satel1itibus mi n i strum r e g i u m , 
praeposuera t..

.4/771.16.22 ‘ut quondam C. Caesarem', inquit., 'et. M.

Catonem, ita nunc te, Nero, et Thraseam avida 
d i scord i arum ci vitas loquitur. Et. habet. 
sec tat ores vel potius satell ites, qui nondum 
contumaciam sen tent, i a r u m , sed ha bi turn

vultumque eius sect.ant.ur, rigidi et. trist.es, 
quo t.ibi lasc-iviam exprobent.. . . . '

Hist. 1 . 8 4  '...si Vitellio ( t h e  e m p er o r )  et. satel 1 i ti bus

eius eligendi facultas detur, quern nobis 
animum, quas mentis imprecentur, quid aliud 
quam sed i t. i onem et. d i scord i am op t. a bunt?. . . . '
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Compare the following passages from Cicero:

>4 f t .  1 4 . 5  ...vides tamen tyranni ( = C a e s a r )  satel 1 i tes

in imperiis...

V ' e r . 2 . 3 . 2 1  qui (= V e r r e s )  primum certos iusti tueri t

nomine decumanos, re vera mini stros ac 
satel1 i tes cupiditatum su a r u m , per quos

ostendam sic provinciam per triennium vexa tarn 
atque vastatam, indices, ut earn multis annis

multorum innocentia sapientiaque recreare 
n eq u e a m u s .

Mil.90 ille <sc.  C l od  i n s )  denique vivus mali

nihil fecisset, qui mortuus uno ex suis 
satel1itibus Sex. Clodio duce curiam 
incenderit?

Phil.2 . 1 1 2  cur armatorum corona senatus saeptus est. cur

me tui ( i . e .  o f  A n t o n i  us )  satel1 ites cum 
gl adi i s audiunt, cur ....?

T r a n s f e r r e d  usage o f  satelles ( p o e t r y  and p r o s e )  i s  f o r  the

most p a r t  c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  i t s  use in  h i s t o r i c a l  p r o se  w i t h

r e f e r e n c e  t o  t y r a n t s  and t hose  who behave t y r a n n i c a l l y :  one 

' commander1 is r e f e r r e d  t o ;  t h e  sense i s  contemptuous  or  

nega t. i ve , e . g . :

P l i n . N a t .  The t e r m is  used f i g u r a t i v e l y  and

1 1 . 1 7 ( # 5 3 )  w i t h o u t  c on tempt ;  t h e  s u b j e c t  i s  n o n e t h e l e s s

k i n g l y  ( t h e  k i n g - b e e ) :  circa eum ( s c .  regem)

satellites quidam lictoresque adsidui

custodes auctori tati s ; i t  i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  that .

satellites and lictores a r e  h e r e  c o u p l e d .
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PI  . 7 Y i n . 833 Char mi des  speaks d i s p a r a g i n g l y  o f

t h e  satel 1 i tes o f  Neptune  <= t h e  winds  and 

s t o r m s )  'who would have h o r r i b l y  d i s s u n d e r e d  

and d i s p e r s e d  my w r e t c h e d  s e l f ' .

H o r . Carm. The satellites < ' g u a r d s /  s e n t i n e l s ' )  a r e

3 . 1 6 . 9  t ho se  o f  one m i s t r e s s ,  Danae.  The t one  is

con te mp t uo u s ,  f o r  J u p i t e r  knows he can g e t  t o  

Danae by b r i b i n g  h e r  d o o r k e e p e r s :  

anrum per medios ire satel1 ites 
et perrumpere amat s a x a , potent i us 
ictu fulmineo

Ci e . Fi n . 2 . 37  adiunetis virt.ut.ibus, quas ratio

rerum omnium dominas, t.u vol up ta turn 
satellites et ministras esse voluisti....

C i c - . / n v .  1 . 2  ita propter errorem atque inscientiam caeca

ac temeraria dominatrix animi cupiditas ad se 
explendam viribus corporis abutebatur,

pern i c i os i ss imi s satel 1 i t.i bus .

Only  in Hor . E p . 1 . 1 . 17 i s  satelles used in a p o s i t i v e  sense,  

as t he  poe t  swears t o  be virtutis verae custos r igidusque

satelles.

B e f o r e  making some c o n c l u d i n g  remarks  on t h e  use o f  satelles 
by Roman a u t h o r s ,  it. sh o u l d  be no t ed  t h a t  most  a t t e s t a t i o n s  

o f  the  word i n  L a t i n  a r e  p l u r a l ,  i . e .  satellites, not  

satelles ; t h i s  i s  o f  i m p o r t a n c e  f o r  t he  e t y m o l o g y .  I t  i s  n o t  

p o s s i b l e  t o  e s t a b l i s h  j u s t  how many i n d i v i d u a l s  may have  

compr ised  a k i n g ' s  'satellites'. They a r e  d e s c r i b e d  as a 

turba or manus and a r e  c o n t r a s t e d  in  L i v . 3 2 . 3 9 . 8  w i t h  

omnibus copiis. The number o f  s a t e l l i t e s  can be i n f e r r e d ,  i f  

at  a l l ,  o n l y  f o r  a g i v e n  c o n t e x t ;  t h e  s a t e l l i t e s  p r o b a b l y  

formed,  however ,  a r e l a t i v e l y  sma l l  s e c t i o n  o f  t he  k i n g ' s
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forces since they can be individually named: two of the
satellites of Hieronymus and one of Hannibal are named 
(Liv.25.29.3; 23.12.11, see above), cf. Liv.25.28.7:
s atel1ites Hann i b a l i s, deinde Hieronymi , Hippocrate atque 
Epicyde. Still the number is large enough to surround a 
gathering of Spartans in Liv.34.27.5, where we need to allow 
for a looser use of the term: cum suspectos quosdam civium

(sc. Nabis) haberet, eductis in campum omnibus copiis - 
Dromon ipsi vocant - positis armis ad contionem vocari iubet. 
Lacedaemonios atque eorum contioni satellites armatos 
ci rcumdedi t..

I know of only eight examples of the singular satelles and 
in one of these (from Ovid) the singular is used for 
the plural: in addition to the occurrences in
Curt.10.7 . 14, Tac.A n n .6.3; 12.9 (cf. supra), the following
may be noted:

CAc.Cat. 1.7 C. Manlius is described as audaciae

satel1 item atque administrum tuae (sc. of
Catiline). (Here satelles might be
translated as 'accomplice' (cf.
Fl or.Epit.2.12(4.1.3))

Hor. C a r m.2   nec satelles Orei

18.34 callidum Promethea

revexj t auro captus

Liv.34.25.8 satel 1 es a praefect.o missus

Liv.34.41.7 Nabidis dominationis satel 1 itern factum

p o p u 1 urn Romanurn

Ov. Me t. 14.354 Circe was on the point of confessing her
desire to Picus when his swift-speeding horse
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and thronging retinue <circumfususque 
satel1es) prevented her approach to him.

The original link with tyranny/kingship, a form of power 
odious to republican Rome, accounts for the contemptuous use 
of Lat. satelles and the fact that it suffers relatively 
little change in meaning. There is a semantic depreciation 
in the pejorative use - the two OLD definitions are distinct 
('bodyguard/henchman' > 'supporter/accomplice') - but the 
use of Lat. satelles remains almost always to some degree 
contemptuous/negative and the satellites are always those 
of one 'commander', be he a king, tyrant, usurper, god of 
the sea or a king-bee. From a consideration of the literary 
sources the original meaning of satelles seems assured as 
'one of a small personal armed guard of a king'.

The apparent history of Latin literary usage from extant 
author s is:

A. from Plautus onwards: frequent of attendants of
Hellenistic kings/tyrants (chiefly Livius: nineteen 
uses of satelles in books 21-45 (Hellenistic), but
only two uses in books 1-10 (Liv.2.12.8 (Etruscan
context), Liv.3.56.2 (Early Republican Rome)).

h e n o e
B.l. from Cicero onwards: also of 'tyrannical'

individuals,

B.2. including, in the imperial period, 'bad' emperors.

Hence it is not apparently significant that Livius once used
satelles of the 'tyrannical' Porsenna, and once of the 
'tyrannical' Appius.

The Romans, however, clearly had no need to borrow Sopwpdpo q 
(the Greek equivalent of satelles'), a classic mark of a 
tyrant from Herodotus on (e.g. Hdt. . 1 . 59 , cf. Ar i s t.. frag. 5 1 6 :
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.Periander of Corinth was the first tyrant to have 
Sopuepdpo i) . Since in the sixth century Rome was in contact 
with the Greek world (one thinks of Aristodemus, tyrant of 
Cumae), and by the fifth century (terminus ante quern) Greeks 
called the bodyguards of a tyrant Sopvcpdpoi, it is likely 
that the Romans already had satel les, and from a separate 
source. This is consistent with the word's original link 
with kingship/tyranny, which dates the existence of satelles 
in Latin to the regal period.

Hence Liv.2.12.8 (re: Porsenna) may in fact be of
considerable significance since the Etruscan kings had 
bodyguards (and there must have been an Etruscan word to 
describe them). In another passage (1.49.2) Livius relates 
that Tarquinius Superbus had refused Servius Tullus the rite 
of burial and had executed three senators whom he believed 
to have supported Servius Tullus; fearing retribution he 
employed a bodyguard: conscius deinde male quaerendi regni
ab se ipso ad versus se exempl urn capi posse, armat.is corpus 
circumsaepsit. There is reason to suspect that the bodyguard 
of Tarquinius Superbus, an Etruscan like Porsenna, was 
comprised of satellites. The same story is told by 
D.H.4.41.3: xai npCorov pev cpvXaxfjv xaTSOTqoavxo nepi iavrdv
d v 6 p d no v 8 p ao v rdf t o  v £ (qiq xcx i X 6 YXaQ (pepdvrov £n\ yop i o v r e 
xai dX XoSan&v. of vvxrdr re nepi rfjv paoiXeiov avX i £op evoi 
ai'Xr)v xai pe 6 ’ i)p£pav ££\6vt\ napaxoX o vQo 0 v r e r 6 m 71 
nopevoiro, noXXf/v rfjv and t & v  i n i  povXevcrdvrov dxoepdtX e ? av 
napei'xovTO. These three passages at least raise the 
suspicion that Lat. satelles may be of (sixth century?) 
Etruscan origin, introduced into Rome by the Etruscan kings.

Three facts suggest that satelles is a 1oanword in Latin:

1 . It has no cognate forms in other IE languages. Attempts 
to connect satelles with sedere/  sodalis/ solium have no 
linguistic justification!. The suggestion of Ligurian origin
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has no firmer foundation than the supposition of an IE 
etymology: Alessio 1944:104 and Devoto 1968:48-49 refer 
to -ello-, a morphological characteristic of Ligurian, e.g. 
Vercelli, Entella, Statielli (cf. Devoto 1968:49: "Durch
das indirekte Kriterium des Suffixes konnte als ligurisch 
erwiesen sein: satelles 'Leibwachter'"); our word, however,
is not *#satellus but satelles. One cannot assume that 
satelles is reformed from **sat.el lo- < **sater-lo or 
*#saten-lo- (cf. *puer-la > puella, *gemen-lo-s > gemellus) 
because #+sater- and *#saten- do not exist. Gloss. IV Plac. 
E 54 satelles ... de satisfaciendo dictus is just a play on 
words.
2. It is almost totally unproductive of derivatives and 
compounds; only a late derivative sStellltlum 'envoy, 
escort1 i s known.
3. Satelles in Roman authors has a significant degree of 
association with the functionaries of foreign, non-Latin 
speaking powers. It must be relatively rare for a native 
word to be used with such a specifically foreign 
connotation, when contact is such that the foreign word must 
be known to the natives.

2.  The E t r u s c a n  e v i d e n c e

S i n ce  then satellites may have been introduced into Rome by 
t he  E t r u s c a n  k i n g s ,  and since satelles is evidently a 
loanword in Latin but has no IE etymology, the possibility 
p r e s e n t s  itself that it is an Etruscan loanword. De Simone's 
( 1970:285,n.233 ) note "da3 die satellites von den 
etruskischen Konigen eingefuhrt wurden (so Ernout) ist wohl 
kein Argument zugunsten der etruskischen Herkunft des 
Wortes" obscures the issue: the facts so far considered do
not of themselves entail an Etruscan origin of satelles, but 
t h e y  do raise the question of such an origin.
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An Etruscan origin would be assured if there were an 
actually attested Etruscan word which could be demonstrated, 
phonologically, morphologically and semantically, to be the 
source of Lat. satelles; such a word exists in Etr. zatlad, 
which occurs in the inscription Vs 7.25 (325-300) zatlad: 
aidas from the Tomba Golini II in Orvieto. This theory is 
not new, cf. Breyer 1984:485: "Fur zatlaO als etr.
Entsprechung zu lat. satel les spricht zunachst seine 
morphologische Deutbarkeit als Nomen agentis, gebildet mit 
dem Suffix -a_0 ...; ferner die Moglichkeit, wenn auch nicht 
Sicherheit, es in der Verbindung mit ai8 as als 'Dienstmann, 
Gefolgsmann des Hades' (Prof. Pfiffig brieflich) zu 
iibersetzen"; one may note also the remarks of Bonfante 
1985:207 (: "Satelles is very likely to be Etruscan for
historical reasons"), of Palmer 1954:48 (: "Morphological
and semantic criteria also suggest that satelles 'bodyguard' 
is an Etruscan loan-word: the institution of the bodyguard
was introduced into Rome by Etruscan nobles, tradition 
associating it in part with Tarquinius Superbus") and of 
Moritz P.egula, Late ini sche Etymologien, Sprache 3, 1957, 189 
(: "...satelles. dessen Bedeutung etruskische Herkunft
erschliefJen laBt, im Ausgang an comes angelehnt ist"). But 
the meaning of Etr. zatlad and its naturalization in Latin 
have not been satisfactorily explained. It is a main aim of 
this chapter to show that an internal Etruscan account of 
the structure and meaning of zatlad is available: this
account is based on the relationship of zatlad to two other 
Etruscan words, viz. zati and zatlxne from a ritual formula 
in the liber linteus.

Pfiffig 1969:(see §j138,143,172;p.310 ) provides a starting
point.. He explains zatlad ("Begl e i ter") as a nomen agentis 
built in -ad (cf. zil-ad 'praetor') to *zat.il, the 
substantivized aorist past participle of *zat<i) 
("begleiten") ; *zatil finds a parallel in acil "Werk, das 
Gemachte" (opus < operatum) to ac- "machen". Hence he
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assumes that zatlad is the syncopated form of an arc. 
*zat-i1-ad. He interprets *zatlxna (of which zatlxne is an 
inflectional form) as an adjective derived from zatlad with 
the meaning "was zum Begleiter gehort, begleitend"; since, 
in his view, zilx (with syncope) < *zil-ax (with a change 
in aspirate) < zil-ad, he is able to assume the development 
zatl-ad > #zatl-ax > zatlx~, to which zatlxne is formed by 
the addition of a suffix -ne . This suffix, in Pfiffig's 
opinion, is the sign of a "Mediopassivum verbaler Modalis", 
cf. dezine "zum Geschlachtetwerden = zur Schlachtung". To 
sum up, according to Pfiffig:

*zat.(i/e) + il > *zatil
*zat(i/e) + i 1 + ad > zatlad + *zatlax
*zatl(a >x + ne > zatlxne

Base form Nomen > 
agent i s

Later form Denom. verb 
i n

*zat(i/e) zatlad *zatlax> 
*zatlx

za 11x~
e.g. zatlxne

cf. zi1(i/e) i lad *zilaXr arc. 
zilac (rec. 
zilct zilx')

zilax~
e.g. zilaxnuce

There are two serious objections to this account. Firstly, 
the derivation of zilx from zilad and therefore of zat.lx- 
from zatlad is impossible; zilad is a nomen agentis with the 
meaning 'praetor', while zilx < arc. zilac/ *zilax is an 
abstract in -ac/x (cf. in the liber linteus cenmac beside 
cenmax and flanac beside flanax) meaning "presidenza, 
m a g i stratura" (see Rix 1984a:284).
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Secondly, the assumption that the nomen agentis zatlad is 
derived from a noun *zatil, the meaning of which Pfiffig 
does not consider <: 'das Begleitete'??!), is very difficult
to accept. Nomina agentis are usually derived from verbs; 
they designate the person (or, sometimes, the object) who/ 
which performs the action of the verb, e.g. Engl, bake •* 
baker, write •+ writer, Germ, backen -» Backer, tragen 
Trager, (Br i eftrager), tun -» Tater, Gr. dpdo •+ diporfjp, Lat. 
dare •+ dator, cantare cantator, defendere -* defensor. The 
denominal derivation of nomina agentis is known, but it is a 
rare phenomenon, e.g. OE. bocere 'scribe, one professionally 
connected with a book (hoc)', OE. hafocere 'hawker, one 
professionally connected with a hawk (.hafoe)', ME. kitchener 
'one employed in the kitchen of a monastery'.

An alternative interpretation of zatlad beside zatlxne is 
one based on the analysis of zilaxce, zilaxnuce, zi1axnee, 
zilaxnve, zilaxndas as denominative verbs derived from 
+zilax (see  Rix 1985a:#43) and of zilad as a nomen agentis 
from the verb zil-. Hence:

+zat(i)l + ad > zatlad
syncope

*zat(i)l + ax + ne > zatlxne

Base form Nomen agentis Nomen actionis Denom. verb

zat(i)l zatl-ad *zatl-ax zatlx~ne

cf. zil zil-ad *zil-ax *zi1ax~ne
arc. zilac

T h i s  scheme is more satisfactory, not least because it is 
s i m p l e r .  The form zat.i is still to be considered.
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As we shall see from the discussion below of LL VIII. 11-14 
zati must be a noun. The form may be a base form (i.e. nom.- 
acc. ) or locative. As a base form in -i zati would find 
parallels in 6u6i 'grave, tomb' and di- 'water'. As a
locative in - j , which is the more probable interpretation 
(see below), zati finds parallels in zilci 'in the 
praetorship' to the base form zilc and celi 'on the earth' 
to the base form cel (for this interpretation of celi (LL 
IV.14, IV.21, V.10, V .16, V .17, VIII.3, IX.18, XI.1, XI.2,
XI.2) see Rix (forthcoming b):n.20; the base form cel, which 
is attested with the meaning "Erdmutter" (see Simon
1985:156), means 'earth' and 'Earth as a goddess', cf. Lat. 
terra, Terra). From a locative zati we can reconstruct a 
base form *zat.', a base form **zat.e cannot be reconstructed, 
since this would yield a loc. **zat.ei or **zat.e (cf. loc. 
faSei beside loc. faSe in the Liber Linteus (see Rix 
1985a: #14) to the base from faSe- seen in the derivative 
fa Sen a).

U n t i l  now a noun *zat. (loc. zati) has not come into
d i s c u s s i o n ,  only a base form *zat. (i )1. One must ask if zati 
co u ld  be the locative of a noun *zatl (? < *zat(i)l). There 
a r c  two ways in which zati could have come to stand for 
*zat.l i :

1) 1 in Etruscan is normally velar, but the existence of
palatal I 1 is shown by the fact that after 1 an antevocalic 
i or e is often not written in Greek loanwords (Rix 1985a: 
#16), e.g. MeXSavpoQ > melacre /mel'akre/, *Oi\i&8ar > 
vilata-s /uil'ata/; palatal I 1 must also be assumed for Etr. 
arc. velelia > *vellia > rec. veilia (with l>i) > vela 
/uel'a/ (with the monophthongi zat. i on of ei > e; the. i 
following 1' is not written). Hence for zati one may suggest 
that one of the following two developments have taken place:
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*zat.li > *zat.l > zati

l o s s  o f  / a f t e r  J > i

palatal I

b) *zat.li > *zatii > zati

I > i s i m p l i f i e d

2) The patterning of the words in LL VIII. 13 may have
induced a scribal error: zati contrasts with ruze:

A B A  B A
dezi-ne ruz-e nuzlx~ne zat-i zat.lx-ne

Since 1 is not otherwise lost before i, 2) is the more
likely account, but neither is particularly convincing. It 
seems, therefore, that a satisfactory account of the 
evidence must start from a noun *zat. and a base form
*zat(i)l, which must be verbal, if we derive from it the 
nomen agentis zatlad, and at the same time perhaps also 
nominal, if we derive from it an abstract in -ac/x• zilac.
appears to be derived from a verb zil- 'preside', but other 
forms in -ac/x are denominatives, cf. Vc 7.27 velznax 
< *velzina-ax ‘from Volsinii'. Vc 7.33 rumax < *ruma-ax 
'from Rome', LL VIII.10, XII.12 zamdicV zamtic < arc. 
+zamadi-ac "das aus Gold" (Helmut Rix: personal
communication) to arc. zamadi (Cl. 2.3) 'gold'. The 
possibility that a substantive *zat. could be a back 
formation from a verb *zat(i)l- (cf. Lat. pugnus 'fist' > 
pugnare 'to box, fight.' > pugna 'fight') is rather nebulous 
and could not be demonstrated for Etruscan. If zatlad and 
zatlxne are connected with *zat. then they must be derived 
from a base form tzatil, since an enlargement -il- (but not 
-I-) is known for Etruscan. Before a scheme is offered 
which accounts for the morphological relationship between 
the three words. their meaning in context should be 
cons i dered.
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zatlad: aiQas is inscribed on the back wall of the Tomba 
Golini II (see Conestabile 1865:Tav. I; II). Of the four 
walls it is unfortunately the back wall which upon discovery 
of the tomb was found to be the most seriously damaged.

3 back wall

r entrance

The two side walls show representations of banqueters (side
2) and of musicians and banqueters (side 4); on each side of 
the entrance w'ay (side 1 ) there is a biga and a charioteer, 
not in military dress, and above the doorway a snake 
frieze, covering the breadth of the upper wall, w'hich 
appears to be partnered by a similar frieze on the back 
wall, of which only a small trace remains. Of the painting 
remain, to the far left, the heads of two armed men (both 
are helmeted, the upper part of the shield of one of them is 
visible) and, to the far right, the legs of another two 
armed men (they wear greaves; one shield is to be seen; they 
are shoeless). We may, however, be sure that we have either 
the whole inscription or two whole words of a fuller 
inscription, since they are enclosed by the heads of two
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figures (warriors/ soldiers/ guards/ gladiators?). The armed 
figures have a dignified, sedate posture and the context,
which is not one of battle, is taken to be one of military 
array or, more likely, of funeral games and the figures
"gladiatori funebri" (M. Pallottino, SE 24, 1955-56, 58),
cf. Conestabile 1865: "I resti pur troppo scarsi, che test6 
accennai, sembrano poter dar luogo a supporre che in origine 
su quella parete si vedesse dipinta una scena, o relativa 
alle occupazioni e alia carriera militare di un qualche 
individuo piu distinto della famiglia, a cui spettava la
tomba, ovvero forse allusiva ai funebri ginochi e
combattimenti usati da 1 1 'antichita , e particolarmente 
riconosciuti siccome parte dei costumi di Etruria".

aidas (gen. of aitai is a borrowing from Gr. "AiSrjQ; zatlad 
ai das is, therefore, the 'zatlad of Hades'. That the name of 
Hades, the ruler of the underworld, should appear amongst 
scenes of funeral entertainment is not surprising. We do not 
know whether the Etruscan "gladiatori funebri" fought under 
the auspices of a particular god, as, for instance, in Rome 
a leading gladiator might perform for the emperor and 
another for his wife; in mediaeval England knights at the 
j o u s t  would carry the colours of a particular noblewoman. 
Thus zatlad aidas would be the gladiator fighting in the 
name o f  Hades(?).

The figure indicated by the words zatlad aidas is not a 
mythological character, but it is conceivable that he is a 
gladiator representing a mythological figure known as zatlad 
aidas. If this figure could be identified, the meaning of 
zatlad might be revealed.

Greek ”A\5r)Q, son of Kronos and god of the underworld, was 
seldom worshipped, and was comparatively rarely represented 
in art. Almost the only story told about him is that he 
abducted and married Persephone. For his eleventh labour



Herakles was sent down to the underworld to bring back 
Kerberos, which he achieved, in most versions of the story, 
without conflict with Hades. There is, however, an older 
story, known to Homer, in which Herakles fought with and 
wounded Hades himself, cf. Horn. I I. 5 . 395-397 : xkt) 8'*At8ric €v 
t o ten nek&pxoQ (bxvv dioxdv, edxi piv otixdQ dtvfjp, vide Ai6q 
erfyid/oio, £v Ilvkxoi £v vexveaoi (iak&v 686vrjioiv gSoxsv. (see
H.J. Rose, A Handbook of Greek Mythology, 1953, 215;
n.136). That the Etruscan scene illustrates this story would 
only be plausible if the picture made it crystal clear that 
it was Herakles and the label explained the less well-known 
version (viz. 'Herakles striker of Hades' or similar); this 
is not the case. Moreover, it is very improbable that the 
great Herakles should be referred to by such an anonymous 
phrase as zatlad a i d a s.

Hades is depicted (and named) four times in Etruscan art:

1. ei ta qiersipnai wall painting
(350-325) Tomba Golini I
Vs 7.14, 7.15 Conestabile Tav. XI

scarab
A.I. Charsekin, Zur Deutung 
etruskischer Sprachdenkma1er, 
Frankfurt, 1963, 81 n .20, Taf. 
XII Abb.19

(the figure is of poor quality. Description: 'Auf dem
Kafer ist Hades, das Szepter in der Hand, zu sehen. 
Neben ihm Cerberus 1).

1 . a i ta

(late IV) 
01 G .59

3. a i t a (pers i pne i cerun wall painting
(325-300) Tomba dell'Oreo
Ta 7.63, 7.64,' 7.65
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4. hinQial t.era&ia§ turmS ai ta§ uQuze

mirror with representations of 
(late V) Odysseus, Hermes, Hades and
Vc S.11 Tiresias, fig. in V. Fischer-

Graf, Spiegelwerk-statten in 
Vulci, Berlin 1980, 72,43.

The identity of a zatlad aidas cannot be deduced from any of 
these representations.

As Pfiffig 1975 explains, the oldest pictorial testimony of 
a being which must be understood as a "Totengeleiter" is the 
young winged demon bearing a dead body on a painted 
terracotta plate from Caere, dated to c. 530 B.C. But 
"Totengotter" as rulers of a "Totenreieh in der Unterwelt" 
appear only in the fourth century and are identified as 
Hades and Persephone. Their iconography has been 
Etruscanized: in the Tarquinian wallpainting and in the
Tomba Golini I aita wears a wolf cap; snakes are another 
notable feature - ringing the couple in Tarquinia, winding 
round Hades' sceptre in Tomba Golini I and forming friezes 
in Tomba Golini II. These characteristics of the Etruscan 
Hades have led Pfiffig to suggest that assimilation to one 
of two Etruscan gods has taken place:

i) Veltha. On two Hellenistic ash-urns Veltha, the earth- 
demon. is seen; on one he is wearing a wolf cap, on the 
other he has the head of a wolf and carries a snake as his 
sceptre. Other figures protect themselves against him with 
sword and stone. He is also represented in the 'Vanth-group' 
holding in his right hand "ein von Schlangen umwundenes 
Szepter" (Pfiffig 1975:177ff., 313ff.,323). It seems
possible that in the painting in Tomba Golini II a gladiator 
is assigned the role of slayer of the earth-demon; such a 
role is at least consistent with funeral games, which are 
generally considered to be the subject of the painting.
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ii) C a lu . AV 4.1 <b> (mid V) opens with a dedication mlax  
Qanra ca lusc. Pfiffig 1975 suggests the assimilation of 
Persephone to Thanr, the Etruscan goddess of birth and 
death, and that of Hades to the death god Calu, both often 
being named in grave inscriptions. There is no known 
representation of Calu, although Simon 1985:155 suggests 
that the ash-urns thought by Pfiffig to show representations 
of Veltha may perhaps show Calu, but the dedication to him 
of a bronze wolfhound (fig. in Simon, op. cit.) provides a 
very loose connection with the wolfcap of a i t a ; the 
inscripton on the wolfhound is £ ( e l a n £ l ) :  c a l u S t l a (Co 4.10) 
'of Silvanus, this of Calu'.

Comparison has also been made between z a t l a d  a idas and 
s a t e l l e s  Orci in Hor. Carm. 2. 18 (see M. Pallottino, SE 24, 
1955-56, 58). Here the s a t e l l e s  is generally held to refer 
to Charon, who as guard over the entrance to the Underworld 
might not be inappropriately designated as 'the henchman of 
Hades', but who both in form and function is quite different 
from the (gladiatorial) figure seen in the Tomba Golini 112. 
Mythology then offers no clear indication of the identity 
(and, therefore, meaning) of z a t l a d  aidas.

There is a final and, especially in view of the mythological 
evidence, a perhaps more likely interpretation. A wall 
painting bearing the name a idas may be expected also to bear 
the figure of Hades himself, presumably in central position 
and now lost. But, even if this were not the case and the 
wallpainting showed only such military figures as we can 
detect, facing each other, it remains quite possible 
that z a t l a d  a idas means 'a z a t l a d  of Hades', in the sense 
of 'one of a small personal armed guard of Hades'; there is 
a painting of Hades and Persephone in Tomba Golini I (cf. 
supra). The use of the word will thus have been transferred 
from the Etruscan kings to the King of the Underworld (or 
used simultaneously of kings and of 'regal' gods?). This is,
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therefore, a semi-mythological scene in which one of the 
characters - whose label survives - is a guard of Hades.

zati z a t i  m e  occurs in a line of the l i b e r  l i n t e u s  
concernedwith the slaughtering iO e z in e) of a sacrificial 
animal i f l e r ' ) .  The relevant passage is LL VIII. 11-14. The 
translation of the text surrounding z a t i  z a t l x n e given below 
incorporates the results of Rix (forthcoming b), who 
demonstrates that une means * t i b i *, puds 'positus' and 
Sacnica 'fraternity*. The meaning of QaclQ Qa r t e i is 
unknown; the forms are locatives. §a cn ic § t re § is the 
ablative of Sacnica + -fra. Qez- occurs frequently in the 
liber linteus and has a general meaning 'to sacrifice', 
which is, in context, often equivalent to 'to slaughter'; it 
occurs with fler 'offering', f l e r x v a  'ritual ceremony', ca l  
'offering' and far 'offering'. It is not clear what the 
grammatical category of Qezine is; it appears to be the 
locative of an adjective in -na to the verbal base form Qezi  
<Qezine < *Qezi-na-i). The sense of the word is, however, 
clear: it expresses the notion of necessity; a translation
'feriendus (est)' may be offered for Qezine, but equally 
possible would be 'ad feriendum'.

LL VIII.11-14

11 . f l e r e  . neQunsl . une
numen Neptuni, tibi

12. ml ax • puOs QaclQ Qar t e i  z i v a §  f l e r
o bone, posita in xy viva hostia

13. Qezine . ruze . nuzlxne . z a t i  . z a t l x n e
fer i enda

14. $acnic§t re&
a fraternitate
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The sequence ruze nuzlxne z a t i  z a t l x n e must qualify the 
action contained in Qezine in a more specific way by 
describing either a preliminary to the slaughter or the 
method of slaughter to be used or both. The most frequent 
suggestion in the literature, however, is that the 
expression names the animals to be sacrificed. Goldman 
translates z a t i  z a t l x n e as "Hauswurz", based on Lat. 
sadum/sedum (Paul. F e s t.p .462L: sedum, a l i i  sadum a p p e l l a n t
herbam. ..) 'name for various succulent plants (kinds of 
houseleek and stonecrop)', but also allows that animals 
might be intended by both expressions (i.e. by ruze nuzlxne  
and z a t i  z a t l x n e ). z a t i  is translated by Olzscha 1962:121 as 
"Schaf" and by Stoltenberg 1956:57 as "Schwein": ruze
nuzlxne z a t i  z a t l x n e , "ein Schaf auf dem Kleintieraltar, ein 
Schwein auf dem Schweinaltar". Pfiffig's (1969) translation 
of * z a t ( i )  as "begleiten", z a t l a d  as "Begleiter" and
* z a t l x n a as "was zum Begleiter gehort, begleitend" has 
already been disputed. These renderings are clearly based on 
the secondary meaning 'follower, companion' for Lat. 
s a t e l l e s  and are unjustified. They are to be rejected
because "begleiten" makes no sense in the context of the 
ritual prayer offering in the l i b e r  l i n t e u s  and, more 
importantly because, although z a t la Q in isolation could
derive from a verb meaning "begleit e n " 3, a connection cannot 
be made between z a t l a d ,  z a t l x n e and z a t i  on the basis of an 
original meaning "begleiten". Indeed in his own work on the 
l i b e r  l i n t e u s Pfiffig 1963:58 does not attempt a version of 
z a t i  z a t l xn e , translating LL VIII.13-14 thus: "zum
Geschlachtwerden mit (ruze nuzlxne) (und) (zati zatlxne) fur 
die Priesterschaft in Pfiffig 1969:248 the lines are
omitted altogether. More recently he has suggested 
"Dienstmann, Gefolgsmann des Hades" for z a t l a Q  a idas (see 
Breyer 1984:485).

An interpretation of the words ruze nuzlxne z a t i  z a t l x n e  
must account for the fact that nuzlxne and z a t l x n e are
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verbal forms expressing necessity. The most likely 
interpretation of ruze and zati is that they are nouns which 
express either the object of the actions nuzlxne and 
zatlxne, the locations where these actions are to be 
performed or the instruments with which they are to be 
carried out; the locative case in Etruscan is used variously 
"zur Angabe von Ort, Zeit, Instrument, Art und Weise" <Rix 
1985a:#28). Since fler is singular and is not determined by 
a numeral <cf. TC 11 ci zusle, literally 'three sacrificial 
animal'), we may assume that zivaS fler Qezine designates 
the slaughter of one animal. Both ruze and zati could not 
then be animal names; if the type of animal to be 
slaughtered is indicated, then this will be contained in the 
first of the two nouns, i.e. in ruze. The likelihood is then 
that zati is the locative of a noun *zat <cf. supra).

That both the verbs nuzlxne and zatlxne have more 
specialized meanings than Qez- is implied by the infrequency 
of their appearance. Indeed zatlxne is a hapax. The sequence 
ruze nuzlxne also occurs in LL IV:

LL IV.4-6: hat.ec. repinec. meleri. sveleric. svCec. anJ $c£.
mele. Qun. mutince. Qezine. ruzfeJ 61nuzlxneJc. Spureri. 
meOlumer i c. ena£

LL IV.16-19: ... ha tec. repinec i?meleri. sveleric. svec.
an. ci. mele. Qun i^mutince. LQgzine.J ruze. nuzlxnec 
gpureri 1 9meQlumer ic. ena$

Since the normal word order of Etruscan is S - O - V (see
above, P.118f) Qezine 'is to be sacrificed' is likely to be
preceded in the sentence by the designation for that which 
is to be sacrificed. More specifically we expect that this 
designation is contained in the sequence hatec ...svec, 
which is followed by the relative clause an ... mutince. 
Since the whole section hatec ... mutince does not contain a
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known general term for 'sacrificial offering* (cf. supra on 
Etr. cal, tar, fler), it may be assumed that the sacrifice 
to be made is stipulated in this section and need not be 
specified with the term ruze. Hence we may reject the 
translation of Stoltenberg 1956, in which he interprets 
ruze ('sheep') in these passages as the object of Qezine: 
"Opfere hin ein Schaf und auf dem Kleintieraltar fur Stadt 
und Burg von Ena". Stol tenberg' s translation of -e 'and' 
<nuzlxnec) in joining ruze and nuzlxne, 'sacrifice a sheep 
and on the altar', is also unsatisfactory. The obvious way 
to translate Qezine ruze nuzlxne-c is by linking the two 
verbal forms Qezine and nuzlxne-, i.e. 'is to be sacrificed 
and (ruze) lACTIONled' = 'is to be sacrificed by LACTION1 ing 
(it) (ruze)' or 'is to be sacrificed having LACTIONled (it) 
(ruze)'.

If in LL IV ruze does not designate an animal sacrifice, 
then the same applies to LL VIII. The most likely 
interpretation of ruze is then that it, like zati, is a 
locative. From the nomen agentis ruzu-, which is attested as 
an individual name ruzus (gen.) in Vs 2.20 (late VI-450), we 
may extract the verbal root ruz- (see above, p. 138). The 
formation of appellatives, which are often attested only as 
individual names, from other appellatives by the addition of 
an element -e is a known phenomenon of Etruscan, cf. praen. 
avile to avil 'year1, praen. cele- (which is attested in Cl
1.1091 in the filiation celeda 'the (daughter) of cele-' and 
elsewhere as a 'Vornamengenti1icium') to cel 'earth', praen. 
udile to uoi 1 'sun', flere ' numen' to fler 'hostia'. The 
derivation of appellatives from verbs by the addition of -e 
is difficult to illustrate, but an example may be won from 
an analysis of the form Qezeri beside flereri in the liber 
linteus. The postposition -ri 'pro' is added to the locative 
case ending (see Rix 1985a:f35), so that flereri 'pro 
numine' may be analysed as < #flere-i-ri. Hence from Qezeri 
< *Qeze-i-r i we can reconstruct the base form Oeze* 'a
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sacrifice', which is a verbal noun in -e derived from dez-  
' to sacrifice'. We may then assume that ruze (< * r u z e - i > is 
the locative of a nominal base form r uze* , which is a 
derivative in -e of the verb r u z As a locative in -e, ruze  
finds several parallels in the l i b e r  l i n t e u s such as fa&e < 
f a £ e i (see above), une < *une i  < * u n a - i (see Rix 
(forthcoming b)) and pi. zu£ leve < * z u £ l e v e i  < * z u & l e v a - i .

An interim partial translation of f l e r  Qezine ruze nuzlyne  
z a t i  z a t i  m e  can now be offered: 'a hostia is to be
sacrificed; it is to be IACTION1ED on/with a r uze * (and) 
LACTIONled on/with a z a t * % .

In the context of ritual sacrifice in the l i b e r  l i n t e u s the 
verbal form z a t l x n e is, as we have established, in some way 
concerned with the slaying of the f l e r . Neither it nor 
nuzlxne can describe a ritual sprinkling of wine (Etr.
vinum') or water (Etr. Qi-' i over the head of the animal or a
ritual scattering of salted corn meal (expressed with Etr. 
fa£e-). The meaning of z a t l x n e can be reconciled with that 
of z a t l a d  if the latter meant originally, let us say, 
'striker'/ ?'sword-striker ' , later specialized as 'armed 
guard'. Hence the base verb could mean 'strike' and z a t l x n e  
'is to be struck (to death), slaughtered* (cf. Germ. 
schlagen,  erschlagen) or similar; the meaning 'strike' may 
be considered as a working hypothesis.

Unfortunately we do not know whether the z a t l a d  in Tomba 
Golini II carried a sword, but, as he carries a shield, this
is likely. If he did, it does not necessarily follow that
the appurtenance of the 'striker' was originally the sword, 
which is a refined weapon. The possibility that it was the 
club or the axe must be left open, as must the possibility 
that the z a t l a d  was not originally associated with a 
particular weapon. Archaeological evidence would, however, 
be consistent with an original meaning ' axe-striker; axe
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man* for z a t l a d . The axe was a weapon of war from Vlllanovan 
times, and may have been replaced as the z a t la d* s weapon 
only later by the sword, examples of which are known in 
Etruria from the first half of the eighth century (see 
Saulnier 1980:32ff.).

On the grave stele of Avele Feluske from Vetulonia, which is 
dated to the last decades of the seventh century (Pallottino 
1975:fig.30) a (double) axe is brandished by a warrior with 
a round shield and a long-crested helmet*. The stele of 
Lar0i Aninie from Fiesole (early VI B.C.) shows a warrior 
brandishing a (single-bladed) axe (Giglioli 1935:pl. 69,3).

We may now consider the possibility that z a t i  is related to 
a verb meaning 'strike'. The function of z a t i  is either 
locative, in which case z a t i  may be 'on that on which a 
sacrificial animal is struck/ sacrificed', i.e. 'on an altar 
of some sort', or instrumental, in which case z a t i  may be 
'with that with which a sacrificial animal is struck/ 
sacrificed', i.e. 'with a weapon of some description'. Since 
it is unlikely that either ruze or z a t i  indicate the 
location of the sacrifice, because this is contained already 
in puds dacld d a r t e i , and further unlikely that another 
location should be indicated with z a t i  after the action 
contained in nuzlxne has been carried out, the most 
satisfactory interpretation of z a t i , as of ruze, is that it 
is a locative with the function of an instrumental. This 
interpretation makes the better connection with z a t l a d  as 
originally 'one who strikes (with a sword, axe etc.)'.

A sword is the more likely weapon for the z a t l a d  in Tomba 
Gollini II, but this does not exclude the possibility that 
z a t i  in the l i b e r  l i n t e u s  means 'with an axe', a weapon 
with which it is easier to kill an animal than with a sword 
and one which has a longer history than the sword.
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Religious rites in general and ritual sacrifice in 
particular are not a common theme in Etruscan art. The 
evidence available is discussed by Ryberg 1955:6-19 (with 
plates). The chief (and earliest) evidence of animal 
sacrifice comes from reliefs on: 1. the Certosa situla,
where a bull and a ram appear in the pompa: "two more men
complete the procession . . . , the second equipped with a 
sword, which, if any doubt remained, would identify the 
scene as a sacrificial procession. The dog walking behind 
the axe-bearer is not being conducted, . . ."; 2. the Sedia
Corsini, where two attendants lead in a bull, the first
holding a rope which forms a noose around the bull's neck, 
the second holding a rope which appears to be attached to 
the dorsuale, a broad band around the bull's middle, and was 
probably used to restrain the animal: "the first attendant
has an axe, the second a situla"; 3. a bronze lamina from 
Bomarzo, which shows the preparation of a sacrifice to 
Hercules by satyrs of "a hoofed animal, probably a stag, 
though its tail is distinctly bovine": "one (sc. satyr-
attendant) has a knife and a shallow dish, the other carries 
an axe ..., while the last holds a knife and a bundle of 
spits (?)"; 4. a sixth century sarcophagus from Chiusi:
"three attendants conduct a bovine victim. Opposite them at 
the left is a row of three other attendants, each with a 
knife in his right hand ...". To this evidence we may add 
that of a small round bronze from the third or second
century, found on the right bank of the Tiber and now in the
Vatican (fig. in Cristofani 1985b:151). The obverse side 
shows the head of an Etruscan haruspex with characteristic 
pointed hat, and the reverse side his tools: an axe, single- 
bladed as are those in the reliefs, and a knife. Hence from 
Etruscan art we can identify the axe, the knife and the 
sword as the implements of animal slaughter.

In Greek art (especially vase painting) and in Roman 
(especially reliefs) religious rites provide a familiar
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theme. In the Greek representations the tools of slaughter 
appear seldom, the knife occasionally and the axe rarely 
(Ryberg 1955:5). In representations of sacrifice in Roman 
art (see Ryberg 1955 (with plates)), where a special theme 
is the suovetauri1ia, the single-bladed axe figures 
predominantly, in the suovetauri1ia carried by the 
victimarius who leads in the bull, but the mallet/ club (to 
stun the animal) and the knife also appear. The sacrificial 
scene which Ryberg 1955:85 (see pi. XXV, fig. 39a) describes 
as "the most complete extant example of the 'ox-slaying'" 
comes from the Altar of Manlius in Rome: "In the space above 
the victim stand a togate flute player and a victimarius
carrying a mallet over his shoulder and a shallow dish of
mola salsa (?) in his hand .... the moment chosen for 
representation is just before the actual slaughter of the 
victim, when the axe and the knife are poised for the kill. 
The animal is here turned in the opposite direction, toward 
the right, in order to give to the priest the position best 
adapted for the pouring of the libation. The head is held 
down by attendants kneeling at either side, one of whom is 
about to plunge a triangular knife into the bull's neck. At 
the same time the popa, his body twisted to the left and 
right knee flexed, holds the axe poised above his head, 
ready to swing. The victimarius at the right looks up 
awaiting the blow, while the other concentrates on the 
vulnerable point into which he will thrust the knife." Roman 
art confirms, therefore, the axe and the knife as the chief 
implements of slaughter and the use of a mallet to stun the
animal; it appears that the axe may only have been used for
the bul1.

One might, therefore, advance a translation of zati as 
'with a (single-bladed) axe', since we have evidence that 
the axe was a tool used in animal sacrifice. The religious 
associations of the axe, discussed below (see fVI.3.), also 
strengthen the possibility that zati means 'with an
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axe'. In the extant written prescriptions for the 
performance of sacrifices in Greek, Latin and Umbrian the 
tools of slaughter are never mentioned; these prescriptions 
consist of a ritual calendar from Cos (nr. 251 in E.
Schwyzer, Dialectorum Graecarum exempla epigraphica potiora, 
Leipzig 1923); certain passages in the de Agr i  C u l t u r a of 
Cato such as Cato.A g r .134 (the sacrifice before the harvest 
to Ceres of the porca p r a e c id a n e a ); the acta  f r a t r u m  
ar va l iu m and the Iguvine Tables. The l i b e r  l i n t e u s , like 
these prescriptions, is highly formulaic (see Rix;1985c; 
(forthcoming b>>. Hence we might be suspicious of the 
interpretation 'with an axe', if z a t i  occurred in a common 
formula. The fact, however, that the phrase z a t i  z a t l x n e is 
a hapax and expresses, therefore, an act not otherwise 
recorded is consistent with an interpretaion 'is to be
struck (to death) with an axe’. The type of animal to be 
slaughtered is not directly indicated. If, however, the axe 
was used in Etruria, as apparently in Rome, only in the 
slaughter of the bull, one may wonder if z ivaS f l e r  ... z a t i  
z a t l x n e 'hostia viva securi percutenda (est)' is not a
paraphrase for 'a bull is to be sacrificed'.

A satisfactory semantic account of the 'z a t - triplets' is 
therefore given by the proposed meaning * z a t -  'strike': 
z a t l x n e 'is to be struck (to death)', z a t i  'with that with 
which one strikes', z a t l a d  'one who strikes'. It is
essential now that we consider the morphological 
relationship between these three words because only when 
that is demonstrated can the use of z a t i  and z a t l x n e to 
posit the (original) meaning of z a t l a d  be accepted.

Two morphological accounts of the ' z a t -  triplets' are 
offered below; the following phenomena of word-formation are 
employed:
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1. From a word of category x is derived, through
suffixation, a word of category not -x, e.g.:

work < vb. > -►
verstehen <vb.) -»

worker (nomen agentis) 
vers tehbar (adj.)

good (adj. ) 
schon (adj.)

goodness (noun) 
Schdnhei t (noun)

Konig (noun) 
K l e i d (noun)

k o n i g l i c h (adj.) 
k l e id e n (vb.)

h i e r  (adv. ) 
damals (adv. )

h i e s i g  (adj.) 
damal i g  (ad j .)

The suffix may be null (e.g. d i r t y  (adj.) -» d i r t y  (vb.); 
i d l e  (adj.) -» i d l e  (vb.)), that is to say, from a word of 
category x is formed a categorically different word without 
a derivative element being added. Of relevance here are 
verbs formed from nouns with 0-suffix, and nouns formed from 
verbs with 0-suffix. Some examples are:

denominative verbs deverbative nouns

br idge '(make a) bridge' bore
f i n e  '(impose a) fine' d r in k

l e c t u r e '(give a) lecture' groan

Joan '(make a) loan' look

mother '(behave as a) mince
mother'

o i l  '(apply with) oil' sprout

'(one who) bore(s)' 
'(a fluid which one) 
drink(s)’
' (act,instance of) 
groan(ing)'
' (act,instance of) 
look(ing)'
'(that which is) 
mince(d)'
'(that which) 
sprout(s)',
'branch'
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joke '(make a) joke* yawn ' (act,instance of)
yawn< ing)'

of particular relevance are:
a) denominative verbs of the type axe '(chop with an) axe', 
hammer ' (strike with a) hammer' (cf. Germ. Hammer 
hdmmern), k n i f e  '(cut with a) knife', saw '(cut with a) 
saw', scythe '(cut with a) scythe' and torpedo ’(attack 
with a) torpedo', in which the verb is (semantically) 
dependent on an instrument noun; the concept 'saw'
(instrument), for instance, is implied in the verbal
concept 'saw'. Further, from denominative verbs, whose base 
noun designates a device or tool, only personal nomina 
agent is can be derived, e.g. Trommel -* trommeln Trommler, 
Ruder rudern Ruderer .
3) deverbative nouns of the type sprout ,  mince, c l i p ,  
r a t t l e ,  which show concrete senses.
y) the fact that deverbative nouns are much less numerous 
than denominative verbs.

The only words of category x which are derived through
suffixation from words also of category x are: i)
augmentat i ves, e.g. It. a q u i l a 'eagle' -» aqui lone 'kite';
ii) d imi nut i ves. e.g. Lat. corona 'wreath' •* c o r o l l a  
(< * c o r o n - l a ) 'small wreath, garland', Germ. D o rf 'village' 
-* Dorfchen 'little village', husten 'cough' -► hi is te ln 'give 
a slight cough'; iii) hypocor i st i cs. e.g. Gr. EhpintSqq  
E v p in iS io v 'sweet little Euripides’

(Separate processes are compounding (e.g. red + hot  r e d -  
hot.; b r i c k  + l a y e r  b r i c k l a y e r) and multiple suffixation 
(e.g. a u d T - to r - iu m)).

2. From a word of category x (derived from a word of 
category y) a word of category y can be derived, e.g.:
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category y< 1 > category x category y< 2 >

canere <vb.) 
's i ng'

-♦ cantus (noun) 
'singing, song'

-* gestus (noun) 
'movement of the

cantare (vb. )

(Lat. meditan in particular
Gr . 11 £ Sopor 1) about health, doctor

gerere (vb.) 
'bear, carry

PIE *med-

1imbs'
ducere (vb.) -* edux (noun)

think over

1 ead

-* medicus (subst.) -> 
'one who thinks

(< xeks-duk-)
'one who leads out

's i ng'
gestare (vb.) 
'carry with 
one'
educare (vb.) 
'lead out of 
childhood, 
raise, 
educate' 
medicare 
'be a doctor, 
heal, cure'

As these examples show, y<2> can have the same meaning as 
y<1> , or it can have a more specialized meaning than y< 1 > .

3. When two words have the same meaning, the longer form 
usually survives the loss of the shorter form, e.g. canere 
- cantare 'sing': cantare survives in the Romance languages 
(It. cantare, Fr. chanter); canere is lost.

4. Nouns which are in origin verbal abstracts (nomina 
actionis) often acquire concrete meanings; they become in 
effect nomina rei actae, e.g. tego 'I cover' •* toga 
'covering, clothing, a particular outer garment', mold 'I 
mill' mola 'milling, a millstone'.

Two possible accounts of our three Etruscan forms, in which 
the phenomena illustrated above are employed, are given 
below. The first assumes *zat- 'to strike' as the starting 
point of the paradigm. #zat- is the base of an instrument 
noun *zat, loc. zati 'striking instrument' (cf. Fr. hdcher
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'crop, cut up' and the deverbal noun h& choir 'chopping- 
knife, mincer'; h&cher is not subject to the existence of a 
' h S c h o i r') and of a nomen actionis/rei actae * za t i l <*
'striking, strike', to which a denominative verb t z a t i l f
'strike' is formed with zero suffix. The longer of the two
synonymous verbal forms, * z a t i l f  survives at the expense of 
* z a t and provides the base for the nomen agentis z a t l a d . The 
substantive z a t l a x -  << * z a t i l a x >  'strike' is derived from
* za t i l <* or * z a t i l f \  it survives with the loss of the shorter 
form * za t i l < * . These arguments are represented below:

* z a t  -* * za t i l <*  -* * z a t i l f
<vb./verbal base) (nom. actionis/nom. (denom. vb.)

rei actae)
'strike' 'striking, strike' 'strike'

* z a t i If t z a t i l a d  
(nom. agentis) 
' str i ker'

z a t l a d

* z a t i  1<* or * z a t i If * z a t i l a x  * z a t l a x

(noun) 
'strike'

to t z a t l a x -  is formed z a t l x n e (vb.), 'ad percutendum'(?)

to * z a t is formed a 'base noun' * z a t (loc. z a t i > 'that with 
which one strikes', cf. the PIE root nouns, formed by the 
addition of the case endings directly to the verbal root, 
e.g. *ped- 'to step', *ped-s (> Lat. pes) 'that which steps, 
foot'. A parallel in Etruscan may be identified in z i x  
'writing, scroll' to the verb zic- 'write'.

Another possible account is one which assumes * z a t (loc. 
z a t i } ,  originally 'axe', as the starting point. In addition
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to the models of word-formation given above one can mention 
Lat. os (noun) orare (denominal verb) ■+ o r a t o r (nomen 
agentis), cf. below +zat i l<*  -* + z a t i l 0  -* za t l a d :

*za t<*
(noun)
' axe'
(loc. zatl>

*zat0
(denom. vb.) 
' axe'

*zati 1<*
(nom. actionis/rei 
actae)
'the axing, axe'

*zati *zatil0
(desubst. vb.) 
' axe'

*zatilaO > zatlad 
(nom. agentis)
' axe-r'

* z a t i  1<* or *zati10 *zatilax > *zatlax

to *zatlax~ is formed zatlxne

Both accounts explain satisfactorily the structure of our 
three Etruscan terms and the relationship between them. 
Neither can be fully tested against Etruscan evidence; but 
the structure of some of the forms is paralleled in attested 
forms of * z i l -  'preside' and ac- 'make':

* zat i l < * , cf. z i l  (< * z i l i l  (with haplology) ' pres idency (?) ' ; 
a c i 1 'opus '

* za t . i l P ,  Q f . * a c i l  'make'; this verb can be reconstructed 
since it must have been the base of the nomen 
agentis a c i l - u  

z a t l a d , cf. z i l a d  'president'
z a t l a x - , cf. z i l a x -  'presidency', attested in z i l a x c e etc.

Of the two accounts the second may be preferred because of 
the parallel with desubstantival verbs of the type saw.

3. The Etruscan source of s a t e l l e s
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It remains to consider the phonological and morphological 
questions raised by the assumption that the Latin word 
derives from the Etruscan. Only when these are answered 
satisfactorily can the Etruscan origin of s a t e l l e s  be 
accepted with complete confidence.

Almost all of the attestations of the Latin word are plural 
(see above): s a t e l l i t e s  <= a group of armed personal guards 
to a king), and it is not unlikely that the Romans learned 
the word in its plural form. The z a t la Q in Tomba Golini II 
is one of such a group of armed men; z a t la Q is attested 
relatively late and is very probably a syncopated form 
(whether we accept z a t -  or z a t i -  as the (historical) verbal 
base form) of an earlier * z a t i l a Q  (pi. * z a t ( i ) l a O a r , - e r ,  
- u r > , which would have been the source of the Latin word: 
since we believe s a te l  l e s / s a t e l  1 i  tes to have been used at 
Rome since the regal period, the Etruscan source will have 
been earlier than the syncope of the first half of the fifth 
century. Hence comparison can be made between the Etruscan 
and Latin forms:

+z a t j 1 a Q - ur
s a t e 11 j t - es
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

If we consider first the vowels, the replacing in Latin of 
Etr. a (2) by a, Etr. i (4) by e (see below) and of Etr. a 
(6) by i (with the regular development a > a > i before 
dentals in open medial unaccented syllables, cf. i n c ld e r e  
beside c&derei is unproblematic.

The phonetic value of z (1) in Etruscan is Ct*! (see Rix 
1985a:#20; one may add that the value Its] is also assured 
by the occurrence of z in Osc. htirz (Ve. 147) < Proto-Sab. 
* y o r t ( o ) s  < PIE *g*>ortos' i. The substitution in Latin of s -  
for Etr. z- is to be expected in the first place because
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Early Latin has no letter z/ sound Ct«3. Further, z is 
sometimes found for s in Etruscan, especially in 
inscriptions from Volsinii (e.g. f u f l u n z l (Vs 6.4) for 
f u f l u n s l ,  zemni (AS 1.407) for semni, ? a I v i e s (AH 2.1) for 
sa l  v ies,  z e r t u r i  (Pe 1.1053) for s / § e r t u r i ,  c e le z (Vs 1.267) 
for c e le s ) .

Etr. t (3) and 0 (7) are rendered in Latin by t. Rix 
1985a:##18,19 argues that the phonetic value of 0 in 
Etruscan was probably Ct'3 except internally next to liquids 
where it represented / p / ;  / p /  in this position is perhaps
based on a prehistoric spirantization of /t/. A dialect 
phenomenon in Etruscan highlights the similarity in the 
sounds represented by 0 and t: t for 0 is sometimes found in 
Etruscan inscriptions, and occurs in nomina agentis in -ad,  
of which there are attested variants in - a t :  z i l a t  (Cl
1.2251+) for z i l a d ,  snenat (Vc S.27) for snenaB (Urn S.4+), 
rec. [tJeurat. (Pe 8.4) < arc. t t e v a r a t  for rec. * t eu ra d
< arc. tevarad (Ta 7.7, 7.8)5. Hence beside Etr. z a t l a d  we 
can reconstruct a form * z a t l a t .  Etr. 0 > Lat. t presents no 
problem in any case since Early Latin not only does not know 
the sound Ct'3 (but Ct□ is similar) but also does not have 
the letter 0.

A plural ending in - a r , - e r , - u r (8) was unknown in Latin; 
the Romans will then have adapted the Etruscan ending to
their own morphological system.

The main obstacle to accepting that Etr. * z a t i l a d -  is the 
source of Lat. s a t e l l i t -  is Lat. - 1 1 -  for Etr. - 1 - .
Pfiffig's (1969:#22) arguments for a phonemic difference in 
consonant length in Etruscan are not satisfactory. These 
are: a) that the following geminations in Etruscan are
known: Cl 1.911 c a l l i a ,  Cl 1.1077 u i l l i n a l ,  Cl 1.1696
cau£l in i&&a, Cr 3.14 dannvrsiannas mulvannice, Cr 0.4
turannuve, Pe 8.4 tanna, Ve 3.7 a v i l l e ,  Vt 1.147 presntedda
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and b) Latin inscriptions from Etruria show forms such as 
CIE 682 Vi b in n ia <cf. Etr. v i p i n a ), CIE 787 Seppia <cf. Etr. 
6 e p i a ) , Cl 1.2546 Pabassa for Etr. papatia (see Cl 1.2543). 
The list of Etruscan forms showing double consonants given 
by Pfiffig is not complete; Cr 2.22 kasa l i enna , Ve 3.11 
v i p i  iennas can be added, and the possibility cannot be 
excluded that one or two other forms with -CC- may exist.

To have in the mass of our Etruscan material so few 
instances of -CC- does not invoke confidence in a 
proposition that Etruscan had long consonants. What Pfiffig 
fails to point out is that for the most part the forms which 
he cites are not only hapaxes but also appear to be 
orthographic variants of more frequently attested forms in 
—C—, cf. c a l i a  beside c a l l i a , where one may suspect 
influence from Lat. G a l l i a ; v i l i n a l  beside u i l l i n a l ;  
danurs i e n a s , danarsienas beside Qannursiannas; mu lvan ice , 
mulvanike beside mulvannice;  turanuve, which occurs twice in 
the same inscription as turannuve; a v i l e  (> Lat. Aulus) 
beside aviiie. The motivation for the double spelling in 
these cases is not clear, but there are no grounds for 
assuming it to be phonemic: arc. Qannurs iannas t for
instance, may be interpreted as the phonetic variant of the 
gentilicium arc. danursienas <cf. s p u r i a- beside sp ur ie- ) , 
which is derived from a praenomen Qanursie - by means of the 
suffix -na.

The geminations in presntedda,  cau& l in i66 a and PABASSA are, 
on the other hand, morphological. The forms are to be 
analysed as genitives in -s of a praenomen plus a 
demonstrative pronoun oa /§a/ and to be interpreted as 
articulated filiations, e.g. * c a u $ l i n i s - 6 a  > c a u £ l in i6 6 a  
'the (daughter) of CauSlinei' (see Rix 1985a:#41). Only in 
these exceptional cases are morphological geminations 
represented orthographically (in Early Latin texts too 
double consonants were not orthographically represented);
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normally they are simplified, e.g. velQuruoa 'the one of 
Vel0ur; the son of Vel0ur' <= veldurus clan) or 'the one of 
Vel0ur, the daughter of Vel0ur' <= veldurus se/) , papada, 
pres/§nte6a, cf. gent. velQura < *veldur-ra, formed to the 
individual name velQur. The form tanna is perhaps to be 
analysed as tan <acc. of the demonstrative pronoun arc. ita, 
rec. ta) + -na (possessive suffix) (so Helmut Rix: personal 
communication).

One cannot argue that the -1- of zatlad is the orthographic 
variant of a phonetic long consonant nor that it represents 
the single spelling of -I-I-, when there is no morphological 
explanation available for *+zat<i)1-lad.

Breyer 1984:1040 includes satelles together with ari1lator, 
cami1lus, cella and persi1lum in a section "Wortkern (oder 
ganzes Wort) sicher oder moglicherweise etruskischer 
Herkunft oder Vermittlung (jedoch nicht aus dem Gr.)". On 
Etr. cela < Lat. cella see Introduction.

The arguments of M. Durante, Una sopravvivenza etrusca in 
latino, SE 41, 1973, 193-200 (followed by Breyer 1984:350-
352) and P. Martino, Arbiter, Roma 1986; II nome etrusco di 
Atlante, Roma 1987, that Lat. ari1lator 'broker, huckster' 
is of Etruscan origin are not convincing (see Helmut Rix, IF 
95, 1990, 281-283; Rex Wallace, Lg 65/1, 1989, 187-188).
aril (Vc S.2, OI G.26), inscribed next to a figure who 
supports the sky on his shoulders, is by common assent the 
Etruscan name for Gr. MrAorc. Since -il is not agent 
suffix, it cannot be assumed that aril '?' is Latinized as 
an agent noun in -ator; since there is no evidence for a 
common noun *aril in Etruscan, it can equally not be assumed 
that Latin borrowed *aril, formed a denominative verb 
*ari1(1)are to it, which yielded an agent noun ari1lator. An 
Etruscan etymology is semantically and morphologically
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unfounded; the etymology of a r i 1l a t o r  must remain sub 
i u d ic e .

Breyer 1984:366-368 and Bonfante 1985:208, following
Serv.A .11.558, assume Etruscan origin for Lat. cami l lus m. 
'boy attendant of a priest', f. Cami l l a . Var.L.7.34 <: h inc  
Casmi lClJus nominatur  Samothrece<s> my s t e r  i s  d ius quidam 
amminister  d i i s  magnis. verbum esse graecum a r b i t r o r , quod 
apud Cal 1 imachum in poemati  bus e ius  in v e n i ) connects 
ca mi l l us indirectly with Gr. xaSplkoQ, xaaptkoQ 'cult
ministrant', which we may accept as the source of cami l lus ,  
if we assume Lat. *cammilus (with assimilation, cf. 
amminister for ad m in is t e r) > cami l lus (with a metathesis of 
consonantal length, perhaps under influence from Lat.
a n c i l l a  'maidservant').

Lat. pe rs i l lu m , which designates a kind of stirring 
implement or ladle, is a hapax: Fest. Paul . p.238L p e r s i l l u m  
vocant; sacerdotes rudiculum picatum,  quo unguine f lamen  
P o r t u n a l i s  arma Q u i r i n i  unguet. The etymology of the word is 
by commom assent dubious. Most recently Meiser 1986:76, 
following Buecheler, has tentatively related p e r s i l l u m  to
Umb. persondro "Fett": "wenn aus *per -sond** - lo - oder *per-
sendh-lo; auffallig ist jedoch die Vertretung von o bzw. e 
durch i". Breyer 1984:468-469 supports the theory of Emilio 
Peruzzi, RFIC 104, 1976, 144-148 (non v i d i ) , who derives
p e r s i l l u m  from Etr. perd ie , although "i particolari del 
prestito non sono precisabi1i". The Etruscan form occurs in 
Pe 3.1 (V/IV) a e t a :  kavQaS: ayuiaS:  pe rd ie  *>avle numnah
turke 'this p e rd ie belongs to (or: is for) KavBa Ayuia; Avle 
Numna gave (it)', which is inscribed on a "manico di bronzo 
di una patera di grandi dimensioni (patella lata)" (Buffa, 
NRIE 419; fig. 18; 19 in Van der Meer 1987). Etr. p e rd ie is 
a common noun in -ie derived from an element perd - , which is 
also found in the personal name perdu: Vt 1.133 (II) f-J-. 
perdu.  I s .  CcJeiCcnaJl . .. '... perdu son of Laris and of
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Ceicnei'; since the beginning of the inscription has not
survived it is not possible to tell whether perdu is a
gentilicium in -u to an unattested praenomen (in origin an 
appellative) *perd or a cognomen in -u (in origin a nomen 
agentis) to a verb *perd. Peruzzi assumes that perdie
designates the bronze handle, which has the form of a small 
shovel with a longer handle and smaller pan, on which it is 
inscribed. Seeing that the gift of a handle would not be 
made without the patera to which it belongs, it seems more 
likely that perdie designates the patera; as a vessel name 
in -ie perdie finds a parallel in Etr. ecisie (cf. supra, 
#11.3.). There are no good grounds for assuming that Lat. 
per si 1lum is an Etruscan loanword.

Hence there is no example of Etr. -1- > Lat. -11-. The 
double consonant of satelles must, it seems, be accounted
for by development within Latin. However, it cannot be 
attributed to the littera rule for, since *zatilaQ is 
syncopated to zatlad, the quantity of the vowel -i- must 
have been short. Highly improbable also is that a reversal 
of the mamilla rule should have occurred^.

Before considering in what form the borrowing of satelles 
from Etruscan may have taken place, the argument, expressed 
by Breyer 1984, following Ernout 1929, that "aufierdem gehore 
satelles zu einer Gruppe von Wortern auf -est -itis, die 
etr. Herkunft verdachtig seien" should be discussed. Many 
of these words have dubious or unknown etymologies and it 
has been suggested that they are of Etruscan origin.

Certainly not all words in -<?s, -Itis are of (possible) 
Etruscan origin. Some are obviously IE grafts, formed by the 
addition of an element -t- to a stem in -I-, which is the 
reduced grade of *ej_- 'go' (Lat. Ire), e.g. pedes 'foot 
soldier' < #ped-i-t- 'by-foot-goer', comes 'companion' < 
*kom-i-t- 'with-goer', eques 'cavalry man' < *ek»(o)-i-t-
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'by-horse-goer' (cf. It. andare a cavallo 'ride'). Others 
are compounds in -sti- (< #-sta- < #-sth2 -, the reduced
grade of #steh2 - 'stand'), e.g. antistes < anti-sti-t-, 
praestes < prae-sti-t-. Further, of certain IE origin are: 
dives 'rich, rich man', hospes ( < *g**osti-potis, cf. OCS. 
gospodt 'Lord, God') and tudes 'hammer, mallet', originally 
"das GestoBene" (see Meiser 1986:238, cf. tuditare 'strike 
repeatedly' from #tud- 'strike'). Lat. codes 'one-eyed 
person, the cognomen of Horatius, who kept the Etruscans 
from the Sublician bridge' is a borrowing from Gr. KvxX(o\p, 
most probably through Etruscan mediation (De Simone 1970).

The following words in -&s, -Itis have no certain etymology, 
but it does not follow that they must be Etruscan: ales
'having wings, bird', ames 'pole for supporting bird-nests', 
caeles 'dwelling in heaven, divinity', caespes 'sod, turf', 
fomes 'wood for kindling fire', gurges 'swirling mass of 
water', indiges 'obscure title applied to certain deities', 
limes 'strip of uncultivated land used to mark a division, 
object set up to mark a boundary of land', merges 'sheaf of 
corn', miles 'foot soldier', palmes 'vine-branch or shoot', 
poples 'knee-joint, knee; back of the knee, hough', sospes 
'safe, sound; cult title of Juno at Lanuvium', stipes 'tree 
trunk', tarmes 'woodworm or maggot', termes 'bough of a 
tree; name of specific tree, perhaps the wild olive', trames 
'footpath, track', veles 'light-armed footsoldier'.

A notable sub-group of Latin words in -&s, -Itis consists of 
military terms: eques, miles, pedes, veles and perhaps
poples. Hence satelles may be considered as one of a series 
of Latin words in -&s of unknown (possibly Etruscan) origin 
and as one of a 'military' sub-group of Etruscan 
loanwords in Latin. That satelles belongs to this 
semantic category, otherwise exemplified by populus and 
perhaps by classisi, favours its Etruscan origin. The 
existence of an Etr. #mIlaQ ( > Lat. miles') and an Etr.
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*ve laQ ( > Lat. v e le s ) , in the absence of IE etymologies for 
these terms, is also probable but cannot be demonstrated. 
Lat. veles is glossed as Etruscan by Is id. Or ig . 18.57, cf. 
PIin. N a t.7.201. Varro's (L.5.89) etymology of mi les as 
'thousand-man' cannot be supported: there is no PIE root
* m i l - \ Lat. m l l l e  'thousand' is a derivative of PIE 
*gt>es- lo- 'thousand' (see Mayrhofer 1986:107) or, more 
likely, 'hand' (see Helmut Rix, Uridg. g ^ es lo- in den 
siididg. Ausdrticken fiir '1000', forthcoming in Studia  
Etymologica Indoeuropaea memoriae A .J .  Van Windekens 
d i c a t a ) . Lat. m i l - i t - i s  cannot be compared to c o m - i t - i s  
'with-goer' because we have no idea what a ' *m T l -g oer ' could 
be. From the gentilicium f. rec. m i l n e i (AS 1.27) one can 
reconstruct arc. * m l l - e - n a - i .

We may now consider the form in which s a t e l l e s  may have been 
borrowed from Etruscan. It is true that many unliterary 
borrowings are in the acc. sg. , e.g. Gr. onvpiSa > Etr. 
spur ta > Lat. sporta, but this cannot be the case here. In 
Etruscan nom. and acc. sg. have the same form, namely in our 
case z a t l a d  ( < * z a t i l a d ) .  It is not possible to interpret the 
Lat. acc. sg. as ' s a t e l l i t  (< * z a t i l a 6 ) + ending -e/n'. In 
Latin short vowels in open medial unaccented syllables 
develop (in the positions relevant to our argument) as 
follows:

&, G, I, 6, d > b > I before dentals and gutturals
> d > tf before velar 1 (i.e. before -la,

-lo, —1 u, -1C, and not before
palatal -11, -le, -11-).

Since i t  < ad is the characteristic development of an open 
unaccented syllable, the Latin -It- cannot be from Etruscan 
final -ad, which would yield Lat. * - a t .  This fact reinforces 
the possibility that the word entered Latin in the plural 
form. It is also unlikely that * - a t -  > - i t -  is a development
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in the Latin word, i.e. * z a t i l a 6  > * s a t e l l a t < +  em) > 
s a t e l  1 i tem. If one assumes a development * - a t -  > - i t - in 
Latin itself, then the original Latin form would have been 
+ s a t l / £ l a t ( - e m )  from which is expected * s a t u l i t e m  or - with 
syncope - * s a t l a t e m  > * s a l l i t e m . Palatal double - 1 1 -
<Etr. * z a t i l - > Lat. s a t e l 1-) cannot be assumed to account 
for the £ of s a t e l l i - since it is most improbable that the 
Etruscan word had double II (nor indeed is there any 
indication that [11] is an allophone of /l/ in Etruscan).

Once an explanation can be found for the -II- of the stem 
s a t e l l i t - <pl . s a t e l l i t e s ), it is not difficult to find an 
explanation for the nom. sg. s a t e l l e s . It may, for instance, 
have been formed by the addition of - s to the stem
s a t e l 1i t-:

* s a t e l 1I t - s  > * s a t e l 1iss  > * s a t e l 1 i  s > s a t e l l e s
a n a l o g y  t o  eques e t c .  (?)

(for - t s  > -ss > -s , cf.: *ped-s > *pe t s  > pess > pes (to a 
stem *p&d-), * l u d s i  > * l u t s i  > lu s s i  > l u s i ) .

There is no precedent in Latin for final - s  (< - ss  < - t s )  
after a short vowel outside of a group of nouns in - & s, 
- I t i s .  The nom. sg. s a t e l l e s  may then have been directly 
modelled on words in this sub-series :

ped&s pe d l t es
x s a t e l 11tes
x = s a t e l l & s .

Such a hypothesis, namely Etr. * z a t i l a d - u r / a r / e r  > Lat. 
s a t e l l i t e s , to which the singular is formed on the analogy 
of other nouns (particularly the military terms) in -&s,  
- I t i s ,  would appear satisfactory but for the question of 
Etr. -I- > Lat. - 1 1 - .
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Starting from the plural form * z a t e / i l a Q - u r  we can posit the 
following development:

Etr. pi. * z a t i l a Q - u r
Lat. > *s a t e la d -£ s *

> * s a t l a d £ s
> *sat ld&s (Sommer-Pfi ster 1977: ##67,86)
> +sate ld£s <Sommer-Pf i ster 1977: ##67.86)
> * s a t e l l & s (op. cit. #132, IV.2, cf .

*sa ldo  > s a l l d f tPolduces > 
Pol luces > P o l l u x>

This proposal entails the assumption that the inherited nom. 
pi. * -&s ending of the consonant stems in Latin has not yet 
been replaced by * - e s << *-ei-es, e.g. * c i u e i - e s  > c ives,  
cf. Old Indian agnayas to a g n i - 'fire') of the i -stems <cf. 
PIE *p6d-es 'feet', Skt. pdd-as, Gr. ndS-EQ, Lat. p e d - e s ) . 
Since original * -&s is preserved in Osc. humuns (< 
+homon-es) 'homines', meddlss (< *meddik-&s) 'meddices', 
Umb. f r a t e r  (< * f r a t e r - ( e > s )  (with loss of £ by syncope), 
it follows that *-£s was maintained in proto-italic and was 
present in proto-Latin. No absolute chronology is available 
for the substitution of -es for +-&s in the Latin consonant 
stems. It is then theoretically possible that the ending was 
still *-£s in the sixth century, when the borrowing is
most likely to have occurred. Lat. s a t e l l & s , in origin a 
plural, will have been treated as singular <cf. mTl&s, com&s 
etc.). The plural s a t e l l i t e s  will have been formed on the 
model of existing nouns in -£s\ -I t i s :

ped$s : pe d l te s
sa te l l £ .s  x x = s a t e l  11 tes

If the nom. pi. ending - e s had already replaced then
it must be assumed that * s a t e l l e s  (< * s a t e l a d - e s > was' 
reshaped into a singular s a t e l l £ s ; doubt as to whether
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t s a t e l l e s  indicated a group of armed guards or one of these 
armed guards may have contributed to this, cf. the English 
use of guard/Guards. The borrowing of a plural noun into
another language as a singular form is known, e.g. It. pi. 
maccheroni > Fr. sg. macaroni; Engl. pi. cakes > Germ. sg. 
Keks 'biscuit'; Engl. b u r i a l ,  pen, r i d d l e  etc. are
extracted from -s singulars interpreted as plurals. The 
possibility should remain open that the borrowing was made 
through the form of the accusative plural, for which the
ending in the Latin consonant stems was also -es << *ens < 
*-As>, although it would be less easy here to assume
reshaping to a nominative singular.

A similar solution for s a t e l l & s from Etruscan singular 
* z a t e / i  l ad can be offered:

Etr. sg. * z a t i l a d  
Lat. > * sa te la d -& s

> *s a t l a d $ s
> * s a t l d £ s
> *sa te ld&s
> s a t e l l & s (to which pi. s a t e l l i t e s  was

formed by analogy, as above).

Here the Etruscan word is adapted to Latin morphology by the 
addition of -&s on the analogy of ped-&s,  m l l - £ s etc. This 
variant is less probable since the borrowing is likely to 
have occurred in the plural, for which a satisfactory 
etymology can be derived. Linguistic and non-1inguistic data 
confirm s a t e l l e s  as one of our securest Etruscan loans in 
La t i n .

In conclusion we may consider possible meanings for ruze  
nuzlxne. Since Qezine is a directive for the slaughter of a 
sacrificial animal and z a t i  z a t l x n e appears to designate the 
killing of this animal with an axe, the possible meanings of
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ruze nuzlxne 'is to be CACTIONled with a ruze', which must 
describe a preliminary to the slaughter, are limited. Two 
speculations on the meaning are offered in the hope that one 
or the other may be confirmed by a new inscription: 1. 'is
to be hit with a mallet'; 2. 'is to be bound with rope'. For
1. we note that animals were often first stunned to 
facilitate the slaughter itself. For 2. we may refer to the 
scene on the Sedia Corsini <cf. supra), where a bull is 
bound by ropes held in the hands of two attendants; we might 
then suggest that the personal name ru z u - finds a parallel 
in the Roman cognomen R es t io (see Kajanto 1965:322).

Notes
1. See Breyer 1984:484,n .4. Van Windekens 1956 agrees that 

Lat. s a t e l l e s  may be of Etruscan provenance (201: 
"-es, - i t i s  est peut-6tre de provenance 6trusque"), but 
his arguments that the Etruscan word is of Pelasgian 
origin cannot be sustained. Lat. s a t e l l e s  does not 
"correspond parfaitement & (Gr. ) odtTiM(ot)" (attested 
just once in Hsch.: ader lAAor nke i &q r6 t foTpov). A 
curiosum is Arm. zat-'offer, sacrifice' (the original 
meaning seems to be 'separate'); there can be no 
connection between the Armenian word and Lat. s a t e l l e s .

2. R.G.M. Nisbet and M. Hubbard, A Commentary on Horace 
Odes, II, 1978, 371 consider "s a t e l l e s  an unsuitable
word for so rough a retainer, but it might be defended
as an instance of sardonic humour". They prefer the 
less widely held view that s a t e l l e s  - Mercury, which is 
based on the reading r e v i n x i t  'untied' for r e v e x i t in 
1.36. While in figure Mercury is less alien to that
portrayed in the Tomba Golini II there is no reason to 
view him, a messenger between the Upper and Lower 
worlds, as particularly associated with Hades.

3. It does often happen that a word originally meaning
'one who goes with, follows, accompanies; companion,
follower, attendant' comes to be used for an armed
bodyguard (e.g. the i r a f p o i of Homeric and Macedonian 
kings, the comites of Roman emperors, Engl. Companion 
o f  Honour, Companion o f  the Bath etc.), that is to say 
in certain cases 'companion' = '(armed) guard'.

4. The stele bears the inscription Vn 1.1 (VII) Cmi
aJuvi l eS  fe luskeS tu&nutaI  Capa/Jpanala& mini  
muluvaneke h i rumi fnJa  <persnala?' 'I (am the stele) of 
A. F. (the son) of T. and of A.; H. <!>. dedicated me'. 
Saulnier 1980 interprets the inscription thus: "Elle
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(the stele) est dedi^e & Avele Feluske Tusnutie, c'est- 
&-dire Avelus Feluskus le Vainqueur (ou le Valeureux), 
par son campagnon d'armes Hiruminia Phersachs, c'est-d- 
dire Hirminius de P6rouse". Saulnier's translation of 
tu&nutal as 'vainqueur' is incorrect. The form must 
rather be a filiation (so Colonna 1977:187-191), cf. 
the gentilicium tuSn ut i na - in Vt 1.57 (600-550) mi
velduruS kana tu&nut inas 'I am the monumentum of 
V.T.'. Colonna 1977 prefers to see in the last word of 
the inscription not a true ethnic (so Saulnier and 
Olzscha 1961:478-479: "Perusino") but a cognomen of the 
type Coriolanus ("Siegerbeiname"); in his view Hirumina  
is the son of Avele .

5. See Steinbauer 1989:66; he interprets snenad as "Magd" 
and tevaraQ as "Schiedsrichter".

6. For the mami l la  r u l e , which is the simplification of a
double consonant due to a following accented syllable 
(e.g. *mammil la_ <: mamma> > mami l la ,  * c u r r t i l i s
( :  cu r ru s )  > c u r t i U s ) , see Sommer-Pfister 1977:0119.1. 
Szemer6nyi 1989:50 suggests that the double - 1 1 -  of 
sol lemni  s could be attributed to an "Umdrehung des 
mamilla - Gesetzes..., indem das regelrecht entstandene 
soldmnis als vor dem historischen Akzent aus sol  16mnis 
entstanden aufgefaBt und diese angeblich urspriingl iche 
Form 'wieder hergestellt' wurde."

7. Lat. c l a s s i s is of Etruscan origin according to M.
Durante, II Latino Prelettario, in: Alle Origine del
Latino,1980, 75.

8. Etruscan 6 > Lat. d is otherwise attested and presents
no problem, e.g. Etr. l a u tn id a 'liberta' > Lat. 
Lautn ida (Cl 1.2094, 1.2095); Etr. t i t i  > Lat. T id i
(Cl 1.2450).
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Chapter VI: Lat. LICTOR

The lictors in republican Rome were the close attendants 
granted to a magistrate as a symbol of his official dignity, 
without whom he could not go abroad. Bearing bundles of 
rods, from which an axe projected (fasces), they walked 
before the magistrate in a line, one after the other, 
calling out to the people to make way (summovere) and 
reminding them to obey (animadverti iubere) the magistrate. 
The office of the ITctor goes back to the regal period when 
the lictors attended the kings.

1. The Etruscan institution of the lictor

It appears that the Romans adopted the custom of having 
lictors along with the other insignia imperii from the 
Etruscans (see Gladigow 1972, Lambrechts 1959:29); ancient 
Latin and Greek literary sources are in full agreement in 
recognizing the Etruscan origin of the Roman insignia 
imperii, which include the lictors and their fasces with an 
axe, the sella curulis, the ivory sceptre surmounted by an 
eagle, the golden crown, the toga praetexta, the toga 
picta, the tunica palmata and the paludamentum. The 
information given in the sources on these insignia is given 
below:

D.H.2.29.1
Under Romulus the punishment of wrongs committed by citizens 
against one another was carried out by twelve men who 
carried the rods and axes (fid&SovQ re xai neXixeiQ im' 
dtvSp&v SoSexa (pepopivovQ); they scourged in the forum those 
whose offences merited it and beheaded others who were 
guilty of the severest crimes.
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D . H . 3 . 6 1 - 6 2
Etruscan ambassadors bring to Tarquinius Priscus the 
insignia of sovereignty of the Etruscan kings: a crown of
gold (crriyavov xptiaeov), an ivory throne (Qpdvov
iXeqp&vr xvov) f a sceptre with an eagle perched on its head
(oxffnTpov dterdv f/ov), a purple tunic decorated with gold
(XiT&va nopqxvpobv xpvodopfiov) and an embroidered purple robe
(nepxPdXaxov nopyvpobv noixiXov) . D.H. records that 
according to some historians the ambassadors also bring the 
twelve axes (robs S&Sexa neXixexs), taking one from each 
city. It seems, he relates, to have been an Etruscan custom 
for each king of the several cities to be preceded by a 
lictor bearing an axe together with the bundle of rods
(fiaPSdqpopov trpa rfi Siopp r&v fidtpScov niXexvv (pipovra) , and 
whenever the twelve cities undertook any joint military
expedition, for the twelve axes to be handed over to the man 
who was invested with absolute power (ei Si xoivi) yivoxro 
r&v ScSSexa jtdXeov orpareia, robs S&Sexa neXixexQ ivi 
napaS tSoodax r<p Xapdvn rffv abroxpderopa dtpxfiv). Other 
authorities maintain that even before the reign of 
Tarquinius twelve axes (neXixeiQ StiSexa) were carried before 
the kings of Rome and that Romulus instituted this custom as 
soon as he received sovereignty. D.H. is prepared to believe 
that the Etruscans were the originators of this practice, 
that Romulus adopted its use from them, and that the twelve 
axes (robQ ScoSexa neXixeiQ) were brought also to Tarquinius 
Priscus together with the other royal ornaments, just as the 
Romans in his day gave sceptres and diadems to kings in 
confirmation of their power. He points out that, even 
without receiving those ornaments from the Romans, these 
kings make use of them. Tarquinius may then have received 
the insignia from the Etruscans or have adopted their usage 
himself; he always wore, D.H. relates, a crown of gold and 
an embroidered purple robe; he sat on a throne of ivory
holding an ivory sceptre in his hand, and the twelve 
lictors, bearing the axes and rods, attended him when he sat
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in judgement and preceded him when he went abroad. All these 
ornaments were retained by the kings who succeeded him, and, 
after the expulsion of the kings, by the annual consuls with 
the exception of the crown and the embroidered robe, which 
were looked upon as vulgar and invidious. Only when the 
consuls returned victorious from a war and were honoured 
with a triumph by the senate did they wear the gold crown 
and the embroidered purple robes.

FI or. Epit.1.1.5
neque pace Tarquinius quam bello promptior; duodecim namque 
Tusciae populos frequenti bus armis subegit. inde fasces, 
trabeae, curules, anuli, phalerae, paludamenta, praetextae, 
inde quod aureo curru, quattuor equis tri umphatur, togae 
pictae tunicaeque palmatae, omnia denique decora et 
insignia, quibus imperii dignitas eminet, sumpta sunt.

John the Lydian (J.Lvd.), de mazistrati bus populi 1.8 
Hpdq TobrovQ fiyobvTO xofi 'Popvkov nektxEiq SvoxaiSexa npdq 
xdv dpxQpdv r<0v yvni&v, <5v e TSev dpxdpevoQ depekxobv r i)v 
ndkxv.

John of Zonara, Epit. Historiarum 7.8
xai ti)v orokffv Kpdc to peyoikonpEnioxEpov fjfiExxpEv- ff Si fjv 
ipdrrxov xai x ir&v dkondpcpvpa xai xPva(̂>naoraQ oxiqtavoQ x e  

kidov xpwoSixov xai axf)nxpov Siq)poQ x e  ikscpdfvxxva, oTs xai 
pexdi xabxa of x e  fikkox xai oi rr)v dtvxoxpfrropa £/ovt£ c 
flYEfioviav ixpfioavxo xai XEdptnnq) iv xots inivixtoxq
indpwEvoe, xai ftaPSovxovQ Sxd Piov StiSExa iax£.

Li v .1.8.2-3
quae (sc. iura) ita sancta generi hominum agresti fore ratus 
si se ipse (Romulus) venerabilem ins igni bus imperii fecisset 
cum cetero habitu se augustiorem, turn maxime 1ictori bus 
duodecim sumptis fecit, alii ab numero avium quae augurio 
regnum portenderant eum secutum numerum putant: me haud
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paenitet eorum sententiae esse quibus et apparitores hoc 
genus ab Etruscis finitimis, unde sella curulis, unde toga 
praetexta sumpta est, et numerum quoque ip sum due turn placet 
et ita habuisse Etruscos, quod ex duodecim populis 
communiter creato rege singulos singuli populi lictores 
dederint.

Macr.1.6.7
Tull us Hostilius, rex Romanorum tertius, debellatis Etruscis 
sellam curulem 1ictoresque et togam pictam atque praetextam, 
quae insignia magistratuum Etruscorum erant, primus ut Romae 
haberentur instituit.

Plin.Atet.8.74(195)
praetextae apud Etruscos originem invenere.

Plin. Nat.9.63(136)
nam toga praetextae et lat i ore clavo Tull urn Hostilium et 
regibus primum usum Etruscis devictis satis constat.

Plin. Atet.33.4(11)
When Roman generals went in triumph a corona ex auro Etrusco 
was held over their heads from behind.

Posidonius ap. D.S.5.40
The Etruscans devised marks of honour for the generals who 
led them, assigning to them lictors ( ,  an ivory 
throne (Sifppov iXecp&vrwov) and a toga bordered with purple 
(7T£pi7tdp(pvpov rfiPevvav). The majority of these insignia 
were imitated by the Romans, who perfected them and 
introduced them into their civilization.

Sal .Cat. 51 .38
arma atque tela militaria ab Samnitibus, insignia 
magi stratum ab Tuscis pleraque sumpserunt. (subj. = maiores 
nostri) .
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Serv .>4.8. 505
REGNIQUE CORONAM insigne, non re vera coronam, quam Tusci 
reges numquam habuerunt, ergo species est pro genere.

Serv .>4.8. 506
MANDATQUE INSIGNIA aut mittat insignia, id est omnia 
ornamenta regalia, aut re vera 'mandat insignia', id est 
magna, ut castris succedam, capessam regna Tyrrhena. alii 
'insignia ' pro fascibus accipiunt, qui ad Romanos a Tuscis 
translati sunt; aliud est enim 'insigne' singulari numero, 
aliud 'insigne', in quibus vestis et sella regia accipi 
potest.

Si 1.8.483f f.
Maeoniaeque decus quondam Vetulon i a gent is 
bis senos haec prima dedit praecedere fasces 
et iunxit tot idem tacito terrore secures; 
haec altas eboris decoravit. honore curules 
et princeps Tyrio vestem praetextui t ost.ro 
haec eadem pugnas accendere protulit aere.

Sil.10.40-41
Maecenas, cui Maeonia venerabile terra 
et sceptris olim celebratum nomen Etruscis.

Str.5.2.2
Triumphal and consular adornment and that of all the rulers 
was transferred to Rome from Tarquinii; specific mention is 
given to the fasces (ft&fiSo i), axes (neXfxEiO , trumpets 
< odtXniYYZQ^ * sacrificial rites < i eponoi iai) , divination 
Cfiavnxi)) and all music publicly used by the Romans.

Symmachus, Epist.3.11.3
arma a Samni ti bus, insignia ab Tuscis, leges de lare Lycurgi 
et So Ion is sumpseramus.
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Verg.y4,8.505-507
ipse ora tores  ad me regnique coronam
cum scept ro mi s i t  mandatque i n s i g n i a  Tarchon,
succedam c a s t r i s  Tyrrhenaque regna capessam

The information on the insignia in these sources is 
tabulated below (see Table, p. 280-281). Besides those 
sources which assign the insignia generally to the Etruscans 
a large proportion (see especially D.H.3.61) associate their 
introduction to Rome with Tarquinius Priscus. Another 
tradition assigns to the reign of Tullus Hostilius, as a 
result of his victories over the Etruscans, at least the
s e l l a  c u r u l i s ,  toga p r a e t e x t a ,  toga p i c t a  and the lictors, 
and another to Romulus the f asces and twelve lictors. One 
can easily account for these variations in that the Romans 
had already had contacts with the Etruscans and borrowed 
some of their insignia during the reigns of the first four 
Roman kings, but that it was in the reign of Tarquinius
Priscus, himself an Etruscan, that the insignia were 
introduced into Rome on a larger scale and then maintained 
by his successors; certain insignia may have been 
anachronistically attributed to the reigns of Romulus and 
Tullus Hostilius, but a date no later than the reign of
Tarquinius seems certain. Certainly we can say that the
insignia were introduced to Rome at some time in the regal 
period, not necessarily all* at once; the presence in archaic 
Rome of leading Etruscan families certainly facilitated the 
adoption of these and other cultural practices. Important 
for our purposes is that the sources indicating the Etruscan 
origin of the Roman lictors and their instruments are good 
and unanimous.

Material evidence from Etruria confirms that the l i c t o r  and 
fasces were originally Etruscan phenomena. In 1898 in the 
so-called tomba ve tu loniense del  ' l i t t o r e ' a bundle of iron 
rods was found, surmounted by a double-bladed axe; the rods
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and axe are dated to the seventh century (Cristofani 
1985a:fig.3.15.30; Pallottino 1975:fig.31). The absolute 
uniqueness of the object has raised doubts about its 
authenticity. De Francisci 1954-55:34, without stating it 
explicitly, suggests that pieces originally separate have 
been arranged together, but this suggestion has been refuted 
and the authenticity of the fasces has been widely accepted 
(cf. Benedetti 1960:460; Lambrechts 1959:197,n .1 ) . The 
'fasces of Vetulonia' demonstrate then that the fasces were 
known in Etruria from the seventh century (terminus ante 
quern); they furnish archaeological confirmation of the 
report of Silius Italicus that the fasces were invented in 
Vetulonia. A number of bipenni (double-bladed axe heads) for 
comparison with that of the fasces of Vetulonia are listed 
by Benedetti 1959:240, to which should be added two seventh 
century model bipenni from the 'tomba monumentale di poggio 
Gallinaro' in Tarquinia (Cristofani 1985a:fig.9.12). 
Representations of the demon Charun bearing a double-headed 
axe are known from Hellenistic wall paintings in the Tomba 
degli Anina and Tomba 5636 in Tarquinia (fig. in Cristofani 
1985b:209).

Representations of lictors in Etruscan art (sarcophagi and 
urn reliefs; wall paintings) are almost exclusively
Hellenistic (see Lambrechts 1959). The lictors form part of 
the funeral cortege of a magistrate (zilaQ), who appears as 
a living person and is conducted to Hades by the lictors who 
attended him in life. The representations of these
processions are very stereotyped and have relatively few 
divergences (see Lambrechts 1959:189ff.): a number of
lictors, varying between one and four (usually two), walk 
before the chariot (usually a biga) and magistrate, who is 
sometimes preceded by musicians; sometimes a demon figures 
in the representation. For artistic reasons and because of 
limited space the true number of magistrate's lictors
(twelve?) was quite likely not shown. The lictors carry
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rods, whose bindings are often clearly visible (see 
Lambrechts 1959:pi.IV,3; XI,12; XVIII,21a; XIX,22), in their 
left hand and rested on their left shoulder (see Gladigow 
1972:306; the Roman lictor holds the fasces in this position 
too). In both Etruscan and Roman representations a separate 
rod icommoetaculum) or two rods often appear in addition to 
the fasces (Ryberg 1955:24).

The one earlier and hence most important representation of a 
lictor in Etruscan art is found on a sarcophagus relief 
from Chiusi, now in the Palermo Museum (Thuillier
1985:fig.52). It is dated to the second quarter of the fifth 
century by Colonna 1976:188 (followed by Thuillier 
1985:140). The relief shows a representation of a sporting 
event: prizes are to be presented to the winning
participants in gymnastics and music. To the right is a 
raised platform, under which are the prizes (leather wine 
bottles) and on which are sitting in discussion two 
magistrates, each with a lituus and, to their right, a 
scribe, to whom the victors present themselves. To the far 
left is a standing figure, holding in his right hand a long 
pointed stick, held downwards as if he is guarding the 
bottles, and in his left, held upwards, two rods.

Colonna interprets these rods as fasces and the man carrying 
them, therefore, as a lictor. De Francisci 1954-55:34,n .80 
is of the same opinion: "1'ultimo personaggio a sinistra
tiene un fascio". Lambrechts 1959:197 has considered the 
identification uncertain (: "...d'une figure...consider6e,
avec beaucoup d 'incertidude, comme licteur"). Thuillier
1985:442 points out "mais il ne s'ensuit pas pour autant que 
toutes les verges accol6es soient des faisceaux”. He
disagrees with Colonna*s interpretation of the figure on the 
far left as a lictor, considering him instead to be a judge 
of the events with a long stick to intervene between the 
combatants and with rods such as those held by a judge on
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another Chiusine cippus* . In an attempt to reconcile the 
two views (: judge or lictor) he poses the question whether 
the magistrates may have used their lictors as judges. We 
might recall that the "Spielgeber" in Rome also had lictors 
(see Gladigow 1972:301) and the remark of Lambrechts 
1959:192 that "quelquefois (n°s 12, Tarquinia, et nos 18, 
Volterra) ils ne portent qu'un gros baton, autre attribut 
courant du licteur, destine a fendre la foule. Mais ils 
peuvent avoir a la fois faisceau et baton, le premier dans 
la main gauche, le second dans la droite (nos 18, 22f, n©s 
22g, 23, 32 de Volterra) ou tous deux dans la main gauche
(nos 34, 35 de Volterra)".

Overall the interpretation of the figure as a lictor seems 
the more likely. That the fasces he carries contain no axe 
is not problematic since we can see here a parallel to the 
situation in republican Rome, where the axe is removed 
within the city boundary; absence of the axe is the norm in 
Etruscan representations because the scenes depicted on them 
take place in the city, cf. Lambrechts 1959:196-197: "On
sait que les faisceaux, en particulier, traduisaient & Rome 
le supreme pouvoir judicaire et militaire, l'imperium. Est- 
ce £ dire, comme le pensait Rosenberg, que les hauts 
magistrats r£publicains etrusques d£tenaient l'ancien 
pouvoir royal, total et absolu, sans autres limites que 
l'annalite et la plurality des titulaires? Sans doute aux 
premiers temps de la r£publique, comme & Rome. Mais a 
l'6poque de d£clin qui est celle des zilaQ de nos 
inscriptions et representations, ce n'est plus 
vraisemblable, ni £ l'int£rieur, ni & l'ext£rieur. En 
mati£re militaire et de politique ext£rieure surtout, les 
liens federaux entretenus avec Rome devaient limiter 
efficacement l'autonomie des magistrats. D'ailleurs, sans 
contester que 1' imperium militaire leur etit un jour 
appartenu, en songeant £ la tabula ou aux pugil lares, au 
scrinium, aux volumina, & la chaise curule etc., c'est
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plut6t 1'image d'un pouvoir civil et administratif que nous 
croirons devoir retenir de nos representations d'epoque 
«etrusco-romaine». Pareil pouvoir, n'etait-il pas le seul 
que permettaient encore les rapports contraints avec Rome? 
Nous aimons en tout cas comprendre dans le sens d'une 
restriction de pouvoir 1'absence de hache dans les faisceaux 
etrusques."

2. The etymology of lictor

The Latin word ITctor, as well as the institution, has been 
considered to be of Etruscan origin (see WH, I, 799). But an 
Etruscan source has not been identified, and a Latin 
etymology is to hand. Roman and Greek etymologies connect 
ITctor, an agent noun in -tor, with the verb lTgare 'tie, 
bind, bind together'; it is assumed that the ITctor is named 
either 1. after his duty to bind criminals to the stake or
2. from the fact that the fasces were bound:

1. Ge1.12.3 Valgius Rufus in secundo librorum, quos 
inscrips it de rebus per epistulam quaesitis, '1ictorem'
dicit a 'ligando' appel latum esse, quod, cum magi stratus 
populi Romani uirgis quempiam uerberari iussissent, crura 
eius et manus ligari uinci rique a uiatore solita sint, 
isque, qui ex conlegio uiatorum officium ligandi haberet,
' l i c t o r ' s i t  a p p e l l a t u s ; u t i  turque ad earn rem test imon io  M. 
T u l l i  uerbaque e ius  r e f e r t  ex o r a t i o n e , quae d i c t a  est  pro
C. R a b i r i o :  'L i c t o r ' ,  i n q u i t  ' con l iga  manus. ' Haec i t a
Valg ius .  Et  nos sane cum i l l o  sent imus; sed T i r o  T u l l i u s ,  M. 
C ic e ro n i s  l i b e r t u s ,  ' 1 i c t o r em '  uel  a ' l i m o ' uel  a ' l i c i o ' 
dictum s c r i p s i t : ' L i c i o  enim t ransuerso,  quod "limum"
appel  l a t u r ,  qui  magi s t r a t i  bus ' i n q u i t  ' praemi n i  s t rabant . , 
c i n c t i  e ra n t .  ' Si  quis  autem es t ,  qui  p rop te rea  pu ta t  
p r o b a b i l i u s  esse, quod T i r o  d i x i t ,  quoniam prima s y l l a b a  in  
' l i c t o r e ' ,  s i c u t i  in ' l i c i o ' ,  producta est  e t  in  eo uerbo,  

quod est  ' l i g o ' ,  c o r re p ta  est ,  n i h i l  ad rem is t u c  p e r t i n e t .
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Nam si cut a 'ligando' ' lictor', et a 'legendo' 'lector' et a 
'uiendo' 'uitor' et 'tuendo' 'tutor' et 'struendo' 
'structor' productis, quae corripiebantur, uocalibus dicta 
sint. PI lit. quaes t. Rom. 67 Sidt rt 'XixropEiQ' tovq fiafisoijxovq 
dvop&Zovoi; ndtepov d n  xai ovviSeov toijq

dexoXacrraivovraQ. . . ; rd 8£ Seopebeiv 'dcXXiydtpe' Xiyovoiv oi 
noXXoi ' Pmpaimv, oi 8£ xadapebov teq iv t& i 8xaX£odai 
'Xxydipe' <sim. PIut.Rom. 26) . One may compare the following 
passages from Livius, who obviously felt Ifgare and ITctor 
to be cognate: 1 .26.7 ' I, lictort colliga manus'. accesserat 
lictor inciebatque laqueum; 2.5.6 stabant deligati ad palum 
nobilissimi iuvenes; 8.7 ' I, lictor, deliga ad palum';
28.29.11 deligati ad palum virgisque caesi securique 
percussi.

2. Paul. Fest.1Q3L lictores dicuntur quod fasces virgarum 
ligatos ferunt. hi parentes magi strati bus delinquenti bus 
plagas i ngerunt, cf. Li v .3.36.4 centum viginti lictores 
forum impleverant et cum fascibus secures iniigatas 
praeferebant.

On the model of cantator 'one who sings, singer' from
cantare 'to sing' and mercator ’one who trades, trader' from 
mercare 'to trade' one would expect, however, a nomen 
agentis *ligator 'one who binds, binder' to be derived from 
a verb ligare 'bind'. LTctor cannot be a derivative of 
1 igare.

A further problem is the length of the root vowel: ITctor
has long T, ligare has short I. A lengthening of the root 
vowel in the past participle (and likewise in the nomen
agentis) when the root ends in a voiced stop ib,d or g) is
well known in Latin (: Lachmann's Law; see Sommer-Pfister 
1977:#83,6), e.g.:

l&gere *l£g-tos > lectus cf. lector
dgere *8g-tos > actus cf. actor
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tangere *tag-tos > tactus
(cf. f&cere *fac-tos > f&ctus, not *factus)

L&gere, dgere and tangere are third conjugation. A third 
conjugation verb *llgere has been assumed by EM <: "Cette
Stymologie supposerait 1'existence d'un verbe radical non 
attests, +ligere & c6t€ de ligare."). Following EM one may 
suggest that ITctor < *l!g-tor is a derivative of a verb 
*1 Tgere.

However, Latin does not offer a precedent for a lost verb 
*llgere beside ligare. The problem of the etymology was 
solved by Kent 1928: (see especially p. 187), who, on the 
model of dicare 'speak, indicate, devote' beside dTcere 
'speak, declare' and edticare 'nurture, rear' beside educere 
'lead, bring up, nurture', the verbs in each set having 
similar meaning, was able to assume a lost third conjugation 
verb #lTgo, *lTgere, *lTxi, *lTctus 'bind', of which ITctor 
is a derivative (: "Length has been extended throughout the
(lost) verb, and from its participle to similar derivatives 
as is the case with other verbs of this type").2

LTctor has, therefore, a satisfactory Latin etymology, which 
is in accordance with the Roman interpretation. The 
institution of the ITctor is nevertheless clearly Etruscan, 
even if the name is not directly borrowed with it. Under 
the probable assumption that the Romans knew the Etruscan 
title, one possibility is that ITctor is a caique 
1inguistique of the Etruscan name; this would mean that the 
‘Etruscan lictor' too was called 'the binder'. A second 
possibility, mentioned by EM, is that ITctor has a folk 
etymology. By folk etymology is understood a change in the 
spelling or pronunciation of an unknown or unclear word (or 
word element) in order to make it look or sound similar to a 
familiar word or words, e.g. Germ. vrTthof 'an enclosed 
place' is connected with Friede 'peace' and reshaped to
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Friedhof 'cemetery'. Loanwords are often subject to 
reinterpretation by folk etymology because they are 
unanalysable in the adopting language. Hence there is a 
possibility that ITctor is a re-shaping in Latin by folk 
etymology of a lost Etruscan term with a similar sounding 
root <*+likad or similar) which did not mean 'binder'. The 
literal meaning of Lat. ITctor 'binder' would not have any 
semantic connection with the Etruscan title, but would 
probably not be totally adventitious, since the etymology 
would have been influenced by the binding of criminals which 
was a duty of the lictors. A third possibility is that the 
Romans deliberately avoided using the Etruscan title and 
created a new title from the function 'binding*.

The difficulty with each of these possibilities, though less 
so with a possible folk etymology, is that the 'binding' 
performed by the lictor is a very limited function to assume 
as the intention of the name-giver for quite an important 
functionary. One notes then that there is in Latin no 
etymological connection between the title ITctor and the 
instrumenta, that is the fasces isecuris + virgae), carried 
by the functionary. In the Greek renderings of Lat. ITctor, 
on the other hand, namely fiotBSoQxoQ, fiapSoqpdpoq, fiafiSovdpoQ, 
the title is based on the rods or fi&BSoi carried by the 
lictor; the Greek titles indicate that the Roman lictor was 
characterized by the carrying of rods, not by his function 
to bind. Indeed, as Gladigow 1972:305 notes, "der Liktor ist 
als Trager des fascis definiert; ohne die fasces verliert er 
seine Qualifikation".

3. The instrumenta and functions of the lictor

The following discussion of the instrumenta and functions of 
the ITctor reveal something of the original nature of the 
institution, which will be valuable in identifying the 
possible Etruscan source of Lat. ITctor. Since the Romans
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borrowed the custom of the lictors from the Etruscans, it 
follows both that the Etruscans had lictors and that their 
functions and attributes were continued at least in part but 
probably in full (since we have no evidence to the contrary) 
in those of their Roman counterparts. Greek and Roman 
literary sources provide no information on Etruscan lictors. 
It is, however, a fair inference that the duties of the 
Roman lictor will have been very much the same as those of 
the 'Etruscan lictor'.

Lat. pi. fasces is a specialization of fascis 'bundle of 
twigs, wood, straw etc.1. The term is used to designate the 
bundle of rods with an axe carried by the lictors 
originally before the king and then in the Republic before a 
magistrate, cf. Cic. Ver.5.15.39 fasces ac secures,
D.H.2.29.1 fidPSovQ re xai nekixeiQ, Liv.3.36.5 virgae 
securesque, Lucr.3.996 fasces saevasque secures. The fasces 
were a symbol of the king's power with which criminals were 
scourged iverberatio) and beheaded isecuri percussio) (cf. 
Liv.2.5.8; 26.15.8). From the early Republic the axe was
removed within the city boundary; only the lictors of 
dictators continued to carry the axes in Rome.

Both the axe and the rods have religious associations. In 
discussing the single- and double-bladed axe in the Eastern 
and Mediterranean sphere, De Francisci 1954-55:34-35;36 
describes both as symbols of religious power: "L'ascia...6
arma e strumento di lavoro; ma essa £ stata anche come 
oggetto votivo e rituale e con significato simbolico a 
indicare la potenza della divinity che si trasmette in colui 
che la impugna o di colui per cui si impugna.... Diversa 
invece £ l'area d'origine della bipenne, sebbene anch'essa 
debba essere stata dapprincipio un oggetto pregno di potenza 
magica, divenuto poi segno della potenza divina e oggetto 
religioso attribuito specialmente alia Potnia minoico- 
micenea. Essa, oltrech£ a Creta, dove appare gi& nel Minoico
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Antico II (2800-2400), si incontra in Asia Minore, £ 
largamente rappresentata nel mondo egeo-anatolico e forse 
anche in quello mesopotamico: e sempre come simbolo
religioso di potenza connesso con diverse divinity." He 
concludes that: "La bipenne della cosiddetta «tomba del
littore» si deve quindi considerare come un oggetto, avente 
valore religioso, introdotto nel sepolcro di un personaggio 
illustre e potente della citt&. E lo stesso significato 
credo debba attribuirsi anche alia bipenne impugnata da 
Avile Feluske, rappresentato nella stele funeraria, pure 
proveniente da Vetulonia, in quanto il suo gesto piti che di 
minaccia sembra di offerta alia divinity come dimostra 
1'indice teso. E non pu6 non fare impressione il fatto che 
tutti questi documenti provengano dalla stessa citt&, e da 
un centro in cui sono manifesti specific! influssi culturali 
provenienti dall'Egeo, mentre analoghe testimonianze non si 
incontrano in altre zone del 1'Etruria". Saulnier 1980:62-63 
assigns the stele of Avele Feluske "au goOt 6gyptisant", cf. 
Gladigow 1972:n.84: the axe "ist im mediterranen Bereich die 
heilige Waffen par excellence".

All our double-bladed axes date from the orientalizing 
period (fasces of Vetulonia, axe of Avele Feluske, model axe 
heads from Tarquinia, and those listed by Benedetti 1959), 
two of them from a city said to have special cultural links 
with Egypt. The fasces of Vetulonia is also "a model reduced 
in size for funerary purposes" (length: 25.0 cm, length of 
rods: 14.5-17.0 cm, length of axe: 26.2 cm) (Pallottino
1975:131; measurements given by Colonna in Cristofani 
1985a : 251). Clearly the double-headed axe has been used in 
Etruria as a weapon. Its religious associations are also 
clear and in an age that is orientalizing, in a city 
particularly so and in a context arguably religious the 
double axe has been used for a model fasces. One cannot, 
however, on such limited evidence argue that the double- 
bladed axe was intrinsic to the fasces - in other fasces
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from Etruria one would not be surprised to see a bundle of 
rods surmounted by a single-bladed axe, the axe type known 
in representations of Roman fasces (Gladigow 1972:fig.2;3).

On the rods one may cite Gladigow 1972:306: "Die fasces
(here = rods) als Herrschafts 'symbol' gehoren in eine Reihe 
mit Shnlichen, im Mittelmeerraum und im Alten Orient 
verbreiteten Insignien, deren Bedeutung von der Verbindung 
von Einzelstdben oder Ruten ausgeht".

The whippings performed by the lictors in Rome also had a 
sacral significance; this is indicated by the fact that the 
verberatio was performed before the execution (cf. Gladigow 
1972:311: "Das Schlagen ist aufgrund seiner sinnlichen
Eindriickl ichkeit ein weitverbreiteter kathartischer Ritus 
...die (zunachst) durch Liktoren vollgezogene verberatio vor 
der altromischen Execution Cdientl nicht der 'Verscharfung' 
der Strafe, sondern sakrale Beistrafe ist") and by the
phrase expiatio per verberationem and the use of castigatio 
for verberatio (see Gladigow 1972:311).

How much emphasis should be placed on these religious 
associations is not clear. They are, however, consistent
with what we know of the sacral duties of the Roman lictor.
For republican Rome a distinction can be made between the 
function of lictors as state attendants (: lictores qui
magi strati bus adparent'i and as religious attendants 
(: lictores qui sacris publicis adparent). They appear, for
instance, in both functions on the ara pads augustae (see 
Ryberg 1955:39-48).

The religious or priestly lictors attended the Flamines and 
the Vestal Virgins, i.e. those Roman "Priesteramter, deren 
kultische Fixierung in einem extremen Ma0e aufrechterhalten 
wurde" (Gladigow 1972:298), cf. CIL VI 1852 lictor 
curiaCt<ius) aJ sacris publici s\ CIL XIV 296 lictor
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dec(uriae) curiatiae, quae sacris pubiicis adparet. The 
lictor appears in his role as priestly attendant in late 
Republican reliefs of public sacrifice, which are discussed 
by Ryberg 1955. Typical is her comment on fig.l5a-b: "the
priest is attended by two lictors, each carrying a bundle of 
fasces and also a shorter rod, probably a commetaculum" . The 
lictors on these reliefs do not perform the slaughter of 
animals. The role of the priestly lictor was to clear the 
way for the priest with the commoetaculum <Fest.p.49L genus 
virgulae, qua in sacrifici is utebantur) and perhaps also to 
make the cry 'exesto* (Fest.p.72L exesto, extra esto. sic 
enim lictor in quibusdam sacris cl ami tabat: host is, vinctus, 
mulier, virgo exesto; scilicet interesse prohibebatur);
since, however, as Gladigow 1972:303 argues, the
"Opfersituation" is not clear, "laSt sich auch nicht
entscheiden, ob es sich urn ein offizielles Opfer eines 
romischen Magistrats handelt, an dem die Liktoren
selbstverstandlich teilnahmen, oder urn das Opfer eines jener 
Priester, denen Liktoren zur Verfugung standen".

The duties of the state lictors have already been mentioned: 
ligare, summovere, adimadverti iubere, verberatio, securi 
percussio. The securi percussio was performed in Rome in
regal times and in the early Republic by the lictor, while 
"auSerhalb von Rom wurde weiterhin die magistratische Form 
der Hinrichtung durch einen Liktor praktiziert" (Gladigow 
1972:307). Later executions were performed in Rome by 
carnifices, on whom rested a "Blut-Tabu" and who, because 
they were regarded as dishonourable, were not permitted to 
live in the city, nor allowed a ritual burial. The lictors, 
on the other hand, were highly respected. Gladigow's 
explanation (1972:308:309) of this difference is that the 
executions performed by the lictors had a 'sacral form': 
"Die Modalitaten der magistratischen Hinrichtung entsprechen 
in wesentlichen Punkten denen der Totung eines Opfertieres, 
woraus MOMMSEN mit Recht den SchlufJ gezogen hat, daS diese
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Form der Todesstrafe in der frlihen Zeit als eine Opferung 
des Taters zu verstehen sei .... Wenn die Hinrichtung als 
ein Opfer vollgezogen wurder geschah sie im sakral 
geschutzten Raum und war damit keinerlei Gefahrdungen durch 
das vergossene Blut ausgesetzt ...wir dlirfen mit einiger 
wahrscheinlichkeit voraussetzen, daB in der alten durch 
Liktoren vollgezogenen Todesstrafe (profanrechtliche) Strafe 
und (sakralrecht1iche) Suhnung von Totungsdelikten 
zusammengefallen sind". Hence it appears that the 
distinction between secular and religious lictors is a fine 
one.

Our literary sources relate that the Etruscan kings 
<lucumones) had lictors. The functions of the Etruscan kings 
were it seems, like those of their Roman counterparts, not 
only military and political but also religious (cf. Gladigow 
1972:301: "In der Frlihzeit des romischen Gemeinwesens kann
politische Macht offensicht1ich nicht ohne eine sakrale 
Komponente und die Eigenschaft des sacrum nicht ohne eine 
politische Valenz gedacht werden. Im sakralen Konigtum, 
dessen Zeremoniell die Romer von den Etruskern iibernommen 
haben (fasces, Liktoren, Triumph) gehen beide Komponenten 
noch gleichmaBig von einer Person aus"). Liv.1.8.2-3; 5.1
refers to the election of an Etruscan king irex) by the 
twelve peoples iquod ex duodecim populis communi ter creato 
rege singulos singuli populi lictores dederint) and to the 
election of a priest isacerdos) at the Fanum Voltumnae in 
403 B.C. on the occasion of the gathering of the states 
(sollemnia ludorum). There is reason to believe that in 
regal times this priest was chosen from amongst the 
lucumones of the various Etruscan cities. Heurgon 1957:89 
connects the two Livian references and argues that, since 
the election of a king was annual and coincided with the 
sollemnia, the rex of Liv.1.8 = the sacerdos of Liv.5.1: "Le 
chef de la ligue 6trusque porte d6sormais, en latin, le nom
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de sacerdos, et ce sera encore le titre que portera, au Bas- 
Empire, le president des jeux de Volsinies".

In the Roman Republic the political and military powers of 
the king were conferred on the consuls and his religious 
duties were entrusted to a priest who bore the official 
title rex sacrorum or rex sacrificulus, less formally 
shortened simply to rex, cf.Paul. Fest.p .423L sacrif iculus 
rex appellatus est, qui ea sacra, quae reges facere 
adsueverant, fecisset; Liv.2.2.1 et quia quaedam publica 
sacra per ipsos reges factitata erant, necubi regum 
desideriurn esset, regem sacrificulum ere ant. The "ritual 
programme" of the rex sacrorum is described briefly by J.A. 
North (CA1P , VII.2, 1989, 611): "he held a sacrifice on the 
Kalends of each month, announced the dates of the festivals 
of the month on the Nones, and appeared in the Comitium on 
certain fixed days <24 March and 24 May) and sacrificed 
there". The rex sacrorum belonged to the college of the 
pontifices but was subordinate to the pontifex maximus; he 
was barred from holding any political office and did not 
belong to the senate. A comparable division of the kingly 
functions may have taken place in Etruria, cf. Lambrechts 
1959:201: "C'est au cours des VI-V si£cles que l'Etrurie,
solidaire des remous constitutionnels italiques, abolit ses 
royaut6s, plus exactement sans doute, les confine & un r61e 
religieux pour les remplacer politiquement par des 
oligarchies patriciennes, puissantes et tenaces, auxquelles 
apparaissent longtemps r6serv6s tous les droits et pouvoirs, 
notamment l'acc£s au s6nat et aux principales fonctions 
sacerdotales et politiques"; Pallottino 1975:129: "the title 
assumed by the ancient monarch may not have been abolished 
when the state changed from a monarchy to an aristocratic 
republic; it was substantially emptied of its political 
content and preserved alongside the new republican 
magistrates, as a religious institution" <cf. also Heurgon 
1957:68). This assumption is based on the interpretation of
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two Etruscan texts. LL IX.f2 lauxumneti eisna 'in regia 
sacrificium' indicates the performance of a sacrifice in the 
residence of the lucumo; lauxumneti < *lauxumu-na-i-ti 'in 
that which belongs to the lucumo' is a locative in -ti to a 
nominalized possessive adjective in -na formed to *lauxumu 
'king'. Etr. *lauxumuna finds a parallel in Lat. regia (a 
derivative of rex). The building which in the Republic bears 
the name regia was originally the home of the last kings of 
Rome, the Tarquins (it is possible that the the name regia 
was modelled on Etr. *lauxumuna) ; in the last centuries of 
the Republic the regia was the official residence of the 
pontifex maximus, but since the regia "fu fabbricata ex novo 
alia fine del VI o al principio del V sec. a. C. ...ne 
consegue che il nome regia le deve essere venuto dall'essere 
stata ocupata, prima che dal pontifice massimo, dal rex 
sacrorum" (A. Momigliano, II rex sacrorum e l'origine della 
repubblica, Quarto contributo alia storia degli studi 
classici e del mondo antico, Roma 1969, 395; the equation
lauxumneti = in regia was made by E. Vetter, Glotta 13, 
1924, 145). In Ta 1.17 (200-150), the epitaph of the priest 
laris pulenas, tarxnalQ. spurem. lucairce '(he) was lucumo 
amongst the community of Tarquinia' (the translation of 
Heurgon 1957:68 (: "rex du populus Tarquiniensis") can now
be improved; see above, #11.4.) appears to indicate that the 
Etruscan title for 'king' was in later times used in a sense 
similar to rex (sacrorum) at Rome.

To sum up, the king in Rome had religious functions 
including the performance of sacrifices, which were carried 
out in the Republic by the rex sacrorum. The lictor in Rome 
has sacral functions which he exercises in the performance 
of executions in attendance on a magistrate and probably 
also of animal sacrifices in attendance on magistrates and 
certain priests. Since in regal times the king combines the 
duties of politician and priest we may assume that his 
twelve lictors were both executioners and sacrificers or, to
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put it another way, the sacrificers of both condemned men 
and animals. The situation in Etruria was arguably parallel 
to that in Rome. The theoretical possibility that the 
'Etruscan lictors' were simply 'binders' is rejected since 
it is highly unlikely that the Romans would then have used 
the title for a role largely involving punishment and 
execut ion/sacr i f i ce.

4. The connection of ITctor with satelles

In the previous chapter it was argued that zati means 'axe' 
and that zatlad is an agent noun related to it; the 
inference that the zatlad originally carried the axe is a 
fair one. The axe, which was used to behead both men and 
bulls, may be connected with both the zatlad and the lictor, 
but of the two terms only zatlad has a cognate izatii which 
illuminates its meaning. Both are in origin one of a small 
number of attendants on the Etruscan kings. Further, the 
lictor has religious duties, while the zatlad has at least 
religious associations. From the use of the axe in sacrifice 
it cannot be inferred that the zatlad was a sacrificial 
functionary as well as a king's bodyguard who killed with an 
axe, but the possibility that this was so can be neither 
proved nor disproved.

This use of the axe does, however, raise the possibility 
that the Etruscan lictor was the zatlad. We might then 
assume (at least as a working hypothesis) that the zatlad of 
an Etruscan king was an axe-bearing attendant with security 
and sacral functions. In 'regal' Rome these attendants were 
called satellites. At the beginning of the Republic the 
word satelles was tarred with the same brush as rex; because 
it was both considered anti-republican and had associations 
with the Tarquins it disappeared from 'official' Latin and 
was preserved mainly as a pejorative term. The 'office' of 
the satellites still, however, existed, though a change in
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the emphasis of their functions had taken place; they had 
sacral and legitimate civil police functions. Since 
'binding' had been one of the zatlad's lesser duties, the 
Romans were able to coin the word ITctor, a neutral term 
with no royalist overtones. Lat. ITctor would then be a 
'semi-caique' of zatlad.

Notes
1. Thuillier 1985:444,n .84: "Encore que, une fois de plus, 

cette interpretation (i.e. the rods = fasces of lictor) 
elle-mGrne ne nous semble pas n£cessaire: sur un autre 
cippe de Chiusi, conserve & Palerme, on peut voir 
exactement les memes «verges» tenues par un arbitre 
apparemment banal, qui est situe tout pres d'un 
discobole (cippe n®147 de Paribeni)."

2. Apart from lichen, a borrowing from Gr. Xexxfiv, Latin 
has only one other form in lie-, namely ITcium (plus 
its derivatives). It is interesting to note that 
Gel.12.3 records (and rejects) the etymology of Tiro, 
who derives ITctor from ITcium, which like ITctor is a 
purely Latin formation (there is no form corresponding 
to ITcium in any other ancient IE language). The 
original meaning of ITcium has been judged to be 
'transverse fibre, weft'; accordingly ITcium has been 
interpreted as a -±o- formation to the full grade of 
the root *leik- 'bend' (*lTk*±om > ITcium, cf. oblTquus 
'sidelong, slanting'; licinus 'bent or turned upwards' 
is derived from the ni 1-grade *7jir-) (see IEW and WH). 
The semantic aspect of this interpretation is 
unsatisfactory, not least because another word for 
'weft', attested since Plautus (Mer.518), is known in 
Latin: subtemen (subtegmen) < sub+texo-men to subtexere 
'weave on the underside'; the Latin word for 'warp', 
attested since Var.L.5.113, is stamen, cf. Gr. orfjfiov 
(Hes.+).
Lat, ITcium is glossed as filum/piTos 'thread', which 
is certainly the common usage of the word (e.g. 
Amm.14.6.9; Ov. Fast.3.267; PI in. Nat.8.196); one can 
compare the transferred use of the word for the threads 
of a spider's web (e.g. PI in.Afat.11.82) and for the 
threads of life spun by the Fates (e.g. 
Stat. Theb. 8.382). The word is also often found in the 
context of magic or medicine, where the meaning is 
often 'string, cord' (e.g. PI in. Nat.29.114; cf. 
Petr.135.5 ut solvit ergo licio pannum).
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The strongest connection of the word is with weaving, 
e.g. Amm.14.6.9 tunicae ... varietate liciorum 
effigiatae; Ov . Fast. 2 . 575 tunc cantata ligat cum fusco 
licia pi umbo; PI in . Na t. 8 .196 plurimis vero liciis 
texere quae polymita (= damask) appellant Alexandria 
instituit, scutulis dividere Gallia; cf. the Late Latin 
derivative ITciatorium 'a weaver's beam'. The evidence 
comes not only from Latin but also from the modern 
European languages in which Lat. ITcium is continued as 
a technical term of weaving: Germ. Litze 'heddle',
Litzenstab 'heddle rod'; Fr. lisses de liage, It. licci 
della legatura, Port, ligos de ligagSo, Sp. cuerpo de 
lizos de ligadura, all 'binding harness' (a heddle (or 
leash) is 'the loop of thread, or other material, 
through which a warp end is passed so that it may be
raised or lowered to open the shed to permit the
passage of the weft'; heddle rod 'a rod with loops used
on simple looms for making a shed opening'; binding
harness 'the shafts that control the binding warp'. All 
technical terms and definitions here and below are 
taken from Dorothy K. Burnham, A Textile Terminology, 
1980) .
The Latin word for 'weave' is not inherited from PIE 
#uebi> -: Gr. bqpatvo, Skt. urna-v6bhi 'wool-weaver;
spider', OE. wefan, OHG. weban, Toch. B wap-. Latin has
specialized texere 'build* for 'weave' (> Fr. tisser,
It. tessere, Port, tecer, Sp. tejer). There is further
evidence that Lat. ligare was also used as a weaving
term. This evidence comes again from Latin iCiris 371 
ligans triplici diversa colore fila; Ov. Fast.2.572, 
quoted above) and from the Romance languages in which 
some weaving terminology for the binding together of 
the warp and the weft etc. is derived from Lat. ligare 
and its derivatives, e.g. Fr. Her, Sp. ligar 'to fix 
in place a warp end with a weft pick, or a weft pick
with a warp end; bind'; Fr. chaine de liage, It. catena
di legatura 'binding warp'; Fr. point de liage, It. 
punto di legatura 'binding point'; Sp. curso de 
ligamento 'weave unit'.
LTcium cannot have been formed to ligare; the problem 
is again one of the length of the vowel in the root 
syllable. Since ITctor 'binder' is derived from an
Early Latin verb *lTgere 'bind', the suspicion arises
that ITcium, a term used in weaving, may also have been 
formed to this lost verb. If this were true, one might 
argue that Tiro recognized a semantic connection 
between ITctor and ITcium, and, in the absence of a 
verb *lTgere, explains the former term via the latter. 
In order to pursue the hypothesis that ITcium is a 
derivative of *lTgere the original meaning of ITcium 
must be ascertained.
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The existence of ITcium in Latin goes back at least to 
the mid-fifth century, when it occurred in a legal 
formula of the XII Tables. According to Gel.11.18.9 
thefts detected per lancem 1iciumgue were punished as 
if the culprit had been caught in the act. This process 
had disappeared by the time of Gellius (16.10.8). Gaius 
Inst.3.192-3 reports that according to the XII Tables 
"one wishing to search must do so naked, girt with a 
1iciurn and holding a lancem; if he finds anything, the 
law says that it is to be manifest theft. What, it has 
been asked, is the 1iciurn. Probably it is some sort of 
cloth (consuti genus) for covering the privy parts". 
Gaius rejects that the purpose of the platter ilanx') 
was to engage the searcher's hands and prevent him from 
palming anything off or to place on it what he finds. A 
third reference to the legal formula in the ancient 
sources is Paul. Fest .p. 104L: lance et. licio dicebatur
a pud anti quo s, quia qui fur turn ibat quaerere in domo 
aliena licio cinctus intrabat, lancemque ante oculos 
tenebat propter matrum familiae aut virginum
praesentiam.

Various interpretations of the formula have been 
offered:
1. Cl. Freiherr v. Schwerin (reported and rejected by
A. Nehring, Glotta 15, 1927, 272): the licium was a
thread by which the otherwise naked searcher protects 
himself against demonic influences/ the lanx was an 
"Opferschale" to appease the offended "Hausgeist".
2. Goldmann (reported and better favoured by Nehring, 
loc. cit.): lance licioque concipere "mit Hilfe der
(zauberabwehrenden) Fadens (Diebsgut) erkennen".
3. J.C. Rolfe (Loeb, on Gel.11.18.9): Searchers wore
just a girdle so that they would not be suspected of 
smuggling anything into the house and claiming it had 
been stolen; they held a perforated plate before their 
face because of the presence of women in the household.
4. Rudolf Dull (Das Zwol f taf elgesetz, Miinchen 1959, 
92: "Die Schlissel diente zur Aufnahme der Sache und zur 
Behinderung des heimlichen Einbringen der Sache, das 
Bekleidungsverbot [Dull translates licium as a small 
"Schurz"] war zum Zweck des Vorbeugens des 
Einschleppens gedacht".
No interpretation, ancient or modern, reveals the 
original meaning of ITcium. The probability is that the 
searcher was, as Rolfe says, almost naked to 
demonstrate that he brought no stolen goods into the 
house, but wore a small apron for the sake of modesty. 
Since a semantic progression 'apron' > 'thread' is 
unlikely while 'thread' > 'a thread of clothing' > 
'small apron' is possible and can explain the reported 
use of ITcium in the XII Tables, the most that can be 
said is that the meaning of ITcium deduced from its use
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in the XII Tables is consistent with the meaning 
'thread' known from later authors.
The meaning 'heddle' is also known for Lat. ITcium; 
this is the meaning favoured as the original by WH and 
in Der kl. Pauly. This meaning is demonstrated not only 
by Germ. Litze, It. licci della legatura etc. (see 
above) but also by Isid. Or ig. 19.29.7 licia sunt, quibus 
stamina ligantur, quasi ligia (cf. Don .Ter ..An.911 licia 
enim dicta sunt quasi ligia); Philarg.Verg. Eel.8.74 
'licia' ... quasi ligia, per quae ligantur stamina; 
Prudent.Sym.2.1106 perfundunt quia col la comis bene vel 
bene cingunt/ tempora taeniolis et licia crinibus 
addunt (the fillets attached to the hair of the Vestal 
Virgins are compared to leashes of the loom, cf. F. 
Walbank, 'Licia telae addere', CQ3A, 1940, 93-104, 99: 
"if licia is 'warp' and tel is 'loom' the comparison 
falls flat") and Serv. Eel.8.73 licia circumdo: bene
utitur 1iciis, quae ita stamen implicant, ut haec 
adulescenti s men tern impli care contend it.
No other word for 'heddle' is known in Latin. Lat. 
ITcium is distinct from the warp and the weft, cf. for 
example the following passages from Hieronymus, 
Potamius (which favours licium = heddle) and Tibullus:
Hieronymus. in Hieremiam libri VI, CC.74, Prologus,2: 
stamina tibi atque subtegmina et licia praeparabo 
(metaphorical use)
Potamius, PL. Supplement I, 1958, Sp. 206 : 

stamine quo penditur, et subtegmine quo 
vestitur, et licio quo regitur

Tib.1.6.77-80
at quae fida fuit nulli, post victa senecta 

ducit inops tremula stamina torta manu 
firmaque conductis adnectit licia tel is

tractaque de niveo vellere ducta putat

This does not prove that ITcium originally meant 
'heddle', but it strongly argues against the theory, 
chiefly of Walbank:op. cit. (also of Minors in his 
commentary to Vergil's Georgies) that ITcium = 'warp 
thread'. The title of Walbank's article is a phrase 
from Verg. G. 1 .285, translated by Page (see Walbank p. 
95) as "to add leashes to the warp", by Richard Thomas 
(Commentary on Georgies I and II, CUP 1988) as "for 
putting loops on the warp" and by Walbank (p. 101) as
"to attach warp-threads to the loom". Since the loom is 
being prepared for weaving, as Walbank demonstrates, 
and since the warp cannot be threaded until the leashes 
are in place, a more satisfactory interpretation, and 
one consistent with the evidence of Isid. etc., is 'to
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attach leashes to the loom', cf. also the passage from 
Tibullus given above.
Two meanings then are attested for Lat. ITcium:
'heddle' and 'thread'; an obvious connection between 
them is that a heddle is a loop of thread. That the 
original of the two meanings was 'heddle' seems likely 
since :
1. Latin has a general term for thread in 'filum'.
2. The semantic development/usage 'heddle' > 'thread' 
is unproblematic. LTcium ('heddle') may first have been 
used for the string/cord of a bag (which has the same 
shape as a heddle) and then generally for 
string/thread. Likewise ITcium may have been used in
the XII Tables because of its loop shape; ITcium may 
also have been chosen for the legal formula in order to 
produce alliteration with lanx.
Since it is likely that ITcium originally meant 
'heddle' and not 'weft', its etymology should be
reconsidered. Derivation from *leik- 'bend' now seems 
plausible, if ITcium is 'that which is bent, loop on a 
loom, heddle'. There is another possibility.
A heddle is a loop which is attached to the loom and 
through which the warp is attached to the heddle rod. 
Substitute 'bound' for 'attached' and a connection
between ligare 'bind' and ITcium 'binder, loop that 
binds, heddle' seems apparent. LTcium cannot have been 
derived from lTgare, but derivation from *lTgere is 
possible: *lTc.-±o- > ITcium, or *lTg-±o- > ITgium
(cf. ligia) > ITcium (in analogy to ITctor).
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Table: Roman insignia imperii attributed in the literary sources to the 
Etruscans.

i n s i gn i a 
imper i i

in general in the reign of 
Romulus

in the reign of 
Tul1. Hosti1ius

in the reign of 
Tarquinius Priscus

1ictor 
(12)

D.S.5.40 Liv.1.8.2-3 
(12), D.H. 
2.29.1 (12)

Macr.1.6.7 D.H.3.61.2; 62.1 
(12), Zon.7.8 (12)

fasces Serv.A 
8.506

FI or. Epit.1.1.5

fasces
and
secures

Sil.8.484- 
5

D.H.2.29.1 D.H.3.61.2; 62.1, 
Str.5.2.2

secures D.H.3.61.3, 
J.Lyd.1.8

sel la 
curulis

D.S.5.40, 
Serv.A. 
8.506,
Li v .1.8.3, 
Sil.8.486

Macr.1.6.7 D.H.3.61 .1; 62. 1 , 
FI or . Epit.1.1.5 
Zon.7.8

sceptre Verg.A . 
8.506,
Si 1.10.41

D.H.3.61.1; 62. 1 , 
Zon.7.8

vest.es Serv.A . 
8.506

toga
praetexta

Li v .1.8.3, 
P1 in .Nat.. 
8.74(195) , 
Sil.8.847

Macr.1.6.7,
PI in . TVa t. S . 63 
(196)

FIor. Epit.1.1.5

toga 
pi eta

Macr.1.6.7 D.H.3.61.1; 62.2, 
FIor. Epit.1.1.5

tunica 
pal mat a

D.H.3.61.1,
FIor.Epit. 1.1.5

golden
crown

Verg.A. 
8.505 
(Serv.A . 
8.505),
P1i n .Nat. 
33.4(11)

D.H.3.61.1; 62. 1 , 
Zon.7.8
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trumpet Sil.8.488
triumph Macr.1.6.7
insignia 
: not 
sped fi ed

Sail .Cat.. 
51.38, 
Symm. 
3.11.3
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Chapter VII: Lat. FENESTRA

In this chapter the etymology of Lat. fenestra (P1.+) 
'window' is considered. Two introductory sections deal with 
the archaeological evidence on the window in archaic Italy 
and on the words for 'window' in the IE languages. The 
possibility of an IE etymology for fenestra is considered 
first and found unsatisfactory; an Etruscan explanation is 
then shown to be available.

1. Archaeological evidence

The oldest preserved windows in Greece are those in the so- 
called Pinotheke of the second propylaea and the 
Erechtheion. Windows in private houses were numerous by 
classical times, the amount of light and air controlled by 
wooden shutters. The Greeks took over the window from Minoan 
Crete. It is for this reason that Peruzzi 1980:73 (referring 
to Graham 1987) says "the window is characteristic of 
Mycenaean architecture".

Light in Cretan palaces was furnished by light-wells and 
most probably also by windows placed in shallow recesses of 
the outer walls. Interior windows were probably fairly 
common and it is possible that the upper storeys also 
received light from clerestory windows. House windows were 
common on the upper storeys at least. The evidence for this 
is the 'Town Mosaic', which represents the fagades of a 
number of two- and three-storey town houses. Many of the 
windows on these fagades seem to be divided into 'panes', as 
many as six to a window, some of which are coloured red. It 
has been suggested that some material like an oiled 
parchment was used, which would be translucent though not 
transparent. Fragments of wall-painting from Crete and 
Mycenaean Greece also show windows with women looking out of
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them (see Graham 1987:165 and fig. 103). The shape of the 
window in the 'Town Mosaic' is that of a small door.

Doors provide not only entrance and protection but also, as 
do windows, allow light and air into a building. Where a 
number of doors are found together in the Cretan buildings 
their main purpose must be the admission of light and air, 
that is to say they serve as windows: "It must also be
emphasised that the function of these rows of doors (i.e. in 
the pier-and-door partitions) was to provide and control the 
admission of light and air rather than to furnish so 
needlessly so many entrances and exits; they were in fact 
essentially shuttered windows, and by their use 'infinite 
gradations might be secured in regulating both temperature 
and ventilation'" (Graham 1987: 166). The use of the door as 
a window and the door shape of the window make it clear that 
in creating the window the Cretans took their inspiration 
from the door.

Archaeological evidence does not suggest that the Romans 
took over the window from the Mycenaeans. There is a high 
concentration of Mycenaean pottery in the Aeolian islands 
and Vivara. Fine painted pottery has been found as well as a 
considerable quantity of domestic pottery, which perhaps 
indicates the presence of Mycenaean residents. This is also 
true for several sites in the south of Italy and Sicily, the 
archaeological evidence taking the form of Aegean 'domestic' 
wares and the local production of Mycenaean pottery and, in 
Sicily, also of Mycenaean-related bronzes and grave types. 
Small Mycenaean coastal settlements with a simple level of 
technical and technological development in south-eastern 
Italy (Apulia, Calabria, and Basilicata) have been dated to 
the sixteenth and fifteenth centuries. Relatively complex 
buildings appear only in the thirteenth to eleventh 
centuries (see Bieti Sestieri 1988).
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In Central Italy traces of Mycenaean activity are in 
comparison extremely scarce. Mycenaean artifacts have been 
uncovered at only three sites (see Smith 1987): Luni sul
Mignone (Four fragments of apparently closed vessels and a 
rim sherd of a cup or bowl have been found; they are dated 
to LHIIIA/B(1), LHIIIB(2) and LHIIIC(3). A Capo Graziano 
sherd of the Early Bronze Age (from the Aeolian islands) has 
also been found.); Monte Rovello (One fragment of Mycenaean 
pottery has been found, possibly of LHIIIB date.); San 
Giovenale (One fragment of Mycenaean ceramic has been found, 
possibly of LHIIIB date.)

The main aim of Mycenaean sailors in the Mediterranean was 
the acquisition of metals (see Smith 1987:164; Bieti 
Sestieri 1988:26). The most important mining resources in 
mainland Italy - the Colline Metallifere in Tuscany and the 
Monti della Tolfa in northern Lazio - both belonged to the 
territory of ancient Etruria, in the south of which are 
located the three sites Luni sul Mignone, Monte Rovello and 
San Giovenale. The few Mycenaean sherds found at these sites 
"mark the sea route from the Aeolian archipelago to the 
mining district of Etruria" (Spivey and Stoddart 1990:48). 
The scarceness of these sherds indicates that "the intensity 
and duration of contact were not great; central Italy was at 
the end of a Mycenaean exchange network" (ibid.:81). Hence 
there is no archaeological evidence of any Mycenaean 
settlement in Central Italy nor of any Mycenaean presence in 
Rome/ ancient Latium. It is almost inconceivable that 
Mycenaean sailors, intent on the acquisition of metal ores, 
should have explained the concept and design of the 
Mycenaean window to the inhabitants of Etruria; it appears 
that they never had the opportunity of passing on such 
knowledge to the inhabitants of Latium/ Rome. The window in 
Italy will have had its own history.
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Detailed excavations of Etruscan settlements have provided 
information on the ground plans of dwellings from the 
twelfth century onwards, but can tell us little about the 
superstructures of the earliest buildings (see Spivey and 
Stoddart 1990:77ff.), i.e. it is impossible to know whether 
or not they had windows. Excavation work on the Palatine of 
hut A (ninth century) provides the earliest information on 
the window in Central Italy. Prayon 1975:123 agrees with the 
results of S. Puglisi (A/on. Ant. 41, 1951, 69ff.) when he
writes: "Die Lage der Aussparung (70cm) an der linken
Langseite der Hiitte entspricht exakt der Anordnung von 
Fenstern bei den Hlittenurnen".

That windows existed in the huts of the Villanovan period 
(900-750 B.C.) is not to be doubted since countless hut urns 
from Tarquinia and Latium show windows; as Reinhard Herbig 
1929:20 writes: "Die Fenster sind meist auf die geschlossene 
Wand aufgemalt oder plastisch aufgesetzt. Aber auch 
wirkliche Durchbrechung - das Fenster als offen gedacht - 
kommt vor". Unlike the door, through which the ashes of the 
deceased were placed in the urn, the window was 
functionless; it is modelled so that the urn takes on the 
appearance of a real hut. The window was always to the left 
of the entrance and right-angled (see, for example, Prayon 
1975:Taf. 76,1; 76,3: house urns from Grottaferrata and
Tarquini a).

The rock-cut tombs in Cerveteri which imitate the 
architecture of real houses provide valuable information on 
the general arrangement of rooms, including the windows and 
doors. Internal windows are found in tombs from the early 
sixth century onwards. Prayon 1975:165 explains why windows 
are not found in tombs of an earlier date: "Bis in den
Anfang des 6. Jahrhunderts sind Fenster in Grabern 
unbekannt. Diese iiberraschende Tatsache ist vielleicht damit 
zu erklaren, daB es sich bei den Vorbildern fur die in Frage
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kommenden Grabtypen A 1, B, und C 1 in der realen Architektur 
noch um frei stehende Hauser handelte, die den Ovalbauten 
entsprechend Fenster nicht in luneren zwischen den einzelnen 
Kammern, sondern in den Langwanden haben mogen. Man hatte 
sie im Grab nur als Scheinfenster darstellen konnen und lieB 
sie darum weg". One of the three main types of internal 
window was the "Rechteckfenster", found with the "dorische 
Tlir Typ 1" in tombs dating from c.600 - c.530 B.C. such as 
the Tomba degli Scudi e delle Sedie (Prayon, Taf. 42,43). 
The two other main types were the "Liinettenfenster", found 
in tombs dating from c.600 - c.530 B.C. such as the Tomba 
dei Letti e Sarcofagi (Prayon, Taf. 21,1) and the Tomba 
della Casetta (Prayon,Taf. 12,1), and the "dorisches 
Fenster", found in tombs dating from c. 530 - c.450 B.C. 
such as the Tomba di Marce Ursus (Prayon, Taf. 13,2). The 
"Liinettenfenster" has the same shape as the "Liinettentiir", 
and the "dorisches Fenster" the same shape as the "dorische 
Ttir Typ 3".

The tombs then also show the right-angled window to be 
Etruscan. The Etruscan window did not have the shape of a 
'small door' until c.600 B.C.; by this date Etruscan
architecture may have been influenced by the nearby Greek 
colonies. The Etruscans are known to have borrowed from the 
Greeks some concepts and essentials of house construction 
such as the concept of rectangular houses, mud-brick walls 
and roofing-tiles (see W.H. Harris, The Beginnings of 
Etruscan Urbanization, in: Secondo Congresso. ..(see Rix
1989a for reference), 381, 385). It is probable that they
also learnt something of the construction of windows from 
the Greeks, even if they had already independently invented 
the window (and had their own word for 'window').
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2. Words for 'window' in Indo-European languages

The following section deals with words for 'window' in IE 
languages* . Of all the basic architectural elements the 
window is the youngest, naturally younger than the roof, 
wall and door; in many cultures it seems to have appeared 
later than stairs, plaster and drainage. Openings in the 
'Indo-European house' (that is in the dwelling of speakers 
of PIE) were restricted to two: the door, for which the PIE 
word can be reconstructed2 and, most likely, an opening in 
the roof. There is nothing surprising in this. Windowless 
buildings are still known today; one thinks of the igloo of 
the Eskimos and round huts in Africa. The window was long 
unknown in northern Europe and appeared in parts of 
Scandanavia only in the sixteenth century A.D. As the 
dwellings of the speakers of PIE had no windows, there is no 
PIE word for 'window' . The daughter languages of PIE have 
created words for window in a number of different but 
1imited ways.

The first windows were made on Crete and at Mycenae where a 
relatively mild climate and a high level of civilization 
that produced buildings of a large size gave rise to windows 
for the purposes of lighting and ventilation. Unfortunately 
we do not know the Mycenaean word for window; Peruzzi's 
(1980) attempt to reconstruct it, discussed below, is 
unconvincing. Since the Mycenaean window served two of the 
same functions as the door (i.e. ventilation and lighting) 
and was of a similar but smaller shape, it is possible that 
the Mycenaean word meant, as does the Classical Greek 
QvpiQ, 'small door' (derived from dtipa, 'door'). The name 
has survived in modern Greek nap&dvpo, napadvpi (cf. below, 
Goth, augadauro).

Another Greek word dirff (and perdur}), 'opening, hole' is used 
as a technical term of architecture with the meaning
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'window' , cf. the derivative dnaioQ -dr -dv 'with a hole or 
opening' (see in Liddell and Scott Sidt t1)q dnaiaQ xepapiSoQ 
'through the tile with a hole in it (for the smoke to
escape)'). The PIE root of 6nfj is *h3 ek*~ 'see', cf. Gr. 
dipopai, Lat. oculus 'eye'. In a number of other IE languages 
the word for 'window' has been formed from this root. In
Sanskrit there is gavaksa- 'ox-eye' and the rarer grhaksa- 
'house-eye'. Gothic created the word augadauro 'eye-door', 
cf. OHG. ougatora, OE. eagdurifi . 'Eye' also forms part of
the compound noun OE. eagpyrel, ME. (ey)thurl 'eye-hole'. 
Seebold 1981 explains augadauro and eagpyrel as 'clarifying 
compounds': originally in Germanic the word for 'eye' was
used alone to designate the window opening. In Slavic the 
word for 'window' (: Russ. Church Slavonic oktno) is a
derivative of the word for 'eye' (OCS. oko>.

In the Scandanavian languages a new compound was created, 
composed of the elements 'wind' and 'eye': ON. vindauga 'eye 
or small opening for the wind/air', Dan. vindue, Engl. 
window (loanword). The 'eye' element in the Scandinavian 
words represents the 'eye shape' of the window and the 
smallness of its size, which was essential not only for 
reasons of the cold and rainy climate but also for reasons 
of design*; auga is known in other Old Norse compounds with 
the meaning 'small round opening', cf. ON. ndlar-auga 
'Nadelauge', kvarnar-auga 'Miihlsteinauge' . The 'wind' 
element in the words emphasizes the function of ventilation 
which the window served; this is appropriate for small, 
smokey dwellings in which the opening of the door would have 
given sufficient light during the day, cf. Olce. windloch. 
In Sp. ventana (*- Lat. ventus 'wind') the ventilation 
purpose is also emphasized, in this instance presumably 
because of the need for fresh air in a very hot climate.
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Other words for window are connected with words for light: 
ON. gluggr 'opening for light' from Germanic *glu 'glow'; 
Av. raodana- = Skt. rocand- 'light'.

While some native words persist, for instance Dan. vindue, 
it is Lat. fenestra which has been widely adopted throughout 
Europe: Fr. fendtre, Germ. Fenster << MHG. venster < OHG.
venstar), It. finestra, Rom. fereastrtf, Swed. fonster. It is 
also present in OSp. piniestra and ME. fenestre << OFr. 
fenestre).

A survey of Indo-European words for 'window' suggests that 
the Latin word too may be connected with a word for 'door', 
'eye', 'wind* or 'light' (or a combination of two of these). 
But fenestra is obviously not connected with Lat. ianua 
'door', oculus 'eye'5, lux/lumen 'light' or vent us 'wind', 
and there appears to be no word in any other ancient IE 
language with which fenestra can be cognate.

3. The possibility of Indo-European origin

If fenestra is IE, it appears to show a root fen- combined 
with a compound suffix #-es-tro-. But this combination is 
inadmissable: neuter -es- + suffix is adjectival and only
the suffixes -to- and possibly -tri- are attested (see 
Leumann 1977:##331A, 314 on the types tempestus and
terrestris). There remains the possibility of -stro-, 
-stra-, a variant on -tro-, -tra-, seen in monstrum (see 
Leumann 1977:#285); on this suffix and the source of -e- see 
below.

I begin by considering the root fen-. Lat. f- is the 
realization of the PIE voiced aspirates *b*-, * d * g * h -  
(cf. infra). We should consider whether a PIE root in *bi>- 
etc. could have been the source of Lat. fen-. The PIE roots 
*b* en- 'hit, wound', *d*> en- 'hit, thrust', and *g*hen-
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'swell' have not survived in Latin; they cannot be the
source of fenestra for semantic reasons. Neither can *d*en- 
'run, flow', which probably survives in Lat. fons,-tis
'source'; *d**en- 'flat (of hand), surface (of the earth)', 
known in Vulgar Lat. danea 'area' (Reichenau gloss); nor 
*gvhen- 'hit' (Lat. de-fendo, of-fendo). Since fenestra
cannot be connected with a PIE root that would be
represented in Latin by fen-, the suspicion arises that it 
is a loanword.

Could fen- have been borrowed into Latin from another IE 
language? Nonius' (p. 36,11) derivation of fenestra
ifenestrae a Graeco vocabulo conversum est in latinum, dvrd 
tov (paiveiv) has been rightly dismissed by EM as "un jeu de 
mots": Lat. f- only corresponds to Gr. <p- in words that have 
been directly and independently inherited from PIE ifero : 
qpdpa; fama : (pfiprj etc.). For the same reason we can reject 
the etymology of Isid. Orig. 15.7.6, where fenestra is 
connected with Gr. (pcoQ 'light' ifenestrae ... dictae eo quod 
lucem fenerent; lux enim Graece (pd>c dicitur. vel quia per 
eas intus positus homo videt. alii fenestram putant dictam 
eo, quod domui lucem ministret, composi turn nomen ex Graeco 
Latinoque sermone. q&Q enim Graece lux est), cf. Gramm. 
suppl. 215,13 (fenestra dicitur eo, quod intus ferat lucem; 
fos enim graece lux latine). Isidorus' etymology "....lucem 
fenerent" is also a play on words; the first attested use of 
the Latin verb faenerare ‘lend money at interest; invest' 
with the transferred meaning 'supply, lend' is PI in. Nat.2.13 
(sol) suum lumen ceteris quoque sideri bus faenerat..

Alessio 1941:547-548 suggests that fenestra could have been 
borrowed from Greek via Etruscan: *nvevoTpa (from nvdFco,
aorist fnvevcra) > Etr. *fnevstra > *fnestra > Lat. fenestra. 
*pn-(nv-) > *fn- is theoretically possible as a prehistoric 
development in Etruscan (see Rix 1985a:#22). Alessio points 
to the loan Lat. nepos > Etr. nefts as a precedent for IE
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*p- > Etr. f-; nefts was probably borrowed, however, from 
Oscan (see above, #1.7). Alessio allows that the major 
objection to his hypothesis is that there is no trace of Gr. 
*nvevoTpo<, the formation of which according to Greek word 
formation rules is in any case impossible i*nvevo- is not a 
verbal root). It can be added that Gr. nveCpa 'breath' only 
means 'wind' in literary contexts. A word for 'window' would 
much more likely have been formed with dtvepoQ 'wind' than 
with nvetipa. Hence it is also extremely improbable that the 
Etruscans borrowed from an IE language the root *pne-s 
(<*pne(u)-s'), to which they themselves formed a substantive 
meaning 'window'.

The most recent attempt to ascribe an indirect IE origin to 
fenestra is that of Peruzzi 1980, who argues that the Latin 
word was borrowed from Mycenaean. A discussion of his 
arguments is warranted not least because the development 
Myc. (<7)cp— > Lat. f-, which he postulates, challenges the 
history of such words as forma << popqpi)), fur (< )p), fucus
<< (p€ikoc'> , fungus << o(pdYY°C) and fides << acpiSec) , for 
which an Etruscan intermediacy has been proposed (the 
etymology of these words cannot be discussed here).

General agreement in the literary sources that Arcadians 
settled on the Palatine in the thirteenth century and 
introduced writing into Latium^ has prompted Peruzzi to look 
for words of cultural significance in Latin which can be 
attributed to Mycenaean rather than to alphabetic Greek. He 
recognizes (p.46) that "the possibility that the Latin 
language preserves elements which go back directly to the 
Mycenaean world can be warranted only by a Latin mot de 
civilisation that surely comes from Mycenaean, that is to 
say, corresponds to a Mycenaean form and does not correspond 
nor can be traced back to the respective form of Greek". 
Such a mot de civi 1 i sat ion is, in his opinion, Lat. cuspis 
'the pointed head of spears/javelins/arrows etc.'. The
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Mycenaean dual QI-SI-PE-E, which is accompanied by the sword 
ideogram and the figure two, is known from Pylos (Ta 716). 
From the dual form Peruzzi reconstructs the Mycenaean nom. 
sg. *k* siphos > Lat. cuspis, Gr. £iq)OQ. His derivation of 
the Latin form is as follows: Myc. *k»siphides > Proto-Ital. 
*kusiphides > Proto-Lat. *kusifides > Sabine *kusip ides > 
Lat. cdspides.

The suggestion of a Mycenaean origin for cuspis appears to 
Peruzzi to be convincing on morphological grounds: "on the 
one hand, cuspis, -idis is totally isolated in Latin and its 
connection with any foreign word calls for a non-Latin stem 
whose ending is identical or similar to -id-. On the other 
Gk. tKp-iS- is a derivative of the radical ksiph- 'sword' 
and part of a large lexical group spread from it: ZicpoQ
(-es- stem) 'sword' (dim. £iq>-i8iov 'dagger' and 'bur- 
reed'), (-a- stem) 'plane-iron', £i(piaQ 'sword-fish',
£iqpiov (-fov) 'corn-flag', 'sword-fish', a kind of stone, a 
kind of hawk etc. Since the derivation of Gk. £i (p-tS- (and 
for that matter also Myc. *kwsiph-id-> is no doubt a process 
which occurred within Greek, the conclusion is unavoidable: 
Latin cuspides is a borrowing from Mycenaean" (p.47-48).

It is not necessary to argue that Lat. cuspides was filtered 
through a Sabine tradition (p.13;43-44); the development 
could have been: Myc. *k*siphides > Proto-Ital. *kusipides > 
Proto-Lat. *ktisipides > Lat. cuspides. However, the 
derivation of Lat. cuspis from Mycenaean is not at all 
certain. Szemer6nyi 1989:26 considers Peruzzi's derivation 
"aus lautlichen und morphologi schen Griinden unannehmbar" ; he 
derives cuspid- < *ku(r)spid- < *kurispid- (i.e. curis
'Speer' + spid- 'Spitze').

Where the formal and semantic similarity of a number of 
Latin and Greek words is undeniable but borrowing from Greek 
into Latin appears to be phonetically impossible, Peruzzi
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sets up three linguistic postulates which can, in his 
opinion, be assumed as "clue<s> for the possible Mycenaean 
origin of certain mots de civilisation". His postulates, of 
which the second is relevant to his etymology of Lat. 
fenestra, are: i) elimination of the initial preconsonanta1
s- preserved in the corresponding forms of alphabetic Greek 
(e.g. Lat. fides, not *spides, cf. ocpiSeQ', capis, not 
#scapis, cf. oxoupiQ')1 ; ii) rendering of Greek g>- as f- in 
initial position; iii) rendering of Greek n as b (e.g. tubus 
: orvnoQ, tuba : orvnpi . His second postulate is based on 
Lat. f. pi. fides ioqpiSes') and furca (Gr. acc. sg. qpdpxa). 
Internal -<p- is rendered as expected by Lat. e.g. Myc.
*skaph£la > Lat. capula.

In early loanwords from Greek the voiceless aspirates Q, qp, 
X are represented in Latin by the corresponding voiceless 
stops t, p, c, since Latin does not distinguish between
aspirated and unaspirated stops, e.g.:

6 > t : 6voq > tus, xX @dpot > clatra
(p > p : (piXfipcov > PILEMO (CIL 12 681 ), Zx&pqpeia > Scarpea

(ILLRP 321a, 177 B.C.)
X > c. : $axx&Q > Bacas (CIL 12 581, 186 B.C.), x°P^1l >

cor da (chorda, Cic.)

In a number of the oldest Greek loanwords such as calx (< 
X&X\£) and purpura (< nopqptipa) the Greek aspirates are
always written as simple stops in Latin; Biville 1987:29 
refers to a "traitement usuel dans la langue vulgaire 
jusqu'& 2 £s . p. C. , oO p est alors concurrence par f: 
nopcptipa > purpura (Enn.) > fr. pourpre". By the mid-second 
century, however, the influence of Greek literature and
culture resulted in the introduction of the aspirates in the 
Latin representation and pronunciation of Greek words, e.g.
oqpafpa > sphaera, CIL I2 626 (145 BC) ACHAIA; examples come
from literature and official texts. The pronunciation was so
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highly esteemed in polite speech that it became the fashion 
to introduce it into a number of native Latin words and
names, e.g. CIL I1 380 <104 B.C.) PVLCHER. The phonetic
value of the Greek aspirates is always, until post-Classical 
times, that of voiceless stops plus aspiration (i.e. Q=t+h, 
qp=p+hr x=k+hy. Only later do they develop into spirants 
(i.e. 0=p, qp=ft /=/), the first transcriptions of qp by Lat. 
f being found in Pompeiian inscriptions of the first century
A.D., e.g. CIL IV 680 DAFNE, cf. CIL 12 2652 (prior to 88
B.C.) Heliofo (< '//A io<p<£>v) .

A much earlier development of qp- > f- is not to be expected. 
Peruzzi 1980:44 compares qp- > f- and -qp- > -p- to the
realization of the PIE aspirate *b**- in Sabine: *b*- >
Sabine f- and *-b*> - > Sabine -p-. He suggests that Mycenaean 
elements in Latin may have been filtered through a Sabine 
tradition, but it is not essential to his arguments that 
this be true<!): "The pairs oqpiSeq-fides, oxaqptq-capis and
skaphdla-capula show a twofold correspondence of Gk. qp
(/ph/) which is identical with the treatment of IE *bh in
Sabine. This does not imply, of course, that, if those Latin 
words come from Greek, they must have been borrowed through 
a Sabine intermediary or that their Sabine forms replaced 
the local ones in Rome (though either possibility could be 
envisaged from a cultural viewpoint). It simply means that 
those Latin words, if they derive from Greek, indicate a 
linguistic tradition identical with that attested by Sabine
in the treatment of IE *bh - in other words (as is always
desirable in linguistic reconstruction), a development which 
is not only theoretically possible, but also known to have 
actually taken place in Central Italy."

His evidence for Sabine -p- is very shakey, consisting of 
two words glossed as Sabine: crepusculum (Var.L.6.5: id
vocabulum sumpserunt a Sabinis, unde veniunt. Crepusci 
nominati Amiterno'i and alpus (Paul . Fest. p . 4L album, quod nos
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dicimus, a Graeco, quod est dckcpdv, est appel latum. Sabini 
tamen alpum dixerunt, unde credi potest, nomen Alpium a 
candore niuium vocitatum). Both explanations in the ancient 
sources can be doubted. Alpus may be not so much the 
explanation as the consequence of Alpes. Given such weak 
evidence it seems sensible to leave aside the question of 
Sabine intermediacy since -qp- > -p- is a regular development 
in Greek loanwords in Latin, and Sabine can no more explain 
qp- > f- than can Latin or Osco-Umbr ian, where f- is also 
the realization of PIE *£>*-.

Indeed Peruzzi, in arguing for the Mycenaean origin of 
particular Latin words, is mainly concerned with the 
development of PIE *b*> in Latin. He follows the theory of 
Ascoli-Sommer. This theory, now over a century old, is based 
on an Italo-Greek unity that is no longer accepted, but it 
must be assumed (according to Peruzzi) that a 
contemporaneous phase /ph/ << PIE *bh-) existed both in 
Greece and Italy. Thus Peruzzi 1980:45 feels able to argue 
that: "A loanword like fides-oqpiSsQ would predate those
which render qp- as p- in Latin for it occurred in the 
archaic phase II (intermediate between the reconstructed 
Indo-European and the documented tongues of Central Italy), 
when Greek /ph/ sounded identical with (or so similar as to 
be assimilated with) the Latin and Italic /ph/ which was 
later to become f- and -b- in Latin, f- and -p- in Sabine." 
Peruzzi fails to mention the theory of the Italian School, 
with which his own views are inconsistent.®

As fenestra is a mot de civilisation of obscure origin and 
since the window is characteristic of Mycenaean architecture 
Peruzzi 1980:73 claims that fenestra (like furca - both are 
features of the prehistoric hut in Latium) shows "the 
treatment of Greek qp- attested in Latin borrowings from 
Mycenaean". Besides fenestra the forms festra, f&nstra and 
fresta are known (see below). Peruzzi argues that:
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1. festra > fenestra cannot have been influenced by Gr. 
(paiw (Nonius' etymology) since this would have been the 
result of erudition and prompted only by a form that already 
showed n.

2. fenestra > festra is "culturally untenable", festra 
being an ancient religious term (Macrobius - see below). A 
development (brought about by the initial stress accent) 
*f£nestra > fenstra > festra is, he says, formally possible, 
but that the initial stress accent should have affected 
fenestra "only in nomenclature of religion" is unacceptable 
(but see below).

Hence fenestra and festra must be, he concludes, doublets 
with the same antecedent, festra a learned archaic term in 
the language of religion, fenestra a popular, non-technical 
term. The antecedent must be a trisyllable, the first two 
syllables of which may coalesce into one syllable. Three 
trisyllables are theoretically possible: a) *fehestra, cf.
*nehemo > nemo; b) *feyest.ra, cf. *treyes > tres; c) 
*fewestra, cf. *sueueram > sueranP .

Peruzzi prefers *fewestra in the light of a gloss of 
Hesychius (poorfjp , Qvpic and of the (very rare) use of Gr. 
(pdxoQ (< <pdfoc) 'light' and its Argolic derivative (pavorffp 
'lamp, torch' (< *(paFeorf]pi for 'window'. Liddell and Scott 
cite only IG 42(1). 110.43 (Epid., IV B.C.) for <pdroc 'window' 
and for cpavorfjp "lamp or candelabrum, or perh. large window" 
IG 42 (1). 109 i i 105 , 147 (Epid., iii B.C.). (pcoorffp 'that which 
gives light' is not otherwise attested with the meaning 
'window'. Peruzzi assumes (p.76) the development:

acc. sg. *phawest£ra î qpaFeorfjpa')
*fawest£ra
*fewest£ra
*f6westera
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*f6westera
*f6westra
*few6stra

x
festra and fenestra

"Latin festra", Peruzzi writes, "is the normal result of 
*fewestra, since -w- regularly disappears between identical 
vowels <e.g.lauatrTna > JatrTna and sueueram > suer am), and 
thus the religious language has maintained the genuine form 
*fewestra with a normal sound evolution. Unlearned usage, on 
the other hand, has developed from *fewestra a form 
fenestra, no doubt by some folk etymology (maybe according 
to fenum 'hay' - the Latial hut was thatched and its walls 
made of wattle and straw daubed with mud)." Lat. fenum, one 
might add, is also of obscure origin.

The derivation of fenestra from *fewestra is totally 
unconvincing (the window was not made of hay!). Arguments 
against Peruzzi's etymology are :

1) There was no contemporaneous phase /ph/ in Greek and 
Latin: cp- > f- is impossible; +phawest£ra would have given 
Proto-Lat. *pawestera.
2) Peruzzi gives no account of the reduction in length of e 
> £ in *f£westera> *f6westera ( which cannot be the result 
of the initial stress accent).
3) Were a Mycenaean form (> Proto-Lat. *fewest£ra) to have 
been borrowed into Latin in the thirteenth century, one 
would expect the word to have undergone the Proto-Italic 
sound development -ew- > -ow- (see Meiser 1986:120,2.), cf. 
*teutah2 > Osc. touto; *hi nejjfi > Lat. novem, cf. Gr. £vv£a; 
*hi leudh ero-bf> os > Ven. LOUDEROBOS, cf. Gr. iketidepOQ. That 
the development -ew- > -ow- is older than the loss of -w- 
between like vowels is demonstrated by *neuerika > noverca 
'mother-in-law', cf. Gr. ve(F)apdQ, Arm. nor 'new'.
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4) The assimilation of a-e- 6  > e-e- 6 in tfawestera >
*fewestera is an ad hoc solution. The assimilation of vowels 
is very rare in Greek (though less so in Latin), occurring 
in only a very few frequently used words, e.g. the coin name 
Attic 60ok6c (< dPekdQ) (o-e- 6  > 0 -0 -6 ). Attic /e/ is
otherwise maintained, even between two /o/f e.g. dqpekoQ) 
(see Rix 1976b:fl9a).
5) There is no archaeological evidence for the presence of 
Mycenaeans in Latium (cf. supra). The stories of Arcadians 
in Italy on which Peruzzi bases his work are legends and 
probably attempted to explain the introduction of Greek 
culture into Italy in the eighth century B.C.10.

It follows that no IE origin can be demonstrated for the 
root fen- in Lat. fenestra. It remains to consider the 
suffix -(s)tra.

PIE has a series of semantically related nominal suffixes, 
which produce instrument nouns / verbal abstracts: *-tro-/
*-tlo-/ *-d*> ro-/ *-d*>lo-. The neuters in *-trom etc. "are 
used apparently indiscriminately in barytone formations 
(generally clearly derived from verbal roots) to indicate 
'das Mittel oder Werkzeug zum Vollzug einer Handlung oder 
den Ort, wo sie vollzogen wird'" (Olsen 1988:3, quoting 
Wackernagei-Debrunner ) , e.g. *leg*> -trom > Gr . A £xrpov 'where 
one lies down, couch, bed'. Further "the neutral formations 
may also be found with oxytonesis, in which case they 
usually serve as verbal abstracts, e.g. Skt. dEtram. 
Masculines in *-tros etc. (e.g. Gr. SairpdQ 'Zuteiler' vs. 
SaiTpdv 'Zuteilung') are rare, and obviously secondary in 
most cases, whereas quite a number of feminines. generally 
oxytone, and mainly, but not always, functioning as verbal 
abstracts, are found with the suffixes *-trah2 / *-tlah2 / 
*-d*>rah2 and *-df>lah2 n. The feminine formation is an 
original "suffix-accented collective formation" (Olsen 
1988:3). The eight suffixes are found in Latin, where #-tlo-
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/ *-tlah2 is "the exceedingly dominant suffix" (Olsen 
1988:17. On the productivity of Lat. -culum (< -tlo-) see 
Olsen p.29; Greek on the other hand shows a clear preference 
for -rpo-, -tpa-, cf. Olsen 1988:#7).

Of the four feminine suffixes +-tlah2 is indeed the most 
productive in Latin, where it often has a diminutive sense, 
e.g. lolllnguncula 'small squid', oppressiuncula 'slight 
squeeze', muliercula '(little, weak, foolish etc.) woman'. 
The three other feminine suffixes are much less productive, 
but examples are to be found in: a) -tra: porcetra\ b) -bra: 
scatebra, palpebra; c) -bula: dicibula, manibula. As of
direct inheritance from PIE Olsen records: a) -tra: mulctra, 
mulcetra (see below); b) -bra: calabra (secondary???),
dolabra, terebra
c) -bula : fabula, fibula, subula; d) -cula: subucula. The 
paucity of these examples is not surprising in that the 
feminine suffixes usually produce verbal abstracts; five of 
these words are, however, instrument nouns (dolabra, fibula, 
mulctra, subula, terebra').

It is against this background of IE nominal suffixes that 
Latin words in -(s)tra and in particular fenestra should be 
cons idered.

Latin words in -(s)tra can be categorized as:

1. Greek loanwords, e.g.: anthropolatra, caliptra, exostra, 
geometra, mitra, orchestra, palaestra, petra, pharetra.

2. Greek loanwords via Etruscan, e.g.: 'viper' > Etr.
*exe/itra > Lat. *exetra > excetra; ftcpkaorov 'curved poop 
of a ship' > Etr. *aplst- > *apl<u>st- > Lat. aplust- (n. 
aplustre-is, aplustrum-i, n. pi. aplustra-orum, aplustria- 
ium)ii ; (??) kenaoxfj 'limpet-shaped drinking cup' > Etr.
*lepst- > *lep(e/i)st- > Lat. lepista, lepesta, lepestra
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(so Herbig 1916-17:168-171). It is preferable to assume that 
Lat. lepista/lepesta <Naev.+> is an early direct
borrowing from Greek with the weakening of -a- to -i/e-
due to the initial stress accent, cf. Gr. rtiXatvTov > Lat. 
talentum. For lepestra see n.5.

3. Neuter plurals, e.g.: castra, flustra, aptra.

4. Feminine formations to the masculine nominal suffixes 
tero- and -astro-, e.g.: ministra << *minis-tera) to
minister (<*minis-t.ero-); magistra to magister; filiastra 
to filiaster 'stepson'

5. Products of the late Latin change in (s)ta/(s)tra* 2 , 
e.g.: culcita (Cato, PI.)/ culcitra (Petr., cf. OFr.
coltre') 'stuffed mattress/cushion for bed/couch'. Here one 
ought perhaps to include:
a. lepestra. which occurs in only one late Latin gloss 
(Philoxenus)
b. *zeni stra/*genest.ra, whose existence is presupposed by 
It. ginestra, OFr. genestre and Log. binistra (attested are 
Lat. genesta/genista, 'names of various shrubs'). Variation 
in the internal vowel points to an Etruscan origin; 
genesta/genista, the origin of which is otherwise obscure, 
is possibly a loan from Etruscan (so Gustav Herbig 1916- 
17:171-172).
c) lanistra 'one who manages a group of gladiators, trainer' 
is only late attested through glosses (CG1L V,111,14; 
111,15; 602,65). Lanista is glossed as Etruscan by
Is id. Orig. 10.159: lanista, gladiator, id est carnifex, Tusca 
lingua appellatus, a laniando scilicet corpora, cf. 
Don.Ter. Eu.257 lanistae dicti, qui laniandis praesunt 
gl adiatoribus. The root l&n<i>- cannot be connected with 
Lat. lana/ Gr. XrjvoQ 'wool' and cannot be explained as IE, 
unless laniare 'wound savagely, tear (up)' is connected with 
the root *Iam- (see IEW 674), which survives in OCS. lomiti
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'break (to pieces)' (with regular *lam- > Slavic lorn-; see 
Arumaa 1964: #43) and OHG. lam, Ice. lami 'lahm, 
verkriippel t ' , in which case one could suppose an instance of 
the Proto-Italic sound development -my- > -ny- (see Meiser 
1986:#20,9., cf. *g*emie- > Lat. venT to Skt. a-gam-am}. The 
supposed derivation of lanista from laniare is probably a 
play on words; lanista, the gladiator trainer, is not '*the 
one who wounds savagely'. An Etruscan origin for lanista is 
favoured not only because lanista is glossed as Etruscan but 
also because Nicolaus Damascenus apud Athen. IV 153F (cf. 
Serv.A. 3.67) expressly states that the gladiatorial combat 
(illustrated on Etruscan ash urns, sarcophagi and wall 
paintings) came to Rome from Etruria. One must add that Lat. 
lanius 'butcher' cannot be compared with an Etruscan 
personal name lani (so Gustav Herbig 1916-17:167), since of 
the supposed attestations of the name in Etruscan CIE 2342, 
3254, 3276, 3277 and 3290 are fakes, and CIE 769 lani should
be read as larni (= AS 1.450 lart: la(r)ni beside AS 1.449
larce: larni: and AS 1.451 lart. larni.) The sequence lani 
does occur once as an inscription on a vase of unknown date: 
Cr 0.56 lani. The meaning of lani here cannot be determined 
(personal name?, scribal error for larni?, vase name?).

6. Iberian loanword (??): caetra/cetra 'a small light
shield'

7. Secondary formations with -tra suffix, e.g. porcetra

8. Words of dubious/obscure origin:
i) colostra 'the biestings': The frequent form is colostrum- 
i n. and it is possible that "le fGminin est peut-£tre tir6 
du pluriel neutre colostra, -drum, le nom fetant assez
souvent attests au pluriel" (EM). The origin of colo(s)- 
remains obscure. If the word is of Etruscan origin the 
Etruscan ending in -tra may have been normally interpreted 
as a neuter plural but occasionally as a feminine singular.
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colustra is also attested: uncertainty as to the quality of 
the vowel could also be explained as due to Etruscan.
ii) mollestra 'sheepskin': the word is attested just once in 
Paul. Fest.p .119L imollestras dicebant pelles ovillas quibus 
galeas extergebant). A connection with Gr. pqXcorf] or 
liaXXctTfiQ 'sheepskin', altered by association with mollis, is 
likely, cf. also Gr. paXXdq 'fleece, lock of wool', Arm. mal 
'male sheep, ram', Myc. ma-ri-ne-u 'god of woollens' (on 
these forms see J.A.C. Greppin, Glotta 59, 1981, 70-75). The 
suffix is obscure; it "semble indiquer un interm6diaire 
Gtrusque" (EM).
iii) scutra 'a kind of shallow dish or pan': "N'a rien
commun avec scutula ‘cylindre rouleau de bois' qui est 
emprunt6 au gr. oxvTdtXq. Terme technique, aucun 
rapprochement stir" (EM). A borrowing from Gr. x^rpa 'earthen 
pot' has been suggested by Szemer6nyi 1989:116: x&TPa >
*kutra > (variant form) scutra. This etymology is 
semantically attractive, but the explanation of initial scr- 
on the model of Lat. scrofa 'sow' < Gr. ypopqxx* (Hesychius 
Ypofjqidtc . be naXorta) is dubious* 3.

9. Inherited(?) IE words
Just two words are apparently to be assigned to this 
category: i) mule tra (Ver g. + ) 'mi Iking pai 1 ' ( < *mIg/molg-
trah2 (Olsen 1988:f6.1.1))** is a variant of mulctrum 
(Hor.+) ( < #mlg/molg-trom ). The root is clearly IE
(: mulgeo, dpiXyo 'to milk'), but the Latin pair has no
cognate in any other IE language except OHG. mulhtra, which 
is a loanword from Latin. This raises the suspicion that 
muletra and mulctrum are both secondary formations in Latin: 
the past participle in mulct- could have encouraged the 
formation of substantives in -(t)rom and -(t)ra. On the 
other hand, if one of the forms was inherited from PIE, this 
form is much more likely to have been the neuter mulctrum; 
as for mulctra one could then ask whether poetic licence 
has not allowed a neuter plural to be re-interpreted as a
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feminine singular. In either case it is clearly not certain 
that mulctra shows in -tra a suffix directly inherited from 
PIE.
ii) mulcetra 'heliotropum'. The derivation from mulceo 
'touch softly' < < mlk-e-t.rah2 ??) (see Olsen 1988: #6. 1.2) 
is not certain; the root has, as Olsen notes, "no certain 
external parallels", mulcetra is certainly not an instrument 
noun; whether a plant name could be considered as a verbal 
abstract is dubious. Hence it is questionable whether any 
Latin word in -tra is inherited from PIE.

Since the dwellings of the speakers of PIE did not have 
windows, an IE etymology of fenestra if. sg. , P1. + ) would
assign it to category 1 or 2 (already discounted) or to 
category 7.

The main arguments against assigning fenestra to category 7 
are a) phonological and b) morphological:
a) A suffix -strum in Latin is produced by the addition of 
*-trom to verbal roots in -d:
*rad-trom > rastrum 'hoe'
*rod-trom > rostrum 'snout or muzzle of animal; beak of 

bird; beak of ship'15.
b) The suffix *-trah2 is added to

1. (usually) the verbal root
2. (very rarely) the verbal root plus thematic vowel, 

cf. *bhlg-e-trom > fulgetrum
*uegh-e-tlom > vehiculum 

The only instance of *-trah2 with thematic vowel is the 
doubtful case of mulcetra ifulgetra is a secondary formation 
to fulgetrum; porcetra (= sus, quae semel peperit, 
Gel.18.6.4) was perhaps formed to porcus under the influence 
of excetra (EM)). fenestra corresponds to neither 1. 
i**fen-estra) nor 2. (#*fen-e-stra).
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There is no example in Latin of a substantive in -tra formed 
from a verbal root in -d plus *-trah2 . One cannot 
hypothesize **fened-trah2 > fenestra because *fened, even if 
it existed, could not be a verbal root. To ease arguments 
may be added the fact that no Latin word in -tra is of 
certain PIE origin and the suffix is not productive in 
Latin;and that there are only three Latin terms in -estra, 
of which two are Greek loanwords (orchestra, palaestrai and 
one of uncertain origin (mol 1estra). The probability that 
fenestra belongs to category 7 is not great.

4. The Etruscan origin of fenestra

Since the structure of fenestra is not understandable as
IE, it can neither have been formed in Latin nor borrowed 
from another IE language. The likelihood, therefore, is that 
Lat. fenestra is a borrowing from a non-IE language. An 
Etruscan etymology has recently been rejected both by 
Peruzzi 1980:73 <: "recourse to Etruscan is unwarranted"; he 
gives no account of the Etruscan evidence) and by Breyer 
1984:392-393; 1052. It is shown below that the root, the
suffix and the structure of fenestra can in fact be 
explained as Etruscan. One may begin by considering the 
evidence for fen(e)s- in Etruscan.

In Etruscan there is no attested form in *fen-/*f in-. An 
Etruscan proper name in fnes-/ fni£- is attested thrice: 
Vs 1.140 (rec.) dania: fnesci: ar; Cl 1.2644 <rec.) Qana
Xeritnei fnescial; Co 3.2 (IV) au. velduri: fni§cial.
Gustav Herbig 1916-17:172-177 does not give a proper 
analysis of the Etruscan names. He overstrains the evidence 
when on the basis of these Etruscan names in fnes-/fniS- he 
derives from Etruscan not only Lat. fenestra < *fnes-tra, 
but also fenestella 'a small aperture in the wall of a 
building, vent, slit' and the cognomina Fenestella (name of 
a Roman historian of Augustan times; CIL XI 2144, XII 259)
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< *fnes-tla and Fenestellius <CIL V 4941 ) < *fnes-tle/i
(note the doubts expressed by Baudoux 1943:119-120). Herbig 
also considers it possible (but unlikely) that fenestella is 
a Latin derivative of fenestra (< *fenestt-la, cf. agellus < 
*agf-los'>; this is certainly the case. A connection need not 
be made with Etruscan in order to explain the origin of the 
Roman names; in Fenestella and the variant Fenestellius as 
in Fenesta (CIL X 2541) we see the cognominal use of 
fenestra and its derivative. fenestra may not seem
appropriate as a personal name; we may compare, however, the 
cognomina Ianua, Murus (see Kajanto 1965:347). Laughable 
cognomina were not unknown among the Romans; another example 
is Sulla 'little calf'. Hence in considering here the 
possibility of Etruscan influence on Latin we need 
concentrate only on the base noun fenestra.

It is, however, worth pausing over the term fenestella. 
Ov . Fast.6.578 records a story that Fortuna was wont to enter 
the house of Servius Tullius by a small window and hence a 
gate (location unknown) bears the name of 'little window': 
Fortuna ... nocte domum parva solita est intrare fenestra, 
unde Fenestel lae noniina Porta tenet. PI ut. qua est. Rom. 36 
( "Aid ri ntikqv piav dvpiSa xakoCoi, r/)v y&P 1 (psviorpav 1 
t o O t o  orjpaivei . . . ") records the same story and the 
alternative explanation that on the death of Tarquinius 
Priscus his wife Tanaquil, in addressing the people to 
persuade them to appoint Servius Tullius as king, put her 
head out of a window. The importance of the story is 
twofold. Firstly, it indicates the existence of Lat. 
fenestella and, therefore, fenestra in the regal period. 
Secondly, as Herbig 1916-17 argues, since the Portae Capena 
and Ratumenna have Etruscan names, the name of the Porta 
Fenestella is likely to have an Etruscan origin too, cf. De 
Simone 1987:30: "La presenza a Roma ha lasciata anche tracce 
nella toponomastica. Sicuramente etrusco 6 il nome della 
porta Ratumena i-nna) (cfr. Ritumena, *Tarxumena, Tetumina
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ecc.>, che aveva per i Romani una connotazione culturale 
decisamente etrusca, in particolare veiente."

We must now return to the attested Etruscan names in fnes- 
/fniS-. fnesci is, as the female praenomen Qania in Vs 1.140 
shows, a female gentilicium; the genitive form fnescial/ 
fniScial is a metronymic (see Rix 1985a:##31, 55). Our three 
inscriptions may be translated as follows: Vs 1.140 'Oania 
Fnesci (daughter of) Ar(n0)'; Cl 1.2644 '0ana Xeritnei 
(daughter of) Fnesci'; 'Au(le) VelOuri (son of) Fnesci'. To 
the gent. f. rec. fnesci we can reconstruct a gent. m. rec. 
*fnesce-, since *fnesce is not formed with a patronymic 
suffix (: -ie, -na, -ra>, one must conclude that it is a
'Vornamengenti1iciurn', i.e. a praenomen in gentilicial
function. A parallel to the pair f. fnesci : w. *fnesce is 
provided by the 'Vornamengenti1icia' f. titi : m. tite (cf. 
Cl 1.45 lardi: titi..., Cl 1.187 lard: tite...; tite is
attested as a praenomen in, for example, Vs 1.225). Since 
Etruscan has other individual names (both praenomina and 
cognomina) in -ce such as the praenomina rec. lar-ce (< arc.
lare-ce/lari-ce'), arc. feluske- (attested as a
' Vornamengenti 1 icium' in Vn 1.1 feluskeS), we may analyse
*fnesce as *fnes + the suffix -ce. Since praenomina are in 
origin appellatives, we may assume that *fnesce is in origin 
an appellative derived from the verbal(?)/ nominal (?) form
#fnes. The suggestion then of Alessio 1941:545 that an
Etruscan base form fnes- was amplified by two different 
suffixes to give on the one hand the personal name fnes-ci 
and on the other the substantive *fnes-tra requires a small 
qualification: fnesci is the feminine form of m. *fnes-ce\
the suffix -tra is discussed below.

Since the Etruscan (and Roman) letters were vocalized in 
/e/, the letter n could stand for /en/, the letter p for 
/pe/, the letter r for /er/ and so on; hence we find the 
abbreviated spellings hrcle for hercle, mnrva for menerva,
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ptrsa for petrsa, cf. Lat. DCUMIUS for Decumius, PTRONIO for 
Petronio (see Bonfante 1988)i*. The possibility exists, 
therefore, that the n of fnes- stands for /en/, in which 
case we could reconstruct Etr. *fenes-. The possibility is 
slight because it requires that each of our three names is 
an abbreviated form.

The ending -estra of an Etr. *f(e)nestra finds parallels in 
the vase inscriptions uneStra (AH 3.1; late VII) and mi 
ceidestra (Cr 3.22; 525-500); unestra and celdestra are
hapaxes of unknown meaning (: vase names?). Another parallel 
is probably *maiestra 'mirror' (> *malstra), which is 
reconstructed on the basis of attested malstria (AH 3.3; 
350-325).

We must turn now to the Etruscan ending -tra. It can no 
longer be maintained that "ganz gewohnlich ist die 
Erweiterung des -st- Formans mit dem etruskischen -r- 
Suffix" (Gustav Herbig 1916-17:167). We will see that Breyer 
1984:198 is incorrect in stating that "es gebe keine Beweise 
fur die Herkunft der Endung -(s)tra aus dem Etr.".

We can account easily for the ending -tra in two groups of 
Etruscan words: 1. Greek names in -Spa, which are written
in Etruscan with -tra, e.g. EtidvSpa > evantra, Kaoo&vSpa 
caantra, caotra, ca&tra, Kkeon&xpa > clepatra (see De Simone 
1970); 2. Etruscan gentilicia in -ra formed from
individual names in -t(V>, e.g. vetra-1 (gen.), dactra, 
detra (see Rix 1972:#3.254).

Otherwise Etr. -tra is, as Rix 1985a: #35 remarks, "ein 
ungelostes Ratsel....Fur eine Bedeutungsbestimmung reicht 
das Material nicht aus; au3er einer sekundar flektierten 
Postpositionen konnte -tra auch ein enklitisches Pronomen 
sein". Pfiffig 1969:#169 maintains that -tra is a collective 
suffix, which is added to the genitive of names, pronouns
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and substantives, e.g. vipinal-tra "Gesamtheit derer von 
Vipinei = die Kinder der Vipinei". Rix demonstrates, 
however, that -tra "kann nicht nur an verschiedene
Kasusformen treten, sondern auch selbst in verschiedenen 
Kasusformen erscheinen; die beiden kombinierten Kasus sind 
teils gleich, teils verschieden", e.g.:

huzrna - tre
base form - loc

hiI/ve 
loc.

tra
base form

vipinal 
gen.

tra
base form

£pure£ 
abl .

tre£ 
abl .

cl
gen

tral 
gen.

cn
acc

tra (-ni) 
base form

*males-tra (cf. supra) has the same meaning as malena (Urn 
2.3 (V), nom.)/ malna <01 3.2 (400-350), base form)
'mirror', malena is formed from a noun male- (base form) and 
the possessive suffix -na, cf. Sudi 'tomb1, £u8ina 
'belonging to the tomb, tomb gift'. One may consider then 
whether the meanind of -tra, which is added to the genitive 
*males, is not similar to that of -na (: ?'pertaining to' or 
s imi1ar).

Helmut Rix (: personal communication) is now of the opinion 
that -tra is the plural of -ta, as -cla is the plural of 
-ca (on the demonstrative pronouns ta < ita and ca < ika see 
Rix 1985a:i§ 38-40) . Hence on the model of aiseras QuflQicla 
"der Gottheiten, die bei QuflQa sind" and selvans sanxuneta 
"Silvanus, der zu Sancus Gehorige" (Rix, op.cit.) one 
might reconstruct *aiseras sanxunetra 'der Gottheiten, die 
zu Sancus Gehorigen'. In accordance with this theory one 
could, for instance, explain Etr. vipinal-tra as 'diejenige, 
die bei Vipinei sind; die Kinder der Vipinei'. If this
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theory is correct, it is not able to explain all instances 
of -tra in Etruscan; one thinks, for instance, of *malestra, 
a singular form.

The precise function of -tra, which perhaps varies in 
accordance with the case of the base word, cannot be 
determined. Important for an Etruscan etymology of Lat. 
fenestra is the fact that an ending -tra existed in 
Etruscan. If we review the possibilities considered above 
(: 1. collective suffix, 2. possessive (or sim.) suffix, 3.
plural of ta), then we may note as working hypotheses: 
*f(e)nestra <? gen. *f(e)nes + -tra> = 1. (unlikely) 'the
totality of the +f(e)ne'-, 2. 'belonging/ pertaining/
relating to the *f(e)ne' ; 3. plural of *f(e)nesta 'das, das 
bei *f(e)ne ist'. A propos hypothesis 3. it is interesting 
to note i) that Lat. genesta and lanista show the same final 
sequence e/ista and ii) the possibility that Lat. fenestella 
is a derivative of *f (e)nesta, while sg. fenestra is from
Etr. pi. *f(e)nestra.

Another possible interpretation of an Etr. *f(e)nestra is 
that it is a derivative in -ra to a nominal base *f(e)nest, 
cf. cap-ra, malehv-ra, neQo-ra-, *spur-ra\ *f(e)nestra would 
then be 'that which belongs to the *f(e)nest'. This 
interpretation is less satisfactory because we do not have 
evidence for an Etruscan suffix or enlargement -t- and 
cannot, therefore, analyse *f(e)nest.ra as **f (e )nes-t-ra; 
this means that we cannot easily connect *f(e)nest-ra with 
fnesci.

The advantage of an Etruscan etymology is that it may
provide an account not only of Lat. f&nestra. but also of
other attested forms. These are:
festra, attested in Macr.3.12.8 <: Antonius Gnipho, vir
doctus cuius scholam Cicero post laborem fori frequentabat, 
sal i os Herculi datos probat. in eo volumine quo disputat quid
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sit festra, quod est ostium minusculum in sacrario, quo 
verbo etiam Ennius usus est.) and Paul. Fest.p .80L <: festram 
antiqui dicebant, quam nos fenestram); the form dates back 
to Ennius.
fenstra or festra, demanded by the metre for PI. Cas.132, 
Mil.379, Rud.88, and Ter.Hau.481 (the Codd. have fenestra; 
see Leumann 1977:#237,2.a)) . The quantity of the vowel e in 
fenstra is uncertain; one expects it to be long according to 
the rule Vns- > Vns- (see Leumann 1977:#125b). 
frestra, attested once: Gloss.Plac.V.23.1 fCrJestram
fenestram; the form is continued in Port, fresta.

As to the chronology of the forms, the presence of n in 
f&nestra/fenstra rules out the possibility that festra is 
the original Latin form: festra > f£nestra/fenst.ra is not
possible. Further, a development *fSnestra > f&nstra (> 
fenstra) > festra cannot be assumed. The second stage 
fenstra > festra is regular with the reduction of n in the 
sound group nst accompanied perhaps by lengthening of the 
preceding vowel, cf. semenstris > semestris (see Sommer- 
Pfister 1977:#143,2b). The first stage *f&nestra > fenstra, 
however, is problematic since in Latin only short vowels in 
open syllables (i.e. before a single consonant) are 
syncopated (see Rix 1967:esp. 156-157). There is only one
exception to this rule, namely syncope before s plus tenuis, 
e.g. *semi sterti us > sestertius, *minuscellus > mlscellus, 
ministerium > misterium. All the words so affected begin 
with semi- or mini/u- and it may be that abbreviation rather 
than syncope has taken place. Certainly there is no syncope 
in cases such as *sc£lestos > scelestus. Hence there is no 
sound precedent in Latin for *f£nestra > fenstra. If then 
f&nestra was the original Latin form, no satisfactory 
internal account can be given for fenstra or, therefore, 
festra.
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In Etruscan the development *finestra > *f&nstra would be 
phonologica1ly possible, but not *f&nstra > *festra. In 
Etruscan syncope takes place in medial and final syllables, 
both open and closed (see Rix 1985a:#10), e.g. arc. danaxvil
> rec. danxvil, Gr. 'HpaxXffQ > Etr. hercle; hence arc.
*f&nestra > rec. *f&nstra would be possible in Etruscan. A 
further loss of n in the Etruscan word is also 
unproblematic, cf. dandi > dadi-(&a>, danxvil >daxvilf venza
> veza, ancaria > acaria, crunscle > crusle/crusel (see Rix 
1985a:#16). The new Etruscan word would, however, retain its 
short vowel in the initial syllable, i.e. *f&nstra >
*f£stra.

The possibility that Latin borrowed from Etruscan the one 
form *f&nstra, which gave rise to f&nestra by anaptyxis (cf. 
saeclum > saeculum, rixvq > techina, Spcxxpff > drachuma
(PI.), nv& > mina) is uncertain since anaptyxis is limited 
to the environment of particular consonants and no direct 
parallel can be given for fenstra > f&n-e-stra (see Leumann 
1977:75,102-103; Szemer6nyi 1989:113). We must then start 
out from Etr. *fenestra or *fnestra, which gave Lat.
fenestra by anaptyxis (: Latin does not tolerate initial fn- 
) and fenstra (> festra) by metathesis (cf. Alessio 
1941:545).

Lat. frestra may be a borrowing from Etr. *fnestra with 
assimilation of the nasal to the following liquid. It is 
also possible that a form *frestra existed in Etruscan, 
where the combination stop plus liquid is much more common 
than stop plus nasal (see De Simone 1970 :## 146 , 231 ) . On 
the model of

Gr. £/i Sva > Etr. *ex<i>t.ra > Lat. excetra
Gr. yv&pof > Etr. #/ruma > Lat. groma/grumai 7
Gr. 'Aycxpifivov > Etr. Axmemrun
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one can hypothesize a development Etr. *fnestra > *frestra > 
Lat. frestra. The Romans would then have known two forms of 
the Etruscan word: *fnestra and *frestra (> Lat. frestra),
the knowledge of the existence of which in the early 
language has somehow come down to Placidus. f&nestra will 
have been established in the Latin vocabulary before 
*fn&stra developed to *fr&stra in Etruscan. Latin frestra 
could, therefore, lend support to the hypothesis of an Etr. 
*fnestra. The possibility must also be mentioned that Lat. 
festra may have developed from frestra by 
di ss imi1 at ion.

It is not likely that an Etruscan form *fenestra could have 
occurred as well as a form *fnestra, for anaptyxis in the 
initial syllable is unprecedented (i.e. *fnestra > *fenestra 
would not be a possible development) nor can syncope in the 
first syllable be assumed (i.e. *fenestra > *fnest.ra).

The Latin and (hypothesized) Etruscan forms can be connected 
in a number of different ways, as the examples below 
illustrate. The Latin forms, for which there is no IE 
etymology available, can be explained by recourse to 
Etruscan. It is possible that one, two or three Etruscan 
forms were borrowed into Latin:

e.g. i) Etr. *fn&stra > Lat. fenestra (anaptyxis)
and > Lat. fenstra (metathesis)

x
Lat. festra 

and > Lat. frestra (assimilat.)
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ii) Etr. *fn&stra

*fr&stra

Lat. f&nstra> f&nestrai?) 
x

Lat. festra 
Lat. frestra

iii) Etr. *fn&stra >
and >

*fr£st.ra

Lat. f&nestra 
Lat. fenstra 

x
Lat. festra 
Lat. frestra

iv) Etr. *f&nestra 
x

*f&nst.ra, 
*fn$st.rai «

*fr&stra

> Lat. f&nestra
> Lat. fenstra

I
4.

Lat. festra

> Lat. frestra

v> Etr. #f&nestra 
x

*fn$stra

x
*fr&stra

> Lat.
> Lat. 

Lat.
> Lat.

f&nestra

fenstra
x

festra

frestra

In conclusion one may note that the influence of the 
Etruscans on Roman architecture is well documented. There 
is, therefore, no semantic surprise in fenestra's supposed 
Etruscan origin: "DaB Neuerungen im Haus- und Tempelbau
von Etrurien nach Rom gelangten, wuBten wir schon langst; 
den Weg, den bei fenestra, fenestel la aus Laut- und
Wortbildung erschlieBen, zeigt uns bei atrium die direkte 
Uber1ieferung" (Gustav Herbig 1916-17:177). Paul.Fest. 
p.l2L, Serv.A.1.726 and Var.L.5.161 connect Lat. atrium with 
the Etruscan town of Atria; Vitruvius calls atria "cava 
aedium tuscanica". On the atrium in models of Etruscan tombs
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see Pallottino 1975:176. Other architectural terms of 
Etruscan origin in Latin are perhaps asser 'rafter', 
favissae 'vaults' and fala (Paul.Fest. p.78L falae dictae ab 
altitudine, a falado, quod apud Etruscos significat caelum)
'?scaffolding' (see L.R. Palmer 1954:48). That fenestra 
should belong to an attested semantic category of Etruscan 
loanwords in Latin does not confirm its Etruscan origin, 
but is entirely consistent with it.

Baudoux 1943:120-121 criticizes the fact that Gustav Herbig 
1916-17 does not consider what an Etruscan root #fnes- could 
have meant; Baudoux himself offers no solution, which is 
indicative of the difficulty involved. Alessio 1941:545-546 
connects Etr. fnes- with the place name Fensernia: "Del
resto una forma metatetica fens- per fnes- vorrei vedere nel 
nome di cittd etrusco-campana Fenser-nia, a mio parere da 
analizzare come Aeser-nia dal collettivo etr. aiser- 
«divinit&»". He comments further that "il tipo «finest.ra» 6 
ben documentato nella toponomastica italiana"; he knows of 
twenty-seven toponyms of this type, of which almost all are 
"localita poste in alto dalle quali si puo ammirare un vasto 
panorama". Alessio draws no conclusion on the meaning of 
Etruscan fnes-. It would be appropriate for the name of a 
place at high level (or on an open plane) to have been 
formed to a base word meaning 'wind': Fensernia '?place of
the winds' (Etr. pi. *fneser- > fenser-), cf. Aesernia 
'place of the gods'. The meaning 'wind' is satisfactory 
because it provides a satisfactory semantic connection 
between *f(e)nestra and Fensernia', words for 'window' are 
commonly connected with a word for 'wind' (cf. supra). 
Fensernia itself (prob. modern Sarno; Michael Crawford: 
personal communication) was not at high level. An assumption 
that the praen. *fnesce was formed to a word meaning 'wind' 
would be supported by the existence in Etruscan of the 
praenomina u&ile to uoil 'sun' and cele- to cel 'earth'.
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The survey of IE words for 'window' allows also the 
speculation that Etr. fnes- might mean 'door','eye' or 
'light'. One idea, semantically attractive but unprovable,
is that Etr. fnes- meant 'door' <cf. Fenestella) and that
*fnes-tra meant 'that relating to the door, little door, 
window'; the personal name may then have meant something
like 'captain of the Gate' <cf. Horatius! ). Comparison with 
Gr. Qvpic 'little door, window' suggests itself, as does the 
possibility that the Etruscan term, which replaced a native 
word, is a caique of the Greek word. We must assume then, 
however, that Etruscan had a word for 'door' distinct from 
cul$- 'gate'. Roman cognomina such as Oc(u)latus 'having 
eyes', Luscus 'one-eyed', Ocella, Ocellio 'small eyes', 
Paetus 'squinting' and Luminaris, Luminosus 'bright, lucid' 
(see Kajanto 1965:224, 238-9, 288) prompt the speculation
that fnes- meant 'eye' or 'light'.

In the absence of an IE etymology for Lat. fenestra,
archaeological and linguistic evidence combine to suggest an 
Etruscan source. The existence of fnes- in Etruscan is one 
of the main arguments in favour of an Etruscan origin for 
fenestra; since the derivative *fnest.ra is not attested, an 
Etruscan origin cannot be considered as certain as it is in 
the case of satelles, but the evidence is nonetheless
strong.

Notes
1. In this section frequent reference is made to Buck 1949: 

#7.25 WINDOW. See also L.R. Palmer, The Homeric and the 
Indo-European House, TPS 1948, esp. 117-119, and Seebold 
1981:## 157-160 on OHG. ougatora.

2. See Buck 1949:#7.22; IEW 278-279; Sommer-Pfister
1977;#127,2.c)B). Words for 'door' in the daughter 
languages enable the reconstruction of a PIE form pi. 
nom. *di>upr-/ gen. *dhur- 'double door', cf. Gr. dvpori, 
Lat. fores (Lat. ianua 'door, entrance', connected with
Skt. ya- 'go', yana- 'going, course^, is formed to Ianus 
< *±eh2 -no'), Lith. ddrys, Skt. dvArah (with d- for dh-
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under the influence of dvau 'two'). In the context of 
Proto-Indo-European 'door' is obviously not to be 
understood as its modern counterpart (well-fitting 
wooden door, frame, handle and so on) but rather as an 
opening (in a tent?/ hut?), which permitted entrance and 
which could be closed over with a curtain or wooden 
planks. Likewise by 'IE house' <*dom-s, cf. Gr. SdpoQ, 
SeandrpQ (< *dems-pot-) 'master of the house', Lat. 
domus, Latv. nams, Skt. damah') a primitive type of 
dwelling is to be understood.

3. These forms, which must mean literally not 'door for the 
eye', but 'door (i.e. opening) in the shape of an eye', 
show, as does Gr. Qvptc, the priority of the door over 
the window, cf. Port. Janella.

4. See L.R. Palmer, Descriptive and Comparative
Linguistics, London 1972, 344, and Seebold 1981:143.
This is a convenient point to note that the climate of 
Etruria in ancient times (at least between 900-300 B.C. 
on the evidence of pollen analysis) was of "a cold, 
damp, oceanic type" (Cristofani 1979:10).

5. Further, the earliest windows known in Latium were 
neither door- nor eye-shaped, but rectangular.

6. e.g. Strabo 5.3.2-3; D.H.1.74.2; Tac.Ann.11.14. See
Peruzzi 1980, esp. Iff., 12-13 and 28ff., and for the 
literary references, esp. n. 106.

7. It is not necessary to invoke borrowing from Mycenaean 
in order to explain loss of preconsonantal s- in Latin, 
if, for example, SzemerGnyi 1989:26-27 is correct in 
deriving Lat. pTlum from *(s)pid-slo-m 'spear'. 
Peruzzi's first and third postulates, which are 
problematic, are not discussed here.

8. Latin f is a labio-dental spirant and occurs in words in
initial position and at the morpheme boundaries (e.g. 
ef-ficere, fe-felli, far-farum) of words inherited from 
PIE; in addition there is a number of Sabellic loanwords 
in -f- such as rufus in Latin. Spirantization of the 
mediae aspiratae is one of a number of specific Italic 
sound developments; Latin f is the realization of PIE 
initial *bh~, *d*> - or (or of initial in
combination with u) . Internally these aspirates are 
realized in Latin as the voiceless stop -b- (< *-bh-t or 
< *-d*> - in combination with r, I, u), or -d- (< *-dh-> or
as -u-/-g*- (< In the Sabellic dialects and
Faliscan PIE *b*>, *d*> and *g*h are realized as Cf] in
all positions. The course of development of PIE *bt* , *d*> 
and *g*h in the Italic languages is disputed. There are 
two competing theories. The first is that of Ascoli- 
Sommer (see Sommer-Pfister 1977:#104,2a, Steinbauer 
1979:48ff.), whereby:
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PIE Proto-Italic, Proto-Lat. Latin
Paleo-Greek

*bh- > ph- > f- > f-
*-bh- > -ph- > -f- > -B- > -b-

PIE Greek Latin, Osco-Umbrian,
Venetic Faliscan

*bh - > cp- f - f-
+-bt> - > -cp- -b- -f-

The theory (in modified form, i.e. without the joint 
Italo-Greek stage) still receives support from some 
scholars, most notably O. Szemer6nyi 1952-53, who 
assumes the development PIE *b*> > Proto-Ital. *ph.
Szemer^nyi invokes the operation of Bartholomae's Law, 
certain only for Indo-Iranian, in the etymology of 
certain Latin and Greek forms. The best evidence is Lat. 
hasta < *hast.t>a < *g^azd^a\ in this and the other forms 
discussed by Szemer6nyi the development from voiced 
aspirate to voiceless aspirate occurs when an s 
precedes; this may constitute a special condition under 
which the sound development takes place.

The second theory, favoured not least because it 
involves two steps less than the Ascoli-Sommer theory, 
is that of the Italian school (Sommer-Pfister 
1977:f104,2b), whereby:

PIE *dt> *b*>
i 4 4

Early Proto-Ital. S B yw
i 4 4

Proto-Ita1. f- f- f-

Latin (medial) -d-/-b- -b- -gv-

Sabellic, Faliscan -f- -f- -f-
Venet i c -d- -b- 7

(not attested)
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The main argument to have confirmed this theory as the 
much more probable is that of Rix 1957 (cf. Untermann
1968, Steinbauer 1979) based on the Greek transcription
of the Oscan name for Samnium. The basis of the three
Latin names SabinT, SabellT, and Samnium must be
*SaPeno-\

*Sa0eno- > Lat. *Sa&Ino-
*Sa&en-lo- > Lat. SabellT
*Sa$en-iom > *Sa$niom

> SabTnT

> Lat. Samnium
> Gr. Zavvxov
> Osc. safinim, 

safinas ttitas
cf.SPi c (TE.5)

The Greek transcription can only be understood, if, when 
the Greeks learned the place name, it contained not 
/-f-/, as in later Oscan sources, but /-0-/; Gr. -av- 
represents /a3/ and shows that a voiced fricative stage 
existed in Oscan. Jane Stuart-Smith, The Development of 
Indo-European 'Voiced Aspirates' into Italic, A New 
Look, MPhil. diss., Oxford 1991, demonstrates that the 
sound change from voiced aspirate to voiced fricative, 
the possibility of which is challenged by SzemerSnyi, is 
not only a phonetically plausible development but is 
typologically paralleled in other IE languages; I repeat 
here one example from her impressive list: "dh is found 
as [ 3 intervocalica11y in Bengali" (p.181).

9. The validity of Peruzzi's example is not clear. The 
normal development of PIE *sde- is to Lat. so-, e.g. 
*stiesor > soror, cf. Skt. svasar-. There are, however, 
sufficient examples of loss of -jj- between vowels 
(though none, it seems, of u_ > 0 /e - e), e.g.:

*de-uorsom > deorsum 
aevitas > aetas 
lavatrTna > latrTna (cf. Peruzzi)
*juTnita > vita 
(Sommer-Pfister #94)

*weghomenos > uehemens > uemens 
*kleyomenos > #kleyemenos > clemens 
(Szemer6nyi 1989:48).

10. cf. Poucet. 1989:293, 294: "Ces notices nous renvoient
dans la lointaine pr£hist.oire du Latium, vers le XIHe- 
Xlle si£cle, bien avant 1'orienta1isant recent. On ne 
peut pas, en bonne m6thode, les consid6rer comme 
refl6tant la r6alite de l'histoire. Rien ne permet de 
penser que les Subapenniniques du Latium connaissaient 
l'6criture"; "L'essentiel est, pour l'historien, de ne 
pas prendre ces informations traditionnelles (on the 
origin of writing in Latium) pour argent comptant. Ainsi 
par exemple, le linguiste italien, E. Peruzzi....a tort 
de croire que des Arcadiens se sont r6ellement, 
hi stor iquement, installs avec Evandre sur le Palatin au 
XHIe-XIIe si£cle, et qu'ils ont apport£ aux
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Subapenniniques de la region les lumiSres de la 
civilisation grecque, en ce compris l'6criture".

11. De Simone 1970:275-281; Breyer 1984:755. Gr. S > Lat. t 
and Gr. a > Lat. u can only be explained through 
Etruscan mediation.

12. De Simone 1970:281: "Die Formen auf -tra wie lepistra 
und lanistra sind allerdings erst spat durch Glossen 
belegt; mit Recht hat ferner J. B. Hofmann auf den 
spatlateinischen Wechsel -(s >ta/-(s)tra hingeweisen. 
Wird also die etruskische Herkunft von lat. lanista 
durch die Glosse TLE 841 nahegelegt, so ist damit aber 
wohl nicht gleichzeitig erwiesen, da8 die Endung -tra 
ebenso vom Etruskischen kommt."

13. It should be noted that Gr. x^rP(X > Lat. *kutra might 
<in theory) be a borrowing from 'Sicilian' Greek. See 
Agostiniani 1991:33ff.: "E noto che secondo la 
testimonianze di Gregorio di Corinto e di Giovanni 
Grammatico le due parole xtfrpa e xiT&v prevedevano, nel 
greco siceliota, l'occlusiva velare semplice, e non 
aspirata", cf. Pratmakes for IJpardpaxoc. The step *kutra 
> scutra remains problematic.

14. *-trah2 > Lat. *-tra > -tr$. The shortening is secondary 
cf. the thematic a-sterns, where +-eh2 > -a- > in
nom. sg. , tdga > tdgd. The length is retained in Greek, 
e.g. (papirpa, fjpipa.

15. Olsen 1988:#6.1.9; 6.1.10. Normally -d+t- > -d* t- >
—t*t- > -ss- (> -s-), e.g. *sedtos > sessus, *saldtos > 
*salssos > salsus; but before 'r', -d+tr- > -s t e.g.
*fraud-trom > *frustrum, pi. frustra: see Sommer-Pfister 
1977:#134.3a.

16. A similar phenomenon of abbreviated spelling is observed 
in Ancient Greek inscriptions, where an omitted vowel is 
the (first) vowel in the letter name of the preceding 
consonant, e.g. e omitted after 6 in Q(e)6t i p o q\ this 
example is taken from an impressive collection by Rudolf 
Wachter, Abbreviated Writing, Kadmos 39, 1991, 48-80.

17. Carlo De Simone, lat. groma (gruma) ' FeldmeB i nstrument.' , 
Folia Linguistica 4, 1970, 121-124.

18. That is to say that fnes- results from the metathesis of 
*fens~.
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CONCLUSION

In the main chapters a number of new conclusions have been 
reached, some of which modify or expand existing theories. I 
sum up briefly here. The Roman praenomen Spurius was 
borrowed from the native Etruscan individual name arc. 
spurle. The Italic possessive suffix -jo-r which was 
introduced into Etruscan in gentilicia and individual names 
of Italic origin, was used in Etruscan on the Italic model 
to form personal names and common nouns; it seems fair to 
assume that Etrusco-Latin bilingual speakers, probably 
native Italic speakers living in Etruria, explained the 
function of the -le << -jo-) suffix and may have created
some of the first Etruscan names and common nouns in -ie,
including perhaps spurie. Lat. subulo was borrowed from an
Etruscan agent noun arc. *supilu. Lat. populus, originally 
'army', is on semantic, phonological and morphological 
grounds unlikely to be IE. An Etruscan etymology is not
unproblematic; the Etruscan individual name puplie, which 
has been used in support of an Etruscan etymology for 
populus, is probably of Latin origin. The putative Etruscan 
source of populus is identified in a new etymology of the 
toponym pupluna. Lat. satelles 'bodyguard' was borrowed from 
the Etruscan agent noun arc. tzatilad, originally 'one who 
strikes' or 'one who axes'; the transmission of the Etruscan 
word into Latin is explained satisfactorily for the first 
time and a new interpretation is given of a short sequence 
in the liber linteus. It is further proposed that Lat. 
ITctor, literally 'binder', was created at the beginning of 
the Republic to replace satelles as an official title. Lat. 
fenestra was borrowed from Etr. arc. *f(e)nes-tra; both the 
root fnes- and the suffix -tra are known in Etruscan.

It has been necessary or advantageous to consider the 
etymologies of a number of other Etruscan and Latin lexemes
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such as Lat. miles, persona, spurium; Etr. ecisie, ruze,
fufluns. Here too some new interpretations are given.

Some of Breyer's conclusions on individual lexemes are
discussed (see, for instance, #111.4) and found to be 
incorrect or questionable; one can conclude that the 
Etruscan contribution to the Latin vocabulary has been 
overestimated by Breyer. This thesis shows, however, that
new results can be won from the detailed treatment of
individual lexemes.
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INDEX INSCRIPTIONS

liber linteus <LL) TLE 1
tabula capuana <TC) TLE 2

Adr i a
Ad 2. 1 REE 42,229

Af r i ca
Af 3. 1 TLE 724

Ager Hortanus
AH 1.11 CIE 5617
AH 1.41 REE 43,3
AH 1.48 CIE 5647
AH 2. 1 CIE 10906
AH 3.3 TLE 752
AH 3.4 TLE 282

Arret i um
Ar 1.52 NRIE 337
Ar 1.55 TLE 674
Ar 4. 1 TLE 668

Ager Saenensis
AS 1 .27 CIE 234
AS 1 . 185 NRIE 213
AS 1 .259 NSc 1959,96
AS 1 .316 CIE 200
As 1 .339 CIE 324
AS 1 .387 CIE 1125
AS 1 .407 CIE 672
AS 1 .449 CIE 768
AS 1 .450 CIE 769
AS 1 .451 CIE 770
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AS 1.502 
AS 1.507 
AS 2.10

CIE 2811 
REE 50,16 
TLE 421

Ager Tarquiniensis
AT 1 . 1 TLE 195
AT 1 .23 CIE 5705
AT 1 .24 CIE 5706
AT 1 .81 CIE 5774
AT 1 . 108 TLE 171
AT 1 . 171 TLE 165
AT 2.2 REE 51,172
AT 2.6 NRIE 728
AT 2.20 CIE 10449
AT 5.2 REE 51 ,31
AT 6. 1 CIE 10504
AT 6.2 REE 41,128
AT 6.3 REE 41,127
AT 0 . 1 TLE 160
AT S.4 CII 2097

Ager Vulcentanus
AV 2.5 TLE 341
AV 2. 10 NRIE: 678
AV 4. 1 TLE 359
AV 0.22 TLE 360

Clus i um
Cl 1 .37 CIE 1230
Cl 1 .39 CIE 1232
Cl 1 .40 CIE 1233 +
Cl 1 .45 CIE 1238
Cl 1 .86 NRIE: 386
Cl 1 .133 CIE 1302
Cl 1 . 134 CIE 1303
Cl 1 . 135 TLE 460
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1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

187 CIE 655
320 TLE 472
430 CIE 4694
431 CIE 4695
432 CIE 4696
433 CIE 4697
490 CIE 520
539 CIE 570
540 CIE 571
564 CIE 594 + add
714 CIE 4871
750 CIE 4831
894 CIE 993
907 CIE 1006
911 CIE 4766
934 CIE 1091
935 CIE 1092
1036 TLE 524
1077 CIE 705
1091 CIE 1981
1169 CIE 1660
1185 CIE 3115
1244 CIE 1740
1245 CIE 772
1396 CIE 1912
1696 CIE 972
1750 CIE 4896
1780 CIE 2333
1807 CIE 2286
1808 CIE 2287
1840 CIE 2331
1841 CIE 2332
1914 CIE 2402
1921 TLE 927
1923 CIE 2415
1967 CIE 2459
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Cl 1 . 1998 CIE 2485
Cl 1 .2079 CIE 2550
Cl 1.2080 CIE 2551
Cl 1.2094 TLE 542
Cl 1.2095 CIE 2564
Cl 1.2100 CIE 2569
Cl 1 .2109 CIE 2580
Cl 1.2169 CIE 2631
Cl 1 .2177 CIE 2640
Cl 1 .2178 CIE 2641
Cl 1.2179 CIE 2642
Cl 1.2180 CIE 4914
Cl 1 .2251 TLE 552
Cl 1.2296 CIE 2666
Cl 1.2344 CIE 2643
Cl 1.2382 CIE 2812
Cl 1.2383 CIE 2813
Cl 1.2384 REE 46,124
Cl 1 .2413 CIE 2844
Cl 1.2450 CIE 819
Cl 1.2456 CIE 2885
Cl 1 .2511 CIE 2933
Cl 1.2543 CIE 2958
Cl 1.2546 CIE 832
Cl 1.2583 CIE 2990
Cl 1.2620 CIE 3016
Cl 1.2644 CIE 3064
Cl 2.3 TLE 489
Cl 2.5 TLE 479
Cl 2.22 CII 834
Cl 2.26 TLE 488
Cl 2.27 TLE 487
Cl 3. 1 TLE 482
Cl 3.7 TLE 558
Cl 4. 1 TLE 748
Cl 6.2 REE 46,122
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Cl 7.4
Cl 8.5 
Cl 0.8 
Cl 0.9 
Cl G . 3 
Cl S.9 
Cl S. 13

Campan i a 
Cm 2.8 
Cm 2.9 
Cm 2.18 
Cm 2.36 
Cm 2.39 
Cm 2.48 
Cm 2.58 
Cm 2.59

Cm 2.60 
Cm 2.61 
Cm 2.63 
Cm 2.72 
Cm 2.74 
Cm 2.86

Cm 6 .2

Cortona 
Co 3. 1 
Co 3.2 
Co 3.4 
Co 3.7 
Co 3.8 
Co 4.10

CIE 1812 
TLE 515 
TLE 526 
TLE 527 
CII 2530 
CII 477 bis 
CII 477

Glotta 27,171f34 
TLE 4
Glotta 29,223,1 
Glotta 27,173,43 
TLE 10 
REE 42,292 
Glotta 27,166,12
F. Slotty, Beitrage zur Etruskologie, 
Heidelberg 1952, 178.
TLE 19 
REE 42,301 
Glotta 27,165,11 
RIGI 21 ,62,4 
Slotty, Beitr 23,13
A. de Ridder, Catalogue des vases peints de 
la Bibliotheque Nationale, 2 Vol., Paris 
1901-1902, 2,505,589
F. Weege, Vasculorum Campanorum Inscriptiones 
Italicae, Bonn 1906, 76

TLE 646 
TLE 746 
TLE 640 
TLE 653 
TLE 624 
TLE 642
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Co 4.11 
Co 8. 1

TLE 647 
TLE 632

Caere 
Cr 1.67 
Cr 1.120 
Cr 1 . 157 
Cr 1.158 
Cr 2. 1 
Cr 2.2 
Cr 2.3 
Cr 2.4 
Cr 2.5 
Cr 2.6 
Cr 2.7 
Cr 2.15 
Cr 2.18 
Cr 2.20 
Cr 2.22 
Cr 2.29 
Cr 2.36 
Cr 2.43 
Cr 2.45 
Cr 2.51 
Cr 2.62 
Cr 2.64 
Cr 2.68 
Cr 2.69 
Cr 2.74 
Cr 2.76 
Cr 2.91 
Cr 2.115 
Cr 2.116 
Cr 2.117 
Cr 2.139 
Cr 3. 1

REE 41,120 
CIE 6102 
CIE 6216 
CIE 6217 
TLE 869 
REE 39,11 
REE 42,216 
SE 36,249,1 
REE 45,28 
REE 52,72 
REE 39,76 
REE 40,31 
TLE 63(a)
TLE 64 
REE 50,52 
REE 36,254f 
REE 52,16 
Epigraphica 38,27 
REE 40,35 
REE 40,36 
Epigraphica 38,30 
SE 33,537 
SE 33,502,11 
REE 51,177 
REE 46,102 
REE 42,213 
NSc 1937,391,36 
TLE 66
NSc 1937,387,24 
REE 54,18 
NRIE 893 
REE 40,30
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Cr 3.4 TLE 940(a)
Cr 3.5 TLE 940(b)
Cr 3.6 TLE 940(c)
Cr 3.7 TLE 940(d)
Cr 3.8 REE 50,85
Cr 3.9 SE 45,192
Cr 3.10 REE 42,217
Cr 3.11 TLE 57
Cr 3.12 TLE 867
Cr 3.14 TLE 58
Cr 3.15 TLE 941
Cr 3.18 TLE 769
Cr 3.19 TLE 61
Cr 3.22 G. Colonna, II commercio etrusco

Roma 1985, 270s 
Cr 3.25 TLE 72
Cr 4.2 TLE 876
Cr 4.3 TLE 873
Cr 4.4 TLE 874, TLE ad 874
Cr 4.5 TLE 875
Cr 5.2 CIE 6213
Cr 6.2 REE 48,114
Cr 9.1 TLE 55
Cr 0.4 TLE 939
Cr 0.56 NSc 1937,393,44

Cors i ca 
Cs 2.8

Fa 1er i i et Age 
Fa 2. 1 
Fa 2.3 
Fa 2.5 
Fa 2.14 
Fa 6. 1

REE 41,165 a-b

Faliscus 
TLE 28(a)
TLE 762 
TLE 33 
TLE 30 
TLE 27

area i co,
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Fa 6. 2
Fa G. 1

Fel s ina
Fe 2. 1

Fae!SUilae
Fs 1 .1
Fs 1 .8
Fs 8. 2
Fs 8. 3
Fs 8. 4
Fs 8. 5

Lat, i um
La 2. 1
La 2. 2
La 2. 3
La 2 .4
La 2. 5
La 2. 6
La 3. 1
La 6. 1
La 6. 2
La 0 . 1

La S. 1

Nummi
NU N. 15

NU N. 16
NU N. 17
NU N. 18
NU N. 19
NU N. 20
NU N. 21

TLE 28(b)
Zazoff, Skarab 40,41

SE 49,85

CIE 1
TLE 679 
TLE 675 
TLE 676 
TLE 683 
TLE 689

SE 35,569 
SE 33,506 
REE 47,29 
TLE 24 
SE 22,310 
SE 11 ,434 a 
TLE 23 
App 924 
App 923 
REE 44,23 
REE 43,19

MAI (A. Sambon, Les monaies antiques de
l'ltalie, Chicago 1967) 54,59
MAI 54,65
MAI 54,60
MAI 52,53
CII 291 b
MAI 54,60 a
CII 291 a
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NU N .22 MAI 70-72,115-1 19
NU N .23 NRIE 572
NU N .24 TLE 459
NU N .25 NRIE 571, 574
NU N .26 App 55
NU N .27 Deecke, Etr Fo 2,50,72
NU N .28 MAI 57,66, MAI 57,67
NU N .29 MAI 57,66
NU N .30 MAI 73,120
NU N .31 MAI 73,120

Inscr iptiones Ori^inis Australis
OA 2.3 REE 44,65
OA 2.26 De Ridder Cat. Vas Bib
OA 2.50 REE 54,32
OA 2.57 App 32
OA 2.58 REE 41,173
OA 2.68 CII 3,403
OA 3 . 1 REE 42,335
OA 3.2 TLE 759
OA 3.5 TLE 740
OA 4. 1 REE 46,140
OA 0. 1 SE 21,391

Inscr i pt i ones Ori^inis Borealis
OB 2.7 REE 48,117
OB 2.11 REE 43,22
OB 3. 1 TLE 763
OB 7. 1 SE 15,377,7
OB 7.2 SE 11,439 f

Inscr i pt i ones Orieinis Ienotae
OI 2. 1 REE 45,29
01 3.2 REE 39,71,1
01 G .26 SE 10,399,3
OI G .59 SE 35,573,7

2,625,1069
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01 S. 2
01 S.24

REA 1918,77 
CII 2501

Padana
Pa 3. 1 TLE 709
Pa 4.1 TLE 718
Pa 4.2 TLE 719

Perus i a
Pe 1 .25 REE 42,265
Pe 1 .306 CIE 3757
Pe 1 .307 CIE 3758
Pe 1 .313 TLE 605
Pe 1 .399 CIE 3850
Pe 1 .400 CIE 3851
Pe 1 .401 CIE 3852
Pe 1 .408 TLE 586
Pe 1 .639 CIE 3358
Pe 1 .873 CIE 3444
Pe 1 .921 CIE 4587
Pe 1 . 1000 CIE 4304
Pe 1.1013 CIE 4315
Pe 1 . 1053 CIE 4355
Pe 1.1086 CIE 4374
Pe 1 . 1132 CIE 4404
Pe 1 . 1147 CIE 4119
Pe 1.1161 REE 39,23
Pe 1 . 1163 CIE 4553
Pe 1.1213 CIE 4446
Pe 1 . 1220 CIE 4045
Pe 3. 1 TLE 622
Pe 3.3 TLE 651
Pe 5.2 TLE 619
Pe 7.2 SE 11 ,439,
Pe 8.4 TLE 570
Pe 9. 1 REE 41 ,40
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Populoni a
Po 2.12 
Po 2.21 
Po 4.4

Ruse 11ae 
Ru 2.7 
Ru 2.25 
Ru 4. 1

Spina 
Sp 2.36

Targuinia 
Ta 1 . 1 
Ta 1 .6 
Ta 1.17 
Ta 1.66 
Ta 1.83 
Ta 1.88 
Ta 1 . 174 
Ta 1.196 
Ta 1 .203 
Ta 1.205 
Ta 1.227 
Ta 2.5 
Ta 2.7 
Ta 2.27 
Ta 2.31 
Ta 3. 1 
Ta 3.9 
Ta 5. 1 
Ta 5.2 
Ta 5.6 
Ta 6. 1 
Ta 7.2

NRIE 582 
TLE 375 
TLE 380

REE 44,7 
TLE 362 
REE 42,96

TLE 712

TLE 112 
CIE 5421 
TLE 131 
TLE 105 
TLE 97 
REE 52,13 
TLE 118 
TLE 732 
CIE 5552 
TLE 124 
CIE 5580a 
TLE 154 
CIE 10296 
CIE 10060 
CIE 10210 
CIE 10159 
TLE 559 
TLE 78 
TLE 84 
TLE 100 
TLE 155 
CIE 5416
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Ta 7.4 CIE 5328
Ta 7.7 CIE 5331
Ta 7.8 CIE 5332
Ta 7.11 CIE 5335
Ta 7.18 CIE 5341
Ta 7.21 CIE 5344
Ta 7.24 CIE 5347
Ta 7.30 CIE 5527
Ta 7.60 TLE 87b
Ta 7.63 CIE 5364
Ta 7.64 CIE 5365
Ta 7.65 CIE 5366
Ta G . 3 CIE 10034

Umbria et Ager Gallicus
Urn 1 .7 TLE 697
Um 2. 1 REE 46 , 11:
Um 2.3 TLE 695
Um 2.9 TLE 694
Um 3.2 TLE 696
Um 4. 1 REE 41,10
Um 4.2 REE 41,10
Um 4.3 CII 92
Um S.4 TLE 691

Vul c i
Vc 1 .27 CIE 5286
Vc 1 . 28 CIE 5287
Vc 1 .92 TLE 321
Vc 2.7 REE 53,5
Vc 2. 10 SE 31,204
Vc 2. 15 SE 33,469
Vc 2. 16 App 853
Vc 2.24 SE 36,204
Vc 2.26 REE 39,26
Vc 2.30 CII 2222(i
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Vc 2.42 CII 2210
Vc 3.6 TLE 331
Vc 3. 10 TLE 328
Vc 4. 1 TLE 336c
Vc 4.2 TLE 336b
Vc 4.3 TLE 336a
Vc 4.4 REE 51 ,32
Vc 7.25 CIE 5267
Vc 7.27 TLE 297
Vc 7.33 TLE 300
Vc 0.21 REE 45,16a
Vc 0.40 CIE 5253
Vc G . 3 CII 2140
Vc S.2 CII 2145
Vc S. 1 1 CII 2144
Vc S. 12 CII 2468
Vc S.21 CII 2142
Vc S.27 CII 2141

Ve i i
Ve 2.4 NRIE 842
Ve 3.2 TLE 38
Ve 3.4 NRIE 869
Ve 3.5 TLE 34
Ve 3.7 NRIE 859
Ve 3.9 TLE 41
Ve 3.11 TLE 35
Ve 3.30 TLE 42 b
Ve 3.44 TLE 37
Ve 3.45 SE 13,464,11
Ve 4.3 Archeologia Laziale 4,231
Ve 6.1 TLE 49b

Vetuloni a
Vn 1.1 TLE 363
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Vols n i i
Vs 1 3 CIE 4922
Vs 1 4 TLE 242
Vs 1 7 CIE 4926
Vs 1 13 SE 30,146,18
Vs 1 28 TLE 245
Vs 1 29 SE 30,144,14
Vs 1 35 SE 34,108,52
Vs 1 36 SE 34,106,49
Vs 1 41 CIE 4968
Vs 1 45 CIE 4952
Vs 1 46 CIE 4951
Vs 1 47 CIE 4950
Vs 1 51 TLE 246
Vs 1 52 CIE 4947
Vs 1 54 CIE 4945
Vs 1 57 CIE 4942
Vs 1 62 CIE 4937
Vs 1 68 CIE 4932
Vs 1 73 CIE 4964
Vs 1 74 REE 48,90
Vs 1 81 CIE 4988
Vs 1 83 CIE 4983
Vs 1 90 CIE 4980
Vs 1 95 TLE 252
Vs 1 98 CIE 5003
Vs 1 99 CIE 5004
Vs 1 101 CIE 5006
Vs 1 115 CIE 5001
Vs 1 120 CIE 5026
Vs 1 122 CIE 5028
Vs 1 126 TLE 251
Vs 1 138 CIE 5039
Vs 1 140 CIE 5041
Vs 1 142 CIE 5043
Vs 1 149 CIE 5050
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Vs 1 . 152 CIE 5053
Vs 1 . 159 CIE 5060
Vs 1 . 160 CIE 5061
Vs 1 . 164 CIE 5066
Vs 1 . 170 CIE 4918
Vs 1 . 171 TLE 260
Vs 1 . 178 TLE 232
Vs 1 . 179 TLE 233
Vs 1 . 180 TLE 234
Vs 1 . 181 TLE 237
Vs 1 .225 CIE 5155
Vs 1 .231 CIE 5164
Vs 1 .232 CIE 5165
Vs 1 .233 CIE 5166
Vs 1 .260 SE 35,545
Vs 1 .267 CIE 5189
Vs 1 .282 CIE 5192
Vs 1 .301 REE 41,145
Vs 2.7 REE 40, 10
Vs 2.20 CIE 10648
Vs 2 . 35 REE CJl o o

Vs 2.48 TLE 263 b
Vs 4.3 SE 30,149,25
Vs 4.8 TLE 900
Vs 4.63 TLE 210, CIE
Vs 4.64 TLE 210, CIE
Vs 4.65 TLE 210, CIE
Vs 6.4 SE 35,562
Vs 7. 14 CIE 5090
Vs 7. 15 CIE 5091
Vs 7.25 TLE 241
Vs 7.39 TLE 207
Vs 7.42 TLE 290bc
Vs S. 15 CIE 10873
Vs S.21 CIE 10863
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Volaterrae
Vt 1.55 
Vt 1.57 
Vt 1 .76 
Vt 1.77 
Vt 1.78 
Vt 1.80 
Vt 1.85 
Vt 1.108 
Vt 1.133 
Vt 1.145 
Vt 1.147 
Vt 1 . 154 
Vt 1.162 
Vt 2.12 
Vt 3. 1 
Vt 4.2

TLE 385 
REE 43,13 
TLE 425 
TLE 428 
NRIE 251 
REE 43,15 
TLE 407 
CIE 4614 
REE 52,66 
TLE 388 
CIE 100 
TLE 386 
TLE 383 
TLE 410 
TLE 429 
TLE 402
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